About this document

This document sets out the conclusions of our Wholesale Local Access Market Review in relation to the UK excluding the Hull Area.

Wholesale local access refers to the connections from the local telephone exchange to a home or business premises, which are used to provide broadband and other services at the retail level.

We have concluded that BT continues to have significant market power in the wholesale local access market and have imposed a package of remedies to address the competition concerns arising from BT’s SMP, which are designed to promote investment and competition.

This document consists of three volumes and detailed annexes we refer to in Volumes 1-3:

- Volume 1 sets out our analysis of the wholesale local access market and our decisions to impose a number of remedies on BT.
- Volume 2 sets out the detail of the charge controls we are imposing on BT’s MPF local loop unbundling and ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ wholesale services.
- Volume 3 sets out the details of the physical infrastructure access (PIA) remedy we are imposing on BT giving duct and pole access (DPA).

We have separately published our Quality of Service Statement, which sets out the detailed requirements we are imposing to ensure quality of service on BT’s network.

Please note that on 22 May 2018 Ofcom published a Modification to the SMP conditions to correct a modelling error which increased some Metallic Path Facility (MPF) rental services and certain Local Loop Unbundling (LLU) ancillary services prices by around 1% (see Ofcom’s explanatory note: https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/114203/Explanatory-note-modification-SMP-condition-7a.pdf).
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1. Executive summary

1.1 Broadband has become increasingly important to people and businesses. All of us are more reliant than ever on the internet for business, banking, shopping, entertainment and socialising.

1.2 Nearly all UK homes and offices have access to ‘superfast’ broadband speeds of 30 Mbit/s or more, and average connection speeds have increased from 18 Mbit/s to 36 Mbit/s over the last three years. Residential data usage has risen by 36% year on year, in part driven by the growth of over-the-top services such as Netflix and Amazon Prime. Small and medium sized companies, as well as the smaller branch offices of larger organisations, are increasingly adopting cloud-based services, which depend on fast, reliable and consistent connections.

1.3 While this progress is encouraging, there is more to do to ensure that the country is ready to take advantage of further technological developments. Greater investment is needed to build broadband networks that are fit for the 21st century. This includes full-fibre networks that can deliver speeds in excess of 1 Gbit/s; are more reliable than copper-based networks, with five times fewer faults; and can give more consistent performance with speeds closer to those advertised.

1.4 We believe competition among different networks is the most effective way to spur continued investment and innovation in high-quality, fibre networks. Virgin Media’s Project Lightning (which plans to reach a further four million premises) has galvanised BT to develop its ‘G.fast’ technology, which is designed to deliver yet greater speeds from its copper network. In our Strategic Review of Digital Communications, we observed from analysis of network deployment across several different countries that the scale of full-fibre coverage tends to correlate with the level of network competition.

1.5 Promoting competition is central to our efforts to stimulate investment in the UK’s telecoms sector and the infrastructure the country needs. We have therefore adopted a major strategic shift to encourage large-scale investment in full-fibre networks, and away from reliance on the predominately copper-based technologies of BT’s existing network. This regulatory approach will support recent commitments by broadband companies to connect several million premises to full-fibre over the next few years, and is designed to promote further investment beyond these ambitions.

1.6 There are two complementary measures we can take to encourage competitive network investment:

- reducing the cost and making it quicker and easier for competing providers to build their own networks; and
- ensuring competing providers have appropriate incentives to build their own networks rather than buying wholesale services from Openreach, the telecoms network company owned by BT.

1.7 The largest part of the cost of deploying a network is the cost of physical infrastructure, such as underground ducts and telegraph poles. BT owns a vast network of these ducts...
across the country and around 90% of them are likely to have space to lay new fibre cables. By opening up BT’s ducts and poles to enable rival operators to install their own fibre networks, we estimate that the up-front costs of building fibre networks could be reduced by around 50%. These networks can also be deployed much more quickly. For example, while it can take days to build 200 metres of duct using traditional construction methods, fibre cables can be installed in the same length of existing duct in a matter of hours. Effective access to existing ducts and poles can transform the business case for investing in full-fibre networks.

1.8 But competing providers will only invest in building their own networks if this is more attractive than buying wholesale services from BT, as many do at present. The pricing of BT’s wholesale services therefore plays an important role in investment incentives. Setting regulated prices where there is the prospect of competition requires a balance between retaining the incentives to invest in new networks (leading to longer-term benefits to consumers such as choice and innovation), and the risk of higher retail prices (with the associated shorter-term harm to consumers).

1.9 In principle, we might look to achieve this balance by recognising that network competition is possible in some parts of the country, but not all: prioritising incentives to invest in new networks in geographic areas that are prospectively competitive, and on protecting consumers in areas which are not. However, at this stage, the limited evidence as to where different companies will build new networks makes identifying the boundaries between these geographic areas impracticable for this review.

1.10 As an alternative, we think the combination of providing pricing flexibility for higher-speed services above 40 Mbit/s, and a control on BT’s prices for its ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ wholesale services, will achieve a reasonable balance. Where there is investment in new networks this is likely to be in full-fibre networks capable of delivering much higher speeds. Pricing flexibility for higher-speed services will help support these investment opportunities. In contrast, copper-based networks, which are used to deliver lower-speed superfast broadband, are now well-established. Our charge control will protect users of these services from the risk of high prices.

1.11 Over time, we would expect to adopt a regulatory approach that increasingly takes account of how network competition develops in different geographic areas. In places where there is evidence of effective competitive pressure emerging, we would expect to deregulate. Conversely, for the places where it becomes clear that competition will not emerge, there is an increasing risk of high prices for higher-speed services. In those geographic areas we would expect to control the wholesale price of higher-speed services to ensure that people continue to get a good deal from their broadband services. This geographically differentiated approach to regulation successfully promoted competition in copper-based broadband services in the mid-2000s.

1.12 Building future fibre networks will take time, and network competition will not be possible in all areas of the country. In this review, we have therefore also decided to put in place measures to protect consumers that rely on BT’s existing network.
Key decisions

In this document, the key measures we are taking to promote competition are:

- improving access to BT’s ducts and poles to make it easier and cheaper for competitors to build their own fibre networks;
- continuing pricing flexibility for BT’s wholesale services with speeds above 40 Mbit/s, while introducing a control on BT’s prices for its ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ wholesale services, to support incentives to invest in fibre network build; and
- maintaining access and pricing controls on BT’s copper network to protect consumers in the transition to greater network competition.

These measures are complemented by other initiatives to drive network investment:

- Plans to reform Openreach, BT’s network division, into a legally separate company with a greater openness to different models of investment and risk-sharing, and stronger incentives to be responsive to all its customers, including in its consideration of technology investment choices.
- The UK Government is working to improve the business case for future infrastructure investment through a number of initiatives, including its Local Full Fibre Networks programme, the Digital Infrastructure Investment Fund, business rates relief for fibre networks, and its Barrier Busting Task Force.
- The UK Government has confirmed that universal broadband will be delivered by a regulatory Universal Service Obligation (USO), giving everyone in the UK access to speeds of at least 10 Mbit/s by 2020. We are ready to commence implementation of the USO once the Government passes the necessary secondary legislation.
- The Scottish and Welsh Governments and the Northern Ireland Executive have also announced plans to bring benefits to many homes and business in the nations.

Together, these initiatives will work towards the national priority of ensuring the country has the broadband infrastructure required to support the needs of UK consumers and businesses, ensuring they can benefit from new technologies and innovative services.

Market context

Almost all buildings in the UK are connected to a fixed telecoms network, which is used to provide broadband, telephone and now increasingly TV services. The wholesale services that support these connections form the wholesale local access (WLA) market.

Broadband services are generally marketed with reference to download speeds. For example, standard broadband, with download speeds up to 30 Mbit/s, is provided using copper to connect homes to BT’s local exchange in almost all cases. BT has now overlaid fibre for part of the connection using fibre-to-the-cabinet (FTTC). Superfast broadband, with download speeds above 30 Mbit/s, is typically delivered using a combination of BT’s wholesale copper access services and its FTTC services. Full-fibre broadband connections can offer speeds of 1 Gbit/s or more, as well as greater reliability.
In most parts of the country there are only one or two physical networks. BT and Virgin Media are by far the largest fixed access network providers, reaching nearly 100% and around 45% of UK homes respectively, with Virgin Media planning to extend its coverage to around 60%. Other smaller network providers operate in specific parts of the country. As a result of long-standing regulation, BT, through Openreach, provides wholesale access to its network to other companies, the largest of which are Sky and TalkTalk. These companies offer retail services in competition with BT Consumer.

Superfast broadband services are available to over 90% of UK premises. Our analysis of broadband take-up shows that demand for superfast speeds is growing rapidly. Where available, 50% of broadband lines were at superfast speeds by 2017, with a forecast of above 70% by 2020/21. But while the UK performs well internationally in terms of the availability and take-up of superfast broadband, it lags well behind other countries in full-fibre broadband, with just 3% of premises currently able to benefit from these types of connections. The challenge now is to look to the future and the need to encourage investment in full-fibre networks.

In recent months there has been growing momentum behind investment, with a number of BT’s competitors having announced plans to build new full-fibre networks:

- Virgin Media is continuing to expand its network and, as noted above, aims to reach a further four million premises, half of which will be connected using full-fibre.
- CityFibre announced in November 2017 a plan to roll out full-fibre to one million homes in 12 cities over the next four years, in conjunction with Vodafone – and possibly as many as five million homes by 2025.
- Hyperoptic has announced that its fibre network now covers 350,000 premises. It further plans to cover two million urban homes by 2022 and five million by 2025.
- TalkTalk has announced plans to roll out full-fibre to three million premises.
- Gigaclear’s network reaches 60,000 premises in rural areas and it plans to expand to 150,000 premises by 2020.

BT has recently announced plans to speed up its deployment of full-fibre, with a commitment to reach up to three million premises by 2020. It has also outlined plans to reach 10 million by the mid-2020s, conditional on a number of regulatory and public policy enablers.

**Measures to promote investment and competition**

Having consulted on proposals in our review of the WLA market last year, we have concluded that BT continues to have significant market power (SMP). A primary concern is that BT’s SMP reduces incentives for both BT and its competitors to invest in new networks. In this document we set out our decisions to impose a comprehensive package of measures to address the competition concerns arising from BT’s SMP.

Our package of measures to promote investment and competition consists of:
• duct and pole access: improving access to BT’s ducts and poles to promote investment by competitors; in turn, competitive network investment will incentivise BT to invest in fibre networks;

• pricing of wholesale services: continuing pricing flexibility for BT’s wholesale services with speeds above 40 Mbit/s, while introducing a control on BT’s prices for its ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ wholesale services, to support both BT’s and competitors’ incentives to invest in fibre network build;

• access to existing networks: maintaining access and pricing controls on BT’s copper network to protect consumers in the transition to greater network competition, recognising that fibre networks will take time to build and network competition will not be possible in all areas of the country; and

• improving quality of service: setting higher standards of quality on BT’s copper network to protect consumers in the transition to greater network competition.

Duct and pole access to promote competitive network investment

1.23 The high costs of building physical infrastructure, such as ducts and poles, is a barrier to large-scale network deployment in significant parts of the country. BT’s SMP means that it has limited incentive to provide rivals with access to its universal physical infrastructure.

1.24 While BT has been required to provide duct and pole access (DPA) since 2010, the original remedy was designed to support telecoms providers wanting to offer services in advance of BT’s superfast broadband rollout, particularly to increase the contestability of public funding to build new networks in rural areas. Initial interest from competing providers failed to materialise and there was limited motivation to develop the remedy further.

1.25 In light of the priority to encourage investment in full-fibre networks, our focus has been on producing a practical DPA remedy, with infrastructure that is ready for use by competing network providers as soon as possible.

1.26 Our DPA remedy will broadly allow other telecoms providers to access BT’s ducts and poles as easily as BT itself, using (as far as is possible) the same processes, service levels, systems and digital map data. We are enabling greater flexibility in the use of BT’s ducts and poles, so telecoms providers can deploy ‘mixed use’ local access networks offering both broadband and non-broadband services (such as mobile backhaul services), provided the primary purpose of the network deployment is the delivery of retail broadband services. We are spreading the costs of the DPA remedy across all services using ducts and poles, meaning rental prices should fall to around half their current levels.

1.27 In response to stakeholders’ comments on the scope of the DPA remedy and associated regulated pricing, we are providing more guidance to give greater certainty to investors in competing full-fibre networks.

1.28 Our DPA remedy could transform the business case for companies investing in fibre – lowering the upfront cost by around 50% and reducing the time to market, leading to greater investment in alternative networks in the future. Our decision to impose the DPA remedy, and details of how it will work, is discussed in Volume 3 of this statement.
Pricing of wholesale services to support network investment

1.29 The majority of providers who compete with BT to offer retail broadband services, including Sky and TalkTalk, currently purchase wholesale services from BT. These retail providers will only invest in building their own networks if they consider this to be more attractive than buying wholesale services from BT. In addition, BT’s incentives to invest in new networks will be influenced by the return that BT can achieve on its investment, which in turn depends on the prices it can charge for services delivered over the network. The pricing of BT’s wholesale services therefore plays an important role in investment incentives, both for BT and its competitors.

1.30 BT’s wholesale copper access services have been subject to price controls for some time. In contrast, BT has had flexibility in how it sets prices for its FTTC services, even though they have been subject to regulated access since commercial launch in 2009 through an obligation we refer to as virtual unbundled local access (VULA).

1.31 Setting regulated wholesale prices where there is the prospect of network competition requires a balance between retaining the incentives to invest in building new networks, and the risk of higher retail prices. Higher VULA prices would in general make both past and future investment more profitable, though the relationship between prices and incentives for new investment is complex. In the longer term, investment in competing networks can be expected to deliver significant benefits of innovation and competition, in terms of greater choice, quality and incentives to price keenly. But higher VULA prices would be expected to result in higher retail prices and a degree of harm to consumers in the shorter term. In particular, during the period of transition as new networks are built, and in parts of the country where network competition does not emerge. Currently, around 40% of consumers take superfast broadband services which rely on the Openreach network and we expect this to increase over the review period.

1.32 In principle, an appropriate balance could be achieved by recognising that geography plays a role in the prospects for network competition. Some areas of the country (for example densely populated cities with a high proportion of residential apartment buildings) are likely to be prospectively competitive. In these areas, it would make sense to prioritise incentives to invest in network build. Other areas of the country (such as more rural communities) may not be able to support more than one fibre network, and in these areas the priority would be to protect consumers from high retail prices.

1.33 In practice, business cases for deploying fibre networks are complex and diverse, taking into account a wide range of criteria. These include variations in both the cost of deployment (for example in different geographies) and in the revenue opportunities (such as offering business services over the network in addition to broadband, or bundling other retail services such as mobile). At this stage, it is not possible to reliably identify the geographical boundary between prospectively competitive areas, and those which are not. The associated regulatory risks of misspecification include failing to protect consumers from higher prices in areas where no network competition emerges. Conversely, there is a risk of deterring network investment in other areas due to regulating wholesale prices too tightly.
1.34 We have therefore considered whether an appropriate balance can be achieved by considering different product bandwidths – lower-speed and higher-speed services – rather than different geographic areas.

1.35 In our consultation, we noted that pricing flexibility for FTTC services, while imposing a cost-based control on lower-speed copper services, has successfully incentivised FTTC investment and contributed to the take-up of superfast broadband services. Allowing BT the opportunity to achieve a fair return on risky investments plays an important role in its investment incentives. Our assessment is that BT has had the opportunity to make a reasonable return on its initial risky investment in FTTC. Even taking our charge control on ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ into account, BT’s return on its FTTC investments is well above the cost of capital it faced at the time and sufficient to compensate for the risks it then faced with this investment. This approach of regulating the price of a lower-bandwidth (or ‘anchor’) product at cost, which provides a degree of constraint on higher-bandwidth products, which otherwise benefit from pricing flexibility, is referred to as ‘anchor pricing’.

1.36 We consider that an appropriate balance between encouraging network investment and protecting consumers from the risk of higher retail prices can be achieved by a continuation of this successful anchor pricing approach. In this case, our approach is modified to recognise that the focus of investment is now on full-fibre networks, and there is the prospect of competitive investment, which was not the case for investment in FTTC.

1.37 We have decided to control prices of BT’s FTTC wholesale service – the ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ VULA service. We will allow BT continued flexibility in how it sets prices on VULA services of higher (and lower) bandwidths, including those using G.fast technology. In addition, BT will no longer be subject to the detailed VULA Margin Condition that we imposed in 2014.

1.38 While we expect the charge control for ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ VULA to constrain the prices of other speed variants and full-fibre network services to a reasonable degree, over time this constraint will weaken. As demand for higher-speed, more reliable services grows, we expect the average price of wholesale connections to increase.

1.39 Table 1.1 below sets out the charge control that will apply for VULA rentals during the review period. Both the ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ service and the copper access service are required to provide retail superfast broadband services.

1.40 The VULA charge control starts on 1 April 2018 and runs to 31 March 2021. Charges are reduced from the current level in two steps, so they are aligned with our forecast of efficient cost in 2019/20 and continue to be cost-based in 2020/21.

---

1 BT’s 40/10 FTTC service which provides download speeds of up to 40 Mbit/s and upload speeds of up to 10 Mbit/s.
2 The VULA Margin Condition imposed obligations on BT to provide a sufficient margin between retail and wholesale prices and to provide details to Ofcom of the costs and revenues necessary to demonstrate its compliance, every six months.
Table 1.1 VULA charge controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Current annual charge</th>
<th>Annual charges (£-nominal)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2018/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTTC 40/10 (‘up to 40 Mbit/s’) rental</td>
<td>£88.80</td>
<td>£69.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper access⁴ rental</td>
<td>£84.38</td>
<td>£85.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined rental charge</td>
<td>£173.18</td>
<td>£155.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Some of the figures in this table and paragraph 1.41 below have subsequently been amended as set out in the explanatory note: [https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/114203/Explanatory-note-modification-SMP-condition-7a.pdf](https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/114203/Explanatory-note-modification-SMP-condition-7a.pdf)

1.41 The combined rental charge in 2020/21 equates to £12.06 per month and is around 7% higher than what we consulted on in March 2017.

1.42 To prevent BT from stifling new investment by rivals as network competition emerges, BT will not be allowed to make geographically targeted reductions to wholesale rental charges in areas where competitors are starting to build new networks.

1.43 Our decision to impose a charge control for VULA services is set out in Section 9, and details of our charge control are set out in Volume 2 of this statement.

**Future pricing regulation**

1.44 We recognise that it will take time to build new networks, and hence for our strategy to encourage large-scale investment in full-fibre networks to play out. Over that time, we would expect the constraint imposed by the cost-based ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ VULA services on the price of faster VULA services to weaken.

1.45 We cannot prejudge what actions we will take in the future, as any pricing decisions in future reviews will be made in light of the circumstances and legal framework applicable at that time. However, we do not expect to extend our charge controls beyond retaining cost-based controls on copper access and ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ VULA services, as a matter of course.

1.46 Rather, with increasing investment by competing providers and improved prospects for network competition, we expect future reviews to consider the case for a shift away from price regulation of VULA. In time, a greater degree of differentiation in our regulatory approach across the UK is likely to emerge. Our strategy anticipates that different regulation is likely to be needed in different geographic areas.

---

³ The charge control is in the form of CPI-X. The annual charges set out for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are forecasts based on expected CPI.
We have updated a number of the inputs into the charge control models based on new or revised information (particularly in relation to inflation and BT’s pension costs). This has had the effect of slightly increasing the level of the charge controls.
⁴ Copper access is provided with two different quality of service levels: level one and level two. We have decided to set the charge control on service level one as the industry is increasingly using this level.
In places where there is evidence of competitive pressure emerging, we would expect to deregulate. Conversely, for the places where it becomes clear that competition will not emerge, there is an increasing risk of high prices for higher-speed services. In those geographic areas, while we would expect to regulate wholesale prices, we would do so in a manner that takes into account the level of risk at the time the investments were made.

Given the challenges in identifying the criteria for distinguishing between geographic areas that are prospectively competitive, and those which are not, future market reviews will need to consider these criteria carefully based on the facts at the time. In light of this uncertainty, we expect to continue to place weight on the risk of harm to consumers resulting from stifling investment by competing providers. Our starting point will therefore be to err on the side of promoting investment.

We are also working with BT and other network providers to find practical solutions to facilitate the transition to full-fibre networks, while ensuring the transition does not damage consumers’ experiences. We recognise the benefit of providing more clarity on regulatory principles, such as the ‘fair bet’, that should apply to new risky investments, and the application of rules that may affect the move from copper networks and the eventual removal of those networks. The principles that should apply fall outside the scope of this market review, but we will consider changes that take account of competition and the interests of consumers.

Ensuring access and regulated pricing for existing networks

Given that building fibre networks will take time and network competition will not be possible in all areas of the country, we have decided to put in place measures to protect consumers and the retail competition on BT’s existing network.

We have decided that BT must continue to provide wholesale access, including to its full-fibre network, recognising that it will not be feasible for other providers to build competing networks throughout the whole of the UK. However, BT should continue to have flexibility in setting wholesale prices for full-fibre services where charge controlled FTTC services are also available. In the limited cases where BT has deployed a full-fibre network but offers no other superfast broadband services, the anchor pricing approach will apply, combining pricing flexibility for higher speeds and a control on the 40 Mbit/s full-fibre service.

Our key objective for BT’s copper network is to maintain a stable regulatory regime during the transition to greater network competition, and protecting consumers who use the network from the risk of higher prices. Most customers using fixed services delivered via the Openreach network will continue to rely on the copper network over the review period, including many superfast broadband customers.

Our main decisions in respect of copper access regulation are:

- that BT must continue to offer local loop unbundling (LLU), which provides competitors with control of the copper access connection. We will continue to impose

---

5 LLU is a process by which BT offers access to its copper network to other telecoms providers.
a cost-based charge control on the main form of LLU and the supporting services used by BT’s competitors; and
• to remove the specific network access obligation and charge control on shared LLU. BT will still have to provide network access to shared LLU on reasonable request and at fair and reasonable charges, and will be subject to a no undue discrimination obligation.

1.54 The copper access charge control (on the main form of LLU) results in a broadly stable rental charge over the next three years, with underlying costs estimated on a similar basis to that used previously (see Table 1.1 above). The control runs from 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2021. Our decision to impose the copper access charge control is set out in Section 10, and details of our charge control are set out in Volume 2 of this statement.

Improveing quality of service

1.55 Effective network competition will deliver choice and innovation to people and businesses, with network providers competing not just on price, but on other features including service quality.

1.56 In the transition to greater network competition and large-scale deployment of full-fibre networks, good quality of service on BT’s existing network is necessary for effective competition. Poor wholesale quality of service limits telecoms providers’ ability to offer differentiated services to their customers, and consumers may be deterred from switching. BT’s SMP means that absent regulation it does not have sufficient incentives to deliver quality of service at an appropriate level, or to innovate to improve service quality.

1.57 In 2014 we imposed new quality of service rules on BT in relation to repairing faults and installing new broadband lines on its copper network. This was necessary to stabilise BT’s performance, which had declined steeply in prior years.

1.58 As set out in Section 8, we have decided to include a direction-making power in the SMP conditions enabling us to set appropriate quality of service standards on BT. The detail of our quality of service remedies – which we have extended to BT’s FTTC services – is set out in our Quality of Service Statement.
2. Introduction

2.1 In this section we set out a description of wholesale local access (WLA) in the UK and the consultations we have conducted to inform our market review. We also summarise the process we have adopted in defining the markets in this review and the legal framework relating to the review process.

2.2 The conclusions of our review are published in three volumes and a number of Annexes, which together set out our analysis of and decisions regarding the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area:

- Volume 1 sets out our market analysis, and the reasoning behind the remedies we are imposing on BT (excluding duct and pole access (DPA));
- Volume 2 sets out the detail of the charge controls for local loop unbundling (LLU), in the form of metallic path facility (MPF), and the virtual unbundled local access (VULA) 40/10 Mbit/s service, together with a range of ancillary services supporting wholesale local access;
- Volume 3 sets out the details of the physical infrastructure access (PIA) remedy giving duct and pole access (DPA) and our reasoning behind it; and
- Annexes containing details which are referred to in each of the volumes. These Annexes support the analysis in Volumes 1 to 3 and are an integral part of our reasoning.

2.3 We have also separately published the Quality of Service Statement⁶, setting out our decisions to impose directions regarding quality of service issues on BT’s fixed access network, a report by WiK on the benefits of full-fibre network deployment, consumer research and a number of charge control models.⁷

Wholesale local access in the UK

2.4 As we explain in Section 3, a range of voice, internet access and content services can be consumed when a household (or business) subscribes to a retail telecoms package. The telecoms provider which owns and operates the line over which these services are delivered is in a strong position to influence the choices available to end consumers.

2.5 WLA describes the underlying infrastructure (i.e. the line or fixed access connection) used by a retail telecoms provider to deliver services to end consumers.

2.6 In the UK excluding the Hull Area, there are two large local access networks, owned and operated by BT and Virgin Media respectively. In the Hull Area the main local access network is operated by KCOM.

2.7 For nearly two decades, BT has been required to provide WLA over its network of local access connections. This has primarily involved access via local loop unbundling (LLU),

---

which enables a retail provider to take control of the copper access connection to each premise so-connected on the BT local access network. Since 2008/09, BT has been upgrading its access network by introducing fibre connections. In general BT has deployed fibre between local exchanges and street cabinets to make a fibre-to-the-cabinet (FTTC) network (with copper still used between the street cabinet and the customer’s premises). In a small number of cases BT has deployed full-fibre connections, known as fibre-to-the-premises (FTTP)\(^8\) thus eliminating the need for a copper connection, including for the final connection to the customer. KCOM operates a copper access network in the Hull Area and has also been deploying fibre, mainly in the form of FTTP.

2.8 Virgin Media’s access network architecture and the technologies it uses are different, but the underlying connection is similar to that in BT’s network. It provides a connection between a customer’s premises and a street cabinet using a copper coaxial cable to support TV and broadband, with a twisted copper pair to support standard telephony. Virgin Media then uses fibre to connect the street cabinets to the ‘head-end’ hub site. We refer to this network as a ‘cable network’, reflecting the original design of such networks being for the provision of cable television. Virgin Media is also deploying FTTP in its new network deployment.

2.9 In addition to these large fixed telecoms local access networks there are a number of small local access networks, including various fixed wireless networks, mostly offering broadband connectivity to consumers. Fixed wireless access enables a premises to be connected without a physical fibre or copper connection. Fixed wireless access services can be used for much the same purposes as fixed line services and, in some locations, may be functionally equivalent (e.g. where fixed broadband speeds are particularly low). As we recognise in Section 3, fixed wireless access services are evolving, driven by technological change, which may mean they gain increased consumer acceptance as an alternative to a copper, fibre or cable local access connection.

2.10 Mobile networks also provide access using wireless connections to customers’ mobile devices directly (rather than via a router connected in the home or business premises). Unlike other forms of connection, this allows a customer to access voice and data services while on the move.

**Retail services delivered over local access networks**

2.11 Retail telecoms services are differentiated on a number of dimensions, including not only the services sold as a bundle (or separately), but also on the features of each individual retail service. Voice usage may be bundled with the telecoms package (e.g. evening and weekend calls) or priced on a metred basis. Similarly, internet access is often differentiated on the basis of usage (e.g. capped monthly usage or unlimited monthly usage). The most significant differentiation is often seen in the content bundled with the telecoms package – ranging from bundles with nothing other than “over the top” access to content such as

\(^{8}\) FTTP may also be referred as fibre-to-the home (FTTH).
Netflix, Amazon or YouTube, to packages bundling exclusive sports and other pay-TV content.

2.12 In relation to the speed of the internet access connection, a large number of bandwidth choices are available, but we have typically grouped these into four broad categories of download speeds as follows:

- **narrowband internet access**: download speeds up to the capacity of standard voice channel (i.e. up to 64 Kbit/s);
- **standard broadband (SBB)**: download speeds of up to 30 Mbit/s;
- **superfast broadband (SFBB)**: download speeds from 30 Mbit/s up to 300 Mbit/s; and
- **ultrafast broadband (UFBB)**: download speeds of 300 Mbit/s and above.\(^9\)

2.13 Narrowband and SBB speeds are typically delivered over copper access connections. With fibre and cable based local access connections, telecoms providers can offer superfast or ultrafast broadband services, depending on the technology, as well as lower speeds if the end consumer so requires.\(^10\)

2.14 SFBB is now available to almost 91% of homes and small businesses across the UK.\(^11\) The reach of these services has advanced considerably over the last few years.

2.15 Our forecast for the period to 2020/21 is that take up of superfast broadband will increase to around 70% of all broadband connections (including those where superfast broadband is not yet supported).

---

\(^9\) There is no generally accepted definition of ultrafast. The UK Government has previously defined ultrafast as 100 Mbit/s or greater (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/broadband-investment-fund/broadband-investment-fund-request-for-proposals). We also consider that the reliability with which the speed is delivered is an important attribute and expect the definition to ultrafast to evolve to take account of the importance of this reliability. We currently take ultrafast broadband services to be those that offer a minimum download speed of 300 Mbit/s or more (a factor of ten greater than the minimum offered by superfast). These services also offer higher upload speeds than superfast broadband. Over time we expect ultrafast technologies to evolve towards providing gigabit speeds and above – 1 Gbit/s or more.

\(^10\) The European Commission refers to these as Next Generation Access (NGA) networks, which it defines as wired access networks which consist wholly or in part of optical elements and which are capable of delivering broadband access services with enhanced characteristics (such as higher throughput) as compared to those provided over already existing copper networks. In most cases NGAs are the result of an upgrade of an already existing copper or co-axial access network. See Commission Recommendation of 20 September 2010 on regulated access to Next Generation Access Networks (NGA) (2010/572/EU) (NGA Recommendation) http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32010H0572&from=EN. In the UK, FTTC and FTTP access connections fall under that characterisation of NGA.

Figure 2.1: Ofcom forecasts of SFBB take-up as a proportion of all broadband lines\textsuperscript{12} (i.e. not adjusted for incomplete coverage of SFBB)\textsuperscript{13}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2_1.png}
\caption{Ofcom forecasts of SFBB take-up as a proportion of all broadband lines (i.e. not adjusted for incomplete coverage of SFBB)\textsuperscript{13}}
\end{figure}

\textit{Source: Ofcom forecast based on Openreach and Virgin Media data\textsuperscript{14}}

2.16 However, our 2017 Connected Nations report shows that in June 2017, around 1.1 million homes and businesses were still unable to receive download speeds of 10 Mbit/s\textsuperscript{15}, and 2.6 million are unable to receive superfast speeds of 30 Mbit/s.\textsuperscript{16}

2.17 The UK Government is supporting improvement of broadband services across the country. It established Broadband Delivery UK (BDUK) to deliver superfast broadband to areas where there was no prospect of commercial deployment, and has ensured broadband with download speeds of 24 Mbit/s or more is available to 95% of the UK. More recently, the Government has announced that universal high-speed broadband will be delivered by a regulatory Universal Service Obligation (USO), giving everyone in the UK the right to download speeds of at least 10 Mbit/s by 2020.\textsuperscript{17} The Nations are also implementing

\textsuperscript{12} We have not adjusted this chart to take into account the fact that SFBB is not available in 100% of the UK. The share of SFBB in those locations where it is available may therefore be slightly higher than the figures presented here.

\textsuperscript{13} SFBB in this chart represents all fibre and cable lines, although in practice, a small fraction of these lines may not be capable of delivering speeds of 30mbit/s.


\textsuperscript{15} Our Connected Nations 2017 report found that 1.1m homes are unable to receive decent broadband – this includes a minimum download speed of at least 10Mbit/s with additional quality parameters of a minimum of 1Mbit/s upload speed, minimum standard of latency and contention and a data cap of at least 100GB per month. Ofcom, 2017. \textit{Connected Nations 2017: Data Analysis}, paragraph 4.25. https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/108511/connected-nations-2017.pdf.

\textsuperscript{16} 9% of UK premises are unable to receive broadband speeds of 30 Mbit/s or higher.

programmes to deliver superfast broadband: Reaching 100% in Scotland\(^\text{18}\), Superfast Cyrmu in Wales\(^\text{19}\) and Superfast Northern Ireland.\(^\text{20}\)

2.18 Ultrafast broadband can be provided with different technologies. The majority of ultrafast broadband services are currently provided with full-fibre. In 2017, only around 3\% of homes and small businesses (840,000) had access to full-fibre.\(^\text{21}\) BT is now piloting G.fast technology which uses fibre to the cabinet and copper for the final connection to the customer, and which may be able to provide ultrafast services to some of the customers in the areas where it is deployed.\(^\text{22}\) Virgin Media is in the process of upgrading its network (through a combination of updating its cable network and deploying full-fibre) and is beginning to offer services with download speeds of up to 300 Mbit/s. Later versions of the technology used could support, in theory, download speeds of up to 10 Gbit/s and upload speeds of up to 1 Gbit/s.\(^\text{23}\)

### WLA services

2.19 BT, through Openreach, provides wholesale local access to other telecoms providers, the largest of which are BT Consumer, Sky and TalkTalk, who then offer services to end consumers. There are a number of WLA services that telecoms providers use to provide fixed voice and broadband services using BT’s network, which BT offers to fulfil the specific network access obligations that we impose:

- **PIA**: a form of duct and pole access that enables providers to deploy fibre in the access network using BT’s ducts and poles;
- **LLU**: enables providers to deliver standard broadband over BT’s copper network. The two variants of LLU are MPF and Shared Metallic Path Facility (SMPF)\(^\text{24}\);
- **Sub Loop Unbundling (SLU)**: allows providers to physically take over or share part of BT’s existing copper lines between a cabinet and the customer’s premises; and
- **VULA**: provides access to BT’s fibre through a virtual connection. BT meets this obligation through the provision of Generic Ethernet Access (GEA). It has two variants: GEA-FTTC and GEA-FTTP, each of which is available in a range of bandwidths with the price of the service increasing with the bandwidth offered.

---


\(^{22}\) G.fast is a technology which is similar to VDSL2 over FTTC that provides higher bandwidth broadband using a copper/fibre infrastructure of local access connections. BT offers two speed variants in its G.fast pilot: the first offers up to 160 Mbit/s download and 30 Mbit/s upload, and the second offers up to 330 Mbit/s download and 60 Mbit/s upload. These higher speeds may only be available to customers within 300-400m of the cabinet. Unlike FTTP, G.fast technology can offer only asymmetric download and upload speeds.


\(^{24}\) With MPF a telecoms provider can provide narrowband (voice) and broadband services, and with SMPF just broadband services to customers (with another provider supply voice).
2.20 LLU and VULA are the most widely used WLA services. Telecoms providers use BT’s LLU service to serve around ten million customers. VULA is used by BT’s competitors to supply around 4 million customers at present. Some smaller telecoms providers use SLU, but compared to LLU and VULA the number of lines supplied in this way is very limited; as of 11 September 2015, there were fewer than 200 cabinets where SLU had been implemented.

2.21 PIA was first introduced as a network access remedy to support potential competition for contracts in the early stages of the BDUK programme, but to date take-up has been limited. As we discuss in Volume 3 of this statement, we are introducing a revised passive access remedy, designed to secure more effective network-level competition in local access through improved access to BT’s ducts and poles.

**Consultations**

2.22 The below table summarises the consultations we have published in the lead up to this statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consultation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 May 2016</td>
<td>2016 WLA Consultation on possible approaches to fibre cost modelling.(^{27})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 December 2016</td>
<td>2016 PIA Consultation with our initial proposals to develop an effective PIA remedy.(^{28})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 March 2017</td>
<td>March 2017 WLA Consultation on our assessment of the state of competition in the wholesale local access market in the UK excluding the Hull Area and our proposals (including charge controls).(^{29})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


\(^{26}\) BT response to s.135 notice dated 8 October 2015. We estimate that SLU volumes have not changed significantly since we gathered this information from BT.


### Consultation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 31 March 2017      | March 2017 QoS Consultation setting out preliminary proposals for regulating the quality of Openreach’s various access services (WLR, MPF and GEA-FTTC).  
| 20 April 2017      | April 2017 DPA Consultation with our proposals for revisions to Openreach’s PIA product.  
| 9 August 2017      | August 2017 WLA Consultation setting out how we would amend our charge control proposals in light of the additional relevant costs that BT would incur should it enter into a voluntary agreement with the Government to invest in universal broadband.  
| 20 August 2017     | August 2017 DPA Consultation setting out detailed pricing proposals on the setting of rental charges.  
| 14 September 2017  | September 2017 WLA Further Consultation on specific issues relating to our charge control proposals in the March 2017 WLA Consultation.  
| 14 September 2017  | September 2017 QoS Further Consultation on quality of service regulation, revising some of our March proposals.  

---

30 Ofcom, March 2017. Quality of service for WLR, MPF and GEA – Consultation on proposed quality of services remedies.  


32 Since the publication of this consultation, the Government has decided not to accept BT’s proposals. As such, we have not adopted any of these proposals and we do not discuss this issue further in this statement. Ofcom, August 2017. Wholesale Local Access Market Review – Recovering the costs of investment in network expansion.  


35 Ofcom, September 2017. Quality of service for WLR, MPF and GEA – Further consultation on proposed quality of service remedies.  

2.23 We received responses from 55 stakeholders in response to the above WLA consultations (see Annex 4 for a full list of respondents). We consider that the range of respondents offers representation of all sides of industry, as well as other relevant organisations. We have carefully considered the responses and discuss how we have taken them into account in our analysis at appropriate points throughout the documents.

### Summary of existing regulation

2.24 In the 2014 Fixed Access Market Review (FAMR) we defined the market for wholesale local access at a fixed location as comprising the provision of copper, cable and fibre lines at a fixed location. We defined two geographic markets: the UK excluding the Hull Area and the Hull Area. We found that BT held significant market power (SMP) in the first of these geographic markets and KCOM in the second, and we applied remedies in each accordingly.

2.25 We imposed charge controls on BT’s supply of LLU and the relevant ancillary services. We also imposed an obligation on BT to provide VULA. We did not impose a charge control on this service but allowed BT pricing flexibility subject to it complying with the VULA margin condition. The current LLU charge controls expired on 31 March 2017.

2.26 Despite the expiry of the LLU charge controls, BT still remains subject to a requirement for its charges to be fair and reasonable. BT made a voluntary commitment to reduce and maintain the price until the charge control imposed by this review comes into force.

---


40 We consulted in March on defining fair and reasonable charges as £84.38 and BT subsequently volunteered to set prices at £84.38.
Regulatory framework

2.27 The regulatory framework for market reviews is set out in UK legislation and is transposed from five EU Directives. These Directives impose a number of obligations on relevant regulatory authorities, such as Ofcom, one of which is to carry out periodic reviews of certain electronic communications markets.\(^41\)

2.28 This market review process is carried out in three stages:

- we identify and define relevant markets;
- we assess whether the markets are effectively competitive, which involves assessing whether any operator has SMP in any of the relevant markets; and
- where we find SMP, we assess the appropriate remedies, based on the nature of the competition problems identified in the relevant markets.

2.29 In carrying out the review we are required to define relevant markets appropriate to national circumstances. In so doing, we are also required to take due account of the European Commission’s (EC) Recommendation on relevant product and service markets\(^42\) (the 2014 EC Recommendation) and SMP Guidelines.\(^43\) More broadly, we are required to take utmost account of all applicable opinions, common positions, recommendations, guidelines, advice or regulatory best practice adopted by BEREC.\(^44\)

Relevant documents

2.30 The following summarises a number of relevant documents that are referred to in this statement.

The 2014 EC Recommendation

2.31 The Relevant Markets Recommendation sets out those product and service markets which, at a European level, the Commission has identified as being susceptible to **ex ante**

---

\(^41\) We set out the applicable regulatory framework and the approach to market definition and SMP assessment in more detail in Annexes 5 and 6.


regulation. These markets are identified on the basis of the cumulative application of three criteria:

- the presence of high and non-transitory barriers to entry;
- a market structure which does not tend towards effective competition within the relevant time horizon; and
- the insufficiency of competition law alone to adequately address the market failure(s) concerned.

2.32 We, as the national regulatory authority in the UK, in accordance with competition law and taking due account of the 2014 EC Recommendation, have defined the proposed relevant markets appropriate to our national circumstances in Section 3 of this statement.

The EC SMP Guidelines

2.33 The EC SMP Guidelines include guidance on market definition, assessment of SMP and SMP designation. In Sections 3 and 4 of this statement, we set out how we have taken the EC SMP Guidelines into account in reaching our proposals.

The NGA Recommendation and the Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation

2.34 The NGA Recommendation aims to foster the development of the single market by enhancing legal certainty and promoting investment, competition and innovation in the market for broadband services, and in particular, the transition to next generation access networks. It does so by setting out a common approach for the implementation of remedies with regard to such networks.

2.35 The Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation concerns the application of non-discrimination, price control and cost accounting obligations. It provides further guidance on the regulatory principles established by the NGA Recommendation, in particular the conditions under which regulation of wholesale access prices should or should not be applied.

2.36 In relation to both of these documents, we must take utmost account of each recommendation, but in light of particular factors it may be appropriate to depart from them.

---


BEREC Common Position

2.37 In considering remedies, we have taken utmost account of the BEREC Common Position on remedies in the market for wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access at a fixed location, as set out in the sections below. To the extent that any of our proposals depart from the BEREC Common Position, we have set out our reasons in this statement.

Relevant legal tests and statutory duties

2.38 Where we find that a market is not effectively competitive, we identify the undertaking(s) – i.e. telecoms provider(s) – with SMP in that market and impose appropriate SMP obligations. When imposing a specific SMP obligation, we need to demonstrate that the obligation in question is based on the nature of the problem identified, proportionate and justified in light of the policy objectives as set out in Article 8 of the Framework Directive.\(^\text{49}\)

2.39 For each SMP condition set in this statement we explain why we consider the conditions we are imposing satisfy the test set out in section 47 of the Communications Act 2003 (the Act), namely that the obligation is:

- objectively justifiable in relation to the networks, services or facilities to which it relates;
- not such as to discriminate unduly against particular persons or against a particular description of persons;
- proportionate to what the condition or modification is intended to achieve; and
- transparent in relation to what is intended to be achieved.

2.40 Additional legal requirements also need to be satisfied depending on the SMP obligation in question. For example, under section 88, when we set a charge control, we must consider whether there is a relevant risk of adverse effects arising from price distortion; and the appropriateness of the control for the purpose of promoting efficiency; sustainable competition; and conferring the greatest possible benefits on end-users of public electronic communications services.

2.41 We also explain why we consider the performance of our general duties under section 3 of the Act would be secured or furthered by our proposed regulatory intervention. Our principal duty, in this regard, is to further the interests of citizens in relation to communications matters and customers in relevant markets, where appropriate by promoting competition. We explain why we are acting in accordance with the six Community requirements under section 4 of the Act. This is also relevant to our assessment of the likely impact of implementing our proposals.

2.42 Consistent with our duties under section 4A of the Act and under Article 3(3) of the BEREC Regulation, we have also taken due account of the applicable EC recommendations and utmost account of the applicable opinions, common positions, recommendations,

\(^{49}\) See Article 8(4) of the Access Directive.
guidelines, advice and regulatory best practices adopted by BEREC relevant to the matters under consideration in this statement (which we have identified above).

Forward look

2.43 Market reviews look ahead to how competitive conditions may change in the future. For the purposes of this review, we consider the period up to March 2021, reflecting the characteristics of the retail and wholesale markets and the factors likely to influence their competitive development.

2.44 The prospective nature of our assessment over this period means that we are required to gather a range of evidence to assess actual market conditions as well as to produce forecasts that we consider will appropriately reflect developments over time. This is particularly the case in our assessment of market definition and market power, and in our detailed modelling work underpinning the charge controls, PIA and QoS remedies we have decided to impose. Where appropriate, we have exercised our regulatory judgement to reach decisions on the evidence before us with a view, ultimately, to addressing the competition concerns we identify in order to further the interests of citizens and consumers in these markets.

Impact assessment and equality impact assessment

Impact assessment

2.45 The consultation documents summarised above constituted our impact assessment for the purposes of section 7 of the Act.

2.46 Impact assessments provide a valuable way of assessing the options for regulation and showing why the chosen option was preferred. They form part of best practice policy-making. This is reflected in section 7 of the Act, which means that, generally, we have to carry out impact assessments in cases where our conclusions would be likely to have a significant effect on businesses or the general public, or where there is a major change in Ofcom’s activities. However, as a matter of policy Ofcom is committed to carrying out impact assessments in relation to the great majority of our policy decisions.50

Equality impact assessment (EIA)

2.47 Annex 3 sets out our EIA for this market review. We are required by statute to assess the potential impact of all our functions, policies, projects and practices on equality. We have a general duty under the 2010 Equality Act to advance equality of opportunity in relation to age, disability, sex, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief and sexual orientation. EIAs also assist us in making sure that we are meeting our principle

---

duty of furthering the interests of citizens and consumers regardless of their background or identity.

2.48 It is not apparent to us that the outcome of our review is likely to have any particular impact on race, disability and gender equality. More generally, we do not envisage the impact of any outcome to be to the detriment of any group of society. Nor do we consider it necessary to carry out separate EIAs in relation to race or sex equality or equality schemes under the Northern Ireland and Disability Equality Schemes.

**Document structure**

2.49 The following sets out the structure of this statement across the three Volumes and Annexes:

**Volume 1**

- Section 3 defines the relevant product and geographic markets.
- Section 4 completes the assessment of market power and builds on the analysis of the relevant market undertaken in Section 3.
- Section 5 sets out our over-arching approach to remedies and how it will address our competition concerns as well as reflect our long-term strategy for digital communications.
- Sections 6 and 7 set out the general and specific access remedies which we are imposing.
- Section 8 sets out the quality of service conditions we are imposing which will allow us to set minimum standards and reporting requirements.
- Sections 9 and 10 set out the pricing remedies which we impose on BT’s supply of VULA and LLU.
- Section 11 sets out the specific no undue discrimination obligation we are imposing to prevent BT using targeted geographic price reductions to undermine competing investment.

**Volume 2**

- Section 2 sets out details of our economic principles for setting cost-based charges. We set out details of our decisions on the form of charge controls, the cost standard and allocations of common costs we apply and our network model choice.
- Section 3 sets out details of our charge control design. This includes the specification of the MPF and GEA rental charge controls, the duration of the charge controls and the speed over which charges will align with costs within the charge controls. We also set out particulars of the basket design for some of the ancillary services and determine how these baskets will work in practice.
- Section 4 sets out summaries of our models used to determine the costs of MPF and GEA 40/10 rental services and some of the related ancillary services. This includes the top-down model that we use to estimate the costs of MPF services and allocate common costs across all WLA services, and the bottom-up model we have developed
to estimate the costs of GEA services. In particular we set out the key modelling
decisions that underpin these models, including decisions in relation to the main
modelling inputs.

- Section 5 sets out how our decisions have been implemented in our legal instruments
  and how they meet the relevant legal tests.

**Volume 3**

- Section 2 sets out the details of the physical infrastructure access remedy.
- Section 3 details the non-discrimination requirements.
- Section 4 sets out how certain costs related to the provision of PIA should be recovered
  by Openreach.
- Section 5 sets out our decisions on pricing remedies with respect to PIA.
- Section 6 sets out our decision to require BT to publish a Reference Offer specifying the
terms and conditions on which BT will provide PIA. It also set out our views on how the
processes and systems for PIA could be improved as part of complying with the
Reference Offer condition.
- Section 7 sets out our decision relating to the timescales by which Openreach is
required to implement the various elements of the new PIA remedy.

**Annexes**

2.50 There are also a number of annexes which apply across Volumes 1-3 including:

- Annex 1 sets out our regulatory framework.
- Annex 2 sets out our general analytical approach to market definition, SMP assessment
  and remedies.
- Annex 3 sets out our equality impact assessment.
- Annex 4 sets out our sources of evidence.
- Annex 5 sets out supporting evidence for market analysis including detailed analysis of
demand for broadband over local access connections.
- Annex 6 sets out further supporting analysis of the ‘fair bet’.
- Annex 7 summarises and responds to stakeholder comments which are not featured in
  the main volumes.
- Annex 8 sets out our decision on regulatory financial reporting.
- Annex 9 sets out diagrams of the relevant services.
- Annex 10 sets out details of our service volume forecasts.
- Annex 11 sets out details of the top-down copper access model that we have used to
  estimate the cost of MPF services and allocate common costs between copper and
  VULA services.
- Annex 12 sets out the adjustments we have made to our base year data and forecasted
costs within our top-down model we have used to estimate the cost of MPF services.
- Annex 13 sets out details of our modelling on quality of service.
- Annex 14 sets out documentation on our bottom-up model that we have used to
  estimate the cost of GEA services.
- Annex 15 sets out details of the calibration of our bottom-up model.
Annex 16 sets out details of the results of our top-down and bottom-up models and sensitives.
Annex 17 sets out details of our decision on inflation.
Annex 18 sets out details of the cost and asset volume elasticities we use in our modelling.
Annex 19 sets out details of our decision on efficiency.
Annex 20 sets out details of our decision on cost of capital.
Annex 21 sets out details of our decision on business rates (cumulo).
Annex 22 sets out details of our decision on the sales of copper and property.
Annex 23 sets out details of our decision on certain wholesale ancillary services.
Annex 24 sets out the risk to BT’s cost recovery from mixed usage.
Annex 25 sets out our rental charge methodology.
Annex 26 sets out our financial limit methodology.
Annex 27 sets out our glossary.
Annex 28 sets out Cartesian’s GEA allocations report.
Annex 29 sets out Cartesian’s bottom-up model report.
Annexes 30 to 32 set out NERA’s reports on incorporating BT’s pension deficit in the cost of capital calculation, update of the equity and asset beta for BT group and comparators and the evidence of difference in risk for fixed versus mobile telecommunications operators.
Annex 33 sets out our legal instruments.

European consultation

2.51 We notified the European Commission (Commission), BEREC and other national regulatory authorities of our final proposals for our market analysis and remedies on 23 February 2018, as required under Article 7 of the Framework Directive. The Commission issued a request for information on 5 March, to which we responded on 8 March.

2.52 We received the Commission decision providing no comments on our notification in accordance with Article 7(3) of the Framework Directive on 23 March 2018.51

3. Market definition

3.1 In this section, we set out our conclusions on product and geographic market definition for the purposes of the wholesale local access (WLA) review. WLA involves the provision of a connection at a fixed location (i.e. to a customer’s premises) from a point of aggregation of such connections which can be accessed by another telecoms provider.

3.2 WLA corresponds to Market 3(a) in the 2014 EC Recommendation. In our assessment of market definition for this review we have taken utmost account of that recommendation and the SMP Guidelines. The reason for carrying out a market definition assessment, including our general approach to doing so, is set out in Annex 2.

Summary of our decision

3.3 In summary, we have:

- defined a single product market for the supply of wholesale local access (WLA) at a fixed location; and
- defined two distinct geographic markets for the WLA product market identified above, namely (i) the UK excluding the Hull Area, and (ii) the Hull Area.

Role of and approach to market definition

3.4 In undertaking our assessment of market definition, and subsequently of SMP, we look at a wide range of evidence and past practice, taking account of European and domestic guidance on such matters (most notably the 2014 EC Recommendation, EC Notice on Market Definition, EC SMP Guidelines, BEREC Common Position and OFT market definition guidelines). We have also reflected the relevant aspects of the recent judgment of the Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT) in the appeal of Ofcom’s 2016 Business Connectivity Market Review (2017 BCMR judgment), which addressed market definition.

3.5 The market review procedure requires us to analyse markets to determine whether any provider holds SMP in any given market, and whether any subsequent SMP conditions and remedies should be imposed. Hence, under the regulatory framework for electronic communications, and following established competition law practice, it is first necessary to define the relevant market. This involves consideration of the competitive constraints

acting on the products, and in turn, the geographic areas, under investigation. This typically begins with consideration of demand-side and supply-side substitution.

3.6 From an economic perspective, market definition is a means to an end; the end being to identify market power. The identification of market power should not be sensitive to the definition of the product or geographic market, provided all relevant constraints on prices are identified and taken into account at some stage in the market analysis. In particular, supply-side constraints may be taken into account either in the analysis of market power (as potential entry) or, if entry is rapid and low-cost, at the market definition stage as supply-side substitution. What is important is that all relevant constraints are taken into account (and not double-counted), and the stage at which this is done should not affect the conclusion regarding market power. It also follows from this that mechanical inferences about SMP from market shares should be avoided.

3.7 In this *ex ante* market definition assessment we assess a range of evidence, including forecasts of likely developments in the market, and reach a view on what this means for our decision on market definition. Where there is scope for interpretation of the evidence, or whether alternative approaches might be taken on the basis of the same evidence, we have used our judgement based on our experience of regulating fixed telecoms markets over successive reviews to take what we consider to be appropriate decisions on market definition.

3.8 Under the relevant European and domestic guidelines, cited above, the analytical framework for assessing demand- and supply-side substitution for the purposes of market definition involves undertaking the hypothetical monopolist test (HMT). This looks at whether it would be profitable for a hypothetical monopolist of a focal product to impose a small but significant and non-transitory increase in price (SSNIP) above the competitive level. In other words, the HMT asks whether a SSNIP on the focal product would be unconstrained by switching to substitute products such that a price rise above the competitive level (typically by 5-10%) was profitable.56

3.9 In order to undertake the HMT, we must first identify a focal product. For the reasons set out below (and in line with our approach in previous market reviews including the last review of this market in the 2014 FAMR)57, we consider that the appropriate focal product from which to start our assessment is local access over copper/fibre connections. This is consistent with the SMP guidelines, which say that:

“NRAs should thus commence the exercise of defining the relevant product or service market by grouping together products or services that are used by consumers for the same purposes”.58

---

56 SMP guidelines, paragraph 40.
57 Ofcom, 2014 FAMR Statement, paragraphs 7.32-7.34.
58 SMP guidelines, paragraph 44.
3.10 As we set out below, we must then consider whether alternative products are sufficiently substitutable for the focal product. While this review is concerned with Wholesale Local Access, we must first consider retail services.

3.11 In principle, the HMT also provides a framework for geographic market definition.\(^\text{59}\) However, one limitation of the HMT in the case of geographic market definition for fixed telecoms services is that it will often lead to overly narrow geographic markets\(^\text{60}\):

- in the case of demand-side substitution, it is extremely unlikely that individual consumers will move home in response to a SSNIP on the price of their retail services; and
- in the case of supply-side substitution, it is unlikely that a network provider will expand its network to individual premises in response to a SSNIP.

To identify the appropriate geographic market, and consistent with the idea of market definition as a means to an end, it is therefore helpful to aggregate geographic areas into areas where “the conditions of competition are similar or sufficiently homogenous”.\(^\text{61}\) Again consistently, areas should be defined as separate markets if competitive conditions “differ...with potential effects on either the SMP finding or the identified competition problems”.\(^\text{62}\) Hence, when defining geographic markets:

> “it is important for NRAs to bear in mind the purpose of market definition, which is not an end in itself but a means to undertaking an analysis of competitive conditions, for the purposes of determining whether ex-ante regulation is required or not.” \(^\text{63}\)

3.13 BEREC also notes that the definition of the relevant geographic market may be informed by the presence of a common pricing constraint:

> “If prices of the incumbent and alternative operators are geographically uniform, that is, do not differ between geographical areas, this may be an indication of insufficient geographical variations in competitive conditions to justify the definition of subnational geographical markets.

This is, however, not always the case. An NRA should always check underlying facts possibly indicating the opposite. If the prices of the incumbent are geographically uniform but the prices of the alternative operators with national coverage differ

\(^{59}\) BEREC common position, paragraph 15.

\(^{60}\) BEREC common position, paragraph 15.

\(^{61}\) SMP guidelines, paragraph 56. Similarly, in *Tiercé Ladbroke v Commission* [1997] ECRII-923, paragraph 102, “The geographical market can be defined as the territory in which all the traders concerned are exposed to objective conditions of competition which are similar or sufficiently homogeneous”. Similar wording was previously used in *United Brands v Commission* [1978] ECR207, paragraph 44, *Michelin v Commission* [1983] ECR3461, paragraph 26 and *Alsatel v Novasam* [1988] ECR5987, paragraph 15.

\(^{62}\) BEREC common position, paragraph 129.

\(^{63}\) BEREC common position, paragraph 129. In *Alsatel vs Novasam*, the relevant geographic market is defined as the area “in which the conditions of competition are sufficiently homogeneous to enable the economic strength of the undertaking in question to be assessed” op. cit. paragraph 15.
between geographical areas, particularly between competitive and less competitive areas, the indications for a national market are less clear.”

We discuss the meaning of “sufficiently homogeneous” in the context of WLA, and the relevance of uniform pricing, later in this section.

3.14 Whilst market definition is a means to an end, under the regulatory framework for electronic communications – which imports the established practice of competition case law – market definition precedes the assessment of dominance (i.e. SMP). Market shares, for example, often vary depending on the breadth of the product or geographic market and market shares play a particular role in competition and regulatory assessments of market power. As noted in Bishop and Walker (2010), it is important to define the relevant market appropriately so that market shares “provide...a good proxy of market power.”

3.15 We have therefore considered in the SMP assessment (in Section 4 of this statement) how market shares and other relevant indicators of competitive conditions would vary between different product market segments and geographic areas.

Responses to our consultation

3.16 The majority of consultation respondents who commented on our proposed product market definition (including Openreach, Virgin Media, Vodafone, CityFibre and Scottish Futures Trust) agreed with our proposal that the relevant market was WLA at a fixed location, encompassing copper-, fibre- and cable-based local access.

3.17 BT Group argued that there are certain anomalies in the way that we have defined the WLA market, including that we have found BT to have SMP in relation to fibre-based local access from the moment it invested in next generation access (NGA) despite these services being fairly nascent and BT facing competition from Virgin Media which commenced NGA rollout earlier.

3.18 In its response to our June 2017 WBA Consultation, but referencing also our findings in WLA, TalkTalk also questioned whether cable services provided by Virgin Media should be included within the same product market. However, TalkTalk did not propose an alternative focal product to local access over copper/fibre connections.

3.19 The majority of stakeholders agreed with our proposal to exclude wireless access services from the market, including access over mobile networks, fixed wireless access (FWA) and

---

64 BEREC common position, paragraphs 48-49, and see also paragraphs 113-120.
66 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 91.
67 Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 134.
68 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 59
69 CityFibre response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 4.1.19-4.1.44
70 Scottish Futures Trust response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 2
71 TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 2.5.
72 In its response to the June 2017 WBA consultation (paragraph 2.4), TalkTalk claims that “Ofcom does not clearly identify different focal markets (sic)”, although this appears to be a criticism specific to the WBA review. TalkTalk’s main concern in its response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation appears to be to make the case for a charge control on BT’s GEA product(s).
satellite. BT argued, however, that with innovations in wireless technology and the advent of 5G spectrum standards, FWA services could become a stronger substitute in the future. BT also noted some recent and upcoming developments in the satellite broadband sector, and argued that these developments may affect its substitutability for fixed broadband.

3.20 CityFibre agreed that fixed wireless services were not part of the WLA market over the three-year review period, but argued that a longer review period would have resulted in the inclusion of FWA in the WLA market. CityFibre also argued that mobile is not in the market at present but that this will change in the medium term when 5G is available.

3.21 Scottish Futures Trust agreed that our product market definition was broadly accurate at present but argued that mobile services will converge with WLA services and prices in future.

3.22 The main stakeholder who disagreed with our position on wireless services was Three, who argued that FWA is increasingly competitive with other fixed technologies in terms of both cost and performance and should be included in the WLA market. Virgin Media agreed with our product market definition but argued that mobile will act as a constraint on superfast broadband (SFBB) – particularly as the performance of mobile continues to improve and/or if there was a sharp increase in the pricing of SFBB.\(^\text{73}\)

3.23 In relation to services delivered over local access connections, views differed on the strength of the constraints between standard broadband (SBB) and SFBB.

3.24 Vodafone agreed with our product market definition proposals and said that we had rightly identified that the price constraining impact of SBB on SFBB has weakened rapidly. It said that the lack of substitutability between SBB and SFBB is clearly illustrated by both the consumers who are unable to access SFBB services, held back and left frustrated on their SBB offerings by virtue of the lack of market alternatives available to them, or by the consumers who have already made the switch to SFBB and who would now be unwilling to make a backwards step to SBB for reasons of price.\(^\text{74}\)

3.25 TalkTalk agreed that the SBB constraint on SFBB is diminishing, but said that SBB and SFBB are already in separate economic markets, and that the markets are likely to diverge over the next four years. It said that copper-based broadband will no longer impose a competitive constraint on SFBB by 2021, given that:

a) Over half of UK broadband customers will be on SFBB products, with a trend towards that proportion increasing further;

b) SBB will increasingly only be used by price-sensitive consumers, particularly those with budgetary constraints; and

c) The majority of SFBB customers will not even consider trading down to SBB in the case of price rises across SFBB products.\(^\text{75}\)

---

73 Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 77
74 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 3.3-3.4.
75 TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 2.5.
Furthermore, in its response to the June 2017 WBA consultation, TalkTalk said that we had not taken into account the possibility that there were asymmetric markets, where product A acts as a competitive constraint on product B, but product B does not act as a competitive constraint on product A. It said that the appropriate finding is that there are two different relevant product markets – a market containing only SFBB products provided over the Openreach network, and a market containing all products provided over the Openreach network. TalkTalk argued that as the market definition in this case is almost certainly asymmetric, we must fully assess SMP in each of these separate markets.76

Other stakeholders agreed with our proposal to define a single product market comprising access to services of all speeds supplied over copper, fibre and cable local access connections.77 Indeed, BT and Virgin Media argued that we have underestimated the strength of the constraint from SBB on SFBB.78 In summary, they said that:

a) Customers indicate high levels of satisfaction with current speeds, and a material proportion of households do not have (or anticipate having) a need for higher speeds;
b) Our SFBB take-up forecasts are too high;
c) A high level of migration from SBB to SFBB does not in itself indicate a lack of substitutability between the products, particularly as a significant proportion of migrations have been provider-led;
d) Customers consider price to be an important factor when choosing their broadband service, and we have understated willingness to downgrade from SFBB to SBB; and
e) Contrary to the evidence presented in Figure 3.11 of the March 2017 Consultation, the price differential between SBB and SFBB has narrowed over time.

Overall, BT and Virgin Media both said we had not demonstrated that market and demand conditions have changed sufficiently, or will do so over the market review period, to justify a different conclusion to that reached in 2014 on the constraint exerted by SBB on SFBB. Furthermore, BT said it expects a significant proportion of customers will continue to regard SBB as a viable substitute for SFBB services, sufficient to constrain the pricing of SFBB services.79

CityFibre said that, whilst there are substantial differences between SBB and UFBB products, they are likely linked through a chain of substitution and should be considered as part of the same relevant market from the point of view of regulation.80

---

76 TalkTalk response to the June 2017 WBA Consultation, paragraphs 2.4 and 2.13. As noted above, TalkTalk also disputes the inclusion of cable-based services in either the WBA market and, (at least by implication) in the WLA market.
77 Virgin Media said (page 26) there is a serious risk of regulatory error if interventions are designed on the shaky premise of a ‘distinct’ market for SFBB.
78 BT response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 2.28-2.35 and Annexes 1 and 2. Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Section 3.
79 BT and Virgin Media responses to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 2.28-2.29 and 79.
80 CityFibre response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 4.1.23.
Structure of this section

3.30 This structure of the remainder of this section is as follows:

- the definition of wholesale local access, the retail services it supports, and our choice of focal product;
- analysis of retail indirect constraints - first from cable services, then from wireless services (including satellite, FWA and mobile broadband), and finally from leased lines;
- our conclusion on wholesale product market definition;
- analysis of geographic market definition, including consideration of the impact of cable areas on our market definition; and
- our conclusion on geographic market definition.

Local access, the retail services it supports, and the choice of focal product

Definition of local access

3.31 Local access is identifiable at the retail level as the service underpinning most consumers’ fixed voice and broadband packages. Upstream from this sit a number of possible wholesale markets, with the most upstream within the EU regulatory framework being “wholesale local access provided at a fixed location”.

3.32 WLA products have been available for some time as a result of economic regulation, most notably following the introduction of local loop unbundling and sub-loop unbundling over 15 years ago\(^\text{81}\), and various refinements since then – including physical infrastructure access (PIA) and virtual unbundled local access (VULA) nearly 10 years ago.\(^\text{82}\) However, the wholesale products in question might not exist without regulation because the incumbent providers of services over local access networks are vertically integrated and are likely to have a strong incentive to retail services over their local access connections, rather than offer wholesale access to retail providers that would compete with them downstream.

3.33 Therefore, in order to define what we mean by WLA it is helpful to unpack the key features of this access market. First, there is a range of possible wholesale products, including service agnostic “passive” infrastructure (e.g. duct and pole access, sub-loop unbundling and local loop unbundling) as well as wholesale “active” products (e.g. VULA, which is a bitstream product available for interconnection at BT’s fibre-enabled exchanges). It is not clear, absent regulation (consistent with the modified greenfield approach explained in Annex 5), what the wholesale market for local access would look like, if such a market were present at all.\(^\text{83}\) As noted above, it is likely that BT would have an incentive to act as a

---

\(^{81}\) An overview of the early history of LLU is set out at [https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200001/cmselect/cmtelind/90/9006.htm](https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200001/cmselect/cmtelind/90/9006.htm).


\(^{83}\) The modified greenfield approach is an approach to analysing markets where we consider a hypothetical scenario in which there are no ex ante SMP remedies in the market being considered or in any markets downstream of it.
vertically integrated provider focused on providing retail services, rather than wholesale access, in a similar way to the cable provider, Virgin Media, does today (and consistent with BT’s behaviour before regulation was imposed).

3.34 A second key feature of local access is that it provides the opportunity to offer a range of differentiated services and bundles to end consumers. Typically, this differentiation comes from equipment purchased by access seekers (i.e. wholesale customers) which is installed further into the network (as is the case with voice and internet access services) and/or from inputs sourced from other supply chains (e.g. wholesale TV content). Retail services delivered over local access connections today are highly differentiated, not only in terms of the types of services offered (as we explain under the next heading), but also within those services themselves. For example, broadband tariffs alone are differentiated not only on speed but also on usage (e.g. whether limited or unlimited monthly usage).

3.35 In other words, local access defines the network assets that are used to provide connectivity to a range of downstream services at a point of interconnection close to the end user.

3.36 Third, the European regulatory framework emphasises that we are concerned with local access connections at a fixed location rather than, for example, access to services capable of being used in motion (i.e. mobile access). Historically mobile access has not provided the same degree of connectivity (e.g. internet access speed and usage allowances) as services provided over fixed networks. Nevertheless, the voice, internet access and content services provided over mobile networks represent potential substitutes to the services provided over fixed networks and therefore need to be examined. The focus in this statement is on internet access, as voice services were covered in the 2017 NMR statement.84

Retail services that use WLA inputs

3.37 Demand for wholesale services is derived from retail demand and so it is relevant for the purposes of assessing the wholesale market definition to look at the retail services provided over local access connections. We can identify three broad categories of usage services over local access connections:

- internet access (typically via broadband, although some narrowband data usage remains by business consumers – e.g. ISDN2 or ISDN30);
- the ability to receive TV content (in particular cable TV, IPTV or as a complement to satellite TV services); and
- the ability to make and receive voice calls.

3.38 As set out in Figure 3.1 below, a large majority of consumers now take broadband as part of a bundle of services including fixed voice. For example, in 2017 70% of consumers took a bundle including landline and broadband (including some taking packages that also included Pay TV or mobile).

Figure 3.1: Bundling of retail broadband, voice, mobile and TV services

Source: Ofcom, CMR 2017

There are still, however, a minority of consumers who do not purchase these services together in a bundle. In our review of standalone landline services, we estimated that about 1.7m residential consumers buy landline services but do not purchase fixed broadband (voice-only consumers), and a further 1.2m residential consumers buy landline and broadband services from separate providers (split-purchasers).

The increasing trend towards bundles was noted in the Explanatory Note to the 2014 EC Recommendation. However, it concluded that:

“[D]espite the fact that bundling is one of the dominant trends observed at the retail level, this Recommendation does not propose to define a separate retail market for bundles because evidence to date has not indicated that there is a need for ex ante regulation of bundles, which may contain a previously regulated input. Furthermore, even if an NRA would define a retail market for triple play, for example, the

---

85 Ofcom has recently revised its bundle take-up figures; in previous years we have reported data from a question asking consumers ‘Do you receive more than one of these services as part of an overall deal or package from the same supplier?’. From 2017 we are reporting bundling data based on whether the same provider was stated for two or more services, and have revised 2016 for comparison to 2017.


wholesale inputs needed to compose this bundle would remain separate and non-substitutable, such as for example local access, higher-level access and termination.”

3.41 Even if consumer demand varies between retail segments, with some packages potentially better substitutes than others, almost all services are provided over the same local access connection (except for mobile services bundled with broadband packages and bundles where the television service is provided over satellite).

3.42 From a downstream supply-side perspective, WLA products allow substitution between a variety of retail bundled (or unbundled) segments. For example, a provider offering dual-play bundles using MPF LLU would be able to switch into offering voice-only lines, or to switch into providing triple-play services (i.e. to bundle in TV content over IPTV or via satellite, subject to obtaining rights to distribute TV content in most cases).

3.43 Although multiple services can be provided over a local access connection, in this review, our focus is primarily on internet access at a fixed location. Below we briefly outline our findings in relation to other services that rely on local access:

- Retail voice calls and exchange line services were examined in the 2017 Narrowband Market Review (NMR). In that review, we identified that while there is an increasing constraint from mobile access, this was insufficient to constrain a hypothetical monopolist of fixed analogue exchange lines. In doing so we also identified the importance of fixed analogue exchange lines in delivering broadband services. In the 2017 NMR we found BT to have SMP in wholesale analogue exchange lines (supplied in practice via its wholesale line rental product, WLR), but recognised that this SMP was diminishing. However, where customers currently served using WLR value fixed broadband, they will continue to require a local access connection.

- Narrowband internet access services also run over a local access connection. Exchange lines enabled for ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Access Network) are capable of providing voice and narrowband data connectivity simultaneously. Competition at the wholesale level in ISDN exchange lines was examined in the 2017 NMR and we found BT to have SMP in these services. While that may diminish in the coming years with the growth in IP alternatives, many of those customers will continue to require a local access connection.

- We do not undertake an analysis of TV or content services consumed over local access in this review, even though TV is increasingly bundled with local access at the retail level. We recognise that a range of technologies are used to deliver TV content at a fixed location (IPTV, cable, satellite, DTT). However, local access networks are integral to many of these solutions – either directly (because they share the same connection –

---

88 See Ofcom, 2017 NMR Statement.
89 These exchange lines run over a wholesale local access connection
90 2017 NMR Statement, paragraph 4.40.
91 2017 NMR Statement, paragraph 6.2.
e.g. IPTV\textsuperscript{92} or cable TV) or indirectly (e.g. broadband connections supporting satellite TV services).\textsuperscript{93}

3.44 A further dimension of product differentiation at the retail level between services delivered over a local access network are services to residential and business customers. However, as with the service differentiation identified earlier, the differentiation between residential and business customers comes from activities downstream from the wholesale network access layer. Therefore, it would be difficult for any supplier at the wholesale input level (i.e. WLA) to discriminate between downstream providers that were then serving different retail segments (in this case residential and business customers).

3.45 Moreover, we do not think the potential constraints from services delivered over alternative forms of access (e.g. cable or wireless services) discussed below are likely to differ significantly between residential and business services. The only exception would be leased lines which are consumed by business customers (typically larger business sites) and not residential customers.

\textbf{Focal product – including consideration of downstream access speeds}

3.46 As set out above, to assess whether market power is present in any given market we first define the relevant market. To undertake the hypothetical monopolist test, we identify a focal product – this is the product that is under investigation. Once we have done this, we can consider whether an expanded market, including the focal product and its closest substitute, would also be profitable to monopolise. If so, the original focal product is expanded to include the substitute products.

3.47 The 2014 FAMR began the market analysis with a focal product of “...wholesale local access at a fixed location by a network that uses a mixture of copper loops and fibre.”\textsuperscript{94} For the reasons we explain below, we maintain that this remains the appropriate focal product.

3.48 TalkTalk did not comment specifically on our choice of focal product in response to the WLA Consultation, but in its 2017 WBA Consultation response argued that there should be two separate markets – a market including SBB and SFBB where the focal product is SBB, and another market containing only SFBB where the focal product is SFBB.\textsuperscript{95} This aligns with its WLA response where it argued that SBB and SFBB are already in separate economic markets\textsuperscript{96} and mirrors its arguments in the 2014 FAMR.

3.49 From the perspective of wholesale local access at the infrastructure level, the product market does not need to distinguish between different broadband speeds or services that use WLA as an input – i.e. the market is service agnostic. Put another way, wholesale local

\textsuperscript{92} For example, Youview requires a broadband connection of at least 3mbit/s https://www.youview.com/get-youview/
\textsuperscript{93} Sky Q requires an internet connection for activation and for on demand services: http://www.sky.com/shop/tv/sky-q/
\textsuperscript{94} 2014 FAMR, paragraph 7.32.
\textsuperscript{95} TalkTalk response to the June 2017 WBA Consultation, paragraph 2.4.
\textsuperscript{96} TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 2.5.
access is defined by the infrastructure supporting the electronic communications services provided at a fixed location. As we put it in the 2014 FAMR,

“the key characteristic is the provision of access, rather than the type of service that access is being provided for. The different services that can be provided using WLA (such as narrowband, broadband, ISDN etc) lie downstream”. 97

3.50 Integral to the ownership of local access infrastructure is the economy of scope from providing multiple downstream services, including (but not limited to) internet access at different speeds.98 We have preferred to recognise the economies of scope (and opportunity for leverage into different downstream services) inherent in control of local access through a definition of the focal product centred on the underlying connection to premises.

3.51 This is reflected not only in how local access networks are built, but also in the marketing and take-up of retail fixed line services. A retail consumer’s monthly subscription entitles them to use that fixed line to make and receive calls and, typically, to access the internet and increasingly to access pay-TV services. While many consumers consider broadband speed as an important aspect when choosing a bundle of fixed-line services, in practice there is a multitude of factors and service characteristics that consumers will take into account simultaneously when deciding whether a retail tariff is value for money.99

3.52 Taking today as our starting point, and considering the forward look for our market review, a wholesale local access network would be fibre-enabled. While a new entrant provider of local access would likely operate a full-fibre (FTTP) network, we recognise that, in practice, the only national local access network is operated by BT (in the UK excluding the Hull Area) and is a hybrid copper and fibre network (FTTC) rather than full-fibre (FTTP). Similarly, Virgin Media’s cable network relies on a hybrid fibre co-axial (HFC) deployment, in which the final connection to the customers’ premises is copper, with fibre to the street cabinet.100

3.53 An FTTP deployment would share much of the same local access network infrastructure (e.g. ducts, poles, accommodation) as a network using copper/fibre. In any case, very few customers are today on FTTP connections, and we would expect such customers to exhibit similar preferences to those on copper/fibre connections in respect of substitute forms of access connections (e.g. wireless solutions). In other words, future FTTP customers are, today, on copper/fibre (or cable) connections.

97 2014 FAMR, paragraph 7.34.
98 For example, BT’s network was originally designed to provide voice telephony and Virgin Media’s to provide cable TV. Subsequent innovations over the local access infrastructure led to the BT network and cable network providing narrowband internet access, then from 2000, they provided broadband internet access – see http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/687899.stm and https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200001/cmselect/cmrtrdind/90/90ap16.htm. In 2007 Virgin Media announced rollout plans for superfast broadband, followed by a similar announcement by BT in 2008, which was driven in part by [><]
99 We set out the results of surveys undertaken on the importance of various attributes to consumers in Annex 5, paragraphs A5.98-A5.103
In light of the above, we start our market definition analysis with a focal product of local access at a fixed location using copper/fibre connections because it is the type of network operated by BT. Hence it best recognises (a) that BT’s is the local access network most prevalent across the UK; and (b) that we are reviewing a market (defined in the 2014 FAMR) in which BT was found to be the provider with SMP. Hence, it is appropriate to begin with a focal product centred on the network currently offering wholesale access products (that network being predominantly a copper/fibre local access network).

Nevertheless, a number of respondents have provided representations or analysis on the substitutability of broadband at different speeds, even if they have not necessarily argued that this should form the relevant focal product for WLA market definition. For completeness and by way of addressing representations received from stakeholders on this matter, we have investigated in Annex 5 whether starting with a more narrowly-defined focal product could result in the identification of narrower product markets.\(^{101}\)

Taking account of the range of evidence today (such as surveys, price trends and quantitative SSNIP analysis), we find that retail packages offering SFBB at a fixed location are likely to constrain the pricing of packages offering SBB at a fixed location. We also consider that retail packages offering SBB would be likely to constrain packages offering SFBB based on the available evidence today. However, these constraints appear to be asymmetric in that demand-side substitution from SBB to SFBB would appear greater than from SFBB to SBB, and could diminish in later periods, for example, if the migration to SFBB is accompanied by a greater attachment to SFBB.

However, even if the demand-side analysis suggested separate downstream product markets based on the broadband speed offered to end consumers, we do not consider it should alter our approach to defining the WLA market. This is because local access networks are built with properties that make them amenable to delivering a range of broadband speeds.

Our focal product does not include the provision of cable-based or FWA-based wholesale local access or the provision of access using mobile networks. Rather we consider whether cable networks, FWA networks and mobile networks lie within the relevant market as part of our assessment of indirect constraints. We test the extent of substitutability between retail services delivered by our focal product and retail services delivered by alternative access networks below. In fact, the key question for the purposes of the definition of the WLA market is the extent of substitutability between services provided by different access networks, rather than between different services supplied by the same network.

Therefore, we start our analysis by considering the constraints on a hypothetical monopolist of copper/fibre connections at a fixed location.

---

\(^{101}\) In any event, as we explain in Section 4, our market power assessment is not sensitive to a narrower product market centred on internet access speeds.
**Retail indirect constraints**

3.60 The analysis of retail constraints is logically prior to the definition of the wholesale local access market because the demand for the upstream wholesale service is a derived demand – i.e. the level of the demand for the upstream input depends on the demand for the retail service. However, as we are concerned with a wholesale product, in principle there are two sets of constraints to consider. First, there may be direct constraints which would arise from the presence of suppliers of alternative wholesale products (if any). Second, there may be indirect constraints which would arise from substitution by retail customers to alternative products at the retail level. These retail products could be provided using other networks, such as a cable, FWA or mobile infrastructure.

3.61 Indirect constraints arise when an increase in price at the wholesale level is passed on in the retail price and induces switching to alternatives as a result. Indirect constraints can be effective because a rise in the price of a wholesale service which is passed through in the price of one retail service will cause retail customers to switch to substitute retail products, reducing demand for the wholesale input. In principle, the larger the proportion of the retail price accounted for by the price of the wholesale product, the stronger the indirect constraint is likely to be. Indirect constraints may often be more important than direct constraints at the wholesale level in telecoms markets (given the modified greenfield approach) where operators may not offer wholesale products unless required to do so by regulation.

3.62 We assume a hypothetical monopolist of copper/fibre access. If this hypothetical monopolist imposes a SSNIP, the only potential source of direct constraints would be a supplier of wholesale access over a different network, for example, a wholesale cable or FWA service. In practice, most owners of these alternative networks do not provide wholesale local access services to third parties.

3.63 In any case, wholesale access over one of these networks could only substitute for wholesale access over copper/fibre if the downstream retail services were sufficiently close substitutes for each other. Hence, the range of available substitutes at the downstream (retail) level will inform the likely range of substitutes for the upstream (wholesale) service. The question of whether other access infrastructures such as cable or FWA should be included in the WLA market therefore necessarily turns on the extent to which the different retail services are substitutes at the retail level.

3.64 The fact that we are concerned with indirect constraints on wholesale charges means that we may need to consider dilution and pass-through. Pass-through refers to the extent to which an increase in the wholesale price of one input is passed through to retail users in the form of higher prices. Dilution refers to the fact that there may be other costs associated in the provision of retail services, and so a 10% increase in the wholesale price of one input may represent a less than 10% increase in the retail price even if there is full pass-through.

3.65 If it were possible to directly observe wholesale demand responses to a wholesale SSNIP, dilution effects would not be relevant. In the context of WLA we are not able to ascertain
wholesale demand responses absent regulation because very few wholesale alternatives exist (i.e. absent regulation wholesale access would need to be offered by another network – e.g. a cable or a wireless network). Absent such direct choices, we need to infer how retail consumers might respond if a wholesale SSNIP was passed on by their retail provider. In that context it is relevant to consider whether dilution would arise such as to mute the retail demand response. If it did, this could suggest that a wholesale SSNIP was profitable and that a narrow wholesale market existed.

3.66 In principle, both pass-through and dilution are empirical questions, and the degree to which an increase in the wholesale price translates into a retail price increase will vary depending on the market being considered. For the purposes of defining the WLA market, we consider that an assumption of approximately full pass-through is reasonable on the assumption that retail markets are effectively competitive. An assumption of competitive retail markets is appropriate because, firstly, it is correct for the SSNIP test to use competitive prices as a benchmark and, secondly, because we do not find any provider to have SMP at the retail level.

3.67 In principle, dilution can be taken into account by means of a proportionate reduction in the percentage retail price change consequent on a wholesale level SSNIP. For example, if the wholesale input makes up 50% of the competitive retail price, a 10% increase in the wholesale price which was passed on in full would result in only an 5% increase in the retail price.

3.68 However, a mechanistic approach such as this is not a requirement of the Guidelines and requires careful interpretation of any results obtained from such quantification. For example, in some circumstances, applying significant dilution factors to a wholesale SSNIP risks leading to excessively narrow markets which do not reflect the choices open to retail customers. In such cases, definition of a narrow wholesale market on the basis of a diluted SSNIP could lead to a finding of SMP even though the risk of harm to final consumers is slight, and may not always be appropriate.

3.69 Taking the retail focal product of copper/fibre connections at a fixed location, we now consider the indirect (retail) constraints on a hypothetical monopolist of such access.

**Local access over cable**

3.70 All the retail services provided over a copper/fibre connection – i.e. fixed voice services, internet access, and TV content – can be, and are, provided over cable infrastructures. At the retail-level, services provided over each network are likely to be close substitutes.

---


103 March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 3.14 and footnote 50.
However, TalkTalk’s response to our June 2017 WBA Consultation, questioned whether cable services provided by Virgin Media should be included within the same product market. TalkTalk also argued that we had not looked at evidence on elasticities and substitution between copper/fibre and cable and had not followed the SSNIP methodology. We have therefore further investigated the extent to which local access over cable would be likely to constrain a hypothetical monopolist of copper/fibre connections.

There are two cable operators in the UK, by far the largest of which is Virgin Media’s network covering just under half UK premises. Table 3.2 below shows example product pages from the BT Consumer and Virgin Media websites:

### Table 3.2: BT and Virgin Media retail packages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BT</th>
<th>Virgin Media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>£25-45</td>
<td>£29-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection/activation fee</td>
<td>£10-20</td>
<td>£20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract length</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>12 months or 30 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage limit</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headline speed</td>
<td>17, 52 and 76 Mbit/s</td>
<td>50, 100, 200 and 300 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusive calls</td>
<td>Unlimited UK weekend</td>
<td>Inclusive weekend calls to UK landlines, Virgin Mobile numbers, plus inclusive weekend minutes to 0870 numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV content</td>
<td>SFBB packages include BT Sport, also available as add-on</td>
<td>Available as add-on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

104 The other cable operator is Wightfibre, which is only available on the Isle of Wight, and serves around 25% of households on the island: [https://www.wightfibre.com/about-us/] [accessed 21 February 2018]. Given that there are only around 70,000 homes on the Isle of Wight, the number of Wightfibre customers is so low that it does not feature in our market share analysis.
106 Promotional period price per month, only includes most basic call package.
107 Up to 17 Mbit/s Unlimited Broadband, £24.99; Up to 52 Mbit/s Unlimited Infinity, £35.99; Up to 76 Mbit/s Unlimited Infinity 2, £44.99.
108 Prices shown are for 12-month contract options. Up to 50 Mbit/s VIVID 50 fibre broadband, £29/£40 on a 30-day rolling contract; Up to 100 Mbit/s VIVID 100 fibre broadband, £34/£45 on a 30-day rolling contract; Up to 200 Mbit/s VIVID 200 fibre broadband, £39/£50 on a 30-day rolling contract; Up to 300 Mbit/s VIVID 300 fibre broadband, £44/£55 month on a 30-day rolling contract.
109 Except Up to 52 Mbit/s Infinity, which has a monthly usage allowance of 30Gbit, £24.99.
110 Acceptable use policy applies.
111 Up to 300 Mbit/s packages available on 92% of the Virgin Media network,
3.73 While BT and Virgin Media offer packages of different speeds, their offers have several similar characteristics and are targeted at similar customers and at comparable prices. Both providers also offer triple-play bundles, i.e. each with TV provided over a fixed connection that also delivers voice and broadband services. BT’s tariffs are available nationally\(^\text{112}\), and we are not aware that BT discounts from list prices more heavily in cable than in non-cable areas, rather, \([\times]\)\(^\text{113}\).

3.74 We also note that information available to consumers, for example price comparison websites\(^\text{114}\), sets out cable-based services alongside copper/fibre services and typically emphasises the range of services (broadband speed, download limits, inclusive voice calls, etc), rather than the underlying access connection.\(^\text{115}\) Virgin Media has also gained a significant share of broadband customers in the areas where it is present (i.e. has around 40% of connections within its coverage area).\(^\text{116}\) This shows that a significant proportion of consumers have actively chosen to take retail local access services over the cable network rather than over copper/fibre local. Furthermore, we have found that 39% of all switching by consumers between retail providers involves switching between different networks\(^\text{117}\), with \([\times]\).\(^\text{118}\)

3.75 TalkTalk argued that indirect constraints are necessarily weaker than direct constraints because of less-than-full pass-through and what might be characterised as dilution. TalkTalk claims that only 70% or less of the absolute amount of a wholesale price change will be passed through in higher or lower retail prices and that BT’s wholesale products comprise half or less of the cost stack for retail broadband. TalkTalk argues that the combined effects of pass-through of less than 70% and dilution of more than 50% suggest that a 10% increase in the wholesale price would lead to only a 3% or lower increase in the retail price, with the effect of “reducing switching and the extent of wholesale market constraints”\(^\text{119}\).

3.76 In addition, TalkTalk argues that the constraining effect of Virgin Media on Openreach is further weakened because “Virgin Media is only present in around half the country, where it has a market share of just over 40%; this means that only around a third of retail broadband customers on the Openreach network could switch to Virgin Media, even if

---

\(^{112}\) BT’s FTTC rollout is now near-national.

\(^{113}\) BT response dated 30 January 2018 to the 3rd WBA-WLA s.135 notice dated 21 December 2017.

\(^{114}\) For example, see Ofcom accredited price comparison sites at \(https://www.ofcom.org.uk/phones-telecoms-and-internet/advice-for-consumers/costs-and-billing/price-comparison\) [accessed 21 February 2018].

\(^{115}\) However, Virgin Media’s own advertising sometimes highlights its DOCSIS co-axial network as a source of differentiation from services over BT’s Openreach network.

\(^{116}\) We consider shares of broadband connections in subnational geographic areas in Section 4 and Annex 5.

\(^{117}\) I.e. switches to or from Virgin Media’s cable platform, switches to or from Sky’s standalone pay TV service, switches from Sky’s triple play package. See Ofcom triple play statement, paragraph 4.7, footnote 76.

\(^{118}\) Ofcom, 2016. \(Triple Play Consultation\), Annex 6, Table 1. \(https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/54106/annex.pdf\).

\(^{119}\) TalkTalk response to the June 2017 WBA Consultation, paragraph 2.10.
they wished to do so.” TalkTalk claims that “cable services provided by Virgin Media should not be included within the same relevant market without detailed analysis of elasticities of demand, pass-through rates, and substitutability in order to provide evidence that they are indeed in the same market.”

As set out above, we consider that it is reasonable to assume approximately full pass-through of the absolute amount of a wholesale SSNIP in the retail price for the purposes of the SSNIP test. As for dilution, our view is that a mechanistic approach, as advocated by TalkTalk, is not always appropriate. In the present case, absent regulation, competition would be confined to vertically integrated networks, so we have first considered the SSNIP test from the perspective of a vertically integrated monopolist, for which we make no adjustment for dilution and second, from the perspective of an upstream monopolist. We consider that a dilution ratio of approximately 50% broadly reflects current relative wholesale and retail charges, and we have reflected this in our quantified SSNIP analysis for the wholesale-only monopolist (as set out in Annex 5). Nonetheless, our survey found that consumer responses to a 5% SSNIP tended to be very similar to those for a 10% SSNIP.

We do not agree with TalkTalk’s comments regarding the exclusion of cable services in the market. First, if we focus on retail pricing, it is clear that the marketing and tariff offers over the cable network are designed to compete with services over the copper/fibre local access network. These offers have clearly been successful in winning customers away from the copper/fibre network, as Virgin Media has around a 40% share of connections within its coverage area. Assuming these consumers value broadband, fixed voice services and/or TV over local access enough not to give them up, then absent a cable network, they would (presumably) take-up retail services over BT’s copper/fibre network. Whilst it is theoretically possible that they might instead choose to become mobile only households (or take other wireless services), as we show in Annex 5, our survey evidence suggests that few consumers that take a fixed-line broadband service would switch to relying on wireless services in response to a SSNIP on fixed-line broadband.

Second, we consider that it is not always necessary to carry out a quantitative analysis of the kind suggested by TalkTalk. This is consistent with the relevant guidelines and the recent CAT BCMR judgment.

Our consumer survey did not ask respondents about their willingness to switch between different providers of broadband services and hence in the present case the data which would enable a full new critical loss analysis to be undertaken are not available. However, previous surveys have found that “a significant proportion of respondents ...indicated they

---

120 TalkTalk response to the June 2017 WBA consultation, paragraph 2.11.
121 See Section 4 and Annex 5.
122 In our survey, few consumers would switch to relying on wireless services in response to a SSNIP on SBB or SFBB. From these results, we have estimated the likely level of consumer response to a SSNIP on all fixed-line broadband. See Annex 5 for details.
123 CAT BCMR Judgment, paragraphs 165-166.
would be willing to switch between providers using these [MPF and cable] technologies”. 124

As in the 2014 FAMR, when we found cable services to be part of the WLA market, neither TalkTalk nor other stakeholders have provided any evidence suggesting that there has been a reduction in the extent to which retail customers consider cable access to be a substitute for access over BT’s network. 125

3.81 Third, while we do not have new survey data on the actual loss of demand for copper/fibre based services which would occur due to switching to cable in response to a SSNIP on copper/fibre based services only, we do have estimates of the critical loss for both a vertically integrated and a wholesale-only monopolist. These are set out in Annex 5 for a range of assumptions. It is notable that for WLA services, estimates of the critical loss tend to be relatively low because gross margins are relatively high, as is necessary to enable fixed costs to be recovered - even in a competitive market. Moreover, this is true of both the vertically integrated and the wholesale-only monopolist. This increases the likelihood that any projected loss will exceed the critical loss. Hence, in light of the evidence of retail competition between cable and copper/fibre based services set out above and the previous survey evidence also referred to, we consider that a SSNIP on copper/fibre prices alone is likely to be unprofitable.

3.82 Fourth, as for estimates of own-price or cross-price elasticities of demand, these are empirically difficult to determine and any existing data or evidence will reflect the current regulatory regime. Thus, they may not be applicable to the modified greenfield scenario, not least as there is likely to be little or no use of BT’s access infrastructure by retail providers in that scenario (meaning competition in fixed line services is likely to be between vertically integrated retail providers only).

3.83 Nonetheless, we could use data collected in our survey to carry out another type of quantitative analysis of whether cable access constrains the pricing of access over copper/fibre. That is, we could use a technique similar to one sometimes used in the analysis of mergers to calculate by how much prices might rise if two firms merged. A number of such measures of “upward pricing pressure” have been developed to allow competition authorities to assess the strength of the incentives on merging firms to raise prices post-merger. 126 The essence of these methods is that a merger between two competing firms will give the merged firms an incentive to raise prices by eliminating an alternative supplier to which consumers would switch if one firm alone raised its price. If the predicted price increase is very large relative to a SSNIP, this suggests that competition between the firms is a significant constraint on the prices they can charge. Other things equal, the greater the margins observed at current prices and the greater the

---

124 2014 FAMR Statement paragraph 3.67.
125 2014 FAMR Statement paragraph 3.68.
126 These approaches are described in general terms in the CMA, 2010 CC2 (Revised), Merger Assessment Guidelines, paragraphs 5.4.6-5.4.12
substitutability of two products, the greater will be the price increase that would be possible if the two competing firms merged.

3.84 From our survey (see Annex 5 Figures A5.5 and A5.6) we find that in the event of a SSNIP on fixed broadband there would be little switching to other forms of access (suggesting a relatively high perceived substitutability between broadband over cable and copper/fibre access). In relation to margins we find that these are relatively high which is to be expected in an industry with high fixed and sunk costs (see Annex 5 Figure A5.1). As such, we find that BT would, in the absence of competition from Virgin Media, have the scope to charge much higher prices than it does now, with an implied increase far above the 5-10% level usually considered in the SSNIP framework. This further suggests that access over Virgin Media’s cable network is likely to exercise a strong constraint on BT such that cable access would be regarded as part of the same market as access over copper/fibre.

3.85 Finally, we recognise TalkTalk’s point concerning the limited coverage of Virgin Media’s cable network. We consider that the implications of Virgin Media’s smaller coverage are most appropriately taken into account in the assessment of geographic market definition (later in this section) and SMP (in Section 4). Product market definition should precede geographic market definition which in turn precedes SMP analysis127, and so we do not consider that an adjustment for this is appropriate at the product market definition stage.

3.86 In light of the above evidence and reasoning, we consider that a hypothetical monopolist of copper/fibre connections, either vertically integrated or wholesale-only, is unlikely to be able to profitably impose a SSNIP above the competitive level due to substitution to retail packages over cable.

3.87 We therefore conclude that cable is a sufficiently close substitute to retail services over copper/fibre connections, and expand our focal product to include cable.

**Wireless access services**

3.88 There are various forms of wireless access services. The pricing and consumer experience varies markedly across these, with some wireless-based services likely to serve as better substitutes than others to retail services over copper/fibre/cable local access. The extent to which these services are available in different parts of the country, and the groups of consumers at which they are targeted, also varies.

3.89 Alternative forms of wireless access include:

- satellite;
- smartphone access over a mobile network (using 3G or 4G);
- Line of sight (LoS) FWA services; and
- non-LoS FWA and mobile broadband services (e.g. dongles) designed for use at a fixed location.

---

127 CAT BCMR judgment paragraphs 392 – 393.
Satellite services

3.90 Satellite coverage is available everywhere in the UK including the Scottish Islands and it therefore has similar coverage to copper/fibre/cable local access connections.

3.91 Satellite services are typically taken up in rural areas with very poor or no fixed-line services. Satellite broadband generally offers up to 20 Mbit/s and is therefore consistent with SBB rather than SFBB. Another service aspect where there is a difference between satellite broadband and fixed broadband is latency. The latency of satellite broadband services tends to be poorer than services over copper/fibre/cable connections. This could potentially affect some users who have requirements for low latency (e.g. gamers and consumers wishing to make VOIP calls).\(^\text{128}\) Furthermore, consumers who want to purchase a fixed voice service would need to do so separately, as these are not typically offered with satellite broadband services.

3.92 Prices for low data allowance satellite services are comparable to broadband services available over copper/fibre/cable, but typically exclude voice services and the data usage allowances vary markedly. For example, Europasat, Broadband Wherever and Satellite Internet all offer services with 5-10 GB data allowances for around £24.95 a month. These prices increase substantially for higher allowances, for example a 50 GB allowance is charged at around £60 per month.\(^\text{129}\) In contrast, broadband over copper/fibre/cable, is often available on an unlimited basis for prices around £25 (inc. VAT) per month at SBB speeds and from around £35 per month for SFBB speeds, which typically involve bundling of some fixed voice usage (and occasionally some TV content).\(^\text{130}\)

3.93 The other significant pricing difference for satellite services is that they typically involve large upfront charges for equipment, which can be in the region of £300\(^\text{131}\), whereas the retail connection charge for copper/fibre/cable services is typically less than £25.

3.94 From the responses to our consumer survey, we found that at most 2\% of consumers said they would consider switching to satellite in response to a 10\% SSNIP on fixed-line broadband; this is lower than or equal to the proportion of consumers that said they would consider giving up internet access altogether.\(^\text{132}\)

\(^{128}\) Some satellite providers set this out explicitly – see for example http://avonlinebroadband.com/about-satellite-broadband/how-satellite-broadband-works/ [accessed 13 February 2018].


\(^{130}\) See Annex 5, Figures A5.7 and A5.8

\(^{131}\) For example, the three providers above have setup charges of £299, £399 and £299 respectively, with some providers charging additional installation costs on top of this.

\(^{132}\) See Figure A5.6 in Annex 5. It is also possible that some respondents would have confused satellite broadband services with Sky TV, which is typically received via a satellite dish. This would reduce the proportion further if so.
Smartphone access over a mobile network

Use of mobile data services on smartphones is increasing – 66% of consumers now use these services, compared to 57% in 2014. However, our most recent technology tracker shows that despite mobile access via 4G being the most common alternative to fixed line broadband, only 5% of households only connect to the internet at home using a 3G or 4G mobile connection. This suggests that the vast majority of consumers view mobile data services as desirable in addition to fixed line broadband, and not a substitute.

Usage allowances may still be restrictive for the majority of customers. Our latest Communications Market Report shows that the median fixed broadband line uses 84 GB of data per month, with mean usage at 190 GB. There are very few mobile-specific packages offering more than 30 GB of data.

While it is a theoretical possibility for customers to tether from multiple devices, we consider that consumers would be unlikely to consider this a satisfactory course of action in response to a SSNIP on broadband over a copper/fibre/cable connection. We consider that this is especially unlikely since even households with usage half that of the median usage household would likely need to tether from at least two different SIMs (since very few mobile tariffs offer data allowances above 30 GB per month). This would likely prove difficult and impractical for many households. Promotional SFBB prices and SBB prices are also cheaper than even the incremental data price for most consumers. In addition, our consumer research suggests that no more than 5% of consumers would consider switching to mobile in response to a 10% SSNIP, well below any critical loss threshold, which implies switching to mobile access would not constrain a SSNIP on retail broadband offered over copper/fibre/cable local access.

While, as some stakeholders suggested, the use of mobile data services over a smartphone may become a greater substitute to internet access over copper/fibre/cable in future, our evidence shows that mobile access services are more likely to be used in addition to a fixed local access connection rather than as a substitute, and we do not believe that this will change sufficiently over the review period to make mobile access a competitive constraint.

136 Based on 12-month Sim Only packages including minutes and text (i.e. not mobile broadband-specific tariffs).
137 Tethering involves accessing the internet on a device such as a laptop using a mobile phone’s data connection via a mobile, rather than fixed, network.
138 For three of the four large mobile providers, the incremental data spend for upgrading two SIMs from a 1 GB or 2 GB package to a 30 GB or 40 GB package is around £45–50 – i.e. well above the average dual-play or triple-play broadband tariff, including most SFBB tariffs. For Three, the incremental cost is lower but still comparable to the price of the market leading SFBB tariff.
139 See Table A5.6 in Annex 5.
Line of Sight (LoS) FWA

3.99 FWA services have long been present in specific geographic areas, particularly in rural areas, where broadband speeds over fixed local access connections are more likely to be slow. Speeds offered by providers vary, with basic packages having speeds from 2 Mbit/s upwards. Some providers offer packages with speeds of 30 Mbit/s, or occasionally higher in a few locations. Most cheaper packages have data caps, although some providers’ more expensive packages offer higher or unlimited data caps. In general, prices are above fixed access SBB prices and are similar to non-promotional fixed access SFBB prices.

Table 3.3: Fixed wireless retail packages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Broadband type</th>
<th>Speed (&quot;up to&quot;, Mbit/s)</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
<th>Setup fees (£)</th>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Inclusive calls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average SBB</td>
<td>ADSL2+</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unltd</td>
<td>Some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average SFBB</td>
<td>FTTC/cable</td>
<td>38-200</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unltd</td>
<td>Some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Broadband - NGA home prime</td>
<td>FWA</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31.99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>120GB</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airnet - Gold</td>
<td>FWA</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>120-200</td>
<td>Unltd</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineedbroadband</td>
<td>FWA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49.99</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>Unltd</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Pure pricing January 2018, FWA provider websites

3.100 However, these FWA services are, in general, slower and more expensive than promotional superfast broadband packages, and come with substantial setup fees (typically around £100-200). This level of set-up fee would typically exceed the value of a SSNIP on a typical dual-play broadband tariff over a fixed access connection, even when spread over the length of a typical fixed retail contract.\(^{140}\) These services sometimes offer a voice service using a VOIP phone, either bundled with the broadband or marketed as an add-on from a partner VOIP provider. These typically come at an additional price to the broadband access.

3.101 While these LoS packages may have some customer appeal in areas with very low broadband speeds over copper/fibre/cable connections, they would not be seen as good substitutes by the majority of consumers in areas with internet access at or around the speeds typically marketed over copper, fibre or cable connections (i.e. up to 17 Mbit/s, up to 38 Mbit/s, up to 55 Mbit/s, etc.). While difficult to extrapolate to the population at

\(^{140}\) A £150 setup fee would be equivalent to an £8.33 per month rise over an 18-month contract, which is far more than 10% of the average monthly bill of a fixed broadband consumer (the average dual-play SBB/SFBB tariffs are around £25/£35 per month respectively.)
large, we note that in the Hull Area, where fixed wireless providers are able to serve the majority of consumers\(^{141}\), take-up of FWA remains very low compared to broadband and voice services over fixed access connections.

3.102 From the data we have on fixed wireless coverage outside the Hull Area and London, we believe that only a small fraction of the population have access to a FWA service, and that take-up in the UK (excluding the Hull Area and London – see discussion of Relish below), is very low, at no more than around 50,000 customers. The low take-up, even in the areas where they are available, suggests that LoS FWA services are not a close substitute for a copper, fibre or cable connection. We consider that the number of consumers who would switch from services over copper/fibre/cable access to services over LoS FWA in response to a SSNIP is unlikely to be material.

**Non-LoS FWA technologies and mobile broadband services designed for use at a fixed location**

3.103 Historically, consumers have also been able to access the internet using dongles or built in data cards in laptops or tablets. The use of these technologies is declining; the proportion of households using dongles or built in data cards in laptops or tablets is down from 17% in 2011 to 2% today.\(^{142}\)

3.104 More recently, some providers have launched non-LoS FWA services, which share many of the characteristics of mobile broadband but are designed for use in the home. Two suppliers of such services are EE and Three. Three offers these services through both its own HomeFi product and more recently through its purchase of Relish from UK Broadband. Some of these services can be used in multiple locations, for example, Three’s HomeFi service, is available nationally wherever Three’s 3G or 4G network is available\(^{143}\), however, take-up hasn’t been comparable to fixed networks to date at just \([\leq 1,000]\).\(^{144}\) EE has only recently released its 4GEE router designed for use in the home, although its 4GEE WiFi router, which is designed for use both in the home and outside, has only had a take-up of around \([\leq 5000]\) despite being available for several years.\(^{145}\)

3.105 In some respects, these services can be comparable to fixed line broadband. They typically provide speeds comparable with SBB or low-end SFBB services. However, the services are often capped, for example, EE offers its 4GEE router with various data packages, the highest 200GB per month at £60 per month.\(^{146}\) The cheapest package, at prices comparable


\(^{142}\) Connected Nations 2017.

\(^{143}\) [http://www.three.co.uk/Discover/Devices/Huawei/HomeFi](http://www.three.co.uk/Discover/Devices/Huawei/HomeFi) [accessed 21 February 2018].

\(^{144}\) \([\leq 1,000]\)

\(^{145}\) \([\leq 5000]\)

\(^{146}\) Taken from [https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/multi-sector-research/general-communications/pricing on 13/02/2018](https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/multi-sector-research/general-communications/pricing on 13/02/2018). The price packaged at £25, similar to SBB, only offers 10GB of data, and the £35 package (comparable to SFBB) only includes 50GB. This contrasts with those SBB and SFBB packages as these would typically include unlimited usage, and in some cases inclusive fixed line calls, for the same price.
to SBB, only includes 10GB of data, while Three’s HomeFi service offers just 40GB from £23 per month. Relish’s offer is more comparable to fixed line broadband in that it offers unlimited data usage from £22 per month with a headline speed of 40 Mbit/s.

These FWA services are also not sold with a voice service – indeed, Relish advertises itself as not needing to take a landline - which certain groups of customers may value. These services also do not appear to promote an alternative fixed voice solution such as a VOIP service.

However, while non-LoS FWA services may appear comparable to fixed line broadband in some respects, it appears that take-up of these services remains fairly low. Relish, which has been marketed in central London since 2014 (and more recently in Swindon), has only managed to gain a total of [\textgreater \textless ] customers. This represents a small share of [\textgreater \textless ] (less than 10%) in the relevant areas in which Relish provides coverage [\textgreater \textless ].

The reasons for this low level of take-up within footprint are unclear. Three argues that larger coverage could be achieved through broader national coverage allowing for mass sales and marketing, plus the use of multiple distribution channels.

We also note that in response to our 2014 consultation on extending UK Broadband’s (UKBB) 3.4GHz license, UKBB said that Relish was “not aiming to go head to head with the larger operators but seeking to fill perceived gaps in the market”.

It may also be the case that either the lack of a voice service sold in conjunction with FWA broadband, or lower perceived reliability of FWA networks due to experiences with mobile networks indoors, have led to low levels of take-up. This is in contrast to, for example, cable broadband, which has achieved a much higher take-up within its network coverage.

These findings are also consistent with our summer 2017 consumer research. While that survey did not identify FWA services as a specific choice for consumers in response to a 10% SSNIP on fixed broadband, the overall responses in the category of “other” were at most 3%. Even if this were entirely comprised of switching to FWA, it is a very low response rate to a 10% SSNIP.

Future potential 5G and FWA technologies

In its response to our consultation, CityFibre agreed that fixed wireless services were not part of the WLA market over the three-year review period, but argued that a longer review period would be better for capturing the impact of new entrants.

---

147 We understand that Three has trialled a 100GB HomeFi package in some stores.
148 Taken from https://www1.relish.net/athome [accessed 13 February 2018]. Some customers will be unable to get a speed of 40mbit/s even at the point of sale.
149 Although our 2017 NMR statement found that around a third of consumers (39%) disagreed with the statement that, under certain circumstances, they would be prepared to give up the ability to make and receive calls from their landline (2017 NMR Statement, table 4.1).
150 Three response to the March 2017 WLA consultation, paragraph 14.
151 Variation of UK Broadband’s 3.4 GHz licence, paragraph 5.90.
152 Ofcom, 2014. Variation of UK Broadband’s 3.4 GHz licence, paragraph 5.90.
153 We discuss the details and results of this survey in Annex 5.
154 See Figure A5.6, Annex 5. The set of specific alternatives to fixed line broadband was: mobile, satellite, “give up internet” and “other”.
period would have resulted in the inclusion of FWA in the WLA market. Additionally, BT argued that, with innovations in wireless technology and the advent of 5G spectrum standards, FWA services could become a stronger substitute in the future.

3.113 As we noted in the March 2017 Consultation, there have been recent innovations that may lead to terrestrial-based wireless services becoming stronger substitutes to local access connections over copper/fibre and cable in the longer term. These developments include:

- the release of higher frequency spectrum which may be suited to small cell, limited distance high bandwidth applications; and
- 5G standards may lead to the availability of higher speed data services.

3.114 The widespread rollout of such technologies could lead to service offerings which consumers find to be closer substitutes for services provided over fixed access connections than the FWA services currently available. Such services may also blur the boundary between traditional fixed line access and wireless access at a fixed location if, for example, fibre is used for connections up to very distributed small cells, with 5G or public wifi used to deliver the “final drop” to the customers’ premises.

Conclusion on wireless access services

3.115 Wireless-based services are highly differentiated and in previous reviews have not been found to act as a constraint on a hypothetical monopolist of local access over copper/fibre or cable connections. While there are some ongoing developments in the satellite and traditional LoS FWA sectors, we do not believe that changes over the review period will be significant enough such that either satellite or LoS FWA are likely to act as a significant constraint on a hypothetical monopolist of copper/fibre or cable connections.

3.116 We also consider that other forms of wireless access based on cellular mobile technologies remain, at present, an insufficient constraint on a hypothetical monopolist of copper/fibre and cable access connections.

3.117 However, with advances in wireless technologies such as LTE and with the advent of 5G, we expect that some wireless technologies could begin to gain consumer acceptance as an alternative to a copper, fibre or cable connection. Should such services become more widely available to consumers, and where they are able or likely to provide an effective constraint on retail services over copper/fibre or cable connections, we would review our position accordingly.

Leased lines

3.118 Leased lines provide equal upload and download speeds and can be configured to deliver high quality broadband services for example with a bandwidth guarantee, lower latency and dedicated connectivity. As noted in the March 2017 Consultation, there are large price

---
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differences between leased lines and fixed broadband services and the services are marketed to different groups of customers with different needs.  

3.119 Most stakeholders did not comment on our decision not to include leased line services in the WLA market. CityFibre argued that, in future, increased FTTP rollout will lead to the merging of broadband and leased line markets.

3.120 Given the existing price differences between local access services and leased lines, we consider that there is likely to be limited switching to leased lines in response to a small price increase in services provided over a local access connection. The 2016 BCMR statement also noted that users do not appear to regard them as close substitutes and neither do telecoms providers, and that this was reflected in most stakeholders’ responses to the consultation, replies to the market research questionnaires and in telecoms providers’ marketing of fibre-based services.

Conclusions on wholesale product market definition

3.121 In light of above analysis, we now set out our conclusions on wholesale product market definition. As noted earlier, the first stage in a market definition exercise using the HMT is the definition of the focal product. For the purposes of defining the WLA market, the most appropriate focal product at the wholesale level is the supply of wholesale access over copper/fibre connections, consistent with the focal product defined earlier in this section. This does not mean that, in the absence of regulation, the hypothetical monopolist would necessarily supply WLA to third parties. Indeed, our view is that it would be most likely to operate as a vertically integrated supplier to retail customers only.

3.122 As before, the analysis then proceeds by identifying potential substitutes which might constrain the ability of a hypothetical monopolist to impose a SSNIP on the focal product.

3.123 From the preceding analysis of retail (indirect) constraints on a hypothetical monopolist of local access over copper/fibre connections, we have found that certain alternative forms of access appear to provide a greater constraint on the provision of fixed broadband and voice services than others. Specifically, for the reasons explained above, cable networks offer a nearly indistinguishable broadband and voice service and cable has achieved a significant market share of around 40% in the areas where it is available.

3.124 From the range of wireless services considered, we do not believe that at present such wireless services in the round act as a significant constraint on local access services delivered via copper/fibre or cable connections. However, there is potential for this to change in future as wireless technologies develop and, while we do not expect this to

---

156 For example, leased lines are priced around £149-467 per month for speeds ranging from below 30Mbit/s and up to 100Mbit/s (and can cost much more in some cases), whereas business broadband packages offering either SBB or SFBB speeds cost around £21-50 per month. See https://business.bt.com/products/broadband/ [accessed 21 February 2018] and https://www.virginmediabusiness.co.uk/connectivity/internet-access/business-broadband/ [accessed 21 February 2018].


happen within this market review period, it may in time be appropriate to include at least some FWA services in the WLA market.

3.125 Other services, such as leased lines, are essentially high-quality business products (or products used by other telecoms providers) and are not designed for the provision of broadband and voice services to the mass-market of premises connected with local access. Their pricing also makes them prohibitively expensive for such purposes.

3.126 These findings are supported by our quantitative SSNIP analysis in relation to fixed line broadband. In Annex 5 (paragraphs A5.58-5.63) we show that the projected switching rates would be insufficient to render a 10% SSNIP on broadband connections unprofitable.

3.127 Taking account of direct and indirect constraints acting on a hypothetical monopolist at the wholesale level, we conclude that the relevant market for wholesale local access comprises services supplied over copper/fibre and cable connections. However, in recognition of the reference market in the 2014 EC Recommendation and the potential for services provided over alternative technologies (such as FWA) to be included in the market in future, a technology-neutral description is appropriate and so we define the market as “wholesale local access provided at a fixed location”. At present, however, the change in phrasing makes no practical difference to our assessment of market power (for example, take-up of FWA remains very low).

**Geographic market definition**

**Background**

3.128 In 2004, 2010 and 2014 we found the market for WLA to be national, but split between the UK excluding the Hull Area and the Hull Area. This is based primarily on consideration of the nature of competitive constraints, which suggested that prices would likely be uniform within each of those areas absent regulation. In the March 2017 Consultation, we proposed the same two geographic markets.

3.129 As we explained at the start of this section, analysis of demand- and supply-side substitution is likely to lead to relatively narrow geographic markets in the telecoms sector, which may overlook the reality of how markets for local access connections would operate, absent regulation. It is therefore appropriate to look at other characteristics of competition.

**Stakeholder responses**

3.130 Most stakeholders agreed with or did not comment on our proposal that the two relevant geographic markets are the UK excluding the Hull Area and the Hull Area.

3.131 BT agreed with our geographic market definition, but also argued that an anomaly in the geographic market definition is that we have taken a national rather than a local view
despite there being geographic areas in which BT is not the local access provider or has fewer access connections than Virgin Media.\textsuperscript{159}

3.132 CityFibre agreed with our proposed geographic market definition, but also suggested that it would (in theory) be possible to identify two separate submarkets of that national market, reflecting the parts of the country that are prospectively competitive.\textsuperscript{160}

3.133 TalkTalk agreed with our geographic market definition but said that we should commit to reviewing the case for subnational geographic markets in the next review period.\textsuperscript{161}

3.134 Scottish Futures Trust broadly agreed with our geographic market definition but argued that there is a need to consider “regional workings of the telecoms market, and how this translates into infrastructure provision and services competition for remote and rural areas of Scotland and the wider UK”.\textsuperscript{162}

Our reasoning and decision

3.135 In the March 2017 Consultation we considered four main issues in relation to geographic market definition during the period covered by this review:

- the UK excluding the Hull Area and the Hull Area, which represent the areas covered by BT and KCOM’s networks, respectively;
- areas covered by Virgin Media’s cable network or other operators alongside BT;
- new build areas where BT is not present; and
- areas included in the BDUK programme.

Assessment of demand and supply-side substitution

3.136 At the retail-level, the focal geographic area on the demand-side is the end customers’ premises. On the demand-side, consumers will not move premise in response to a SSNIP on services delivered over their local access connection.\textsuperscript{163}

3.137 At the wholesale level, local access is also defined by the end customer’s premises even if the point of interconnection to control that connection is close to or far from the end customer’s premises. For example, local access connections can be accessed at the local telephone exchange, sub-loops can be accessed at the street cabinet, and access to ducts and poles allows other providers to install their own cabling to the end customer or up to some other point of interconnection – e.g. a street cabinet.

3.138 On the supply-side, an access network that passes one premise could readily switch to supplying adjacent premises that are also passed. But over the time horizon typically

\textsuperscript{159} BT response to the July 2017 WLA consultation, paragraph 2.45.
\textsuperscript{160} CityFibre response to the July 2017 WLA consultation, paragraph 4.1.34.
\textsuperscript{161} TalkTalk response to the July 2017 WLA consultation, paragraph 4.11.
\textsuperscript{162} Scottish Futures Trust response to the July 2017 WLA consultation, page 2.
\textsuperscript{163} BEREC common position, paragraphs 15-16.
considered for the SSNIP test, switching to supply a large number of premises outside the existing network footprint would be limited. For example, Virgin Media’s Project Lightning, only passed just over half a million houses over a two-year period (less than 2% of UK premises excluding the Hull Area) and planning time would be in addition to this. The cost of network build also suggests that significant expansion in response to a SSNIP would be unlikely.

Therefore, a hypothetical monopolist with customer connections at a fixed location could profitably impose a SSNIP, except for those premises passed by an alternative local access network and where network expansion by that other network required very modest activity (e.g. activating a disconnected line, or connecting premises within easy reach of an existing aggregation point).

Consideration of demand- and supply-side substitution therefore points to localised markets for wholesale local access at a fixed location.

**Competitive conditions and uniform pricing**

Nevertheless, in many markets (including telecoms) it can be appropriate to broaden the geographic market if competitive conditions are “similar or sufficiently homogenous”, for example, because there is a common pricing constraint. In the present context, this is most relevant in considering (i) the Hull Area as distinct from the rest of the UK; and (ii) whether there are differences between cable and non-cable areas.

We noted above that, when deciding whether competitive conditions are “sufficiently homogeneous”, the relevant BEREC guidance indicates that NRAs should bear in mind that market definition is a means to an end, ultimately, of determining whether ex-ante regulation is required or not. Consistent with this, areas should be defined as separate markets if competitive conditions “differ…with potential effects on either the SMP finding or the identified competition problems”. This suggests that, when defining geographic markets, we should give significant weight to the similarity of competitive outcomes, for example pricing.
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164 As a starting point, the time period for supply-side substitution of one year identified in the OFT guidance on market definition (para 3.15) might be a reasonable time frame for analysis of switching in the present context as residential customer contracts are typically 12-18 months long. However, a case could be made for considering a longer time horizon for switching – for example, the average customer lifetime is around 5 years. The EC SMP guidelines in considering supply-side substitution in the context of geographic market definition refer to entry “in the short term” (para 58) without specifying a particular time frame. The 2017 BCMR judgement also did not specify a time frame for a SSNIP, although suggested it should not be less than a year (paragraph 314).


166 SMP guidelines, paragraph 56; 2017 BCMR judgement, paragraph 354.


168 BEREC Common Position, paragraph 129.
However, structural indicators may also be relevant. A set of indicators relevant to the assessment of competitive conditions are provided in the Explanatory Memorandum to the 2014 EC Recommendation:

“The exact criteria to be taken into account when assessing the homogeneity of competitive conditions in different geographic areas may vary depending on the market(s) in question but are based on the same competition law principles to be applied for any geographic market delineation. This means that NRAs should look at the number and size of potential competitors, distribution of market shares, price differences or variation in prices across geographies, and other related competitive aspects, which may result from relevant competitive variations between geographic areas (nature of demand, differences in commercial offers, marketing strategies etc.).”

The BEREC Common Position lists a similar set of relevant indicators.

In the context of the WLA market, there are clearly some differences in the structure of competition between areas. The most obvious differences are between cabled and non-cabled areas. However, these differences are not conclusive in themselves and we put weight on the implications of these differences for assessment of competitive outcomes, consistent with the BEREC Common Position. The most important question is therefore whether market outcomes, including pricing, quality of service and investment would vary significantly between cabled and non-cabled areas in the absence of regulation.

In particular, a key question is whether any differences in competitive conditions between areas are large enough to lead to different prices being set in them. If prices in the absence of regulation would be uniform across areas, despite some differences in the number of competitors and shares of supply, then this would suggest that competitive conditions may in fact be sufficiently homogeneous to support the definition of a broad geographic market.

This is consistent with the BEREC common position. This states:

“If prices of the incumbent and alternative operators are geographically uniform, that is, do not differ between geographical areas, this may be an indication of insufficient geographical variations in competitive conditions to justify the definition of subnational geographical markets.”

However, BEREC warns that this is not always the case, and that it is also necessary to consider the size of the “competitive” area, relative to the “non-competitive” area and the relative prices of the “incumbent” and other operators. Hence,

---

170 BEREC Common Position, paragraphs 104-105.
171 BEREC Common Position, paragraph 113.
“If the competitive area is sufficiently large, the price of the incumbent operator as well as the differences in prices between the incumbent operator and the competitors will be low (close to the competitive level). Under such circumstances, the definition of a national market based on a common pricing constraint can be justified.” 172

3.149 By contrast:

“If the incumbent operator, on the other hand, does not set a uniform price this could be a strong indicator for differences in competitive conditions. It may suggest that, in those geographical areas where prices are lower, competitive constraints are stronger than in those areas where prices are higher.” 173

3.150 For the purposes of defining geographic markets for WLA, we therefore consider whether BT’s prices would be uniform between cabled and non-cabled areas in the absence of regulation, the relative sizes of the cabled and non-cabled areas and the extent of any differences between BT’s and Virgin Media’s prices. However, we note that the prices we observe reflect the impact of longstanding regulation in WLA.

The Hull Area and the rest of the UK

3.151 As we set out in our consultation, KCOM and BT operate distinct local access networks covering the Hull Area and the rest of the UK respectively and both have significantly larger market shares in these areas than other providers.

3.152 Stakeholders did not comment specifically on our proposals to find the UK excluding the Hull Area and the Hull Area to be separate geographic markets.

3.153 Competitive conditions are unlikely to be homogenous between the Hull Area and the rest of the UK given that they are served by different providers and, for similar reasons, there is unlikely to be common pricing behaviour absent regulation (or the threat of regulation). In line with our longstanding practice we consider that the Hull Area and the rest of the UK lie in separate geographic markets.

Areas covered by cable connections

3.154 While we concluded above that cable access is in the same product market as copper/fibre local access, cable coverage is sub-national. The cable network has covered almost half of UK premises today, whereas BT’s network covers almost 100% of UK premises (excluding the Hull Area). In other words, in just over half the country outside the Hull Area, BT is the only large-scale operator with a local access network (some smaller-scale local access providers are present in a limited number of areas) and, in the remainder, there are only two large-scale operators (again with smaller-scale local access providers in some areas). In

172 BEREC Common Position, paragraph 114.
173 BEREC Common Position, paragraph 116.
the cable areas BT’s share of local access connections is above 60%,\(^{174}\) whereas in the non-cable areas BT’s share of local access is close to 100%.\(^{175}\)

3.155 While some indicators of competitive conditions linked to market structure differ between cable and non-cable areas (in particular, the number of providers and BT’s share of connections), the most important question is whether competitive dynamics or market outcomes (such as pricing, quality of service and/or investment) would vary significantly. Inferring BT’s likely conduct in the hypothetical scenario of no regulation and no competition other than cable is inherently a speculative exercise, albeit necessary in the context of defining the market for WLA within the modified greenfield approach envisaged under the European Framework.

3.156 In relation to price competition, there are a number of reasons why BT, as the ubiquitous provider of local access (excluding the Hull Area), might adopt a national pricing strategy.

3.157 First, absent regulation (or the threat of regulation), we consider that both BT and Virgin Media would operate as vertically integrated operators supplying retail services. As noted elsewhere, this is how Virgin Media operates at present and how BT operated before regulation required it to provide wholesale services.\(^{176}\) In these circumstances, the question of the wholesale price BT would charge would not arise. We are therefore concerned primarily with the evidence relating to the uniformity of retail prices absent regulated wholesale local access. We therefore make inferences about the retail pricing that would prevail if BT faced only cable competition (i.e. no competition from retail providers using regulated inputs in the WLA market (such as LLU or VULA) or in related downstream regulated markets (such as wholesale line rental and wholesale broadband access (WBA)). However, if BT did choose to supply a wholesale local access service on unregulated terms, it is likely that the same factors tending to lead to uniform or differentiated pricing would apply.

3.158 The main component of retail bills remains the line rental, typically bundled with some voice usage and broadband access.\(^{177}\) BT has a universal service obligation (USO) which requires it to supply and maintain “Telephony Services” at a uniform price.\(^{178}\) Since the main costs of the access connection (duct, copper, exchange space and network

\(^{174}\) BT’s share is likely higher still when including other downstream services relying on local access infrastructure, i.e. ISDN and voice-only lines.

\(^{175}\) See Section 4, Figure 4.3.


\(^{177}\) For example, on BT’s website, line rental is £18.99 while the unlimited usage broadband element involves an incremental price of £6, £17 and £26 for speeds of up to 17 Mbit/s, 52 Mbit/s and 76 Mbit/s respectively. [https://www.productsandservices.bt.com/broadband/deals/](https://www.productsandservices.bt.com/broadband/deals/) [accessed 21 February 2018].

\(^{178}\) Universal Service ensures that basic fixed line services are available at an affordable price to all citizens and consumers across the UK. [https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-1/usos](https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-1/usos).
maintenance) are recovered through the line rental, it follows that the retail pricing of local access will be national when the line rental is priced nationally.

3.159 Retail broadband pricing is often but not always uniform within a provider’s coverage area. However, broadband provided by BT is not subject to a USO.\(^{179}\) We also recognise that, while BT’s brands of Plusnet and EE (for existing if not new customers) vary prices by region, this strategy reflects the acquisition of those retail brands since the emergence of significant competition from retail broadband competitors using regulated wholesale access.\(^{180}\) Therefore, absent regulation of WLA, it seems more likely that pricing would be national.

3.160 The pressure to adopt uniform pricing might be increased by the fact that price differences based only on differences in competition could pose risks to BT’s brand image. By pricing higher in its monopoly areas BT could damage its reputation with corresponding harm to either sales in cable areas or sales for additional services where BT faces competition, for example pay-TV. By way of inference in an unregulated access market, we note that historically, Sky priced retail pay-TV services nationally, despite facing competition from a variety of local cable competitors (each of which operated in non-overlapping cable franchise areas).\(^{181}\)

3.161 Second, academic research has highlighted that national pricing by a firm that has a monopoly position in one region of a country may soften competition in competitive areas. BT may prefer uniform pricing of local access since it commits BT to price less aggressively than it otherwise would within areas where there is a rival local access network provider (i.e. in areas where a cable network is present). This commitment can induce rivals to price less aggressively.\(^{182}\)

3.162 Third, we understand that where BT has adopted local pricing it has been in response to relatively intense levels of competition, e.g. due to the presence of LLU competitors, not the presence of a single competitor or in response to cable infrastructure alone. In 2005, in response to increased competition from LLU operators, BT introduced a discount on its
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\(^{179}\) The government announced in December that a regulatory USO will be put in place to give everyone in the UK access to speeds of at least 10 Mbit/s by 2020: [https://www.gov.uk/government/news/high-speed-broadband-to-become-a-legal-right](https://www.gov.uk/government/news/high-speed-broadband-to-become-a-legal-right) (accessed 21 February 2018). The designation process for finding the universal service provider (USP) for broadband is yet to be defined.

\(^{180}\) BT acquired Plusnet in early 2007 (see [https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/555de3c9e5274a70840000ce/ BT.pdf](https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/555de3c9e5274a70840000ce/ BT.pdf)), at which point around 80% of houses were connected to an unbundled exchange (see Figure 5.1 of 2010 Communications Market Report: [https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/25222/cmr_2010_final.pdf](https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/25222/cmr_2010_final.pdf). BT acquired EE in January 2016, by which point over a third of broadband connections were over LLU (Ofcom, CMR 2017, Figure 4.15, [https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/25222/cmr_2010_final.pdf](https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/25222/cmr_2010_final.pdf)).


WBA products of Datastream and IPStream in its ‘dense cell’ exchanges, with these exchanges being identified by a number of different parameters, such as broadband take-up and number of delivery points served. BT increased the number of exchanges from which the discount was available as LLU rollout increased.183

3.163 On that basis, we might infer that the pricing of wholesale access is also likely to be national if retail costs did not vary by region. This is because absent regulation, the most likely form of commercial wholesale access would likely be priced on the basis of the avoided costs from not retailing, and would not be priced in such a way as to undermine the commercial viability of the USO provider.

3.164 We also consider that, in the circumstances of the WLA market, uniform pricing is likely to indicate uniformity of competitive conditions. Following the BEREC guidance set out above, we find that:

- BT is the only national provider, but other operators also charge uniform prices within the area covered by their network;
- the cabled area is significant relative to the national market, with Virgin Media’s network covering almost half of UK premises today and projected to grow to over half of premises by the end of the review period;
- in practice, BT’s and Virgin Media’s retail prices are comparable, for comparable services – see Figure 3.2 above; and
- BT has well over half of access connections (above 60%) within the cabled area.

3.165 This evidence suggests that, not only are prices likely to be uniform geographically in the absence of regulation, but that competition in the cabled area would have sufficient “weight” in BT’s price setting decisions potentially to influence the level of the national price. Hence, we consider that it is consistent with the relevant guidance to find that likely commercial behaviour, including common pricing constraints, points to a single geographic market outside of the Hull Area.

3.166 We recognise that in applying the same analytical framework for geographic market definition in the 2017 WBA Consultation (mirroring our approach in the previous 2014 WBA review) we proposed to define sub-national markets, whereas for WLA we find the evidence is more likely to point to a national market (absent regulation). However, for WBA we are able to make more robust inferences on competition and pricing that would exist absent regulation of WBA. This is because in most geographic areas we can observe the market outcomes that have emerged in light of entry using regulated WLA inputs, most notably LLU).

3.167 In the 2014 WBA review and the 2017 WBA Consultation, we grouped BT telephone exchange areas between those which have BT+2 POs (referred to as “Market B” areas – and which are considered effectively competitive) and the rest (referred to as “Market A”

183 Ofcom, 2010. Review of the wholesale local access market – Consultation, paragraph 3.172. In paragraph 3.174, we noted that “where BT has voluntarily introduced local pricing it has done so in response to fairly intense competition from multiple alternative operators. BT has not introduced local pricing in response to more modest levels of competition. In particular, there is no observable instance where it has done so in the face of competition only from alternative cable infrastructure”. 
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areas – which are not considered effectively competitive). Most of the boundary between Market A and Market B areas in the WBA market is determined by the extent of unbundling of local loops by competing providers using BT’s regulated products from the WLA market. Analysis from the experience of entry using WLA remedies (i.e. LLU) is that when there are at least BT+2 POs in an exchange area, BT’s market share falls to below 50% within a three-year timescale.\textsuperscript{184} In addition, we set out confidential evidence that “overall... wholesale prices in Market B are \(3\times\).\textsuperscript{185}

3.168 BT maintained national pricing in the face of competition from cable in the early years of broadband rollout\textsuperscript{186} and it was only when faced with competition from multiple LLU-based providers that it moved away from nationally uniform pricing in the WBA market.\textsuperscript{187} While we cannot be definitive about what pricing would emerge in a WLA market in the modified greenfield scenario, faced with competition only from a cable access operator it is reasonable to assume that BT would maintain a policy of national pricing as it did prior to the emergence of competition based on regulated wholesale local access products.\textsuperscript{188} By contrast, given the WLA regulation that is actually in force, there is evidence of geographic differences in downstream prices reflecting the competition that has developed in many exchange areas.\textsuperscript{189}

3.169 Hence, applying the same analytical framework, we find that an expectation of uniform pricing (absent WLA regulation) supports the definition of a national market for WLA (outside the Hull Area) but that, in the presence of WLA regulation (but absence of WBA regulation) geographic variations in WBA and retail prices support the definition of two distinct geographic markets (outside the Hull Area) for WBA services.

3.170 Finally, in relation to non-price competition, it is not clear that investment by BT differs between cable and non-cable areas. For example, while Virgin Media was the first to upgrade its local access network to offer SFBB, BT’s commercial SFBB deployment exceeded the Virgin Media cable footprint. A BT board paper\textsuperscript{190} from 2008 indicates that fibre would cover around 7-10m homes, which is c.40% of the BT network, and thus close to the cable coverage footprint. However, BT’s commercial rollout then exceeded this and


\textsuperscript{185} June 2017 WBA consultation, paragraph 5.31.

\textsuperscript{186} We noted in our WBA 2004 final statement that despite the launch of the Exchange Activate services, the relevant geographic market remained national and that BT’s wholesale broadband origination price was uniform at the time. See Ofcom, 2014, Review of the Wholesale Broadband Access market – Final Explanatory statement and Notification. https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/53814/broadbandaccesreview.pdf.


\textsuperscript{188} There are a small number of locations across the UK where, in addition to BT, both Virgin Media and another infrastructure-based provider (such as Hyperoptic) is present. As in the WBA market, we would need evidence that BT+2 is enough to make the market competitive rather than simply assuming it. A very small fraction of the UK is currently served by networks other than BT or Virgin Media, with the largest expansion over this review period likely to be CityFibre’s planned rollout to around 1m homes by the early 2020s. Should this and other announced network investments take place, there may be greater variation in competitive conditions in future market reviews.

\textsuperscript{189} Details are set out in the June 2017 WBA market review consultation, paragraphs 5.29-5.31 (wholesale pricing) and 4.16-4.20 (retail pricing).

\textsuperscript{190} BT Group plc Board, GPLC(08)66.
covered over 60% of the country, exceeding the actual and planned cable coverage at the time. BT has since rolled out to 95% of the UK excluding the Hull Area. Some of this rollout has used BDUK funds, although refunds of subsidies are being made in some of these areas.

**New build areas where BT is not present**

3.171 In some geographic areas (e.g. new housing developments) telecoms providers other than BT have deployed fibre networks, while BT itself is not present.

3.172 No stakeholders commented on these areas, except for BT which noted that it was an anomaly that we have taken a national rather than a local view despite there being geographic areas in which BT is not the local access provider.

3.173 We recognise that there may be a case for identifying such areas as distinct geographic markets on the same basis as the Hull Area. This potentially leads to a number of additional geographic markets for each of which we would need to assess whether the local network operator has SMP.

3.174 However, where the areas relate to new build sites, the degree to which there is competition for the market (i.e. bidding to connect the new build sites), mitigates competition concerns from an *ex ante* perspective. This means such areas are less susceptible to *ex ante* regulation, at least initially.

3.175 Should competition concerns arise *ex post* we would consider the specific case in question and the appropriate regulatory instrument to address any concerns, including competition law.

**Areas included in the BDUK programme**

3.176 Stakeholders did not comment on the implications of BDUK areas for our geographic market definition.

3.177 In areas where connections were provided by BT under BDUK, in the vast majority of cases, local access connectivity was already present (in the form of a copper connection), and the BDUK-funded investment served to upgrade the premise to being a copper/fibre connection. As such, we might presume that for many of these connections the underlying market circumstances would be the same – since there was already an underlying access connection and, where BT was the winner of the BDUK contract, the BDUK-funded investment was an overlay to that existing connection.

3.178 In BDUK areas, BT has a number of obligations that are defined by contracts with local bodies (local authorities, groups of local authorities, devolved governments or local economic partnerships). Therefore, as we noted in the March 2017 Consultation, there is a possibility that BT’s pricing could have been constrained by these contracts in a way in which it was not in the rest of the UK. However, following a review of a sample of BDUK
contracts, we concluded that competitive conditions in the BDUK areas are not sufficiently different from those in the rest of the UK.

3.179 While some of the contracts in the sample have what amounts to charge control provisions these are linked to our market reviews. The contracts further contain procedures for changes to pricing and other terms in various circumstance and are of limited duration, minimizing the effect of any contractual constraints. BT appears to have priced at the same level for fibre access to lines upgraded under the BDUK programme and for lines where there was already a commercially deployed fibre upgrade to the access line.

3.180 Given that the underlying provision of connectivity to a fixed location is unchanged, and that BT appears to have priced at the same level in BDUK and non-BDUK areas, we have included BDUK areas within the same geographic market as that covered by the rest of BT’s local access network.

**Conclusion on geographic market definition**

3.181 In light of the above, we conclude that there are two distinct geographic markets: (i) the UK excluding the Hull Area, and (ii) the Hull Area. In doing so, we recognise that this analysis has involved aggregation across geographic areas, including some where there is variation in market structure. However, we do not consider that such variation would be such as to deliver localised market outcomes – such as in the pricing of local access.

3.182 In so far as our assessment of SMP could be affected by the boundary of the geographic market, we have addressed this in the next section.

---

191 Response dated 12th July 2016 to question 1 of the 4th BT WLA s.135 notice.
4. Market power assessment

4.1 In this section, we set out our assessment of competition in the market defined in Section 3, namely the supply of wholesale local access at a fixed location in the UK, excluding the Hull Area. Specifically, we examine whether any provider has significant market power (SMP) in that market. Our general approach to the assessment of market power is described in Annex 2.

4.2 In summary, we have found that BT has SMP in the market for wholesale local access (WLA) at a fixed location in the UK excluding the Hull Area for the period covered by this review.

4.3 This is consistent with the proposed SMP finding in the March 2017 WLA Consultation.

Approach to assessment of market power

4.4 SMP is defined in the Act as being equivalent to the competition law concept of dominance, that is, a position of economic strength affording a telecoms provider the power to behave to an appreciable extent independently of competitors, customers and ultimately consumers. In our assessment of competition in the WLA market, we have had regard to the criteria for assessing SMP set out in the EC SMP Guidelines.

4.5 The SMP Guidelines set out a non-exhaustive list of criteria to be considered in an SMP assessment, and state that a dominant position may derive from a combination of these criteria, which taken separately may not necessarily be determinative. Evidence on the most relevant SMP criteria should be considered in the round, and findings should not be based on assessment of a single criterion. We regard the following criteria as particularly relevant to the assessment of SMP in the wholesale local access market:

- market shares,
- pricing and profitability,
- barriers to entry and expansion, and
- countervailing buyer power.

4.6 As noted in Section 3, we have also taken account of the 2017 BCMR judgment. The judgment was on an appeal against Ofcom’s definition of the relevant markets in that case and BT made no separate challenge to Ofcom’s SMP findings. Hence the CAT was not required to engage with the detailed methodology for determining SMP. However, as also noted in Section 3 of this volume, the CAT judgment emphasised that market definition should precede the analysis of SMP and this is the approach we have followed in this review of the WLA market.\(^{192}\)

4.7 In Section 3, we define the relevant market as wholesale local access provided at a fixed location in the UK, excluding the Hull Area. Hence, consistent with the regulatory framework and the 2017 BCMR judgment, in this section we consider whether any

---

\(^{192}\) CAT BCMR Judgment, paragraph 393.
provider has SMP in this market. Our assessment reflects that there are some variations in competitive conditions within downstream segments of the local access market and therefore we consider the question of market power in segments of particular interest.

4.8 In particular, we consider market positions in the provision of wholesale local access connections used to support retail packages including SFBB services (typically over fibre access connections) separately from the provision of wholesale local access connections used to support retail packages including SBB services (typically over copper access connections). We further consider market positions in the geographic areas served by Virgin Media’s cable network separately from market positions outside this area.¹⁹³

Provisional conclusion as set out in the March 2017 Consultation

4.9 Our provisional conclusion in the consultation was that BT will continue to have SMP in the supply of WLA in the UK, excluding the Hull Area, for the period covered by this review. Stakeholders were asked whether they agreed with this provisional conclusion and to provide reasons and evidence to support their views.

Stakeholder responses to the March 2017 Consultation

4.10 Most respondents either explicitly stated that they agreed with our provisional conclusion or made it clear that they did so without replying directly to the consultation question. No respondents disagreed with our provisional conclusion that BT will continue to have SMP in the supply of WLA in the UK, excluding the Hull Area, for the period covered by this review.

4.11 A number of respondents also commented on the extent of BT’s market power in the supply of particular services over WLA infrastructure, or in particular geographic areas. For example, TalkTalk, Vodafone and Sky emphasised that BT had SMP, including in the provision of both copper access and fibre access connections. Sky stated that:

“It is uncontroversial and long-recognised that BT’s SMP in wholesale local access is entrenched. Described as an ‘enduring economic bottleneck’, BT’s ubiquitous local access network – operated by Openreach – is non-replicable and non-contestable.”¹⁹⁴

4.12 Others, including [✓] and the Scottish Futures Trust drew attention to variations they perceived in BT’s market power between areas.¹⁹⁵ [✓], while stating that it agreed with

¹⁹³ Whilst a variety of other sensitivities could also be conducted, such as in relation to market positions in other services that use local access infrastructure (such as voice or other narrowband services), we have not done so as the focus of stakeholder responses has been on market positions in connections used to offer broadband services downstream. That said, absent regulation in WLA, BT’s wholesale position in narrowband exchange line services (voice or narrowband data) would be at least as great as its share in broadband enabled local access connections (since the main alternative infrastructure provider is also Virgin Media, which has proportionately far fewer voice only or ISDN connections than BT).
¹⁹⁵ Scottish Futures Trust, response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, pages 2 – 4; [✓] response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 5.
our SMP proposals, noted that in some areas there is growing investment in infrastructure which it thought might be of more importance for the next review of this market.

4.13 CityFibre also stated that it agreed with our proposal that BT has SMP “across the entire WLA market”, but was concerned that we had not paid sufficient attention to the new fibre networks which it and other “Competitive Networks”\textsuperscript{196} were rolling out in some areas.\textsuperscript{197} This may be of greater significance in future reviews: CityFibre said that “not including the Altnets in the current market share assessment is perhaps defensible”.\textsuperscript{198}

4.14 Similarly, INCA (Independent Networks Cooperative Association), whose members include “a majority of new entrants building full-fibre networks in the UK”, agreed that “it could be argued with some justification that the altnets do not yet have sufficient coverage to warrant serious attention in the WLA review”.\textsuperscript{199}

4.15 Openreach did not disagree with our provisional SMP finding, given our proposed market definition. Indeed, Openreach agreed that, given this definition, a finding that it “has an enduring position of SMP”\textsuperscript{200} would follow.

4.16 However, Openreach also said that “Ofcom has significantly understated the competitive constraints on Openreach, particularly for its VULA services and therefore overstated both Openreach’s market power and the extent of the alleged competition issue relating to VULA supply. As a result, Ofcom has overstated the extent to which price regulation of VULA is required and, where remedies are imposed, how intrusive the necessary remedies need to be.”\textsuperscript{201}

4.17 Openreach (and BT Group) argued that it faced competitive constraints from Virgin Media, from alternative access technologies including mobile access and fixed wireless access (FWA) and, on its fibre access services, also from copper access services.\textsuperscript{202} Virgin Media also emphasised the strength of the constraint on fibre access prices from copper access services, although it was among the stakeholders who explicitly agreed with our SMP finding for the WLA market proposed in the March 2017 Consultation.\textsuperscript{203}

4.18 Virgin Media also argued that mobile access could act as a constraint on fibre access prices, while CityFibre and Three argued that FWA services would increasingly do so, at least to the point where FWA becomes part of the WLA market, though CityFibre saw this as perhaps more likely to occur beyond the end of this review period.

4.19 We have concluded in Section 3, that mobile access and FWA are outside the WLA product market for the period of this review. However, in principle, products which are outside a

\textsuperscript{196} Some respondents to our consultation have used the term “altnets” to describe network operators other than BT (and sometimes Virgin Media). We use the term “Competitive Networks” in this section.

\textsuperscript{197} CityFibre response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 4.1.45.

\textsuperscript{198} CityFibre response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 4.1.46.

\textsuperscript{199} INCA response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 1.

\textsuperscript{200} Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 99.

\textsuperscript{201} Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 88.

\textsuperscript{202} Openreach said that it agreed with the inclusion of “fibre, cable and copper access technologies...in the same WLA product market...but disagrees with Ofcom’s contradictory finding that the competitive constraint of copper on fibre is weak, despite being in the same market”: Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 112.

\textsuperscript{203} Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 134.
market can still exert some constraining effect on the prices of products within it, and we therefore consider these below under the heading “external constraints”.

**Market power assessment for the UK excluding the Hull Area**

4.20 As noted above, in making our assessment we have had regard to the criteria for assessing SMP set out in the EC SMP Guidelines, in particular, market shares, pricing and profitability, barriers to entry and expansion, and countervailing buyer power. We turn now to our analysis against these criteria.

**Market shares**

4.21 The SMP Guidelines note that “market shares are often used as a proxy for market power”. The SMP Guidelines also state that:

- single dominance concerns normally arise where market shares exceed 40%;
- concerns can also arise at lower shares depending on the difference between the market shares of the undertaking in question and that of its competitors;
- very large market shares in excess of 50% are in themselves evidence of a dominant position, save in exceptional circumstances; and
- undertakings with market shares of no more than 25% are not likely to enjoy a (single) dominant position on the market concerned.

4.22 In Section 3, we set out our conclusion that the wholesale local access market comprises copper, fibre and cable connections, and that the relevant geographic market is the UK excluding the Hull Area. Hence, when calculating market shares, we focus primarily on shares of such fixed access connections rather than on shares of any particular service provided over these connections.

4.23 We recognise that local access connections can be used to supply a number of distinct services downstream including narrowband voice services and internet access services of various speeds (which can in turn be used to provide various different forms of usage services e.g. internet browsing, e-mail access, use of social media and various forms of content services), as well as various forms of TV content (e.g. IPTV or cable TV). As noted above, some respondents have argued that the strength of competition varies between these services, and also between different geographic areas.

4.24 The service distinctions of most interest for present purposes are between SBB, typically provided over copper access connections, and SFBB, typically provided over fibre (mostly FTTC) or cable access connections. The geographic distinctions of most interest are between the geographic area covered by the cable network (owned and operated by Virgin

---


205 This is consistent with the BCMR judgment which states that market definition precedes the analysis of SMP, CAT (2017) 25, *op cit.*

206 Historically SBB services were also provided over Virgin Media’s cable lines and, presently, some (FTTC) fibre lines only provide SBB speeds.
Media) and the rest of the UK excluding the Hull Area. To illustrate the extent of such differences we present below wholesale service shares calculated on a number of different bases, after first discussing our main estimates and forecasts of shares of the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

4.25 However, as explained in Section 3, even if the demand-side analysis were to suggest separate product markets for broadband services of different speeds, we do not consider that it would affect our definition of the WLA market. Similarly, it would not affect our assessment of underlying market power at the WLA level. This is because what matters for market power in the WLA market is control of the access connection. Control of the underlying connection is what gives a telecoms provider the opportunity to leverage into different downstream services – be these segmented by broadband speed or otherwise. Telecoms providers also have the ability to undertake “provider-led” migrations, and therefore move their customer base between speeds. 207

**BT’s share of the wholesale local access market in the UK excluding the Hull Area**

4.26 To calculate shares of the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area, we have compared the number of access connections provided by BT with the number of access connections provided by Virgin Media and others. Because we are required to take a forward-looking approach, we have also taken account of forecast market shares over the review period. Our forecast is presented in Figure 4.1 below. 208 Competing providers’ share is expected to grow over the review period, but still to remain at a low level. This is consistent with the statements of the competing providers themselves.

---

207 Both BT and Virgin Media have undertaken provider-led upgrades for parts of their customer bases.
208 This forecast is consistent with the volume of lines relied on in our financial modelling used to set the new charge controls on BT’s WLA services. BT’s downstream services over wholesale local access connections may also support ISDN access services where BT’s share of underlying connections is relatively high. BT’s share of wholesale ISDN2 and ISDN30 channels are set out in Ofcom, 2017, *Narrowband Market Review Statement*, and are nearly 100% and 62% respectively, paragraphs 6.95 and 6.69. [https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/108353/final-statement-narrowband-market-review.pdf](https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/108353/final-statement-narrowband-market-review.pdf)
Figure 4.1: Forecast WLA market shares

Source: Ofcom forecast based on operator take-up data. Forecasts are for financial years.

4.27 BT has a very high share of the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area, currently \[\geq\] (around 80%). We forecast that BT’s market share will remain high at around 80% by 2020/21. As set out above and in Annex 2, market shares of the magnitude forecast here for BT give rise to a presumption of SMP.

4.28 Trends in market shares can also be an important indicator of market power. According to the Commission’s SMP guidelines, “an undertaking with a large market share may be presumed to have SMP...if its market share has remained stable over time. The fact that an undertaking with a significant position on the market is gradually losing market share may well indicate that the market is becoming more competitive, but it does not preclude a finding of significant market power.”

---

209 This figure corresponds to Figure 3.17 in the March 2017 WLA Consultation. The difference in BT copper lines between this chart and Figure 3.17 of our March consultation is that BT – copper lines here includes business and residential standalone voice-only (SVO) lines, which will form a large share of BT copper lines for the duration of the review period. While Virgin Media’s share also includes its SVO lines, BT has a very high market share of these lines, so the impact is largest when considering the proportion of Openreach lines that are copper or fibre lines.

210 SMP Guidelines, paragraph 75.
4.29 We have therefore considered how BT’s market share has changed since the last review of this market, in addition to the forecast set out above. In the Statement concluding our 2014 review of the wholesale local access market, we stated “that BT’s market share is consistently very high (over 80%)...market shares of this magnitude give rise to a presumption that BT possesses SMP. Moreover, BT’s market share has been stable for many years”.  

4.30 As the numbers of voice only lines and ISDN lines have declined (these also use local access connections, in addition to broadband enabled lines), there may have been some small decline in BT’s market share since the 2014 review. However, it is a small one, and, looking forward, BT’s market share at around 80% of the market during the new review period, remains well above the level normally giving rise to a presumption of SMP.

BT’s shares of the copper access and fibre/cable access segments

4.31 Turning now to our analysis of variations in BT’s share of services within possible segments of local access services, we first note that Openreach is the only supplier of copper access (which is typically used to provide SBB services, as well as supporting SFBB provision as part of an FTTC connection). While Openreach emphasised the constraining effect of standard broadband prices on superfast broadband prices (as did Virgin Media), its near-monopoly position in the wholesale provision of these services means that, in the absence of regulation, SBB would not be an effective constraint on its ability to exploit market power in the provision of SFBB: BT would be able to simply raise prices above the competitive level across the board.

4.32 We noted above that Openreach and some other stakeholders argued that there was greater competition in the segment of current active SFBB connections (i.e. the fibre and cable access segment) than in the segment of current active SBB connections (i.e. the segment now primarily served using copper access). Even so, BT’s share of fibre and cable access connections is currently over 60% and growing in the UK excluding the Hull Area, as Figure 4.2 shows. As noted previously, a share of over 50% is in itself consistent with a presumption of dominance (SMP) in a relevant market.

4.33 BT’s current share of services over fibre access connections alone is not a good proxy for its market power. This is because an increasing number of customers will migrate (or be migrated by BT) to fibre access connections over the review period. Hence, BT’s market share is lagging its market power in this segment and, in the medium to long term, the BT share of fibre access connections will converge towards that of its share of the WLA market today. Absent regulation of WLA and as a vertically integrated provider, BT would be in a position to leverage its market power in fixed access connections into different downstream segments (such as services of different internet access speeds), whereas the observed market outcome is one in which certain retail competitors using the Openreach

211 Ofcom, 2014 FAMR Statement, Volume 1, paragraph 7.86.
network (such as TalkTalk and Sky) have, until recently, promoted SBB rather than SFBB tariffs. Our forecast of BT’s share of wholesale fibre and cable connections is presented in Figure 4.2 below, with all cable connections included as we understand these are now entirely used to provide SFBB services, even if historically cable connections were also used to deliver SBB services.

Figure 4.2: Forecast shares of wholesale fibre and cable access connections

![Figure 4.2: Forecast shares of wholesale fibre and cable access connections](image)

**Source:** Ofcom forecast based on operator take-up data. Forecasts are for financial years.

4.34 BT’s share of the WLA market is, understandably, lower in the area where it competes with Virgin Media than in other parts of the UK excluding the Hull Area where BT has a near-monopoly of access connections. Nonetheless, as shown in Figure 4.3, BT’s share of all broadband enabled wholesale access connections is at least 60% in cabled areas and, if this were the relevant geographic market, such a market share would be consistent with a presumption of dominance (i.e. SMP).

4.35 Finally, we recognise that Virgin Media rather than BT is currently the largest supplier of local access connections currently supporting active SFBB services in the area covered by its cable network (see Figure 4.3). This reflects the marketing strategy Virgin Media has followed, as a result of which it no longer offers SBB services. This means that BT’s current share of combined fibre and cable connections is a poor proxy for its underlying market share.

---

212 See, for example, paragraph A1.31 of Sky’s response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation. Sky comments that there is “little or no incentive to upgrade to SFBB” for either it or TalkTalk. Openreach also states that “recent take up of fibre, for example, has been driven by Sky and TalkTalk marketing more strongly after a period of several years when they chose not to” (Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 357).

213 We have counted cable connections in a BT exchange area if more than 65% of premises in that exchange area can be served by the cable operator. Further details of this calculation, including sensitivity analysis using alternative assumptions, are set out in Annex 5.
power for two reasons. First, at the retail level, BT does still supply SBB (typically over copper access connections), but is migrating its existing customer base to SFBB (i.e. to fibre access connections) over time. BT’s retail share of fibre and cable connections in the area where it competes with Virgin Media will therefore increase over the market review period and, at the WLA level will grow further still as retail providers such as Sky, TalkTalk and Vodafone successfully attract customers to SFBB tariffs. BT’s current share of wholesale local access connections supporting SFBB is therefore lagging BT’s underlying wholesale market power (which stems from its control of connections to all customers other than those on the cable network, and, to a small extent, other networks).

Second, for the reasons set out earlier, we believe that in the absence of regulation, market outcomes would be similar throughout the local access market in the UK excluding the Hull Area. For example, absent regulation, most, if not all, of the customers of providers currently using LLU or VULA purchased from BT, would likely be supplied by BT’s retail division. In the absence of regulation, BT could upgrade its SBB customer base and grow its market share of SFBB even more readily, as Virgin Media has done.

We have also used our forecasts of volume trends at the national level to project BT’s share of fibre and cable connections in the cabled area at the end of the review period. If BT’s retail customers (and other customers served using the Openreach network) migrate (or are migrated by their retail provider) to fibre access in line with the national average rate, BT’s share of fibre and cable wholesale access connections in the cabled area is likely to increase to around 50% by 2020/21 and continue growing, even on the expectation of continued regulation of the WLA market. These variations in BT’s share of wholesale connections segmented by broadband speed are summarised in Figure 4.3 below.

---

214 BT’s share of WLA connections is today around 80%, yet its share of retail access connections is under 40%. Today, cable connections account for around 20% of the WLA market, despite competition from LLU operators. In 2002 when there was very little LLU-based competition (at the time LLU competition was based on partial LLU, i.e. SMPF rather than full LLU, i.e. MPF), the cable operators, then ntl and Telewest, accounted for 13% of WLA connections. See Table 4.1 of [https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/37057/rwlam161204.pdf](https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/37057/rwlam161204.pdf) This growth of cable connections at the same time as growth in LLU connections, suggests that LLU-competitors have acquired retail customers more from BT than from cable operators. Nonetheless the possibility that competition and marketing by LLU operators has, to some extent, helped maintain the number of customers supplied over Openreach’s network is not precluded.
Table 4.3: Variations in BT’s share of broadband enabled wholesale local access connections by type of connection and geographic area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Broadband product segment</th>
<th>Geographic area</th>
<th>BT share 2017/18</th>
<th>BT share 2020/21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>All copper, fibre and cable connections</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>All copper, fibre and cable connections</td>
<td>Cable areas</td>
<td>[3&lt;] (60%-70%)</td>
<td>[3&lt;] (60-70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>All copper, fibre and cable connections</td>
<td>Non-cable areas</td>
<td>Close to 100%</td>
<td>Close to 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fibre and cable connections only</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fibre and cable connections only</td>
<td>Cable areas</td>
<td>[3&lt;] (35-45%)</td>
<td>[3&lt;] (45-55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fibre and cable connections only</td>
<td>Non-cable areas</td>
<td>Close to 100%</td>
<td>Close to 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ofcom analysis using data collected for Connected Nations 2017. For more details of the calculations, assumptions and sensitivity analysis, see Annex 5

4.38 Our analysis of variations in BT’s share within different segments of local access connections shows that it already has, or is expected to gain, shares of individual market segments which would themselves be at or around the levels consistent with a presumption of SMP if those segments were identified as relevant markets. Even in the area covered by Virgin Media’s cable network, where BT’s share of the fibre and cable access lines used to provide SFBB services is currently around 40%, we project Openreach’s share to increase to around 50% and growing by 2020/21. As noted previously, with migration of customers to SFBB, BT’s share of these faster connections would be expected to converge towards its share of all broadband connections, which is currently over 60% in cable areas alone, unless an alternative network achieves significant growth in cable areas.

4.39 We therefore disagree with Openreach’s suggestion that migration to SFBB, in which Virgin Media is currently relatively strong, will imply a significant weakening of BT’s market

---

215 Shares in the UK excluding the Hull Area are consistent with charge control modelling assumptions and relate to 2017/18. Other shares are derived from data collected for Ofcom’s publication “Connected Nations” and relate to 2017. Non-confidential ranges relate to most recent information available from 2017.

216 The figures presented will understate BT’s share of all access connections somewhat. This is because, as noted above, BT’s access connections also support voice only and ISDN lines of which BT has a relatively high share. We use shares based on broadband lines here for simplicity and consistency with shares for individual segments defined by broadband speed.

217 Based on the assumption that Openreach split of SBB and SFBB is the same in cable areas as on a national basis.

218 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 90.
power. Rather, we expect the BT share of this segment to grow over time as its existing customer base migrates (or is migrated), and come to reflect more closely its existing market share in wholesale local access connections.

4.40 By contrast, while we expect Virgin Media’s share of all access connections (i.e. the WLA market as a whole) to increase somewhat, we expect its share of connections providing SFBB to decline. The share of providers other than BT and Virgin Media is expected to grow but to remain at a low level over this review period. Significant growth of these other providers (in terms of customer acquisition) after the review period could, in time, alter BT or Virgin Media’s share of wholesale access connections, but this growth in premises served (rather than just covered) by other providers remains to be seen.

The strength of the constraint from Virgin Media

4.41 Finally, we respond to Openreach’s comments regarding the strength of the price constraint imposed by Virgin Media.\(^{219}\) Openreach argues that this constraint is strong primarily on the basis that the characteristics of the services provided by Virgin Media are comparable, or even superior, to its own broadband services.

4.42 We agree that BT’s and Virgin Media’s services are comparable, consistent with our inclusion of cable-based services in the same market as services delivered over BT’s copper/fibre network (as discussed in Section 3 of this statement). However, also absent regulation, BT’s prices are also likely to be well above the effectively competitive level (i.e. the price-level for local access consistent with “normal” returns, that is returns at or around the cost of capital). This is consistent with the evidence on pricing and profitability set out below, which shows that, even in the presence of regulation, BT’s returns are above the benchmark cost of capital.

4.43 As BT notes, the level of the uniform national price will reflect competition in the competitive area, as well as its absence in the monopoly area. However, in the presence of only a single material competitor in the non-monopoly area, the uniform national price is most unlikely to approximate the effectively competitive level of prices. One reason is that, as described in Section 3, setting a uniform price may be a way of softening competition in the “competitive” area.

4.44 In general, the number of firms necessary to generate effective competition will vary from market to market and a case specific assessment needs to be made.\(^{220}\) Academic studies, competition cases and other market reviews suggest that at least three firms are required

\(^{219}\) Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 118-129.  
\(^{220}\) For example, the main criterion used to identify competitive exchange areas in our review of Wholesale Broadband Access markets is that there should be two or more Principal Operators, in addition to BT, supplying broadband services in the area. This criterion was only decided upon after analysis demonstrated that the presence of two or more competitors was sufficient to lead to significant declines in BT’s market share. Exchanges with only one Principal Operator in addition to BT are included in the same market as monopoly exchanges, where competitive conditions are considered sufficiently homogeneous. Review of the Wholesale broadband access markets, Statement, 26 June 2014, paragraphs 4.132 – 4.133 and 4.139 – 4.141, [https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/57810/WBA-Final-statement.pdf](https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/57810/WBA-Final-statement.pdf)
for effective competition though, in some cases, four or more may be needed.\textsuperscript{221} As an economic policy note prepared for the Dutch NRA concluded:

“there is no “magic number” for the minimum number of competitors necessary for effective competition. One way to approach this is to look at the rules of thumb used by competition authorities. The European Horizontal Merger Guidelines declare markets with an HHI below 2000 as normally non-problematic. Although very roughly, this suggests that between 5 and 6 market players with similar market shares might provide effective competition. The practice of the European Commission shows that 3-to-2 mergers are normally viewed as problematic, whereas 5-to-4 mergers are typically only regarded as problematic in particular circumstances.”\textsuperscript{222}

**Pricing and profitability**

4.45 As explained in Annex 2, in a competitive market, individual firms would not be able to raise prices above costs and sustain returns above the cost of capital for a sustained period. The ability to price at a level that keeps profits persistently and significantly above the competitive level is an important indicator of market power.

4.46 BT’s provision of many access connections has been subject to charge controls for a number of years. BT has priced up to the cap for MPF (and SMPF, plus the associated line provided via WLR) since the last review.\textsuperscript{223}

4.47 VULA is currently not subject to a charge control (at least for the part of the connection provided as an overlay to the connection enabled by MPF or WLR), and BT has had pricing flexibility (subject to the specific VULA margin condition).

4.48 Overall, BT’s reported profitability in the WLA market is shown in Table 4.4 below.

\textsuperscript{221} For example, the Tribunal considering BT’s appeal of Ofcom’s 2016 Business Connectivity Market Review heard expert evidence that “mergers from five to four firms are nearly always approved by competition authorities and four to three mergers are sometimes approved, suggesting that between three and four competitors is judged sufficient for effective competition”: First expert report of Chris Osborne, paragraph 4.20. Moreover, even where mergers have been permitted, they have often been subject to conditions intended to preserve competition.


\textsuperscript{223} In our 2017 NMR Statement, paragraph 4.114, we note that “BT has generally been charging at the regulated caps for WLR, which is consistent with there being a limited constraint from competition”.
Table 4.4 BT’s profitability in the WLA market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>2014/15 (restated for CAR adjustments)</th>
<th>2015/16</th>
<th>2016/17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All WLA services</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper access services (MPF and SMPF)</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre access services (GEA)</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 4.4 shows that BT’s profitability on its WLA services, measured by Return on Capital Employed (ROCE), increased from 10.2% in 2014/15 to 15.0% in 2015/16 and 15.6% in 2016/17. In all three years, this was above BT’s weighted average cost of capital. For BT’s copper access services, ROCE was also above the relevant cost of capital in both 2015/16 and 2016/17, implying that with BT pricing to the cap on these services, the cap was not below any reasonable measure of the “competitive level” of wholesale prices.

Services provided over fibre access connections (i.e. GEA), are currently not capped and BT has flexibility on pricing such services subject to a no margin squeeze condition. On GEA services, ROCE increased from 21.6% in 2015/16 to 24.8% in 2016/17. These returns are also above the benchmark cost of capital. However, accounting returns on GEA services are not necessarily a reliable indicator of profitability given the profile of expenditure and usage on what is a growing service. In other words, in the early years of BT’s investment in fibre access, returns on GEA services were below the benchmark cost of capital but, as shown above, have since risen above it.

As we show later in Section 9 and Annex 6, if we look at BT’s fibre pricing over the horizon since the original investment to date (and then beyond), returns have been above the cost of capital, taking account of the risk involved with the original investment.

---

224 We do not report disaggregated figures for 2014/15 as these have not been restated to take account of the conclusions of Ofcom’s Cost Attribution Review (CAR). Before restatement, BT’s ROCE on all WLA services for 2014/15 was 7.6% and the ROCEs for copper access services and fibre access services were 5.8% and 12.9% respectively. In 2015, Ofcom published two consultation documents as part of its review of BT’s cost attribution methodology and published its conclusions in Annex 28 of the 2016 Business Connectivity Market Review Statement.

225 The BT Group pre-tax nominal cost of capital for 2020/21 is 9.3%, a weighted average of the Openreach copper access rate (7.9%), the other UK telecoms rate (8.9%, appropriate to GEA) and the (higher) rest of BT rate. The rest of BT is made up primarily of BT’s Global Services ICT division. In the 2014 Fixed Access Market Review, we determined rates for Openreach copper access of 8.6% and for the rest of BT (then including other UK telecoms) of 10.8%. A separate rate for other UK telecoms was not then determined. In the 2016 Business Connectivity Market Review, we determined rates for copper access of 8.8% and for other UK telecoms of 9.8% and a third, higher, rate for the rest of BT.

226 For a service with growing demand, accounting returns may be a misleading indicator of profitability. For example, BT’s GEA services earned less than the benchmark cost of capital in the early years after launch when volumes were low and, given the initially risky nature of the investment, it is appropriate to look at the expected rate of return over an appropriate lifetime. In Annex 6, we estimate that, at around 15%, Openreach’s return on its commercial FTTC investment is above its cost of capital, even with the charge control we are imposing.
4.52 Overall, we find BT’s ROCE at the WLA level is above the cost of capital and increased over the period to date, particularly for the services not currently charge controlled. Absent regulation (such as the existing charge controls on copper access connections), we would expect BT’s returns to be higher still.

4.53 BT provides data on its profitability in the product and geographic markets defined in the 2014 FAMR Statement. This means that we have data for WLA services in the UK (excluding the Hull Area) as a whole but not for smaller areas within it. It is however possible to make some qualitative inferences about likely variations in profitability within the UK excluding the Hull Area. We know that the unit costs of access line provision vary with population density, being lowest in the most densely populated areas and highest in the more sparsely populated rural areas. In general, and for this reason, competitive entry has tended to occur first in the more densely populated areas where unit costs are relatively low, with BT retaining a near monopoly in the higher unit cost, more rural, areas – particularly those which it serves only as a result of its Telephony Services Universal Service Obligation. (This obligation requires BT to provide a narrowband connection and services over those connections in the UK excluding the Hull Area. 227)

As BT’s wholesale charges are geographically uniform, we would expect variations in unit costs to be reflected in variations in profitability, which is thus likely to be higher than average in the lower-cost areas, which also tend to be the areas where BT faces local access competition from Virgin Media. While BT has lost wholesale connections in the areas covered by the Virgin Media network and this, other things being equal, will have tended to increase BT’s unit costs, we expect this to be outweighed by the effect of population density, suggesting that BT’s profitability is likely to be higher in the cabled areas than outside it. This outcome reflects the combination of uniform national prices and unit costs which are likely to be lower, on average, in the areas where BT faces competition.

4.55 In conclusion, the fact that BT has continued to price up to the cap for wholesale copper access connections is consistent with regulation, rather than competition, constraining BT’s pricing. As the object of the charge control is to constrain prices and profitability to a level consistent with cost recovery, an absence of excess profits (or returns only slightly above cost of capital) on such services could not be regarded as evidence that the WLA market is effectively competitive. But, as shown above (in Table 4.1), the presence of increasing returns which are comfortably above the benchmark cost of capital despite a number of WLA services being charge controlled, are consistent with enduring market power. 228

---


228 We recognise that price cap regulation is designed to incentivise cost efficiencies, so some level of returns above cost of capital for charge controlled services might be expected if the firm outperforms the regulator’s projected efficiency target. But this does not invalidate an inference of market power when it is the charge control, rather than competitive forces, which is constraining the price level (and hence the returns that could be achieved absent regulation).
Barriers to entry and expansion

4.56 We consider there are still high entry barriers to constructing a significant scale local access network independent of the incumbent’s network. Entry would require very high levels of investment to install local access connections between end-users’ premises and an entrant’s core network, and would require a considerable period of time. Moreover, the costs associated with such investment are, to a large degree, likely to be sunk. This is because, once built, the physical network cannot be transferred to another location if it is no longer required at the original site and the components of the network either have low resale value or, where they involve recovery of assets, significant costs would be incurred in order to extract and resell them.

4.57 The CMA’s guidelines on the assessment of market power (OFT 415) explain why the presence of sunk costs is likely to create a barrier to entry:

“sunk costs might give an incumbent a strategic advantage over potential entrants. Suppose an incumbent has already made sunk investments necessary to produce in a market while an otherwise identical new entrant has not. In this case, even if the incumbent charges a price at which entry would be profitable (if the price remained the same following entry), entry may not occur. This would be the case if the entrant does not expect the post-entry price to be high enough to justify incurring the sunk costs of entry”. 229

4.58 BT and, to a smaller extent, Virgin Media have extensive network infrastructure in the UK excluding the Hull Area. The asymmetry between these network operators, which have already incurred sunk costs in creating these networks, and potential entrants which have not, gives rise to barriers to entry.

4.59 Nonetheless, expansion is expected from Virgin Media. Virgin Media is expected to expand its cable coverage from almost half of premises today to over half of premises by the end of the review period. 230 Notwithstanding this expansion by Virgin Media, much of the country will be without an alternative WLA network. BT may also continue to adopt a largely national pricing approach which will dampen the impact of competition from Virgin Media in cable areas. 231 In any case, we do not expect that competition from Virgin Media

---

229 OFT 415 “Assessment of market power under competition law, paragraph 5.10.

230 In TalkTalk’s response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 7, it said that Virgin Media appears to have scaled back the speed of rollout of Project Lightning and that “it is implausible that Virgin Media will reach anywhere near 60% of UK premises by 2020”. If so, this would tend to confirm the risks associated with investment in new access networks, consistent with the existence of barriers to entry in the WLA market. Openreach, in its response to Ofcom’s “Further consultation on proposed charge control for wholesale standard and superfast broadband”, 31 October 2017, also noted that Virgin Media reported continued slow execution of “Project Lightning” and that increased volumes would have to be delivered in 2018 and 2019 in order to meet Virgin Media’s target. [X].

231 As discussed in Section 3, national pricing may be an effective device to soften competition when there is a limited number of competitors.
alone would be sufficient to constrain BT in the WLA market to the extent that it has no SMP.

**4.60 Entry** or expansion by other providers is expected to be on a smaller scale than Virgin Media’s plans during the period of this review.\(^{232}\) This entry shows that, in some circumstances, barriers to entry into the WLA market can be overcome but it does not mean that such barriers are insignificant. This is because:

- The investment will require significant costs to be sunk (in the hundreds of millions of £s) and take several years to complete.
- Investment needs to be made before customers can be won and revenue earned and it will then take time for the entrants to win customers and grow their revenue base.\(^{233}\)
- The planned investment is geographically limited in scope, and significant parts of the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area (likely to be areas where unit costs are relatively high) will remain served only by BT.
- Even in the areas where investment by new entrants occurs, the result is likely to be a market served by three providers at most.\(^{234}\) The prospects for subsequent entry will be even more difficult as any fourth or fifth entrant will need to make similarly substantial sunk investments but facing, in each case, an additional existing competitor.

**4.61 Whether** incentives for such entry are stronger in cable areas, compared to non-cable areas, is difficult to determine a priori. Those areas which are served by cable today are demonstrably commercially viable for an alternative network to serve.\(^{235}\) However, once an area is already covered by two WLA networks, entry by a third network (not using inputs contingent on regulation of WLA such as DPA) may be less commercially viable in many cases. Conversely, areas served by only one network (e.g. BT’s WLA network), may be more attractive as there is only one competitor, rather than two. However, areas with only one provider may be in a situation of monopoly supply because they are higher cost to serve (for example because they are harder to reach and/or have a lower population density).

**4.62 Taking** account of the above, we do not consider that the threat of entry or expansion by new or existing networks would significantly alter the competitive conditions in the WLA market in this review period, including whether we distinguish between cable and non-cable areas.

---

\(^{232}\) Following an announcement in July 2017, [https://www.cityfibre.com/news/cityfibre-fundraise/] (accessed 21 February 2018) CityFibre raised additional equity of £185m to fund its future expansion. In November, it gave an indication of the planned scale of this expansion over the market review period by announcing a plan to roll out full-fibre to 1 million homes in 12 cities over the next four years, in conjunction with Vodafone. Most recently, TalkTalk announced that it is in discussions with Infracapital to provide full-fibre rollout to more than 3 million premises across mid-sized towns and cities in the UK. As the forecasts presented above show, the expected impact of these investments on BT’s share of the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area in the market review period is very small, even if their share of coverage increases over the review period.

\(^{233}\) In its response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Sky refers to “the huge fixed costs of building such a network” and says that “for a network passing 10 million homes or 40% of the UK, the investment takes around [\(\times\)] years to pay back”, paragraphs A1.57-A1.60.

\(^{234}\) INCA, in its response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation refers to the other network providers as “a collective third competitor to BT and Virgin Media” (emphasis added).

\(^{235}\) On a forward-looking basis. This does not mean that all sunk investments made to create the cable network will necessarily be recoverable.
Countervailing buyer power

4.63 We also consider that there is likely to be insufficient countervailing buyer power to constrain BT’s position as a supplier of WLA.

4.64 In general, purchasers may have a degree of buyer power where they purchase large volumes and have a credible threat to switch supplier or to meet requirements through self-supply. In order for the threat to be effective, the volumes that are or can credibly be met from another source of supply need to have a material impact on the supplier’s profitability. Practically, this requires volumes to be significant and to represent a material proportion of a supplier’s total volumes.

4.65 At the wholesale level, absent WLA remedies, BT would be unlikely to offer third-party telecoms providers access, as is currently the approach adopted by Virgin Media, and was also BT’s practice before the imposition of regulation requiring it to provide LLU. Even if BT did allow access, other telecoms providers could only credibly threaten to switch if Virgin Media also offered wholesale access, which is unlikely. In addition, switching is likely to be costly for telecoms providers who have already built their networks to connect to BT’s and switching would not be possible in areas outside the cable coverage areas.

4.66 We note that some retail providers have partnered with alternative local access network investors (such as CityFibre), which represents an opportunity for countervailing buyer power in the areas covered by those alternative networks. However, these investments are targeted at a limited number of UK cities in this review period, and even then, may not be covering the entirety of the city in question. As such, within this review period, we do not consider that retail providers could successfully use the threat of switching to other wholesale providers in such a way as to undermine BT’s SMP in WLA, since retail providers will be dependent on BT for WLA if they wish to serve the majority of the country. This is compounded by the fact that Virgin Media does not intend to offer – and as far as we are aware has not offered – WLA services within its cable coverage area.

4.67 Therefore, we conclude that BT is unlikely to face significant countervailing buyer power for the period of this review and such absence of buyer power is unlikely to vary between cable and non-cable areas.

External constraints

4.68 Our market power assessment aims to take all relevant competitive constraints, whether inside or outside the market as defined, into account. We consider external constraints – i.e. out-of-market products which some customers might regard as substitutes to in-the-market products – and their individual and joint impact on competition for in-the-market products as part of our assessment. External constraints by their nature tend to be relatively weak, but they can, either when taken together and/or in combination with competition within the market, constrain a firm’s ability to exercise market power.

4.69 In light of responses, we consider two services discussed in Section 3 which may, in principle, be a potential source of external constraint on BT’s market power. These are fixed wireless access (FWA) services and mobile broadband services.
4.70 In the case of FWA services, we found that take-up by consumers had so far been limited, even in geographic areas where the quality of services provided over fixed access connections tended to be relatively low. This suggested that consumers do not yet regard FWA services as an adequate substitute for services provided over a copper/fibre or cable access connection. We also noted that technological developments mean that higher quality FWA services are likely to be introduced in future, and these might be seen by consumers as a sufficiently good alternative to a fixed access service to be included in the same market. However, even if this happens, most respondents seemed to believe it would not have a significant impact on our market power findings in this review period. For example, Openreach said that it “agrees with Ofcom’s assessment that...such services could become a stronger substitute in the future”.236

4.71 As for mobile substitution, both BT and Virgin Media tended to focus their responses on the technical capabilities of mobile services, which they argued were capable of meeting the demands of some users of fixed broadband services, rather than presenting evidence of actual substitution or of price constraints operating in practice. In addition, both appeared to see mobile substitution as something which might be more significant in future reviews, as with FWA.

4.72 Openreach said our “assessment underestimates the constraint from mobile on fixed broadband and its potential growth over time for at least parts of the WLA market serving consumers with lower bandwidth requirements... as the trend towards higher available mobile bandwidth and data usage continues, its competitive constraints on parts of the WLA market should be reviewed carefully”.237 It also said that “the widespread availability of 4G has brought a major increase in broadband capabilities in the mobile market, providing an alternative to fixed access for a minority of customers, but with the potential for this to grow significantly with upgrades to 4G and the move to 5G”.238

4.73 Virgin Media said that “none of [its evidence] is to suggest that mobile can substitute for all superfast... the evidence suggests that... the speed and incremental cost of relevant data allowances for mobile are surprisingly comparable to superfast, and thus mobile will act as a constraint on superfast – particularly as the performance of mobile continues to improve and/or if there was a sharp increase in superfast pricing”.239

4.74 In Section 3, we explain that, while usage of mobile services is certainly not small scale, for the great majority of customers, mobile services are used in addition to services over a fixed access connection, rather than as a substitute for one. Other evidence set out in Section 3, including responses to our consumer survey, suggests that there is limited willingness to substitute a mobile broadband service for one provided over a fixed access connection. Our analysis of mobile broadband service characteristics and prices suggests

---

236 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 140.
237 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 135 and 138.
238 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 92.
239 Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 77.
that the great majority of fixed broadband customers are unlikely to view these as an adequate substitute.\textsuperscript{240}

4.75 It is possible that, as both Virgin Media and Openreach suggest, mobile services may become a stronger substitute in future (with the development of services over 5G wireless networks). However, the timing and extent to which this happens are uncertain. Contrary to the case put by Virgin Media, substitution which only took place if there was a “sharp increase” in retail prices for fixed access should not be taken into account for the purposes of either market definition or SMP analysis.\textsuperscript{241}

4.76 In light of this, we consider that external constraints from FWA services and mobile services are, by themselves, relatively weak at present. That is, in the absence of regulation but with competition also from cable access, BT would set prices below the profit maximising monopoly level, but these prices are likely to be well above the effectively competitive level. This conclusion is consistent with the evidence set out above that BT’s returns, even in the presence of regulation as well as competition from various sources, are above the benchmark cost of capital and growing.

4.77 As market shares, pricing and other evidence indicate that constraints from within the market are also weak, we consider that external constraints will not add sufficiently to the competitive pressure bearing on BT in the WLA market in the current review period.

Conclusions

4.78 We conclude that BT will continue to have SMP in the supply of wholesale local access at a fixed location in the UK excluding the Hull Area for the period of this review. This conclusion reflects:

- BT’s market shares, which are high and expected to remain stable at levels consistent with a presumption of dominance throughout the period covered by this review.
  - Even within individual segments of the product market and/or geographic segments, BT’s share of local access connections is, in all but one scenario, well above 50% today, and in the exception where it is below 50% is expected to grow to around that level over the review period.
  - In any case, we consider that shares of connections in product segments which are nascent or growing are likely to lag the true underlying market power which is linked to ownership and control of the access connection to the end customer. Control of the underlying connection is what gives a telecoms provider the opportunity to leverage into different downstream services – be these segmented by broadband speed or otherwise.

\textsuperscript{240} Section 3, paragraphs 3.95-3.99 and 3.103-3.111.
\textsuperscript{241} Assessment of market power (including the framework of the SSNIP test described in Section 3) should be undertaken from the competitive price level. For present purposes we have taken retail prices to be broadly consistent with the competitive level – since the competition concerns in local access stem from a lack of effective competition at the network (i.e. wholesale) rather than retail level. Consumer switching at prices above the competitive level risks defining the market excessively broadly, an error known as the “Cellophane Fallacy”, and a consequential finding of no SMP in an excessively broad market would also be erroneous.
• The high barriers to entry into the WLA market, arising particularly from the scale of the investment needed to do so, and the fact that a large part of the costs incurred are likely to be sunk costs.
• Evidence that BT’s pricing and profitability is not compatible with effective competition in WLA, particularly considering that many existing charges are constrained by a charge control.
• The absence of significant countervailing buyer power.
• The weakness of constraints from services delivered over access networks outside the WLA market (most notably access over mobile or FWA connections at the present time).
5. Approach to remedies

5.1 In Sections 6-11 of this volume and in Volumes 2 and 3, we explain each of the remedies we are imposing given our conclusions that BT has SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

5.2 Before setting out the detail of these remedies, we explain below:
- the competition concerns that we are seeking to address in this review;
- the strategic context of this review; and
- how we have designed our remedies to address our competition concerns.

5.3 We then consider:
- how we expect this regulatory framework to evolve in future;
- the insufficiency of competition law to address our competition concerns; and
- the implications for this review of our reforms to Openreach.

5.4 Stakeholder comments on individual remedies are addressed in Sections 6-11 of this volume and in Volumes 2 and 3.

Competition concerns in the wholesale local access market

5.5 In Sections 3 and 4, we set out our competition assessment and conclusion that BT has SMP in the WLA market in UK excluding the Hull Area. BT’s SMP in the WLA market gives rise to a number of competition concerns since, absent regulation, BT’s SMP would give it the ability and incentive to engage in various forms of conduct that could distort downstream competition and/or harm consumers:
- BT could refuse to supply access and thus restrict competition in the provision of products and services in the relevant downstream markets. This concern is addressed by our general network access remedy, discussed in Section 6, our specific access remedies, discussed in Section 7, and our physical infrastructure access remedy, discussed in Volume 3.
- BT could set excessive wholesale charges for WLA services or engage in margin squeeze behaviour. The concerns regarding excessive pricing are addressed by our pricing remedies, as discussed in Sections 9 and 10 of this Volume and in Volumes 2 and 3, and particularly our decision to impose charge controls for MPF, 40/10 VULA services, a cap on rental charges for PIA, and basis of charges obligations on SLU charges and electricity services.
- Where there is no specific charge control, BT could set excessively high prices, or charges that, in combination with downstream prices, amount to a price squeeze, so as to have adverse consequences for end-users of public electronic communications services (also referred to as “margin squeeze”). This concern is addressed by our general network access remedy which requires that charges (in the absence of a charge control or basis of charges obligation) are fair and reasonable, as discussed in Section 6.
• BT could provide access on less favourable terms compared to those obtained by its own downstream businesses. This concern is addressed by our general remedies, discussed in Section 6.
• BT could target discounts or reductions in its wholesale prices in geographic areas subject to competitive rollout of new networks, potentially distorting competition. This concern is addressed by our no undue discrimination requirement, as discussed in Section 11.
• BT may not have sufficient incentives to continuously deliver an adequate level of service quality in relation to network access. This concern is addressed by our quality of service remedies, discussed in Section 8 and in our separate Quality of Service Statement.

5.6 BT’s SMP in WLA could also lead to other adverse effects for consumers, namely a lack of choice of services and weaker incentives for BT (and other providers) to invest and innovate in new technologies including full-fibre, which would make it less likely that consumers would realise the benefits of network competition that we discuss below. By making investment by rivals cheaper, our PIA remedy increases the prospect of new entry and competition to BT, which in turn increases BT’s investment incentives.

5.7 When considering the structure and form of our remedies in this review, we have used our experience of regulating BT’s SMP in this and other markets over time. We have, in particular, taken account of our approach in previous reviews of WLA, together with recent and expected market developments which are described in this statement. We have decided to address the competition concerns created by BT’s SMP by implementing a twofold solution. First, our remedies are designed to directly address the competition concerns that arise from BT’s SMP. Second, in line with our long-term strategy, our aim is to encourage network competition as a means of addressing the underlying issue of SMP in areas where there is potential for network competition. Together, these objectives are designed to further the interests of citizens and consumers by promoting competition.

**Strategic context**

**Strategic Review of Digital Communications**

5.8 Our Strategic Review of Digital Communications sets out a ten-year vision for communications services in the UK. This envisages the UK becoming a world leader in the availability and capability of its digital networks, with widespread competing networks delivering choice, innovation and affordable prices to homes and businesses.

5.9 Two of the key elements in our strategy are: to promote network competition, including full-fibre direct to homes and businesses; and to focus on improvements in the quality of service delivered by the whole of the telecoms industry, including Openreach. We believe that the emergence of competition from new full-fibre networks should drive innovation, improve quality of service, and lead to better value for consumers.
Since we set out our proposals in March 2017, there has been growing momentum behind investment in new full-fibre networks by BT’s competitors, and a response by BT to increase its rollout of full-fibre.

There have also been important developments at the retail level. Almost four in ten premises (38%) now take a superfast service and this figure is set to increase significantly over the next few years. Demand for services using the connection is growing rapidly, with the total amount of data carried by UK fixed access networks in a month has increased by 52% over the last year.\textsuperscript{242}

**There are potentially large consumer benefits from greater network competition**

We consider that there are potentially significant benefits to consumers from competition based on rivals investing in their own networks, compared to competition based on regulated access to BT’s Openreach network and wholesale services. In particular, network competition provides much greater scope for product differentiation and is a more effective spur for innovation and further investment. For example, investing in their own networks gives providers greater control over the reliability and quality of service provided. Competing telecoms providers can strive to win customers and generate higher margins by offering a better service than their competitors, in terms of both speed and reliability. As competitors are able to differentiate on the important attributes of network quality and reliability, the threat of the loss of customers on legacy networks to new network competition is a powerful driver of continued investment in high quality networks, delivering long-term benefits to consumers. By exposing more of the value chain to competition, network competition also provides strong incentives for firms to innovate, to become more efficient and reduce costs.\textsuperscript{243}

A consideration when promoting network competition is that it may entail the replication of network investments, which could put upward pressure on average costs, but we believe that in this case such effects are likely to be outweighed by the significant benefits to consumers in the longer term from innovation (including innovation to increase efficiency and reduce costs), choice, stronger incentives to price keenly to attract customers, and higher quality of service. Moreover, our PIA remedy directly mitigates the impact on average costs of replication, reducing the cost per home in some cases by up to 50%, from around £500 to £250 (excluding lead-ins).

\textsuperscript{242} Ofcom, 2017. *Connected Nations*, paragraph 4.60. \url{https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/108511/connected-nations-2017.pdf} (Data collected June 2017). \textsuperscript{243} Without network competition, even vigorous competition between service providers will not prevent customers being disadvantaged by inefficient, poor quality or otherwise sub-optimal choices concerning the underlying network.
5.14 Historically, we have seen benefits from network competition.\textsuperscript{244} The degree of network competition from cable networks plays an important role in encouraging incumbents to deploy faster broadband.\textsuperscript{245} In the early 2000s, one of the factors that drove BT to increase the performance of its broadband service was the availability of cable broadband. Then, following the introduction of LLU, we saw innovation around the electronic equipment deployed and the capacity of broadband connections. Recent research has confirmed that promoting access to LLU led to faster broadband speeds.\textsuperscript{246} Similarly, BT announced its rollout of superfast broadband shortly after Virgin Media’s upgrade to DOCSIS 3.0.\textsuperscript{247} BT’s recent announcement of G.fast investment plans was in the context of Virgin Media at the time offering a maximum service speed of 200 Mbit/s, compared to 80 Mbit/s, which is the current maximum offering on BT’s FTTC connections.

5.15 While we have seen some benefits from the network competition that already exists between BT and Virgin Media, we consider that a greater degree of network competition – in terms of the number and geographic coverage of competing networks – will drive a material change in outcomes, delivering significant innovation and quality benefits. Competition from Virgin Media has been valuable, but has not been fully effective in constraining BT’s SMP in local access. Greater network competition would open up more of the value chain to more effective competition than is the case under current wholesale access remedies. It would allow competition and market forces to play a much stronger role in shaping decisions about what networks to build, what technologies to use, and how to deliver them more cost effectively. It would also promote more aggressive competition to attract and retain customers by offering them the services they want.

5.16 Entry may be disruptive, and create a new dynamic in the market, since the best course of action for a new entrant may differ substantially from the incentives facing existing networks. At a time when the migration from copper access to fibre access is gathering pace, we think that there are significant benefits in bringing competition to bear on future network choices and investments. This will help to ensure that choices on the networks built today to deliver the services of the future are not left entirely to BT and to the only other significant local access provider, Virgin Media.

Advantages of a full-fibre network built for broadband

5.17 Increased investment in full-fibre networks, in particular, has the potential to deliver significant economic benefits. Compared to fibre networks that still rely partly on a copper connection (originally built for voice services), full-fibre networks are built for broadband and offer the following advantages:

- much higher speeds. Depending on the nature of deployment, they could deliver download speeds of 1 Gbit/s or more;

\textsuperscript{244} We also note that in other countries where there has been recent significant investment in fibre networks it appears that it has been the competitive dynamic between network providers which has driven investment (Spain and Portugal are both examples of this).

\textsuperscript{245} 2016 Strategic Review, paragraph 4.11.

\textsuperscript{246} See Valletti T. 2015, \textit{Unbundling the incumbent: evidence from UK broadband}.

\textsuperscript{247} 2016 Strategic Review, paragraph 4.11.
• speeds do not deteriorate over distance in the way they do over a network that uses copper (copper networks and fibre-to-the-cabinet deployment), so where services are marketed based on the average speeds available to customers, on networks that include copper, some customers can only get significantly less than the marketed speeds;
• performance (particularly speed) is more stable with full-fibre, especially at peak times, as it does not suffer from electromagnetic interference between lines;
• lower fault rate than copper lines, primarily because they are less affected by water ingress and corrosion; and
• other aspects of network performance.\textsuperscript{248} This is partly due to the additional electronics in a copper/fibre-to-the-cabinet network, which can contribute to lower network performance compared to full-fibre access networks.

\textbf{WIK study of benefits of ultrafast network deployment}

5.18 We commissioned WIK to advise on the possible private and public benefits of ultrafast network deployments, including full-fibre networks.\textsuperscript{249} That study, which is published alongside this Statement, considers the capabilities of different broadband technologies, finding full-fibre to be the most future-proof technology of those currently available. In particular, full-fibre allows for upgrades of speeds significantly beyond 1 Gbit/s, as well as other quality advantages, as described above.

5.19 WIK identifies several emerging new applications across a range of industries that would benefit from the wider availability of ultrafast networks. These include healthcare (e.g. remote diagnostics, which could allow surgeons to operate on patients in a different location), entertainment (particularly improvements in virtual and augmented reality technologies) and transport (such as autonomous cars). The long-term potential for these kinds of applications, and the magnitude of benefits, is inherently very uncertain. However, their development relies on the presence of reliable, high-quality networks with much faster connections speeds than are available over existing copper-based networks.

5.20 WIK also finds evidence of existing benefits in countries which have already deployed advanced full-fibre networks. These include direct benefits to consumers and businesses who use full-fibre services, for instance, remote consultations to improve the quality of home care services, and increased use of teleworking which increases productivity. Furthermore, there are also more indirect benefits through spill-over effects that benefit the economy, society and the environment (for example, through the beneficial impact of teleworking on the environment due to less commuting).

\textsuperscript{248} For example, full-fibre networks may be better in terms of latency, jitter and packet loss. Latency is the measure of the time taken for a packet to travel from one end of the end network to the other. Jitter is the measure of the variation in latency between packets. Packet loss is the measure of how many packets are lost crossing the network.

\textsuperscript{249} \url{https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-1/wholesale-local-access-market-review}. 
Frontier Economics study of benefits of broadband networks

5.21 For the National Infrastructure Commission, Frontier Economics considered the benefits in the period to 2050 from different forms of broadband infrastructure that could be rolled out in the coming decade in the UK.²⁵⁰

5.22 Frontier Economics forecast future uses of broadband. It forecast a “moderate” evolution scenario and an “ambitious” innovation scenario. It segmented households into five categories, with 35% of households in the highest broadband use category (“always on”). In the “moderate” evolution scenario, by 2040, the 35% of households in the “always on” category would have peak use of 470 Mbit/s, and the other categories of household would all have peak demand below 230 Mbit/s. This means that households with the highest use will face constraints at peak times with existing technologies (such as G.fast). However, Frontier Economics finds that in this “moderate” evolution scenario, upgrading existing technologies would deliver broadly similar benefits overall compared to deploying full-fibre, because upgrading of existing networks (such as deploying G.fast) is quicker than deploying full-fibre.

5.23 In the “ambitious” innovation scenario, by 2040, the 35% of households in the “always on” category would have peak use of 1.6 Gbit/s, and the 31% in the next highest category (“fully connected”) would have demand over 460 Mbit/s. In this scenario, using incremental technology upgrades of the existing copper access network (such as G.fast) cannot provide the higher bandwidths required, and the economic benefits from full-fibre are almost double those for the scenario involving upgrading existing infrastructure.²⁵¹ The use cases driving these higher speed requirements include premium displays, virtual reality and augmented reality services, and “smart home” devices (such as surveillance, and video monitoring in healthcare).

5.24 Frontier Economics says that the inherent uncertainty in how demand could evolve leads to significant risks related to either over-investment or under-investment. These risks are accentuated by the high level of sunk costs involved and the time required to rollout.

Other relevant studies

5.25 The European Commission’s (EC) impact assessment for the review of the regulatory framework notes the potential for Very High Capacity (VHC) networks, including those


²⁵¹ In the “ambitious” innovation scenario the present value of the estimated economic benefits over the period to 2050 are £34bn for full-fibre, compared to £18bn for upgrading the copper network. This does not take account of the cost of the investment. See Figure 56.
based on full-fibre, to lead to innovation and new business models.\textsuperscript{252} It claims that better connectivity will allow all sectors of the economy to realise higher productivity, and may give a significant boost to innovation, including through supporting the development and use of the Internet of Things.

5.26 An EC Staff Working Document notes that VHC networks by 2025 in schools, transport hubs and other places where people gather, will enable the use of the best products, services and applications and provide the best services to European citizens.\textsuperscript{253} Experience of using such networks in turn creates demand for VHC when it becomes available for households.

5.27 Similarly, a report by Arthur D Little on behalf of Vodafone has identified a broad range of industries that it argues would benefit from VHC networks, such as healthcare and education.\textsuperscript{254}

**Conclusion on the benefits of full-fibre networks**

5.28 In our view, full-fibre networks have the potential to provide significant benefits to consumers of communications services and citizens in the future. These benefits will be particularly large if demand for speeds and reliability grows rapidly, though the benefits from full-fibre networks do not only relate to higher headline speed. If investment in full-fibre is delayed, consumers may suffer because they are unable to obtain the services they need. If this happens, it may take considerable time for providers to catch-up with consumers’ demand because of the time it takes to deploy new networks. Because of this, we want to promote the deployment of full-fibre now. Reflecting our strategy, we have therefore carefully designed the remedies we are imposing in this review with an objective that telecoms providers (including BT and its rivals) have incentives to deploy the networks designed to best meet the demands of the future.

**Emerging network competition**

5.29 As we discuss in Section 9, our approach to price regulation of VULA is to give both BT and its competitors incentives to invest in new networks, while balancing the need to protect competition, and ultimately consumers, in the short term.

---


\textsuperscript{254} Arthur D Little 2016, *Creating a Gigabit Society*, page 5, [https://www.vodafone.com/content/dam/group/policy/downloads/Vodafone_Group_Call_for_the_Gigabit_SocietyFV.pdf](https://www.vodafone.com/content/dam/group/policy/downloads/Vodafone_Group_Call_for_the_Gigabit_SocietyFV.pdf). For example, full-fibre networks could be used to provide digital health services such as remote patient monitoring and remote care & rehabilitation. In education, full-fibre networks could support increased digitisation within the classroom (e.g. to download content on tablets or laptops).
5.30 Investment in new networks by rivals to BT is now emerging. The evidence we have seen suggests that the investment case has improved in recent years to the point where we now see scale deployment plans and it appears to be commercially viable in more geographic areas. This is facilitated by:

- Increasing demand: customers are increasingly demanding more from their broadband access, both in terms of speed and reliability.
- Lower costs: costs of investment based on new duct build have fallen as a result of improvements in network build techniques,\(^{255}\) while our duct and pole access remedies will substantially lower the costs of building new networks.

5.31 These developments provide a backdrop to recent significant interest in network investment from telecoms providers other than BT:

- CityFibre raised additional equity funding of £185m underwritten by Citigroup, and in November announced its plan to roll out full-fibre to one million homes in 12 cities over the next four years with Vodafone as an anchor customer – with the possible extension to up to 5m homes by 2025;\(^{256}\)
- Hyperoptic has announced that its fibre network now covers 350,000 premises and that it has raised a further £100m, to cover two million urban homes by 2022 and then 5 million by 2025;\(^{257}\)
- KCOM plans to extend its ultrafast network to reach 100% of the Hull Area. In December 2017, its network reached 150,000 premises and it expects to complete coverage to 200,000 premises in 2019 with about 96% of premises served using full-fibre;\(^{258}\)
- Gigaclear’s network reaches 60,000 premises in rural areas and it plans to expand to 150,000 premises by 2020;\(^{259}\)
- Virgin Media plans to bring its ultrafast coverage up to 17 million premises by 2019, through its £3bn Project Lightning network expansion;\(^{260}\)
- TrueSpeed Communications announced plans to invest £75m to roll out full-fibre to 75,000 homes and businesses in South West England;\(^{261}\)

\(^{255}\) For example, micro-trenching and slot-trenching enables narrower digging of trenches to lay micro-ducts which fibre can then be blown into, significantly reducing the time and cost of digging and repairing the carriageway.


\(^{259}\) \url{https://www.ispreview.co.uk/index.php/2017/05/gigaclear-raise-111m-1gbps-rural-broadband-150000-uk-premises.html} [accessed 31 January 2018].


• TalkTalk announced that it is in discussions with Infracapital to provide full-fibre rollout to more than 3 million premises across mid-sized towns and cities in the UK over the next five years.262

5.32 BT is planning to deploy full-fibre networks to up to three million premises by 2020 and has announced its ambition to achieve an FTTP footprint of 10 million by mid the mid-2020s.263 BT has also announced it will deploy an enhanced FTTC technology called G.fast (which can deliver higher speeds to some, but not all, connections at a particular cabinet) to provide faster speeds to more premises.264

5.33 We are at an important juncture in the development of the networks that will serve the needs of the UK in the future. BT’s chosen strategy – which has included incrementally upgrading its existing copper network – may meet customers’ bandwidth needs in the medium term, but there may be limited scope for improvements to the copper network beyond this should bandwidth demand increase further. Competing telecoms providers will therefore have the opportunity and scope to build their own full-fibre networks. The threat of network competition from rivals will in turn increase pressure on BT to ensure it makes investments that serve the needs of customers in the future.

**Designing remedies to address BT’s SMP**

5.34 The key tools we have used to address the competition concerns that we have identified in this market review are network access, pricing and quality of service remedies.

**Duct and pole access**

5.35 A key element of our decisions to promote greater network competition is the imposition of a specific access remedy, known as Physical Infrastructure Access (PIA), which gives other providers access to BT’s duct and pole infrastructure.

5.36 Although the costs of deploying new physical infrastructure (such as ducts and poles) are falling, these costs still represent a barrier to large scale network deployment in significant parts of the country. They constitute a large proportion of the overall capital expenditure of an access network, and BT’s ability to reuse its existing physical infrastructure gives it a significant advantage over its competitors.

5.37 We believe that an effective PIA remedy will reduce the absolute costs and time required to build full-fibre broadband networks at scale. Lowering the costs of build will have a significant impact to telecoms providers’ ‘build’ vs ‘buy’ decision. Competing providers will only invest in building their own networks if this is more attractive than buying wholesale services from BT, as many do at present.

---

264 G.fast is a technology that provides higher bandwidth broadband. BT is trialing G.fast at bandwidth variants including 160 Mbit/s and 330 Mbit/s download.
5.38 Figure 5.1 below illustrates the effect of the package of remedies on the ‘build’ vs ‘buy’ decision. The PIA remedy enables lower build costs for full-fibre while pricing flexibility on higher bandwidth services, along with growing demand for these services, will lead to higher ‘buy’ costs over time. In addition, telecoms providers building their own full-fibre networks will have more control over the quality of services they provide and can benefit from the better reliability and quality compared to networks that use a copper connection. We believe that this shift in the ‘build’ vs ‘buy’ decision will encourage network competition at scale.

Figure 5.1 Illustrative full-fibre investment: ‘build’ vs ‘buy’

Moreover, by avoiding the need for rival networks to build their own ducts, PIA-based network competition entails much lower duplication of fixed costs.

5.39 We set out our PIA remedy in Volume 3.

Network access and other general remedies

5.41 We have decided to reimpose the requirement for BT to provide network access to WLA services to third-party telecoms providers on fair and reasonable terms. We have also imposed a number of other general remedies, by which we mean the remedies designed to support and make effective that network access requirement. We discuss our general remedies in detail in Section 6.

5.42 Most of the general remedies apply to all forms of network access provided by BT in the WLA market. However, as we explain in Section 11, the no undue discrimination condition includes a specific provision relating to VULA other than VULA provided using GEA-FTTP.
This provision is designed to address our competition concern that BT may use geographically targeted price reductions for VULA to deter investment in new networks.

Specific access remedies

5.43 Given that we are in a transition between models of competition, we are setting access requirements at multiple points in the value chain. The current model relies primarily on access to LLU and, typically as an overlay to such connections, VULA, whereas in the future we expect that in some parts of the UK the model will be competition between networks, in part relying on access to BT’s ducts and poles, delivered by the PIA remedy.

5.44 We expect the relative importance of different points of access to evolve over time as competition between network providers grows – PIA will become significantly more important in the future and is important to our goal of promoting investment in competing networks.

5.45 Over time, in parts of the UK, this could lead to a change in the business model for those providers who currently use VULA and LLU, as they shift away from relying on those services to competing on the basis of their own local access networks, or connections provided over BT’s physical access layer (i.e. PIA). Such network-based competition may also reduce the need for the VULA and LLU access obligations in those areas, with a greater reliance on PIA. In other areas, it may become apparent that the prospects for rival investment are limited, and the need for VULA and LLU access obligations will be greater. While in future it might be possible to apply different regulatory arrangements to these areas, we do not think we are currently in a position to identify these areas, and to do so would risk stalling incentives to invest in these areas. Therefore, for this review period, we have decided that a single approach which applies to all geographic areas in the UK excluding the Hull Area, is appropriate.

5.46 Given the time it takes to deploy new networks, we expect the shift to network competition to take some time. We therefore do not expect to see fibre deployment across a significant proportion of the country in the period of this review. In the meantime, and at least for the duration of this review, customers across much of the country will continue to rely on competition based on access to Openreach’s network and it will remain important that we keep an appropriate range of access obligations in place. Therefore, while we have designed the remedies imposed in this review to ensure that all operators (including BT and its rivals) have incentives to deploy new networks, we need to continue to regulate access to Openreach’s network in the form of VULA and LLU to protect customers from the risk of excessive pricing and protect retail competition, at the same time as promoting the development of competition deeper into the local access network.

5.47 We continue to impose specific access remedies on BT in the form of requirements to offer LLU MPF and VULA services, including the relevant ancillary services necessary to enable and support the provision of MPF and VULA, in Section 7.
Price regulation of VULA

5.48 As set out above, our improved PIA remedy is designed to substantially address the duct and pole bottleneck element of BT’s network, making it viable in many areas for competitors to roll out their own networks in direct competition with BT’s local access services. We think it is important to take this factor into account when deciding our approach to VULA regulation. Where there is potential for competition it is important to take into account the impact that regulation and associated price signals have on the incentives of competitors to enter and invest in networks. The situation in these potentially competitive areas is more akin to non-regulated parts of the economy, where price signals are part of the normal process encouraging entry and investment.

5.49 The challenge we face is to strike an appropriate balance so as to encourage network investment, while protecting consumers and competition in the short term (given that deployment of new networks will take time). On the one hand we do not want to crowd out opportunities for network competition in geographic areas where it is economically viable: it must not be too ‘easy’ for competitors to rely on buying access to another’s network when there is the potential to invest in their own. On the other hand, we want to ensure that consumers and competition are sufficiently protected in these areas in the short to medium term, as well as in other geographic areas where network competition is not likely to be economically viable.

5.50 Reflecting this balance, we have decided to introduce a charge control for BT’s VULA 40/10 services, consisting of 40/10 GEA rentals and connections and relevant ancillary services, while continuing to allow BT pricing flexibility on higher bandwidth VULA services. We set out our fibre pricing remedies in Section 9.

5.51 The charge control on VULA 40/10 services (including the level of charges) is a CPI-X control with X set to align charges to forecast efficient costs of an ongoing FTTC network by the penultimate year of the charge control period (i.e. a cost-based charge control). We explain this choice of glidepath and other details of our charge controls in Volume 2 of this statement.

Price regulation of LLU

5.52 The majority of customers on Openreach’s network are on the copper network. The main LLU service (MPF) is also widely used in conjunction with other services to provide fibre services, so MPF will continue to remain important throughout the market review period. However, for partial LLU (SMPF), we expect demand to decline significantly. Our approach is to provide a stable basis for competition by continuing with the current regulatory regime, including a charge control on MPF and related ancillary services. In Section 10 we set out our decisions on pricing remedies for LLU, which are important to

---

265 In developing our approach, we have also taken into account the need to preserve the investment incentives faced by BT, by applying the ‘fair bet’ principle.

266 See Section 7.
our objective of protecting consumers that rely on the current model of competition based on access to Openreach’s network.

For the reasons explained in Section 7 and Section 10, we have lifted the specific access obligation and charge control on SMPF, instead relying on the general access remedies. We have also decided to impose a specific access obligation and a basis of charges condition for BT’s SLU service.

**Quality of service**

In our Strategic Review we identified the importance of quality of service to consumers and competition. In the longer term we expect the benefits of competing full-fibre networks to significantly improve service quality. In the interim, alongside the introduction of retail automatic compensation and our Service Quality Report, we consider that wholesale regulation of local access should support both our goal of achieving a step change in quality of service, and the effectiveness of the network access remedy detailed above.

Good quality of service at the wholesale level is necessary to ensure effective competition and for customers to have a good quality experience when they buy and use fixed voice and broadband services. In particular, the time it takes to provide a new connection, the rate of faults, and repair times are critical. We believe that because BT has SMP in the wholesale market, it does not have sufficient incentive to set the quality of the service at an appropriate level, or to innovate to improve service quality.

In Section 8, we set out our decision to impose an SMP condition which allows us to set quality of service standards relating to the wholesale access products used to provide standard and superfast broadband services. The quality of service standards that we are imposing are set out in our separate Quality of Service statement published alongside this statement.

**Package of remedies protects retail competition and consumers**

As set out above, we have identified increased network competition as having the potential to bring significant benefits to citizens and consumers. These benefits are greater because the new networks will be full-fibre networks which have various advantages compared to current networks. While it will clearly take time for networks to be built, in the longer term, the benefits of increased network competition across large parts of the UK could be transformative, leading to significant and durable benefits to consumers.

Some full-fibre deployments by operators other than BT would happen without the package of remedies we are putting in place. However, as described above, we have designed certain remedies in order to encourage such investment by rivals to BT, and the threat of such investment will increase the incentive on BT to invest. This package of remedies is likely to extend the area where investment in new networks is viable.

While we see significant benefits from increased investment and network competition, we recognise that our approach has some costs. But these costs are either low or only arise if the benefits also arise.
5.60 While we could have imposed tighter price regulation of VULA by regulating higher speeds, we are providing protection for consumers with our 40/10 control. We consider that regulation of 40/10 VULA services will constrain the price of higher speeds over the period of this review. However, this constraint may progressively diminish in the future, as discussed in Section 9.

5.61 Other potential costs will scale with the extent of actual rollout by rivals, so these costs are low unless or until that rollout happens, when we expect the significant and enduring benefits from network competition and full-fibre investment to be very substantial:

- Increased network competition involves the replication of the significant fixed costs in building a network, which could put upward pressure on average costs. However, this may be offset by increased network competition being more effective than regulation at driving the industry to be efficient. The PIA remedy helps reduce the scale of fixed cost duplication by allowing new networks to use BT’s ducts and poles, significantly lowering the extent of replication of fixed costs.

- We have decided that certain costs incurred by Openreach in relation to the provision of PIA should be recovered across all users of the physical infrastructure. This will put upward pressure on prices. We also recognise that in some cases potential entrants may only find it profitable to build new networks in circumstances where they are not exposed to these costs – a form of entry Openreach which Openreach says is productively inefficient. However, our approach to cost recovery is necessary to promote competition by reducing barriers to investment in competing networks, including ensuring a level playing field with respect to the recovery of these costs. Moreover, the scale of any impact is contingent on the scale of network deployment using the PIA remedy, and so is directly linked to the scale of the benefits that result.

- We are allowing ‘mixed usage’ of the PIA remedy, so that it can be used to provide other services along with broadband, as this supports investment in the provision of broadband services more generally.\(^{267}\) We recognise that PIA being used to provide some non-WLA services may cause certain spill-over effects on other markets and could have associated costs.

- Preventing BT from targeting reduced wholesale charges in areas where rivals are starting to build new networks may impose a short-term cost on consumers if BT would otherwise have priced lower in those areas. However, absent the threat of competitive entry, there would be little incentive for BT to price lower in those areas, and preventing BT from discriminating in this way will help promote network competition.

5.62 While we acknowledge these costs, we consider the potential for increased network investment and competition will bring significant benefits to citizens and consumers. We therefore consider the package of remedies we have put in place is the best for furthering consumers’ interests.

\(^{267}\) ‘Mixed-usage’ will allow PIA to be used to deploy local access networks offering both broadband and non-broadband services provided the purpose of the network deployment is primarily the delivery of broadband services to homes and businesses, and provided this mixed use enables the investment in the provision of broadband services more generally.
Insufficiency of national and EU competition remedies

5.63 Competition law, in particular the rules prohibiting the abuse of a dominant position, remains an important part of the legal framework that BT needs to comply with. Given its position of SMP (which equates to the competition law concept of dominance) BT has a special responsibility not to allow its actions on the market (where conditions of competition are weak) to distort or impair competition. That special responsibility means that courses of action that may be open to its competitors are not available to BT, where such behaviour is capable of distorting competition or otherwise strengthening BT’s market share by means other than competition on the merits.

5.64 As the concurrent authority for competition law in the electronic communications sector, Ofcom has powers to monitor compliance with competition law and undertake enforcement activity where necessary. However, we consider that national and EU competition law remedies would be insufficient to address the identified competition concerns on their own. First, competition law would focus on tackling the abuse of a dominant position, and would not be as effective as \textit{ex ante} regulation in promoting downstream competition. Second, regulation must remain effective for the review period, and \textit{ex ante} regulation better enables us to do this as it can be tailored to the particular circumstances in the market and services provided. Third, competition law does not provide enough regulatory certainty, which itself can undermine downstream competition where there is upstream SMP – and regulatory certainty is important in encouraging long-term infrastructure investment. In contrast, a benefit of \textit{ex ante} regulation is that all industry stakeholders are clear in advance on the regulation that will apply. Fourth, \textit{ex ante} regulation can facilitate more timely enforcement due to the greater certainty and specificity provided.

5.65 On that basis, while competition law enforcement may be used in appropriate circumstances, we do not consider that it would be sufficient to rely on it alone and that \textit{ex ante} regulation is required.

Future regulation of broadband

5.66 We recognise that it will take time to build new networks, and hence for our strategy to encourage large-scale investment in full-fibre networks to play out. Over that time, we would expect the constraint imposed by the cost-based ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ VULA services on the price of faster VULA services to weaken.

5.67 We cannot prejudge what actions we will take in the future, as any pricing decisions in future reviews will be made in light of the circumstances and legal framework applicable at that time. However, we do not expect to extend our charge controls beyond retaining cost-based controls on copper access and ‘up to 40 Mbit/s’ VULA services, as a matter of course.

5.68 Rather, with increasing investment by competing providers and improved prospects for network competition, we expect future reviews to consider the case for a shift away from price regulation of VULA. In time, a greater degree of differentiation in our regulatory
approach across the UK is likely to emerge. Our strategy anticipates that different regulation is likely to be needed in different geographic areas.

5.69 In places where there is evidence of competitive pressure emerging, we would expect to deregulate. Conversely, for the places where it becomes clear that competition will not emerge, there is an increasing risk of high prices for higher-speed services. In those geographic areas, while we would expect to regulate wholesale prices, we would do so in a manner that takes into account the level of risk at the time the investments were made.

5.70 Given the challenges in identifying the criteria for distinguishing between geographic areas that are prospectively competitive, and those which are not, future market reviews will need to consider these criteria carefully based on the facts at the time. In light of this uncertainty, we expect to continue to place weight on the risk of harm to consumers resulting from stifling investment by competing providers. Our starting point will therefore be to err on the side of promoting investment.

5.71 We are also working with BT and other network providers to find practical solutions to facilitate the transition to full-fibre networks, while ensuring the transition does not damage consumers’ experiences. We recognise the benefit of providing more clarity on regulatory principles, such as the ‘fair bet’, that should apply to new risky investments, and the application of rules that may affect the move from copper networks and the eventual removal of those networks. The principles that should apply fall outside the scope of this market review, but we will consider changes that take account of competition and the interests of consumers.

The impact of Openreach reform

5.72 Another element of our Strategic Review was to secure greater operational and strategic independence for Openreach. On 10 March 2017 BT notified Ofcom of voluntary commitments (Commitments) to reform Openreach under section 89C of the Communications Act 2003 (Notification). These Commitments mean Openreach will become a distinct company with its own staff, management, purpose and strategy.

5.73 In a July 2017 Statement we confirmed our decision to release BT from the undertakings that it offered to Ofcom in 2005 when Openreach was originally created (2005 Undertakings), once the new Commitments are fully in place. We consider that the new arrangements, established by the Notification, provide Openreach with significantly more independence to take its own decisions about the strategic direction and operation of the network, acting with a clear focus on the equal treatment of all its customers, not just the needs of BT Group.

5.74 Having received the Notification from BT, we were required by section 89C(4) of the Communications Act 2003 to consider, as soon as reasonably practicable, the impact on SMP conditions set in relation to markets which, in our opinion, will be affected. We said in

our July 2017 Statement that we would consider the effect, if any, of the new arrangements described in BT’s Notification on our SMP regulation as part of this market review and other market reviews that are currently underway.

5.75 BT said that in the March 2017 Consultation we had not sufficiently considered the impact of BT’s Notification on our assessment of the WLA market or on our proposed remedies, and that our assessment did not comply with the requirements of section 89C(4). In particular, BT said that we had not considered the impact of the Notification on our charge control proposals and their implications for investment. BT also said that the Notification made our proposed amendments to the SoR process unnecessary, and that our proposed arrangements for the Equality of Access Board and Equality of Access Office would no longer make sense once the Notification has been implemented.270 Openreach said that we should consider, in a more systematic manner, the impact of the Notification on our market analysis and proposed remedies.271

5.76 We have considered our competition concerns and proposed remedies in relation to the wholesale local access markets, taking account of BT’s Notification and responses to our consultations.

5.77 We have found that BT has SMP in the wholesale local access market, and services within that market remain important inputs for telecoms providers downstream. BT and Openreach remain in common ownership and BT retains control over the capital expenditure decisions and pricing of its products that exist outside of Openreach. While the Commitments increase the independence of Openreach and require equal treatment of its customers, BT (as a whole) retains the incentive and ability to favour its downstream divisions. We therefore consider that the SMP regulation will complement BT’s Commitments, as it did the 2005 Undertakings that preceded them.

5.78 We also think that BT’s investment incentives will not be affected by its Commitments such that our charge control proposals will undermine future investment. The implications of our charge control proposals for investment by BT and others are discussed further in Section 9.

5.79 As we set in our July 2017 Statement, the changes to the pre-existing functional separation of Openreach addressed by BT’s Notification relate primarily to the degree of independence in Openreach’s strategic decision-making through the new model of legal separation. BT’s Commitments are, like the 2005 Undertakings before them, designed to operate alongside Ofcom’s regulation of BT’s SMP in individual product markets. That SMP regulation has, as part of the legal and economic context of the relevant market, reflected the existence of the 2005 Undertakings, as well as the functionally separate nature of Openreach and its obligation to supply products on an EOI basis.

5.80 Openreach raised a specific concern with regard to Equivalence of Inputs (EOI) obligations. We have addressed this in Section 6. Both BT and Openreach questioned whether our proposed more stringent statement of requirements (SoR) process is necessary under
Openreach’s new status. As discussed in Section 6, we have decided not to proceed with our proposals to align the SoR process with the SoR process set out in the 2016 BCMR, but rather to leave the SoR process in its current form.

5.81 In our view, the remedies imposed for the wholesale local access market are appropriate having regard to BT’s section 89C Notification which, like the 2005 Undertakings in previous reviews, will complement the SMP regulation that we are imposing on BT. We do not consider that any new SMP regulation is necessary specifically to take account of these arrangements, or that any of our remedies are now unnecessary or require amendment.
6. General remedies

6.1 In this section, we set out the general remedies that we have decided to impose on BT. Other than where subject to the specific exemptions that we set out later in this and the next section, these general remedies apply to all forms of network access provided by BT in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

6.2 The general remedies require BT to provide network access to services in this market, and also include a series of remedies designed to support and make effective that network access. The remedies we are imposing are designed to address the competition concerns that we have identified in our market analysis associated with a finding of SMP (see Sections 3 and 4).

6.3 In addition to the general remedies set out in this section, we are applying specific access remedies to require the provision of certain key services. These are explained in Section 7. We are also applying pricing remedies to certain services, as explained in Sections 9 and 10.

6.4 In summary, we are largely imposing the general remedies we proposed in the March 2017 WLA Consultation, which are summarised below in Table 6.1. However, having considered comments and further information gathered from stakeholders, we have decided not to implement our proposed amendments to the SoR process, and instead to maintain the current process.

Table 6.1: Summary of general remedies imposed on BT in the WLA Market in the UK excluding the Hull Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remedies imposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirement to provide network access on reasonable request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement to publish and operate a process for requests for new forms of network access *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement not to unduly discriminate and EOI *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement to publish a reference offer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement to notify changes to charges, terms and conditions *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement to notify technical information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting separation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: an asterisk (*) indicates where implementing details have changed from our March 2017 Consultation

6.5 We set out our detailed decisions in relation to duct and pole access (DPA) in Volume 3. Where any of the general remedies do not apply to DPA, or where we adopt a different approach in respect of DPA to that set out in this section, this is set out in Volume 3.

6.6 In relation to the no undue discrimination remedy, in our December 2017 consultation on targeted geographic discounts, we proposed an amendment to the draft SMP condition
prohibiting BT from targeting reduced wholesale charges for FTTC in certain geographic areas. We have decided to include this provision, as discussed in Section 11 below.

6.7 Below, for each general remedy, we set out our proposals, a summary of the key stakeholder responses, and our decisions and reasoning.

**Requirement to provide network access on reasonable request**

**Our proposals**

6.8 We proposed to reimpose the obligation requiring BT to provide network access where a third party reasonably requests it, and to do so on fair and reasonable terms and conditions, as soon as it is reasonably practicable.

6.9 We also proposed that this obligation should continue to include a requirement for BT to provide network access at fair and reasonable charges where no charge control applies or where a charge control has expired.

6.10 Finally, we proposed that this obligation should include the power for Ofcom to make directions in order that we can secure the supply of services and, where appropriate, fairness and reasonableness in the terms and conditions (and in certain circumstances, also charges) of network access.

**Stakeholder responses**

6.11 Openreach supported our position to retain a requirement that charges for network access should be fair and reasonable where network access is not subject to a charge control, and agreed “with Ofcom’s acknowledgement that fair and reasonable is intended to afford Openreach pricing flexibility”. 272

6.12 Openreach also commented that we need to consider reviewing what is defined as network access, especially whether something is an “associated service” 273, before regulation is applied to that service. Openreach also pointed out that the definition of network access may change over time, and as such, it is essential to regularly review this to ensure “unnecessary regulation is neither maintained nor imposed”. 274

---

272 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 170-171.
273 Network access, and associated facilities, is defined in the Communications Act 2003 (Section 151(3)) as “interconnection of public electronic communications networks, or any services, facilities or arrangements which… are services, facilities or arrangements by means of which a communications provider or person making available associated facilities is able, for the purposes of the provision of an electronic communications service (whether by him or by another), to make use of anything mentioned in subsection (4)”.
274 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 167-9.
Bit Commons stated, more generally, that the general remedies were minimal in nature and argued “specific provisions are needed to establish the status of FTTP” and ensure consumers can have full-fibre affordably.275

Our reasoning and decisions

The level of investment required by a third party to replicate BT’s network and build a similar scale access network (and the time it would take to complete this) is a significant barrier to entry. The obligation requiring BT to provide network access where a third party reasonably requests it is therefore vital to promoting and protecting competition in downstream markets. Without such a requirement, BT would have the incentive and the ability to refuse access at the wholesale level or provide access only on less favourable terms, thereby benefiting its own retail divisions and hindering downstream competition, ultimately against the interests of consumers. Therefore, we have decided to reimpose this requirement on BT.

Where we do not impose a basis of charges obligation and no charge control is in force, there is a risk of adverse effects arising from a price distortion if BT fixes and maintains its prices at an excessively high level for services in the WLA market, or lowers retail prices to a level that may result in a margin squeeze.

We have therefore decided to impose an obligation for charges for network access to be fair and reasonable, except where a charge control or a basis of charges obligation is in force. Where there is no charge control or basis of charges obligation, our general position is that we would interpret the fair and reasonable obligation to mean BT should not set prices that result in a margin squeeze. This provision enables us to intervene more quickly where charges are not fair and reasonable than if we relied solely on ex post competition law. In some specific cases, we have other concerns that BT could price excessively. In these cases we explain how we would interpret the obligation to set fair and reasonable charges.

Where we do impose a charge control or basis of charges condition, our concerns that BT might apply a margin squeeze are reduced. This is because a control on wholesale charges means BT could only impose a margin squeeze by lowering the retail price, which would cut into its profits, rather than by raising the wholesale price.

In relation to Openreach’s comment that a fair and reasonable charges obligation would provide it pricing flexibility, we think it is important to clarify that a fair and reasonable charges obligation does not always afford Openreach the same level of pricing flexibility in

275 Bit Commons response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 3.
276 A requirement to provide network access also includes any ancillary services as may be reasonably necessary for a third party to use the network access being provided.
all cases – the level of flexibility varies on a case by case basis depending on the particular circumstances.  

6.19 In addition, we believe it is appropriate for this condition to include the power for Ofcom to make directions in order to secure the supply of services, and where appropriate, fairness and reasonableness in the terms and conditions (and possibly charges) of network access. Therefore, the condition includes a requirement for BT to comply with any such direction(s).  

6.20 In addition to the direction making power, we have also included provision in the relevant SMP condition to allow for Ofcom to consent to exemptions from the network access obligation in appropriate circumstances, for example, to take account of the potential for Openreach to agree to co-investment arrangements with other telecoms providers. One of the main areas of focus in the Strategic Review was reform of Openreach to provide it greater independence. We said this could, among other things, facilitate new models of investment in the industry, such as co-investment (i.e. where Openreach co-invests with telecoms providers other than BT). In its response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Openreach asked us to consider the impact of possible co-investment in the future, and the possible need to change the general remedies.  

6.21 Having considered Openreach’s comments, we have decided to amend the network access condition to enable us to grant exemptions, which could facilitate future co-investment between Openreach and other telecoms providers. If we received a request from Openreach for an exemption, we would consider the specifics of that request at that time, and would consult on any specific exemptions to which we proposed to agree.  

6.22 In regard to Openreach’s comments about providing clarity on the definition of network access, we believe that the definition of network access is clearly defined, both in the Act and our Access Guidelines. Moreover, there is flexibility in the Act, notably with section 151(3(b)), to allow us to review and re-evaluate what is network access, if and when required.  

6.23 In regard to the comments of Bit Commons, we are of the view that the general remedies taken together, along with the specific access and DPA remedies and copper and fibre pricing remedies, address our competition concerns while promoting investment in next generation fixed access, or FTTP.

277 For instance, in some cases, it may be appropriate to specify that fair and reasonable charges should be equal to a particular level of costs, whilst other times it might be more appropriate to allow greater flexibility in determining the charges.  

278 Therefore, any contravention of a direction would constitute a contravention of the condition itself, and would be subject to enforcement action (under sections 94-104 of the Act).  

279 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 188.  

280 As discussed below, equivalent provision has been made in the conditions on specific network access, EOI and no undue discrimination.  

281 Annex 1 - Definitions and examples of access, Oftel, 13 September 2002. *Imposing access obligations under the new EU Directives.*

Legal tests

6.24 For the reasons set out below, we are satisfied that the condition requiring BT to provide network access on reasonable request in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area meets the various tests set out in the Act.

6.25 Section 87(3) of the Act authorises Ofcom to set SMP service conditions requiring the dominant provider to provide network access as Ofcom may from time to time direct. These conditions may, pursuant to section 87(5), include provision for securing fairness and reasonableness in the way in which requests for network access are made and responded to and for securing that the obligations in the conditions are complied with within periods and at times required by or under the conditions. Section 87(9)(b) of the Act authorises SMP services conditions to be imposed on a dominant provider in relation to the recovery of costs and cost orientation regarding the provision of network access, subject to the conditions of section 88 of the Act being satisfied.

6.26 In deciding these conditions, we have taken into account the factors set out in section 87(4) of the Act. When considering the imposition of such conditions in a particular case, we must take into account the following six factors set out in section 87(4):

- the technical and economic viability (including the viability of other network access products, whether provided by the dominant provider or another person), having regard to the state of market development, of installing and using facilities that would make the proposed network access unnecessary;
- the feasibility of the provision of the proposed network access;
- the investment made by the person initially providing or making available the network or other facility in respect of which an entitlement to network access is proposed (taking account of any public investment made);
- the need to secure effective competition (including, where it appears to Ofcom to be appropriate, economically efficient infrastructure based competition) in the long term;
- any rights to intellectual property that are relevant to the proposal; and
- the desirability of securing that electronic communications services are provided that are available throughout the Member States.

6.27 In reaching our decision that BT should be subject to a requirement to provide network access on reasonable request, we have taken all of the above six factors into account. In particular, having considered the economic viability of building access networks within this review period to achieve ubiquitous coverage that would make the provision of network access unnecessary, we consider that the SMP condition is required to secure effective competition, including economically efficient infrastructure based competition, in the long term in each of the wholesale access markets. The requirement for BT to meet only reasonable network access requests also ensures that due account is taken of the feasibility of the proposed network access, and of the investment made by BT initially in providing the network.

6.28 We are also required to ensure that the condition satisfies the tests set out in section 88 of the Act as the requirement places controls on network access pricing, insofar as charges
are required to be fair and reasonable. Section 88(1) of the Act requires that Ofcom must not impose pricing conditions unless it appears from the market analysis carried out for the purpose of setting that condition that there is a relevant risk of adverse effects arising from price distortion. As discussed above, in the absence of price regulation requiring prices to be fair and reasonable, BT would have the ability and incentive to either price excessively, or set wholesale and retail prices in a way that could damage downstream competition through a margin squeeze.

Section 88(1)(b) of the Act requires that the pricing condition should be appropriate for the purposes of promoting efficiency, promoting sustainable competition and conferring the greatest possible benefits on the customers of public electronic communications services.

In the cases where we propose a fair and reasonable charges obligation, we consider that this will prevent BT from setting charges that are excessively high or that impact other providers’ ability to compete with BT in downstream markets and so will support the aim of promoting improved efficiency.

We also consider that the provision of network access on fair and reasonable terms will promote sustainable competition by ensuring that other telecoms providers can effectively compete downstream. We consider this to be the appropriate approach for the purposes of conferring the greatest benefits on customers of downstream services.

We are also required, under Section 88(2) of the Act, to consider BT’s investment. We believe that fair and reasonable charges will allow BT’s costs to be taken into account and will also provide for common cost recovery. This condition is therefore an appropriate basis upon which to control BT’s prices.

We have considered our duties under section 3 and all the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. The condition is aimed at promoting competition and securing efficient and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit of consumers by facilitating the development of competition in downstream markets.

Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that it facilitates and encourages access to BT’s networks and therefore promotes competition to the benefit of consumers;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that we are proposing to impose the requirement on BT. We have not identified any other telecoms providers as holding a position of SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that it is targeted at addressing the market power that we have found BT holds in the WLA market and does not require it to provide access if it is not technically feasible or reasonable; and
- transparent, in that the condition is clear in its intention to ensure that BT provides access to its network in order to facilitate effective competition.

For the reasons set out above, we consider that the condition is appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.
Requests for new forms of network access

Our proposals

6.36 In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed to reimpose a condition regarding the process by which BT must address requests for new forms of network access (known as the Statement of Requirements or SoR process). We considered that this requirement remained an appropriate and proportionate *ex ante* measure to complement the general network access requirement discussed above.

6.37 In addition, we proposed alterations to the SoR process, primarily through alignment with the SoR process as outlined in the BCMR 2016. In summary, these were to:
- set prescriptive timescales for each stage of the SoR process;
- allow for an extension to the prescribed timescales in certain circumstances;
- require BT to carry out a feasibility study in order to determine whether an SoR request is reasonable, if necessary;
- require BT to be more transparent in setting out its reasons for rejecting an SoR request; and
- ensure that BT has a suitable SoR classification tool.

Stakeholder responses

6.38 Most comments on our proposed general remedies concerned this remedy. [\textgreater\textless] agreed with our analysis, stating that the current process is ineffective and opaque, but disagreed with the proposed clause allowing Openreach to extend timescales without the agreement of the telecoms provider submitting the SoR.\textsuperscript{282}

6.39 [\textgreater\textless] also argued that the SoR proposals need to include the confidentiality proposals in the Openreach separation consultation, citing that the current process is “flawed” as the telecoms provider submitting the SoR request has to divulge commercially sensitive information.\textsuperscript{283}

6.40 Vodafone argued that the current process is unsatisfactory, takes too long and has no transparency over the criteria to assess SoRs, and stated it can act as a “significant impediment to innovation”. Vodafone referred to data from the Equality of Access Board in 2016, stating this showed the bias in the number of requests by BT progressed in comparison to requests from other telecoms providers.\textsuperscript{284}

6.41 Vodafone also argued that BT still has too much discretion over accepting and rejecting SoRs, that there are no minimum requirements for the SoR guidelines that are set out in

\textsuperscript{282} [\textgreater\textless]. [\textless\textgreater] made comments in regard to the SoR process with reference to BT. Given Openreach manage and look after the SoR process, we have interpreted their comments in regard to Openreach.

\textsuperscript{283} [\textless\text greater]

\textsuperscript{284} Vodafone response to the March 2017 Consultation, paragraphs 5.2-5.3.
the SMP conditions, that “reasonable” is not defined in regard to BT conducting feasibility studies, and that BT can refuse SoRs if they are not correctly formatted. Vodafone argued that the basis for Ofcom granting time extensions to BT is unclear, and it is not clear what sanctions Ofcom would impose on BT if it rejected a request for an extension. Vodafone also suggested Ofcom should consider automatic penalties.285

6.42 Openreach disagreed with our analysis of the SoR process, arguing that the process works well and that the latest data show a significant improvement in the time taken to review and deliver SoRs. Openreach commented that concern over the treatment of regulatory and commercial SoRs was unfounded as new regulatory requests conformed with the obligation for regulatory SoRs (arguing that we have failed to provide evidence showing otherwise) and the treatment of commercial SoRs was not relevant to how regulatory SoRs are assessed. Openreach further added that it “might not distinguish them [commercial SoRs] from regulatory SoRs where it chooses to apply the regulatory SoR process”.286

6.43 Openreach also argued that we had not considered several improvements to the SoR process in our analysis – notably, the new dashboard shared at monthly Copper and Fibre Products Commercial Group (CFPCG) meetings287, where current SoRs in progress and forthcoming SoRs are a fixed agenda items, new processes that are more clearly defined and transparent, and clearer guidelines on which process Openreach and telecoms providers use for each type of change. Openreach objected to our proposals to make the process more rigid, saying this could cause SoRs to be rejected for being underdeveloped. Openreach also submitted that it is unreasonable for it to perform a feasibility study where specific information (which the telecoms providers agree to provide) has not been supplied, that Openreach needs confidential data from telecoms providers to assess Openreach’s costs in developing the service, and that it is fair for Openreach to reject an SoR without performing a feasibility study where no telecoms provider has committed to take up the service.288

6.44 Openreach stated there was no evidence to suggest downstream BT divisions were treated favourably, pointing to the fact that Ofcom’s SoR programme289 did not find differences between how BT’s and non-BT telecoms providers’ SoRs were treated, and that the identity of the telecoms provider was not a factor in an SoR’s acceptance.290

286 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 175 and 378.
287 The Copper and Fibre Products Commercial Group, or CFPCG, is an industry group (comprising of attendance by Openreach, telecoms providers, the OTA2, and where requested, Ofcom) which provides a focal point for discussion, review and to record agreement or position of commercial and product issues and planned activity on the Openreach Copper and Fibre Services Portfolio including, MPF, SMPF, WLR, GEA-FTTC (including CPE Enablement), GEA-FTTP, FVA, GEA Cablelink and Multicast for GEA, CPS, Wholesale Calls and SLU.
288 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 384-390 and 394.
289 The SoR monitoring programme was a piece of internal work Ofcom conducted, historically analysing the SoR process for SoRs submitted between 2007 and 2013 and then also the whole of 2014. See March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 5.32.
290 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 176 and 180.
Openreach also referred to comments from the 2017 Equality Access Board annual report, which highlighted the improvements Openreach has made in new measures, recognised the complexity and expense of requests, and acknowledged that significantly more SoRs that are delivered are raised by non-BT telecoms providers than by BT.\footnote{Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 179.}

Finally, Openreach commented that we had not taken into account the continual dialogue with industry, which it views as a form of self-regulation, or the structural reform of Openreach.\footnote{Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 181-2.}

BT commented that the proposals did not mention the new processes as set out in the separation notification, which are designed to encourage telecoms providers to engage with Openreach more constructively.\footnote{BT response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 3.62.}

Vertically integrated telecoms providers have the ability to favour their own downstream business over third-party telecoms providers by differentiating on price or terms and conditions. Where a telecoms provider has SMP at the upstream level, such discrimination can harm competition in downstream markets. One form of discrimination is in relation to the handling of requests for new types of network access. This has the potential to distort competition at the retail level by placing third-party telecoms providers at a disadvantage compared with the downstream retail business of the vertically integrated provider with SMP. We believe BT has such an incentive, and ability, in the absence of the SoR process (which provides a fair, reasonable and transparent process), to favour its own retail operations by rejecting requests from competing telecoms providers that would have the potential to result in innovation in network access. This is particularly significant given the impact that we consider network level competition will have on the market in the coming review period.

Section 87(3) of the Act authorises Ofcom to set SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to provide network access as it may, from time to time, direct. These conditions may, pursuant to section 87(5) of the Act, include provision for securing fairness and reasonableness in the way in which requests for network access are made and responded to, and for securing that the obligations in the conditions are complied with within the periods and at the times required by or under the conditions.

We have decided that it is necessary to impose a condition regarding the process by which BT must address requests for new forms of network access. We remain of the view that this requirement is still an appropriate and proportionate \textit{ex ante} measure to complement the general network access requirement discussed in the preceding sub-section.
As mentioned above, in the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed to make amendments to the SoR process in order to align it for the WLA market with how requests for new forms of network access were imposed in the 2016 BCMR.

Our reasoning for the proposed amendments was based on several factors. First, the findings of an SoR monitoring programme we undertook in 2014-15 found the average time taken to review and reach a decision on an SoR had significantly increased between 2007 and 2014. Second, we stated there was limited transparency to telecoms providers as to why a SoR had been rejected and on what basis the SoR request had been assessed (with Openreach confirming to us that the financial viability of an SoR was a factor when assessing SoRs). Finally, we explained that BT was not distinguishing between regulatory and commercial SoRs, as its current SoR tool could not support such a classification. BT informed us that it was adopting the same approach to both types of SoRs, but we believed there was a risk that BT could be rejecting reasonable regulatory SoR requests purely on a commercial or strategic basis.

We noted that while the number of SoR requests Openreach receives is in decline, we felt that fibre access services were increasingly important and telecoms providers may identify changes to these services, and as such, a more robust process needed to be in place to deal with SoR requests in light of the findings of the monitoring programme. We felt that the more prescriptive timescales proposed provided the robustness that was required.

However, following consideration of stakeholder responses, and information provided by the OTA2, we have reconsidered our proposals.

Further information gathered since the March 2017 WLA Consultation

Based on data provided by Openreach in response to statutory information requests, we note there has been a significant improvement in both the time taken to review SoR requests, and the time to implement them, since 2014:

- The average time taken to accept an SoR has fallen from 22 months in 2014 to 11 months for the period from January 2015 to August 2017 Confidential OR. While we note the progress Openreach has made, we would like to see industry continuing to work to reduce these time periods.

---

294 The Office of the Telecoms Adjudicator, or OTA2, is an independent organisation tasked by Ofcom to oversee co-operation between telecoms providers and enable a competitive environment in the telecommunications sector. The OTA2’s main task is to deal with major or strategic issues affecting the rollout and performance of products provided by Openreach. In the context of the SoR process, the OTA2 chair the monthly CFPCG forum meetings between Openreach and the telecoms providers.

295 Openreach response dated 16 April 2016 to the 2nd WLA s.135 notice and Openreach response dated 26 October 2017 to the 8th WLA s.135 notice.
• The average time taken to cancel an SoR has fallen slightly from eight months to seven months Confidential to OR. With regard to this improvement, we understand the current process before cancelling an SoR request involves a thorough review exercise between the requesting telecoms provider and Openreach (for instance, to see if there is a more appropriate SoR already in existence or under development). While we encourage Openreach and industry to continue to seek to improve the process, we think it is important that a comprehensive review process is not undermined by seeking to further reduce timescales.

6.56 In addition, of the 22 SoRs accepted and delivered since 1 January 2016, 20 have been for non-BT telecoms providers Confidential OR, while two were delivered for BT telecoms providers. This suggests that non-BT telecoms providers have been able to use the process consistently over this period and does not indicate discrimination against non-BT telecoms providers.

SoR process and the role of the CFPCG

6.57 It is part of the function of the CFPCG to review all existing and new/proposed SoRs at monthly meetings and to seek agreement from telecoms providers on whether they are happy with the progress being made with each SoR request. These form part of the standard agenda items at the monthly CFPCG meetings, providing telecoms providers an opportunity to further raise concern or comments over the progress of an SoR. The CFPCG is an industry group (comprising of attendance by Openreach, telecoms providers, the OTA2, and where requested, Ofcom) which provides a focal point for discussion of SoR matters (among other things).

Improvements by Openreach

6.58 We have also identified improvements by Openreach in the last 12-18 months, including its dashboards, which are presented at the monthly CFPCG meetings and which all telecoms providers have sight of before attending. Since their introduction in April 2017, these have provided additional visibility to telecoms providers and the OTA2 on the progress of SoRs, alongside other existing documentation such as programme plans. Both active and cancelled/rejected SoRs are reviewed in the slide pack along with the SoR dashboard, ensuring that all telecoms providers are kept up to date with recent developments.

6.59 Moreover, we note Openreach’s recent consultation with industry signalling its intention to improve communication with telecoms providers. The consultation seeks to establish a process for managing change and seeks industry's feedback on potential processes to
optimise the effectiveness and transparency of change processes, acknowledging that not all new forms of new network access are suitable for the SoR process.\footnote{Customer Consultation Processes Improving industry collaboration, effectiveness and transparency, Industry Consultation – Proposals Document Issue 1.0, \url{https://www.openreach.co.uk/orpg/customerzone/products/industryforums/superfastfibreaccess/downloads/CustomerConsultationProcesses.pdf}.}

**Other issues**

6.60 We also understand that SoRs may be underdeveloped when initially submitted and require further refinement by Openreach, wider industry and the OTA\footnote{Openreach response dated 26 October 2017 to the 8th WLA s.135 notice. Initial Business Case, or IBCs, and Openreach Investment Board, or OIBs, are the main gateways for approval from Openreach to fund and fully develop an SoR request. These stages are explained further in the CFPCG webpage, on Openreach’s website, which are combined under the pictogram stage labelled ‘Openreach prioritisation and Business case process’ - \url{https://www.openreach.co.uk/orpg/customerzone/products/newproducts/downloads/Openreach%20product%20SoR%20process.ppt}.}. This may include requiring further work to identify likely demand for a development in order to allow Openreach to undertake a meaningful feasibility study.

6.61 On the issue of the financial and cost assessment thresholds of SoRs, having considered Initial Business Case and Openreach Investment Board documents,\footnote{https://www.openreach.co.uk/orpg/customerzone/products/newproducts/newproducts.do} we have been presented with no evidence of rejected SoRs, and therefore have been unable to verify stakeholders’ concerns of SoR financial thresholds being unclear.

6.62 Having considered the issue of SoR classification further, we accept there may remain some subjectivity on deciding whether an SoR is regulatory or commercial. Where a telecoms providers feels a regulatory SoR has been treated (or categorised) incorrectly, then there is the opportunity for the telecoms provider to raise its concerns via the CFPCG and OTA, and if the issue is still not resolved, to Ofcom, where we would consider what the appropriate action would be to take.

6.63 Based on the further information we have gathered since the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we now consider that there are greater checks on the progress of each SoR, with monthly, three-monthly and six-monthly checkpoints now in place to ensure continued progress of each SoR. Likewise, there are industry guidelines published on the CFPCG section of the Openreach website, outlining to telecoms providers how they can expect their SoR request to be dealt with, as well as several documents detailing the process and timetables for submitting an SoR, documents assisting telecoms providers to think about the impact of their SoR on both Openreach and other telecoms providers (an issue that often causes delays to developing SoRs), a diagram detailing the steps/ phases of an SoR and a podcast providing an overview of the SoR process.\footnote{https://www.openreach.co.uk/orpg/customerzone/products/newproducts/newproducts.do}.

6.64 Finally, in regard to Vodafone’s comments on the SoR process, whilst the SoR guidelines are not legally binding themselves, they are derived from BT’s SMP Condition to provide new network access, which is legally binding, and therefore they do hold legal status courtesy of its SMP Condition. The quantitative and qualitative analysis above has led us to reject Vodafone’s and [\$<\$] responses that the process is unsatisfactory, takes too long, is
ineffective and opaque; moreover, more recent data does not suggest a bias towards BT telecoms providers as compared to non-BT telecoms providers when dealing with requests.

6.65 Given these improvements noted above, we do not feel it necessary to define minimum standards; likewise, we do not feel it is necessary for Ofcom to have the ability to grant (or refuse) extensions to SoR requests given the condition does not impose timescales on BT. Whilst BT determines the content and has discretion of the SoR guidelines and process, it must do so on a fair and reasonable basis and not to the detriment or discrimination of any telecoms provider. Moreover, Ofcom retains the power to direct BT to make amendments to the SoR process, under SMP Condition 3.5. In the case of the content of the SoR guidelines and process, Openreach must consult with industry before making changes.

Conclusions

6.66 The process, in its current form, requires BT to publish guidelines in relation to requests for new forms of network access (and to respond to these requests in a reasonable amount of time, have clear and transparent criteria to assess requests and to set out clear reasons for rejecting requests) and allows Ofcom to direct BT to make amendments to those guidelines.

6.67 In light of the information we now have, our updated analysis on both the SoR process and recent data, Openreach and BT’s comments, we have decided not to implement the obligations proposed in our consultation. Instead, we have decided to maintain the current regulations surrounding the SoR process. While recognising the positive steps taken by Openreach recently, we have decided to keep the obligation which provides all telecoms providers with certainty and transparency of how they should engage with Openreach to request new network access in a market where BT has SMP.

6.68 We do not think automatic penalties for where we do not grant time extensions for SoR requests, as argued by Vodafone,³⁰¹ would be effective or proportionate given that we now no longer consider prescriptive timescales for SoR requests as necessary.

6.69 In regard to []> comments about the SoR process requiring the requesting telecoms provider to share confidential information with Openreach, we consider that for Openreach to process an SoR, it needs certain information to assess the demand and costs of the new service being requested. The SMP Condition, as previously in force from the 2014 FAMR and as drafted in the legal instrument for this market review period, in addition to General Condition 1.2 on all telecoms providers,³⁰² requires Openreach not to utilise such information to the benefit of itself (or BT’s own downstream divisions), or

³⁰¹ Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation - Annex 1, paragraph 3f.
other telecoms providers. If telecoms providers felt this was not being adhered to, then there is the opportunity to raise this matter with us.

6.70 BT urged us to consider the impact of its Notification for the separation of Openreach. As outlined in the previous section, BT is in the process of implementing commitments made to Ofcom which will change the legal structure of Openreach. The objective of the Openreach reform is to provide greater independence in Openreach’s strategic decision making, but this does not change the fact that BT will still retain SMP in the WLA market, and therefore retain the ability and incentive to discriminate in favour of its own downstream divisions.

6.71 As discussed in more detail in Section 5, we do not consider there is a conflict between the further separation set out in BT’s Commitments and our decision to impose a requirement for BT to publish and operate a process for requests for new forms of network access. Whilst we note that the Commitments do increase the independence of Openreach and require equal treatment of its customers, including with regard to the SoR process, BT (as a whole) would still retain the incentive and ability to favour its downstream divisions in the SoR process. We therefore consider, like the Undertakings in previous reviews, that the SMP regulation will complement the commitments set out in BT’s section 89C Notification.

Legal tests

6.72 For the reasons set out below, we are satisfied that the conditions for BT in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area meet the relevant tests set out in the Act.

6.73 Section 87(3) of the Act authorises the setting of SMP services conditions in relation to the provision of network services and these conditions may, pursuant to section 87(5) of the Act, include provision for securing fairness and reasonableness in the way in which requests for network access are made and responded to, and for securing that the obligations in the conditions are complied with within the periods and at the times required by or under the conditions. We consider that the condition will assist in securing fairness and reasonableness in the way in which requests for network access are made and responded to, as provided for under section 87(5)(a).

6.74 In making our decision, we have also taken into account the factors set out in section 87(4) of the Act. In particular, we consider that the SMP condition specifying how BT should handle requests for new network access is required in order to ensure that BT does not discriminate in favour of its own downstream business. Our obligation achieves this by:

- requiring BT to publish guidelines specifying the required content and form of requests for new network access and how they will be handled; and
- requiring BT to provide sufficient technical information to telecoms providers to allow them to draft product specifications which satisfy the reasonable requirements.

6.75 We have considered our duties under section 3 of the Act. We consider that, in ensuring access seekers are able to make requests for new forms of network access based on an agreed SoR process, the condition will further the interests of consumers in relevant markets by the promotion of competition, investment and innovation. In this regard we
have taken particular account of section 3(4)(d) of the Act, which highlights the desirability of encouraging investment and innovation in relevant markets.

6.76 We have considered the Community requirements as set out in section 4 of the Act. We consider that the condition will promote competition in relation to the provision of electronic communications networks and encourage the provision of network access for the purpose of securing efficiency and sustainable competition in the markets for electronic communications networks and services.

6.77 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that its purpose is to support the provision of access to BT’s network and non-discrimination obligations in the processing of requests for new network access;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that it applies to BT which is the only telecoms provider that we have found to have SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that it sets out the general process for requests for new forms of network access and thus encourages competition at the retail level, while allowing the detail of the process to be agreed between the dominant provider and industry. As this process is unchanged from its current form, this should minimise the regulatory burden for WLA SoRs; and
- transparent, in that it is clear the intention is to support the provision of access to BT’s networks in order to facilitate competition.

6.78 For the reasons set out above, we consider that the condition is appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.

**Requirement not to unduly discriminate and Equivalence of Inputs (EOI)**

**Our proposals**

6.79 In our March 2017 WLA Consultation we proposed to reimpose the condition prohibiting BT from unduly discriminating in the provision of network access in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

6.80 In addition, we proposed an EOI condition should continue to apply to key wholesale services.

6.81 In our April 2017 DPA Consultation, we proposed a ‘no undue discrimination’ condition on BT. We explained that we would interpret this condition as requiring strict equivalence in respect of all processes and sub-products that contribute to the supply and consumption of duct access, unless BT can demonstrate that a difference is justified. Further detail on how the requirement not to unduly discriminate applies to DPA is set out in Volume 3.

6.82 In the December 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed an amendment to the draft SMP condition prohibiting BT from targeting reduced wholesale charges for FTTC in areas where
rivals are starting to build new networks, to address the risk that BT could prevent or reduce competitor network rollout of full-fibre. Stakeholder responses and our decision to include this provision in the no undue discrimination SMP condition are set out in Section 11.

**Stakeholder responses**

6.83 Openreach said we should consider the impact of the reforms to Openreach, and the impact of its separation, stating that it has already started to change the way it operates and intends to have all changes implemented by April 2018. It commented that the Commitments and Openreach reforms would remove the risk of Openreach engaging in strategic discrimination in favour of its own downstream divisions.\(^{303}\)

6.84 Openreach also commented that we should consider removing the no undue discrimination and EOI requirements from all products and services, in light of increased competition and Ofcom’s duty to remove the regulatory burden.\(^{304}\)

6.85 Vodafone, TalkTalk and \([\geq]\) all supported the re-imposition of the no undue discrimination obligation and EOI.\(^{305}\)

6.86 TalkTalk also argued that we have not yet imposed EOI obligations on all services Openreach sells, such as space and power within exchanges, despite Openreach having SMP in relation to these services, which are required for an MPF-based provider to operate. TalkTalk argued we should apply EOI to space and power\(^{306}\) within exchanges.

6.87 Scottish Futures Trust argued that we should “ensure Openreach provide sufficient EOI for other service providers to guard against market distortion at the service level”, which, it argued, will be especially important in areas where there is less/limited competition.

**Our reasoning and decisions**

**Reason for imposing non-discrimination obligation**

6.88 A non-discrimination obligation is intended as a complementary remedy to the network access obligation, primarily to prevent the dominant provider from discriminating in favour of its own downstream divisions in a way that would harm competition and competing telecoms providers. Without such an obligation, the dominant provider has the ability and incentive to provide wholesale network access on terms and conditions that discriminate in favour of its own downstream divisions, thus distorting competition and harming consumers’ interests.

\(^{303}\) Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 160 and 185-186.

\(^{304}\) Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 187.

\(^{305}\) Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 59; TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 5.40-5.41; \([\geq]\) response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 6.

\(^{306}\) Scottish Futures Trust response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 5.
Forms of non-discrimination obligations

6.89 A non-discrimination obligation can have different forms of implementation:

- Strict non-discrimination, or EOI (i.e. a complete prohibition of discrimination with no discretion) – the dominant provider provides exactly the same services to all telecoms providers (including its own downstream divisions) on the same timescales, terms and conditions (prices, service levels), same systems and by providing the same information.

- Less strict non-discrimination, or EOO (i.e. more flexibility, certain discriminatory conduct possible) – the dominant provider provides all wholesale inputs to access seekers in a manner which is sufficiently comparable in terms of functionality and price to what the dominant provider provides to its downstream divisions (but could be using different systems and processes) to avoid harm to downstream competition.

6.90 Article 10 of the Access Directive provides a basis for imposing both EOI and a less strict interpretation of non-discrimination which only prevents discrimination that is undue.

6.91 We believe EOI is the most effective form of non-discrimination, as outlined in Ofcom’s 2004-05 Strategic Review of Telecommunications. In principle, EOI delivers advantages over EOO. It generates better incentives on the dominant undertaking to improve the services it offers to its competitors, and it increases transparency. It therefore offers greater potential to address the issue of inequality of access in a sustainable fashion.

6.92 EOI also provides greater certainty in ensuring non-discrimination for non-price terms, as it requires BT’s downstream businesses to use the same systems, processes and information as its competitors in relation to the development, provision, maintenance and repair of access services. Non-price discriminatory behaviour is more difficult to detect (and address) through EOO.

6.93 Therefore, we believe it is proportionate to impose EOI where that is the current approach, given this will entail low ongoing costs once the initial costs have been incurred. We would also generally consider EOI would be proportionate for new services, as systems and processes can be developed on an EOI basis from the start. However, we recognise EOI may be costly to introduce for some existing services (because of the need to re-engineer existing systems and processes). In cases where EOI does not apply, it may still be appropriate to have non-discrimination obligations, for example, in the form of EOO.

Need for non-discrimination obligations in WLA

6.94 The services provided in the WLA market by BT are essential components for competing providers, and for many downstream products and services, for both residential consumers

---

307 Compliance with this obligation would need to establish whether the discrimination in question was undue. See Ofcom, 2005. Undue discrimination by SMP providers – How Ofcom will investigate potential contraventions on competition grounds of requirements not to unduly discriminate imposed on SMP providers.

308 As implemented by section 87(6)(a) of the Act.


and businesses. This means that the majority of consumers rely on BT’s network, even if they do not obtain their telecoms services from BT. Therefore, we believe we need to prohibit BT from engaging in both price and non-price discrimination.

6.95 We are concerned that BT, by virtue of its SMP in this market, may be incentivised to provide wholesale network access services on terms and conditions that discriminate in favour of its own downstream divisions. For example, BT could charge competing providers more, or offer the same services on a slower timescale, than its own divisions. Moreover, we believe BT has the ability and incentive to supply services with different levels of quality.\(^\text{310}\) We consider this risk to be especially high where BT provides a range of service variants, such as different GEA speed and installation options, some of which BT’s downstream divisions may not use. There is therefore a risk that BT could favour the variants its own downstream divisions consume over those it does not. In this case EOI would not be, or would be less, effective.

6.96 We have considered the Notification made to Ofcom, but as discussed in the previous section on our approach to remedies, and above in regard to the SoR process, there remains the scope for BT to discriminate, and for its actions to have a discriminatory effect even if this were not BT’s intention (for instance, some volume discounts could favour the largest customer of Openreach, BT Consumer, and potentially be detrimental to other downstream competitors), thereby damaging competition and harming consumer choice. Therefore, it is not appropriate to remove the no undue discrimination from all services. As outlined above in regard to the impact of the separation of Openreach on the SoR process, the Commitments are designed to operate alongside Ofcom’s regulation of BT’s SMP in individual product markets, and the setting of SMP regulation and Conditions already considers the existence of the Undertakings and the functionally separate nature of Openreach and its obligation to supply products on an EOI basis.

**Imposition of EOI**

6.97 We consider that discriminatory behaviour by BT in the supply of WLA services could undermine competition in downstream markets, to the detriment of consumers. If BT, which has the incentive and ability to do so, were to offer access to its products and do so unfairly, by unduly discriminating in favour of its own downstream business, then there would not be a level playing field for other telecoms providers to compete effectively with BT, as these products are a key (given BT is the dominant provider) input for competitor telecoms providers. Therefore, in light of our concerns about BT’s ability and incentive to act in a discriminatory way, the adverse impact this may have on competition, and our reasoning in paragraphs above that EOI is generally likely to be the most effective approach to restrict such discrimination, we have concluded that EOI is the most effective non-discrimination remedy. Moreover, we believe re-imposing the EOI condition on BT, where it already provides access services on an EOI basis, is proportionate. The condition

\(^{310}\) For instance, by providing different Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and Service Level Guarantees (SLGs), repairing services on different timescales, creating new variants restricted to the requirements of its downstream division or taking longer to address/avoiding addressing requirements of competitors.
on BT to provide EOI also includes new access services; however, we can consent in writing
to the provision of network access on a non-EOI basis to provide flexibility where
circumstances warrant it. In addition to excluding services not currently provided on an EOI
basis the condition specifically excludes SLU (and DPA as further discussed in Volume 3).

6.98 In regard to TalkTalk’s comments about Ofcom not implementing EOI on all of the products
Openreach sells, such as space and power in the local exchanges, we believe that the
current arrangement, as determined by the variations to BT’s Undertakings in 2008, which considered EOI for space and power, is the simplest and most proportionate
solution. These variations establish EOI for some part of the arrangements (e.g. the space
reservation process) and everything else is subject to the no undue discrimination
obligation. Moreover, the level of downstream competition, and the extent of LLU and
VULA rollout, shows that the current process is working well. The current arrangement is a
proportionate measure for facilitating equality for space and power in the exchange.
Imposing a requirement for complete equality for space and power would be extremely
complex, expensive, and therefore disproportionate.

6.99 In response to Scottish Futures Trust, as set out above, EOI is our preferred approach to
imposing non-discrimination obligations on providers with SMP. We have followed this
approach in cases where we consider this to be appropriate and proportionate.

**Imposition of no undue discrimination obligations**

6.100 In cases where EOI does not apply, we consider the risk of discriminatory behaviour still
arises. As such, we are requiring BT to provide services that are not subject to EOI on a
basis that is not unduly discriminatory.

6.101 In our guidelines on how we interpret undue discrimination by SMP providers, we explain
that the aim of a no undue discrimination condition is to ensure that a vertically integrated
SMP operator does not treat itself in a way that benefits itself, its subsidiaries or its
partners in such a way as to have a material adverse effect on competition. Furthermore,
we explain that undue discrimination:

6.102 “describes when an SMP provider does not reflect relevant differences between (or does
not reflect relevant similarities in) the circumstances of customers in the transaction
conditions it offers, and where such behaviour could harm competition”. 314

---

311 The variation put in place, and current arrangements, are commitments from Openreach to implementing a proactive
review process of space availability, audit exchanges where conflicts in requirements for space may occur and establish a
process by which allocations of space for BT’s NGN are made.

312 Ofcom, 2008. Variations to BT’s Undertakings under the Enterprise Act 2002 in respect of BT’s NGN, Space and Power

313 These arrangements will remain in place until BT’s Commitments are withdrawn as part of the separation of Openreach.
Once the Undertakings have been revoked and Openreach has been separated, we would expect BT to continue these
arrangements given BT will be under a wider obligation of ‘equal treatment’ under the Commitments.

Consistency with EC Recommendations

6.103 We have also taken utmost account of the EC’s Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation in reaching our decision to impose a no undue discrimination condition on BT. There are three clauses relevant in this regard:

“that NRAs should ensure that the SMP operator provides wholesale inputs on at least an EOO basis (clause 9);

that NRAs should ensure that when a non-discrimination obligation is imposed, access seekers can use the relevant systems and processes with the same degree of reliability and performance as the SMP operator’s own downstream retail arm (clause 10); and

that NRAs should require SMP operators subject to a non-discrimination obligation to provide access seekers with regulated wholesale inputs that allow the access seeker to effectively replicate technically new retail offers of the downstream retail arm of the SMP operator, in particular where EOI is not fully implemented (clause 11).”

6.104 We consider that the no undue discrimination obligation which we are re-imposing is consistent with the Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation. The Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation (clause 10) makes clear that we should ensure that whatever the systems and processes used by access seekers, the end result provides the same degree of reliability and performance to that enjoyed by the SMP operator’s own downstream retail division.

6.105 We note that the Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation also provides for the application of a technical replicability test, whether undertaken by the SMP operator and provided to the NRA or undertaken by the NRA itself, to ensure that access seekers can technically replicate new retail offers of the downstream business of the SMP operator.

6.106 We stated in the 2014 FAMR that, having taken utmost account of the Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation, it was neither appropriate nor proportionate to impose specific technical replicability requirements on BT. In this review, we conclude that having regard to the other remedies we are implementing to address BT’s SMP – notably EOI – it is not additionally necessary to impose a technical replicability requirement.

6.107 We are satisfied that the regulated wholesale inputs, which have been carefully developed to ensure they are fit for purpose, ensure that competitors can technically replicate BT’s fibre-based and copper loop-based retail offerings. Consequently, having taken utmost account of the Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation in relation to technical replicability, we consider that the additional imposition of a technical replicability test is not appropriate or proportionate. We are satisfied that, where access seekers demand network access in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area, the necessary

---

provisions are in place to enable them to access regulated wholesale inputs that enable them to technically replicate BT’s downstream retail offers.

**Legal tests**

6.108 We are satisfied that the conditions we have decided to impose for no undue discrimination and EOI meet the various tests set out in the Act.

6.109 Section 87(6)(a) of the Act authorises the setting of an SMP services condition requiring the dominant provider not to discriminate unduly against particular persons, or against a particular description of persons, in relation to matters connected with the provision of network access.

6.110 We have considered our duties under section 3 and all the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. In particular, the conditions are aimed at promoting competition and securing efficient and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit of consumers by preventing BT from leveraging its SMP through discriminatory behaviour into related downstream markets.

6.111 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that they provide safeguards to ensure competitors, and hence consumers, are not disadvantaged by BT discriminating in favour of its own downstream activities or between competing providers;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that the no undue-discrimination and EOI conditions will apply to BT which is the only telecoms provider which we have found has SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that it seeks to prevent discrimination that would adversely affect competition and ultimately cause detriment to consumers, and in relation to the requirement on BT to provide services on an EOI basis, that requirement only applies where BT is already providing services on the basis of EOI; and
- transparent, in that the conditions are clear in what they are intended to achieve.

6.112 For the reasons set out above, we consider that the conditions are appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.

**The EC Recommendations and BEREC Common Position**

6.113 We have explained above how we have taken into consideration the EC Recommendation on consistent non-discrimination obligations and costing methodologies to promote competition and enhance the broadband investment environment (EC Recommendation).316

---

316 September 2013 EC Recommendation on non-discrimination obligations.
We have also taken utmost account of the BEREC Common Position, which in regard to achieving the objective of a level playing field, identifies, among other things, best practice that:

“BP19 NRAs should impose an obligation on SMP CPs requiring equivalence, and justify the exact form of it, in light of the competition problems they have identified.

BP19a NRAs are best placed to determine the exact application of the form of equivalence on a product-by-product basis. For example, a strict application of EOI is most likely to be justified in those cases where the incremental design and implementation costs of imposing it are very low (because equivalence can be built into the design of new processes) and for certain key legacy services (where the benefits are very high compared to the material costs of retro-fitting EOI into existing business processes). In other cases, EOO would still be a sufficient and proportionate approach to ensure non-discrimination (e.g. when the wholesale product already shares most of the infrastructure and services with the product used by the downstream arm of the SMP operator).”

Ensuring transparency

Requirements for transparency of charges, terms and conditions in markets in which one operator is dominant are complementary remedies to ensure that third-party providers are able to make effective use of the dominant operator’s network access. We explain below our decisions to reimpose on BT requirements to:

- publish a Reference Offer;
- notify changes to charges, terms and conditions; and
- notify technical information.

Requirement to publish a Reference Offer

Our proposals

BT is currently required to publish a Reference Offer (RO) in relation to the provision of network access in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area. The RO must include terms and conditions for provisioning, technical information, SLAs and SLGs, and availability of co-location. BT is also required to publish further information in its RO

---

317 BEREC, 2012. Common Position on best practice in remedies on the market for wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access (including shared or fully unbundled access) at a fixed location imposed as a consequence of a position of significant market power in the relevant market. www.berec.europa.eu/files/document_register_store/2012/12/20121208163628_BoR_(12)_127__BEREC__COMMON_POSITION_ON_BEST_PRACTICE_IN_REMEDIES_ON_THE_MARKET_FOR_WHOLESALE.pdf.

318 In this respect, the BEREC Common Position identifies the following competition issues which arise frequently: SMP players having an unfair advantage; having unmatchable advantage, by virtue of their economies of scale and scope, especially if derived from a position of incumbency; discriminating in favour of their own group business (or between its own wholesale customers), either on price or non-price issues; and exhibiting obstructive and foot-dragging behaviour.
concerning LLU and VULA network access remedies. We proposed to reimpose this condition.

6.117 We proposed to add a requirement for BT’s VULA RO to include SLAs in respect of “completion of the transfer of the service”; “line working at completion of the provisioning process” and “attending fault repair appointments”, with associated proactive SLGs to match the package of minimum SLAs and SLGs which are included in BT’s MPF RO.

6.118 We proposed not to reimpose the 2008 SLG Direction, but to include key elements of this direction into the SMP condition on Reference Offers, including a requirement for BT to make SLG payments on a proactive basis.

6.119 We also proposed to require BT to publish a RO in regard to DPA. Stakeholders responses and the detail of our decision on a RO for DPA are discussed in Volume 3.

**Stakeholder responses**

6.120 Vodafone stated it supports remedies which ensure price publication and transparency. and Openreach agreed that BT should be required to publish an RO and agreed the RO should include SLGs and SLAs.

6.121 Vodafone disagreed with our proposal to remove the 2008 SLG Direction, stating that important detail about the SLA and SLG framework cannot be captured within an SMP condition, though agreed that some parts are out of date and can be deleted.

6.122 Vodafone and were concerned that certain principles of the 2008 SLG Statement have not been included in our proposed SMP conditions, including our position that it is not appropriate for SLG payments to be linked to forecasting. Vodafone and were also concerned that we did not propose to retain the list of possible methodologies for calculating SLG payments set out in the 2008 SLG Statement as this list is used by industry as a basis for SLG negotiations.

6.123 Vodafone also commented that Ofcom should review the DPA SLGs via a Direction if it becomes clear current SLGs are no longer suitable, and stated the condition should include the right for Ofcom to review and approve contested clauses before BT publishes a RO for DPA. Finally, Vodafone stated that BT might change its contracts for SLGs unilaterally.

---


320 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 59.

321 [X]; Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 189.


323 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Annex 1 – paragraph 13; [X]; [X]

324 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Annex 1 - paragraph 19a.

325 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Annex 1 - paragraph 13b.
TalkTalk claimed that industry often makes reference to the 2008 SLG Directions in negotiating SLG payments, and so Ofcom should either keep them or replicate their obligations in a single, easy-to-reference guidance document. However, TalkTalk did agree to extending the RO requirements on VULA.  

[3<] commented that SLGs cannot be linked to forecasting, and that Ofcom must take a strong position to deny BT “any ability to game their obligations” to the detriment of competition and consumers. [3<] said that BT might start linking all SLG payments to forecasting with the removal of the 2008 SLG Directions, and argued that the complex value chain of wholesalers and resellers does not lend itself to accurate forecasting. [3<] did, however, acknowledge that the SLA and SLG principles had been carried over in the consultation proposals.  

Openreach agreed with our proposal not to reimpose the 2008 SLG Direction, citing the OTA2’s role in facilitating SLG/SLA negotiation as being highly effective since the process was set up as part of the 2014 FAMR. It agreed that SLAs/SLGs are an important part of contracts and said it had recently made significant progress on agreeing them with industry, with 17 new or enhanced SLAs/SLGs being introduced since November 2014, when the FAMR’s new process was implemented.

Our reasoning and decisions

Reference offers

A requirement to publish a RO has two main purposes:

- to assist transparency for the monitoring of potential anti-competitive behaviour; and
- to give visibility to the terms and conditions on which other providers will purchase wholesale services.

The RO helps ensure stability (in regard to investment and promoting market entry) in the WLA market, allowing for speedier negotiations, avoiding possible disputes and giving confidence to those purchasing wholesale services that they are being provided on non-discriminatory terms. Without this, market entry might be deterred to the detriment of long-term competition and hence consumers.

Section 87(6)(c) of the Act authorises the setting of SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to publish, in such a manner as Ofcom may direct, the terms and conditions on which it is willing to enter into an access contract. Section 87(6)(d) also permits the setting of SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to include specified terms and conditions in the RO. Finally, section 87(6)(e) permits the setting of SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to make such modifications to the RO as may be directed from time to time.
6.130 We remain of the view that it is still important that access seekers have transparency of the terms and conditions on which they purchase wholesale services from BT. We note in this regard that all respondents to our consultation on this issue agreed with the need for an RO requirement.

6.131 We believe that the current requirement on BT to publish a RO has been effective in meeting the purposes of the regulation. We have therefore decided to reimpose the current requirement for BT to publish ROs for WLA services.

6.132 The condition specifies the information to be included in the RO and how the RO should be published. The published RO must set out (as a minimum):

- a clear description of the services on offer including technical characteristics and operational processes for service establishment, ordering and repair;
- the locations of points of network access and the technical standards for network access;
- conditions for access to ancillary and supplementary services associated with the network access including operational support systems and databases etc.;
- contractual terms and conditions, including dispute resolution and contract negotiation/renegotiation arrangements;
- charges, terms and payment procedures;
- service level agreements and service level guarantees; and
- to the extent that BT uses the service in a different manner to other telecoms providers or uses similar services, BT is required to publish a RO in relation to those services.

6.133 We further consider it appropriate to retain, for the purposes of transparency, the existing additional RO requirements for MPF services that we consider BT should be required to provide. These require BT to, among other things, include in an RO details of MPF colocation arrangements (the provision and use of space and services in MDF sites) and what service aspects Service Level Guarantees and Service Level Commitments to cover. To the extent that BT continues to provide SMPF under its general access remedy, we would expect it to be reasonable for similar details to be included in its SMPF RO as its MPF RO.

6.134 In Volume 3, we set out the RO requirements that specifically relate to DPA.

**SLAs and SLGs**

6.135 In order to be effective, it is important that the contractual arrangements for the supply of LLU and VULA products and services that telecoms providers buy from BT in the wholesale markets are such that:

- they incentivise the efficient provision of reliable services to BT’s wholesale customers;
- they set out fair and reasonable compensation payments for delays in delivery and repair of such services; and
- they allow BT and its wholesale customers to monitor effectively the performance of BT’s provision and repair regulated wholesale services.

6.136 In order to achieve these objectives, contractual arrangements need to include:
• a set of SLAs which reflect the commercial SLAs provided to wholesale customers of fixed line voice and broadband services; and
• a set of SLGs which set out fair and reasonable compensation for delays in the provision and repair of such services.

6.137 For LLU and VULA services, we have decided to impose a regulatory requirement for BT to include SLAs and SLGs in its RO. However, BT and its customers are free to negotiate the terms of these SLAs and SLGs and to incorporate additional terms. These negotiations are facilitated by the OTA2. Condition 8.5 in Annex 33 sets out the list of the minimum set of services to which an SLA/SLG should apply.

6.138 In light of market take-up of SFBB, and also for consistency, we have decided to add a new requirement for BT’s VULA RO to include a set of SLAs331 to match the package of minimum SLAs and SLGs which we consider remain appropriate for inclusion in BT’s MPF RO. Having observed the growth in demand for SFBB and our expectations for further growth, we consider that it is now appropriate and proportionate to require that BT’s VULA RO provides telecoms providers with the same expectations as MPF regarding the minimum set of SLAs with SLGs they should receive from BT. We consider that our proposals make no material change to the status quo as SLAs and service credits for the equivalence management platform are provided for in BT’s current contract for VULA.

**Removal of 2008 SLG Direction**

6.139 The 2008 SLG Directions required BT to amend its network access contracts for the supply of LLU to, among other things, provide for BT to pay compensation for LLU proactively and to pay Equivalence Management Platform (EMP) service credits for LLU proactively. The 2008 SLG Directions also set out certain principles, including statements regarding the appropriateness of linking SLG payments to forecasting as well as a list of possible methodologies for calculating SLG payments.

6.140 These amendments to BT’s terms and conditions are now well established in BT’s relevant contractual agreements for the supply of regulated wholesale access products.

6.141 We note Vodafone’s concern that certain principles from the 2008 SLG Directions might not be captured in all BT’s current or future reference offers. We consider that BT’s relevant contractual agreements should continue to reflect the amendments to BT’s relevant terms and conditions required by the 2008 SLG Directions, unless changes have been agreed subject to negotiation by due process (as discussed further below). Any new contractual agreements will also be subject to negotiation and, as such, are likely to be based on similar principles to those included in existing relevant contractual agreements.

6.142 We note Vodafone’s concern that BT might change its contracts for SLGs unilaterally. However, the relevant contractual agreements sets limitations on the circumstances in

---

330 For VULA, this takes the form of an SLA/SLG for appointment availability, the completion of provision work, completion of repair work and missed appointments.
331 These are “completion of the transfer of the service”, “line working at completion of the provisioning process” and “attending fault repair appointments”.
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which BT may change, without notice, its SLG contracts. Any other contractual changes can only be made, in accordance with the relevant contractual provisions, following negotiations between BT and other telecoms providers. In making any such changes BT would also be required to comply with its obligation to provide network access on fair and reasonable terms and conditions.

6.143 In the 2014 FAMR Statement, we adopted (after consultation with stakeholders) contract negotiation principles and SLA/SLG assessment criteria to be applied to future industry negotiations in relation to SLAs/SLGs facilitated by the OTA2. Where industry negotiations in relation to SLAs/SLGs do not result in an agreement, BT and its customers remain able to refer a dispute to Ofcom.

6.144 For these reasons, rather than relying on the 2008 SLG Directions as the source of regulatory obligations on BT, we have decided that it is more appropriate to include certain key elements of those directions in the SMP Reference Offer condition, in particular the requirement to provide for proactive compensation payments to telecoms providers and to include SLAs with SLGs for the availability of BT’s Equivalence Management Platform.

6.145 We have considered concern that BT might start linking SLG payments to forecasting with the removal of the 2008 SLG Directions. In our 2008 SLG Statement we stated a general view that it is not appropriate for SLG payments to be linked to forecasting. We also included a specific obligation in the LLU contract for MPF and SMPF, to remove the link between SLG payments and forecasting for late provisions.

6.146 We note that BT’s current contracts for WLR, MPF and GEA do not link SLG payments to forecasting, except in relation to Appointment Availability for certain telecoms providers. While we recognise the importance of accurate forecasting, we do not believe that linking SLGs to forecasting would be appropriate for any other situation for SLGs for WLR, MPF or GEA, since in relation to areas such as repairs or the contract delivery date, forecasting bears little relevance to BT’s ability to respond to changes in demand.

6.147 The 2008 SLG Directions required BT to amend its terms and conditions governing the supply of LLU. We considered this was necessary to address the competition concerns we had identified at that time. Since then, as markets have evolved, we have imposed on BT a requirement to provide network access in the form of VULA to enable telecoms providers to access BT’s network to provide competitive SFBB services to customers, and (as explained in Section 7) we have now decided to remove the requirement on BT to provide SMPF as a specific form of network access. We therefore consider that it is appropriate to include the elements of the 2008 SLG Directions described above in the SMP condition for GEA, along with MPF. We consider that our decision makes no material change to the status quo as service credits for EMP and the requirement to pay compensation proactively are provided for in BT’s current contract for GEA.

6.148 Vodafone and said that the list of possible methodologies for calculating SLG payments set out in the 2008 SLG Directions continues to be used as a basis for negotiations. We note that this list was only included in the main 2008 Statement of the SLG Directions by way of describing the different principles that generally applied in commercial transactions, and was not part of the requirements imposed in the directions.
themselves. We continue to consider that in standard commercial circumstances, it is possible to use various methodologies to calculate SLG payments, such as:

- lost/delayed revenue as a result of the failure;
- lost customers;
- compensation paid by telecoms providers to their end-users;
- additional costs of customer service relating to the failure;
- operational costs to the telecoms provider of dealing with Openreach as a result of the failure; and
- damage to reputation.

6.149 We recognise that the methodologies used to calculate SLGs may vary on a case by case basis. As noted above, where industry negotiations do not result in an agreement, BT and its telecoms provider customers are able to raise the matter with us. We also note that providers can make claims for additional losses in addition to those set out in the SLA/SLGs.

6.150 Regarding TalkTalk’s concern that the provisions of the 2008 SLG Directions should be included in a single guidance document, the provisions were not intended to be an exhaustive list of principles relating to SLA/SLG negotiations and we do not believe that we will unduly affect negotiations by not including the provisions of the 2008 SLG Directions in a single document.

6.151 We have decided it is not necessary or appropriate to reimpose the 2008 SLG Directions for LLU in the next market review period. Instead, as discussed above, we have decided to include certain key provisions of these Directions in BT’s Reference Offer condition for MPF and GEA.

6.152 We consider that the reasons BT’s contracts for certain services must provide for proactive compensation payments to telecoms providers remain relevant today. We have therefore included in the SMP conditions a requirement that SLG payments are made on a proactive basis by BT. This is reflected in the definition of “Service Level Guarantees” in the SMP conditions.

6.153 We also consider that the Reference Offer SMP condition requires specific service level commitments on the availability of the relevant operational support systems (by which telecoms providers make requests for service provision, transfers and fault repair as applicable). This is reflected in SMP Condition 8.4.

**Legal tests**

6.154 For the reasons set out below, we are satisfied that the condition for BT in the WLA market within the UK excluding the Hull Area meets the various tests set out in the Act.

6.155 As explained above, sections 87(6)(c), (d) and (e) authorise the SMP condition we propose to make.

6.156 We consider that the condition meets our statutory obligations and the Community requirements under sections 3 and 4 of the Act.
6.157 The requirement to publish a RO will, in combination with a requirement not to unduly discriminate, facilitate service interoperability and allow telecoms providers to make informed decisions about future entry into downstream markets. Further, the obligation will enable purchasers to adjust their downstream offerings in competition with BT, in response to changes in BT’s terms and conditions. Finally, the obligation will make it easier for us and other telecoms providers to monitor any instances of discrimination. Therefore, we consider that the condition in particular furthers the interests of consumers in relevant markets by the promotion of competition in line with section 3 of the Act.

6.158 We consider that the condition meets the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. In particular, the condition promotes competition and encourages the provision of network access and service interoperability for the purpose of securing efficient and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit of consumers. The publication of an RO means that other telecoms providers will have the necessary information readily available to allow them to make informed decisions about entry into downstream markets.

6.159 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that it encourages competition, provides market stability and helps us to monitor discriminatory behaviour through the publication of terms and conditions;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that it is proposed only for BT which is the only telecoms provider that we have found to have SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that only information that is necessary to allow telecoms providers to make informed decisions about competing in downstream markets is required to be provided; and
- transparent, in that the condition is clear in its intention that BT publish details of its WLA offerings.

6.160 Article 9(4) of the Access Directive requires that where network access obligations are imposed, NRAs shall ensure the publication of a RO containing at least the elements set out in Annex II to that Directive – we are satisfied that this requirement is met.

6.161 For the reasons set out above, we consider that the condition is appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.

Consistency with EC Recommendation and the BEREC Common Position

6.162 The EC Recommendation provides that NRAs should require SMP operators to implement SLAs alongside KPIs, which should include SLGs in the case of a breach of the SLA. The EC Recommendation also indicates that payment of financial penalties should, in principle, be made automatic and be sufficiently dissuasive. We have taken into account the EC Recommendation in relation to SLAs and SLGs and our decisions in relation to this issue will be discussed in more detail in our section on the Quality of Service remedies.
We have also taken utmost account of the BEREC Common Position in reaching our decision.\textsuperscript{332} In relation to the objective of to assist transparency for the monitoring of potential anti-competitive behaviour; and giving visibility to the terms and conditions on which other providers will purchase wholesale services, the BEREC Common Position identifies, among other things, as best practice that:\textsuperscript{333}

“\textbf{BP26} NRAs should require SMP operators to provide clarity of terms and conditions of access (including those relating to relevant ancillary services) by publishing a Reference Offer (RO), the key elements of which should be specified or approved by the NRA. All material contractual terms and conditions which are known or knowable at the time of publication should be covered clearly.

\textbf{BP26a} NRAs should require SMP operators to take into account any reasonable views of wholesale customers in their RO, in particular regarding the evolution of the service offered.

\textbf{BP26b} NRAs should require SMP operators to publish the RO (i.e. make it operational) within a reasonable time after NRAs have imposed the obligation to grant access. NRAs should give guidance on the reasonable timeframe on a case by case basis.

\textbf{BP26c} NRAs should require SMP operators to update the RO as necessary, and in a timely manner (see BP22), to reflect relevant changes such as developments in line with market and technology evolution and/or changes to prices, terms and conditions for existing services or technical and operational characteristics. Where NRAs follow a pre-approval process, NRAs should further require SMP operators to inform them before publishing the necessary amendments to the RO.

\textbf{BP26d} Where applicable, NRAs should impose an obligation on SMP operators in relation to the minimum amount of information to be made available in the RO.

\textbf{BP26e} After lifting an obligation to apply a RO, NRAs should ensure that SMP operators provide provisions for the change in the contractual conditions which are in place on the basis of that RO for a transitional period to be determined accordingly.”

\textsuperscript{332} BEREC, 2012. \textit{Common Position on best practice in remedies on the market for wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access (including shared or fully unbundled access) at a fixed location imposed as a consequence of a position of significant market power in the relevant market.} 
\url{www.berec.europa.eu/files/document_register_store/2012/12/20121208163628_BoR_(12)_127__BEREC__COMMON_POSITION_ON_BEST_PRACTICE_IN_REMEDIES_ON_THE_MARKET_FOR_WHOLESALE.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{333} In this respect the BEREC Common Position identifies as a competition issue that SMP operators may have an incentive to discriminate in favour of their own downstream operations in relation to the quality of wholesale access products. As a result, access products may not be of reasonable quality and service levels may not be comparable with those provided by the SMP operators to their own downstream businesses.
In relation to the objective of achieving reasonable quality of access products (operational aspects), the BEREC Common Position identifies, among other things, as best practice that:

"BP32 NRAs should require SMP operators to provide a reasonable defined level of service.

BP32a Service Level Agreements (SLAs) should cover specific service areas. Services areas when SLAs are most likely to be necessary are ordering, delivery, service (availability) and maintenance (repair).

BP32b SLAs should be made available to wholesale operators. To ensure maximum transparency and comparability of the terms provided by SMP operators to alternative operators and their downstream arm, all SLAs could be made available to all relevant wholesale customers (including those from outside a specific Member State). For example, SMP operators could make them available on demand or automatically publish these on their website (as part of their RO).

BP32c NRAs should take oversight for the process of setting SLAs. NRAs should determine the level of their involvement in this process by taking into account specific market circumstances and particular concerns for discriminatory behaviour.

BP33 NRAs should impose a generic requirement on SMP operators to provide Service Level Guarantees (SLGs).

BP33a SLGs should cover all necessary specific service areas. Service areas where SLGs are most likely to be necessary are ordering, delivery, service (availability) and maintenance (repair).

BP33b SLG payments should be made without undue delay and should be proactive in nature. That is, with a pre-established process for the payment and billing of the SLGs among operators and without the need for alternative operators to request the intervention of any third party i.e. NRAs or courts.

BP33c NRAs should take oversight for the process of setting SLGs. NRAs should determine the level of their involvement in this process by taking into account specific market circumstances and particular concerns for discriminatory behaviour."

We consider that our decision is consistent with the best practice set out in the BEREC Common Position.

---

334 In this respect the BEREC Common Position identifies as a competition issue that SMP operators may have an incentive to discriminate in favour of their own downstream operations in relation to the quality of wholesale access services. As a result, access services may not be of reasonable quality and service levels may not be comparable with those provided by the SMP operators to their own downstream businesses.
Requirement to notify charges, terms and conditions

Our proposals

6.166 We proposed to make BT subject to an obligation to notify, in writing (known as an Access Charge Change Notice, or ACCN) changes to its charges for wholesale network access products and services.

6.167 Regarding the notice period required for BT to inform its customers of changes, we proposed:

- 90 days for prices, terms and conditions relating to existing WLA services;
- 28 days for prices, terms and conditions relating to new service introductions; and
- 28 days for price reductions and 90 days for associated conditions (for example, conditions applied to Special Offers) and the end of temporary price reductions.

Stakeholder responses

6.168 Vodafone said it supported remedies ensuring price publication and transparency, though commented that the SMP conditions should limit BTs ability to change material terms without the consent of other telecoms providers.

6.169 Openreach commented that if it launches a Special Offer (with the required 28 days’ notice) but needs to change the terms and conditions of that offer, this requires 90 days’ notice. Openreach argued the consequence of this is that it is difficult to amend active Special Offers, even when it might benefit telecoms providers. Openreach stated this makes it more cautious when launching Special Offers, and reduces its incentives to make some Special Offers at all. Therefore, it asked us to consider varying the notification period for changes to terms and conditions of Special Offers to 28 days’ notice.

6.170 Openreach also stated that not being able to easily change non-material terms and conditions, due to having to provide 90 days’ notice, can impact the announcement and launch of product developments. Openreach said we should consider allowing BT to change non-material terms and conditions without prior notification.

6.171 Finally, Openreach stated that the current definition of a Special Offer does not allow it to extend or continue a Special Offer either at the current offer price or a price lower than it, or at a price lower than the standard product price, and that this is detrimental to its customers, and ultimately, end consumers.

335 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 10.
336 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation – Annex 1, paragraph 10.
337 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 198.
338 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 200.
339 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 199.
Our reasoning and decisions

6.172 Notification of changes to charges at the wholesale level has the joint purpose of improving transparency for monitoring possible anti-competitive behaviour and giving advance warning of price changes to competing providers who purchase wholesale access services. The latter purpose ensures that competing providers have sufficient time to plan for such changes, as they may want to restructure the prices of their downstream offerings in response to charge changes at the wholesale level. Notifying changes therefore helps to ensure stability in markets.

6.173 While price notification may have a ‘chilling’ effect (where other telecoms providers follow BT’s prices rather than set prices of their own accord), the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area is characterised by a high level of reliance by downstream telecoms providers on BT’s wholesale local access services. Therefore, we believe it is appropriate for BT to be subject to an obligation to notify changes to its charges for wholesale network access services in order to provide the transparency, time to plan for changes and stability needed to facilitate investment and entry.

6.174 We also consider it appropriate to require BT to notify changes to terms and conditions in order to ensure transparency and provide advance warning of changes to allow competing providers sufficient time to plan for them. For the same reasons as outlined above, we consider that notifying changes to terms and conditions will lead to greater market stability, without which incentives to invest might be undermined and market entry made more difficult.

6.175 Section 87(6)(b) of the Act authorises the setting of SMP services conditions which require a dominant provider to publish, in such manner as Ofcom may direct, all such information for the purpose of securing transparency. Section 87(6)(d) also permits the setting of SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to include specified terms and conditions in the RO.

6.176 Regarding the content of the ACCN, we believe it appropriate for it to continue to include:

- a description of the network access in question;
- a reference as to where the terms and conditions associated with the network access in question can be found in BT’s RO;
- the date on which the new charges take effect (or the period over which the new charges will apply);
- the current and proposed charge; and
- other charges for services that would be directly affected by the proposed charge.

Changes to prices

6.177 Changes to prices, terms and conditions for the provision of wholesale inputs in the WLA market (such as VULA and LLU) could have material impacts on consumers. Thus, we have decided to reimpose the current requirement on BT to give advance notice of price changes.
In regard to the timings of the notification, the notification period should allow sufficient time for downstream providers to make necessary changes to their downstream products and services.

In the case where prices are being reduced, we recognise that industry and customers benefit from shorter notification periods. For example, there may be advantages in having a shorter notification period for price reductions that could encourage migration to newer or more efficient services. We therefore consider 28 days to be an appropriate notification period for price reductions for WLA access products and services.

Where Openreach is providing a Special Offer, customers benefit from a shorter notification period to enable them to react faster to the Special Offer, and maintain flexibility to try new services and transition over to the newly priced service, which will benefit consumers through new services and greater availability of choice. We therefore consider 28 days to be an appropriate notification period for Special Offers. We discuss extensions and amendments to Special Offers below.

Where Openreach introduces a new product or service in the WLA market, we consider that the prior notification period should reflect the lesser need for advance notice, since there will not be existing customers for whom wholesale price changes might require revisions to their own pricing or other commercial decisions, and the existing service(s) provide the core set of input services for downstream telecoms providers, and are protected by the longer notification period. We therefore conclude that 28 days remains an appropriate notification period for new products and services.

Changes to non-prices terms and conditions

We consider that 90 days is an appropriate notification period for existing and new WLA products and services and so are maintaining the obligation that, in general, at least 90 days’ notification should be given.

We disagree with Openreach’s suggestion that we amend the condition to allow non-material terms and conditions to be changed without prior notification. We do not consider that, where Openreach plans service development and service launches, the requirement to notify changes to terms and conditions would be problematic, as we believe there is sufficient time in the development cycle of a new service to inform its customers of changes to the terms and conditions. Moreover, there would remain a level of subjectivity for us to assess what constituted a non-material change to the terms and conditions. We would also be concerned about having different conditions depending on whether terms and conditions are material or not, as this could lead to a lack of certainty and transparency on which regulation applies to which terms and conditions. Finally, it is unclear to us how a longer notification period to change non-material terms could have a negative impact on end consumers or competition between telecoms providers purchasing

Examples of new products or services would be Single Order GEA, or a new speed for VULA. If the price of a new service is increased after it was first introduced, then the 90-day notification period would apply.
these services from Openreach. Therefore, we have decided to retain the current requirement.

**Extensions and amendments to Special Offers**

6.184 We have considered Openreach’s submission that a 90-day notification period has a potentially negative impact on its ability to amend Special Offer non-price terms and conditions, due to the misalignment of 28 days’ notice for launching a Special Offer and/or changing prices, compared to 90 days’ notice to change the terms and conditions of the Special Offer. We can see that this has the potential to make it difficult for Openreach to amend Special Offers in their lifetimes, even when it might be beneficial to customers to do so. We agree that this could impact Openreach’s incentive to launch Special Offers and so are requiring Openreach to provide only 28 days’ notice where it plans to amend the terms and conditions of a Special Offer.

6.185 In regard to Openreach’s comments about the drafting of the SMP condition not allowing them to extend Special Offers, we have amended the wording of the SMP condition to allow Openreach, where it has notified its customers of the price that will apply at the end of the Special Offer, to extend the Special Offer. Where the extension is at the current Special Offer price or below, we are requiring Openreach to provide one working day’s notice. Where Openreach extends he offer at another price that is below the one originally notified as the price to apply when the original Special Offer ended, or where it extends a Special Offer on updated T&Cs, we are requiring 28 days’ notice. For clarity, we have therefore outlined the notification periods in Table 6.2 that will apply for where Special Offers are extended or amended.

**Table 6.2: Notification periods on Openreach for amending or extending Special Offers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amendment to Special Offer</th>
<th>Amendment concerns</th>
<th>Notification period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If Openreach wants to extend a Special Offer at the current SO price or lower price and current T&amp;Cs</td>
<td>Prices and T&amp;Cs</td>
<td>Next working day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Openreach wants to extend a Special Offer on current T&amp;Cs at a price above the initial Special Offer price but below the standard price</td>
<td>Prices</td>
<td>28 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Openreach wants to extend a special offer on updated T&amp;Cs or amend T&amp;Cs of existing Special Offer, irrespective of price</td>
<td>T&amp;Cs</td>
<td>28 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Openreach further elaborated in their written response, stating it reduces the incentive to make SOs. Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 198.
Legal tests

For the reasons set out below, we are satisfied that the conditions for BT in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area meet the various tests set out in the Act.

Section 87(6)(b) of the Act authorises the setting of SMP services conditions which require a dominant provider to publish, for the purpose of securing transparency, all such information in such manner as Ofcom may direct. Section 87(6)(d) also permits the setting of SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to include specified terms and conditions in the RO.

We have also considered our duties under the Act, including our general duties under section 3, and all the Community requirements set out in section 4, of the Act. We note, in particular, that the condition is aimed at promoting competition and securing efficient and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit of consumers by ensuring that telecoms providers have the necessary information about changes to terms, conditions and charges sufficiently in advance to allow them to make informed decisions about competing in downstream markets.

Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that there are clear benefits from the notification of changes in terms of ensuring that providers are able to make informed decisions within an appropriate timeframe about competing in downstream markets;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that it applies to BT which is the only telecoms provider that we have found to have SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that only information that other telecoms providers would need to know (in order to adjust for any changes) would have to be notified. Proposed notification periods are the minimum required to allow changes to be reflected in downstream offers which are appropriate to the competitive conditions we find in the WLA market; and
- transparent, in that the condition is clear in its intention and implementation.

For the reasons set out above, we consider that the condition is appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.

Requirement to notify technical information

Our proposals and stakeholder responses

We proposed to reimpose the requirement on BT to publish, in advance, changes to technical information. The existing condition requires the notification of technical information within a reasonable period of time, but not less than 90 days in advance of providing new wholesale services or amending existing technical terms and conditions.

No stakeholders commented on this proposal.
Our reasoning and decisions

6.193 The aim of this regulation is to provide advance notification of changes to technical characteristics to ensure that competing providers have sufficient time to respond to changes that may affect them. For example, a competing provider may need to introduce new equipment or modify existing equipment or systems to support a new or changed technical interface. Similarly, a competing provider may need to make changes to its network in order to support changes in the points of network access or configuration.

6.194 We have decided to reimpose this remedy. This remedy is important in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area to ensure that providers who compete in downstream markets are able to make effective use of existing or, where applicable, new wholesale services provided by BT. The technical information required by other providers includes:

- new or amended technical characteristics, including information on network configuration (e.g. information about the function and connectivity of points of access, such as the connectivity of exchanges to customers and other exchanges), locations of the points of network access, and technical standards (including any usage restrictions and other security issues);
- the information provided currently in the Network Information Publication Principles (NIPP) and Access Network Facilities (ANF) agreement; and
- any other additional information necessary to make use of the WLA services provided.

6.195 We believe that 90 days is the minimum time that competing providers would need to make modifications to their network to support changes.

6.196 The one exception to this is in relation to amendments to technical specifications that are developed and agreed through NICC Standards Limited. NICC is a technical forum for the UK communications sector that develops interoperability standards for public communications networks and services in the UK. NICC specifications are developed by subject matter experts from BT and other telecoms providers and are adopted only with the approval of NICC members. In view of these arrangements, we do not consider it necessary to impose a 90-day notice period where BT proposes to adopt an amended NICC specification, as telecoms providers are likely to already be aware of NICC specifications due to their participation in the forum (and will therefore be satisfied that they have been agreed by industry, and not imposed by BT unilaterally). We do, however, consider that BT should provide notification of changes based on the NICC standard. This is to ensure that published technical information is up to date, as without an obligation to notify changes based on NICC standards, service descriptions for various wholesale services could be out of date or incomplete. Our SMP condition reflects this position.

342 http://www.niccstandards.org.uk/.
Legal tests

6.197 For the reasons set out below, we are satisfied that the conditions for BT in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area meet the various tests set out in the Act.

6.198 Section 87(6)(b) of the Act authorises the setting of SMP services conditions which require a dominant provider to publish, in such manner as Ofcom may direct, all such information for the purpose of securing transparency. Section 87(6)(d) also permits the setting of SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to include specified terms and conditions in the RO.

6.199 We have also considered our statutory obligations and the Community requirements under sections 3 and 4 of the Act.

6.200 We consider that, by ensuring that other telecoms providers are given sufficient time to make any changes to technical specifications that might affect their businesses, the condition furthers the interests of customers in relevant markets by the promotion of competition in line with section 3 of the Act. Further, we consider that, in line with section 4 of the Act, the condition promotes competition in relation to the provision of electronic communications networks and encourages the provision of network access and service interoperability for the purposes of securing efficiency and sustainable competition in downstream markets for electronic communications networks and services, resulting in the maximum benefit for retail consumers.

6.201 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that it enables competing telecoms providers to make full and effective use of network access. The period allows telecoms providers time to react to proposed changes without imposing an unnecessarily long notification period on BT that may restrict its ability to develop and deploy new features or services;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that it is only imposed on BT, which is the only telecoms provider that we have found to have SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that 90 days is considered the minimum period necessary to allow competing telecoms providers to modify their networks; and
- transparent, in that it is clear in its intention that BT notify technical information.

6.202 For the reasons set out above, we consider that the condition is appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.

Regulatory Financial Reporting

6.203 In the following sub-sections, we set out our decision to impose accounting separation and cost accounting obligations on BT in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area. We implement these obligations by way of a single SMP condition (SMP Condition 12).
Our accounting separation and cost accounting obligations are underpinned by detailed requirements for regulatory financial reporting which specify what information we require BT to prepare and provide in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.  

In the 2014 Regulatory Financial Reporting Statement we set out our conclusions on the regulatory financial reporting policy that should be applied to BT across all regulated markets and the changes to the framework for BT’s regulatory financial reporting. In Annex 2 to the 2014 Regulatory Reporting Statement we set out ‘pro-forma’ SMP conditions which would implement the policy decisions made in that statement. We explained that in order to preserve the integrity and consistency of BT’s Regulatory Financial Reporting, we considered that our starting point should be that the changes we proposed should be implemented across all regulated markets, subject to this being appropriate in light of the market analysis in each review. We noted that there were significant advantages to BT and stakeholders of BT applying one set of accounting rules across all markets and we also noted that BT was broadly supportive of the principle of applying a consistent approach across all markets.

Consistent with this approach, we have therefore considered whether regulatory financial reporting obligations are appropriate in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area and, to the extent that they are, whether the ‘pro-forma’ SMP conditions are appropriate in light of our market analysis.

For the reasons explained below and noting the benefits of applying a consistent approach across all markets, our view is that it is appropriate to impose regulatory financial reporting obligations in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

We note that in the 2015 Directions Statement, we set out the necessary directions to give effect to decisions made in the 2014 Regulatory Reporting Statement about changes to BT’s reporting requirements. We discuss these further in Annex 8.

**Accounting separation**

**Our proposals**

We proposed to reimpose on BT the accounting separation condition in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

---

346 Ofcom, 2015, Directions for Regulatory Financial Reporting, pages 82-93.
Stakeholder responses

6.210 TalkTalk agreed with our analysis, stating that the Regulatory Financial Statements are “vital” to the effective regulation of Openreach. TalkTalk also agreed that our proposals on BT submitting the regulatory reporting statements by the deadlines defined in the SMP conditions and Directions are appropriate.  

6.211 TalkTalk commented that we need to rigorously enforce the timings and deadlines of financial statements once they have been made.  

6.212 Vodafone argued that we should consider publishing one set of financial reporting requirements to deal with cross-portfolio matters common to all market reviews, then incorporated into each SMP condition.

Our reasoning and decisions

6.213 Paragraph 3 of Point 1 of the 2005 EC Recommendation on accounting separation and cost accounting systems (2005 EC Recommendation) states that:

“The purpose of imposing an obligation regarding accounting separation is to provide a higher level of detail of information than that derived from the statutory financial statements of the notified operator, to reflect as closely as possible the performance of parts of the notified operator’s business as if they had operated as separate businesses, and in the case of vertically integrated undertakings, to prevent discrimination in favour of their own activities and to prevent unfair cross-subsidy.”

6.214 In the 2014 Regulatory Reporting Statement we considered the purposes of regulatory reporting, which is supported by the imposition of an accounting separation obligation. In that statement we said that regulatory reporting “should provide us with the information necessary to make informed regulatory decisions, monitor compliance with SMP conditions, ensure that those SMP conditions continue to address the underlying competition issues and investigate potential breaches of SMP conditions and anti-competitive practices”. In addition, we said that it “should provide reasonable confidence to stakeholders that the SMP provider has complied with its SMP conditions and add credibility to the Regulatory Financial Reporting Regime”. We consider that our decision to impose an accounting separation obligation, together with a cost accounting obligation (see below), will help to ensure that these regulatory reporting objectives are met.

347 TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 6.46 and 6.49.  
348 TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 6.49.  
349 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Annex 1, paragraph 16.  
In order to carry out our duties it is important that financial information is available on the services and markets that we regulate. The availability of this information helps us understand the volumes, revenues, costs and returns of services and in markets, which allows us to monitor the impact and effectiveness of, and (for certain remedies) compliance with, the remedies imposed as part of a market review.

The accounting separation obligation also requires BT to account separately for internal and external sales which allows us and stakeholders to monitor the activities of BT to ensure that, where relevant, it does not discriminate unduly in favour of its own downstream business and to monitor BT’s activities in respect of the EOI obligation. In practice, this obligation requires BT to produce a financial statement that reflects the performance of the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area as though it was a separate business. This, combined with the cost accounting obligation, helps us to ensure that costs are not inappropriately loaded onto one set of regulated services to the benefit of BT, where BT uses primarily another set of regulated services.

Under sections 87(7) and 87(8) the dominant provider may be required to maintain a separation for accounting purposes between such different matters relating to network access or the availability of relevant facilities. We believe this obligation is required to monitor the overall impact and effectiveness of the remedies proposed, and especially to monitor BT’s activities with regard to its non-discrimination and EOI obligations. The obligation is also necessary to support transparency by providing a greater detail of information on the relevant market than that derived from BT’s statutory financial statements and give visibility, and thus reassurance, to stakeholders that BT has complied with its SMP conditions.

In respect of the specific accounting separation requirements we are imposing on BT in these markets, we have modified the condition set out in the 2014 Regulatory Financial Reporting Statement to remove the reference to the Regulatory Accounting Guidelines. This form of condition implements our policy decisions on regulatory financial reporting set out in that statement, and will:

- give Ofcom a greater role in the way that BT prepares its regulatory financial statements;
- improve the presentation of the published regulatory financial statements and supporting documentation; and
- ensure that Ofcom and other stakeholders have the information they need.

---

353 As explained in the 2016 BCMR Statement (paragraph 8.175 and Annex 28), we no longer consider that it would be useful to establish high-level guidelines and accounting rules in the Regulatory Accounting Guidelines by way of direction. Where we find concerns about BT’s detailed application of cost attribution rules, in line with what we have done in the 2016 BCMR, we will direct BT as to the specific reporting requirements consistent with the Regulatory Accounting Principles arising from each regulatory decision. The wording of our proposed condition reflects our decision not to issue the Regulatory Accounting Guidelines. Each proposed condition therefore requires BT to prepare the RFS in accordance with the SMP conditions, the Regulatory Accounting Principles and the Accounting Methodology Documents.


355 This included a requirement on BT to publish annual reconciliation reports that show the impact of material changes and errors.
In light of the above reasoning, we have decided to reimpose the accounting separation condition on BT in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

In regard to the specific technical comments raised by TalkTalk and Vodafone, and other stakeholders, these are addressed in Annex 8.

**Legal tests**

For the reasons set out below, we are satisfied that our condition to impose an accounting separation requirement on BT in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area meets the various tests set out in the Act.

As explained above, sections 87(7) and (8) authorise the SMP condition we are implementing.

We consider that this condition meets our duties under sections 3 and 4 of the Act. In terms of section 3, the imposition of an accounting separation obligation will protect competition in relation to the provision of electronic communications networks and services, ensuring the provision of network access and service interoperability for the purposes of securing efficient and sustainable competition and the maximum benefit for the persons who are customers of telecoms providers. This is because the imposition of the obligation will ensure that other obligations designed to curb potentially damaging leverage of market power, in particular the fair and reasonable charging obligation (where it applies) and the requirement not to unduly discriminate, can be effectively monitored.

We also consider that the accounting separation obligation accords with the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. Specifically, we believe section 4(8) is met, where the obligation has the purpose of securing efficient and sustainable competition in the markets for electronic communications networks and services, by helping to ensure that dominant providers comply with other obligations in particular non-discrimination requirements.

Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, given it relates to the need to ensure competition develops fairly to the benefit of consumers;
- not unduly discriminatory, as we have only imposed the obligation on BT, as the only telecoms provider that we have found to have SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that it is the least onerous obligation we could apply as a mechanism which enables us and third parties to monitor the effectiveness of pricing remedies; and
- transparent, in that it is clear the intention is to monitor the impact and effectiveness of the remedies.

For the reasons set out above, we consider that the condition is appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.
Cost accounting

Our proposals and stakeholder responses

6.227 We proposed to reimpose the cost accounting requirement on BT in the WLA market, in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

6.228 We received no stakeholder comments on this proposal.

Our reasoning and decisions

6.229 Recital 2 of the 2005 EC Recommendation states that the purpose of imposing the accounting separation and cost accounting obligations is “to make transactions between operators more transparent and/or to determine the actual costs of services provided”. Also, paragraph 2 of Point 1 of the 2005 Recommendation states that:

“The purpose of imposing an obligation to implement a cost accounting system is to ensure that fair, objective and transparent criteria are followed by notified operators in allocating their costs to services in situations where they are subject to obligations for price controls or cost-oriented prices.”

6.230 The imposition of a cost accounting obligation ensures that BT has in place a system of rules that support the attribution of revenues and costs to individual markets and services. It therefore supports the accounting separation obligation, which requires BT to prepare and report financial information relating to individual markets and services, by ensuring that the rules attributing revenues and costs to individual markets and services are fair, objective and transparent. The cost accounting obligation is an important means of ensuring that:

- Ofcom and stakeholders can have confidence in the financial information prepared and provided by BT since the attribution processes and rules supporting that financial information are fair, objective and transparent. Where we do not consider that the attribution process and rules are fair and objective, transparency (via publication of the processes and rules followed by BT) allows us to effectively challenge them.
- Revenues and costs are attributed to individual markets and services in a consistent manner. This mitigates the risk of double recovery of costs or that costs might be unfairly loaded onto particular services or markets.
- BT records all information necessary for the purposes listed above at the time that relevant transactions occur, on an ongoing basis. Absent such a requirement, there is a strong possibility that the necessary information would not be available when it is required, and in the necessary form and manner.

6.231 Section 87(9) to (11) (subject to section 88) of the Act authorises Ofcom to impose appropriate cost accounting obligations on BT.

---

6.232 We believe the cost accounting obligation is necessary to ensure the processes and rules used by BT to attribute revenues and costs to individual markets and services are fair, objective and transparent. Therefore, we have decided to impose a cost accounting requirement on BT in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

6.233 Regarding the specific form of the cost accounting requirement we are imposing on BT, we are imposing the form of condition as set out in the 2014 Regulatory Financial Reporting Statement, but modified to remove the reference to the Regulatory Accounting Guidelines. The purpose of defining the form (i.e. how BT provides its data to Ofcom) of the Condition is to:

- give Ofcom a greater role in the way that BT prepares its regulatory financial statements;
- improve the presentation of the published regulatory financial statements and supporting documentation; and
- ensure that Ofcom and other stakeholders have the information they need.

Legal tests

6.234 For the reasons set out below, we are satisfied that the cost accounting requirements for BT in respect of the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area meet the various tests set out in the Act. As explained below, sections 87(9), (10) and (11) authorise the SMP condition we are implementing.

6.235 Section 87(9)(c) authorises conditions imposing such rules as we may make for the purposes of matters connected with the provision of network access to the relevant network, or with the availability of relevant facilities about the use of cost accounting systems. These would include conditions enabling Ofcom to require the dominant provider to explain what assumptions it has used in determining costs and charges, for the purposes of setting price controls, rules and obligations imposed in relation to price controls, cost recovery and cost orientation, cost accounting systems and adjusting of prices in accordance with Directions from Ofcom (section 87(10)). Where such conditions are imposed, section 87(11) imposes a duty on us to also set an SMP condition which imposes an obligation:

- to make arrangements for a description to be made available to the public of the cost accounting system used in pursuance of that condition; and
- to include in that description details of:
  i) the main categories under which costs are brought into account for the purposes of that system; and
  ii) the rules applied for the purposes of that system with respect to the allocation of costs.

6.236 We consider that the condition fulfils our duty under section 87(11) in that the cost accounting conditions require the publication of a description of the cost accounting system used and the main categories of cost and the cost allocation rules applied.
In setting such conditions, we must also ensure that the network access pricing conditions set out in section 88 are also satisfied.

We consider that imposing a cost accounting obligation is consistent with section 88 and does not undermine the decisions set out in Section 10. We also consider that imposing a cost accounting obligation is necessary for price controls to be effective.

We consider that the condition fulfils our duty under section 87(11) in that the cost accounting obligation requires the publication of a description of the cost accounting system used and the main categories of cost and the cost allocation rules applied.

We have considered our statutory obligations and the Community requirements set out in sections 3 and 4 of the Act. In particular, we consider that imposing the cost accounting obligation is justifiable and proportionate to promote competition in relation to the provision of electronic communications networks and services, and to ensure the provision of network access (including supporting ancillary services) and service interoperability for the purpose of securing efficient and sustainable competition and the maximum benefit for the persons who are customers of telecoms providers. This is because imposing the obligation ensures that other obligations designed to curb the potentially damaging leverage of market power – including the setting of prices at excessive levels – can be effectively monitored and enforced.

Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that it is necessary to ensure the appropriate maintenance and provision of accounts in order to monitor BT’s activities with regard to the pricing remedies we are implementing. It also relates to the need to ensure competition develops fairly, to the benefit of consumers, by providing transparency of BT’s compliance with rules set to address the risk of exploitative or anti-competitive pricing;
- non-discriminatory, in that BT is the only telecoms provider on which we impose specific pricing remedies, and is the only telecoms provider which we find holds SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that we require only the minimum information necessary to monitor BT’s pricing activities; and
- transparent, in that it is clear in its intention to ensure the appropriate maintenance and provision of accounts for the purposes set out above and the particular accounting separation requirements of BT are clearly documented.

For the reasons set out above, we consider that the condition is appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.
7. Specific access remedies

7.1 The general remedies set out in Section 6 apply to all forms of network access provided by BT in the WLA market. Nevertheless, because of the competition concerns associated with BT’s SMP in the WLA market as set out in Section 4, we have decided to impose certain specific remedies which we set out in this section. These remedies are designed to ensure that BT provides certain specific forms of access to its network. In the absence of these remedies BT, as a vertically integrated provider, would have the ability and incentive to refuse to supply certain forms of network access. Therefore, the specific access remedies have a role in promoting competition and are designed to benefit consumers through increased choice of providers and ultimately, by reducing prices and improving services.

Summary of decisions

7.2 In summary, we have decided:

- To continue to impose specific access remedies on BT in the form of requirements to offer LLU MPF and VULA services, including the relevant ancillary services necessary to enable and support the provision of MPF and VULA.
- Not to impose a specific access remedy on BT in the form of a requirement to offer LLU SMPF. Instead, SMPF will fall within the scope of the general network access remedy and be subject to fair and reasonable terms, conditions and charges.
- To impose a framework for considering whether to exempt BT from its LLU obligations in relevant geographic areas where it seeks to deploy new technologies that are not compatible with LLU but which bring benefits to consumers.
- To continue to impose an obligation on BT to offer SLU on fair and reasonable terms.
- To impose a Direction requiring BT to impose a contract length of no more than one month for FTTC connections and migrations.

7.3 Our decision in relation to a specific access remedy requiring BT to offer Physical Infrastructure Access (PIA) is set out in Volume 3 of this statement.

Requirement for BT to provide Local Loop Unbundling (LLU)

Background

7.4 LLU is a process by which the incumbent telecoms provider offers access to its local network to other telecoms providers. The LLU access remedy therefore enables a third-party telecoms provider to rent the local access connection from the incumbent and in turn, to deploy its own equipment in order to provide retail services (such as voice and broadband) over the local access connection.

7.5 Since its introduction in 2000, LLU has been imposed as a remedy in successive market reviews. LLU can be in the form of either Metallic Path Facility (MPF) or Shared Metallic Path Facility (SMPF). This enables a telecoms provider to choose to offer either:
• a retail bundle of the exchange line (including voice services over that line) and broadband, as enabled by the LLU MPF service; or
• just to provide a retail broadband service, as enabled by the LLU SMPF service.

7.6 LLU affords telecoms providers greater control of their communication services compared to a downstream service such as wholesale broadband access (WBA). LLU gives telecoms providers the ability to innovate and to differentiate some aspects of their services from those provided by the incumbent owner of the WLA infrastructure.

7.7 LLU has played an important role in promoting and sustaining competition in the provision of SBB services. At the end of 2016 around 95% of UK premises were served from an exchange where LLU was being used. In April 2017 around 40% of all UK broadband lines were provided by third-party telecoms providers using LLU (including those cases where LLU is used in conjunction with GEA-FTTC services). In the areas where LLU is used there are now at least two telecoms providers which are competing to provide fixed telecoms services. This has brought benefits to consumers in the form of increased choice of fixed line packages of voice and broadband services and, more recently, TV content, often at lower prices.

7.8 As noted earlier in this volume, in recent years we have observed a strong take-up of SFBB supported by an expansion of BT’s GEA-FTTC network in the WLA market. In addition to supplying SBB, LLU plays an important role in supporting these GEA-FTTC services as they require a supporting copper line. Moreover, despite the growing importance of higher speed services, we still expect that a significant proportion of customers will wish to purchase SBB throughout this review period. In particular, we forecast copper services to decrease from over half of all retail broadband services in 2016/17 to less than one third in 2020/21.

Our proposals

7.9 In our March 2017 WLA Consultation, we highlighted the increasing importance of MPF compared to SMPF. In the early years of LLU, SMPF was important in promoting competition in broadband services. It offered telecoms providers an opportunity to build a customer base by at first providing broadband-only services and then later, upselling a fixed line and voice service to their customers (either by renting a voice enabled line from BT, via wholesale line rental, WLR, or by taking full control of the line via MPF).

357 Ofcom estimates based on Openreach report to Ofcom, 299 Ofcom Supplement, December 2016.
359 In the future, telecoms providers may also start providing superfast broadband with Single Order GEA (SOGEA). SOGEA enables the provision of wholesale superfast broadband without the need for WLR or MPF to support it. SOGEA is currently set to launch in spring 2018.
360 Ofcom forecast.
361 Ofcom, March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 6.9-6.16.
We further set out that over time, MPF services have become much more important. MPF now represents 92% of LLU lines. We have set out the historical volume movements of MPF and SMPF in Figure 7.1 below.

Figure 7.1: Historical volume movements of MPF and SMPF

Source: Openreach reports to Ofcom, 299 Ofcom Supplement, January 2008 to September 2017

In the March 2017 WLA Consultation we observed that this decline in SMPF has continued as investment in LLU has matured. Moreover, we observed that provision of broadband is increasingly shifting to VULA services (mainly GEA-FTTC), suggesting that further new entry at any scale is unlikely using the specific LLU services currently available from BT.

Based on the relative importance of MPF and SMPF, we therefore proposed that a specific MPF obligation is still required to ensure providers can access the main LLU service, while for SMPF, we considered that the general remedies would be sufficient.

In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we also set out the proposed process to allow BT to request, and Ofcom to consent to, a change in BT’s LLU network access obligation. Under certain circumstances, we said that a change in BT’s LLU obligation may be required in order to allow BT to deploy technologies to improve the availability of broadband services for the hardest to reach consumers.

We therefore proposed a framework under which we would consider requests from BT to be exempted from its LLU obligations to allow it to deploy such technologies.

---

363 Information for year 2013 is based on Openreach’s report, 299 Ofcom Supplement, December 2012.
364 Ofcom, March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 6.21-6.31.
Stakeholder responses

7.15 None of the responses to the March 2017 WLA Consultation disagreed that there should be an access obligation for MPF.

7.16 Stakeholder views were mixed concerning our proposal to remove the specific access requirement for BT to provide SMPF. Openreach and TalkTalk both agreed with our proposals, although TalkTalk requested that we closely monitor price changes of SMPF to ensure that BT does not raise prices excessively. Stakeholder comments relating to details of the pricing of copper access services are addressed in Section 10.

7.17 Other stakeholders argued that we need to continue the specific access requirement for provision of SMPF and to impose a charge control on it. They justified their arguments by highlighting some specific circumstances where SMPF may continue to be important:

- Sky said that [✓]. Sky also said that some specific services (e.g. some care alarms) have specific requirements. Since Sky’s voice service provided via MPF may not support these requirements, it said that in these cases the only choice is to provide voice services via WLR and broadband over SMPF.
- Lothian Broadband said that SMPF is still important for promoting competition in rural areas where VULA is not available.
- [✓] claimed that MPF is an unsuitable substitute for some business users who rely on SMPF.

7.18 A number of stakeholders raised points concerning our proposal to allow BT to request an exemption to its LLU obligations in order to deploy new technologies. Openreach supported the proposed framework. Sky also welcomed our proposed framework as a positive step, but raised a concern that the overall impact on the network economics of an affected telecoms provider should be considered as part of any decision to allow BT an exemption from its LLU obligations. Lothian Broadband and [✓] raised specific concerns about Long Reach VDSL (LR-VDSL) technology and its suitability.

7.19 There were a number of other representations from telecoms providers in relation to our LLU proposals. We have set these out, together with our responses to them, in Annex 7.

365 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 204; TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, pages 17-18.
367 Lothian Broadband response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 2.
368 [✓]
371 Lothian Broadband response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 5; [✓]
Our reasoning and decisions

Network access to MPF

7.20 Figure 7.1 above shows that MPF is widely used and as such, plays an important role in promoting competition in downstream markets. MPF is essential to third-party telecoms providers providing voice and broadband services to their customers from unbundled exchanges. It is also an important input to the provision of SFBB by BT’s competitors that use the Openreach network because GEA-FTTC services require a supporting copper line.

7.21 BT however, does not make significant use of MPF to support its retail customer base. Instead, BT’s voice services are based predominantly on the use of WLR and it provides its broadband services as an overlay to this (relying on SMPF for SBB and increasingly, GEA-FTTC for the provision of SFBB).\(^{372}\)

7.22 In the absence of a specific access obligation on MPF, BT would have an incentive to put its competitors at a disadvantage by not offering MPF services, or by doing so only on unfavourable or discriminatory terms and/or quality of service. It is likely that this would result in consumer harm in the form of service degradation, restricted choice of provider and/or higher prices.

7.23 We have therefore decided to retain the specific access obligation on BT in relation to MPF to protect the ability of telecoms providers using the Openreach network to continue to compete with BT downstream in the provision of voice and broadband services. In addition to this key access service, a number of ancillary services are necessary to enable and support the provision of MPF, including tie cables, site access, space and power. Our specific access remedy requires BT to provide these ancillary services.

Removing the obligation to provide SMPF

7.24 The views expressed by stakeholders in response to our proposal to remove the obligation to provide SMPF were mixed, with some in favour and others opposed. However, we remain of the view that there is no longer a compelling need for SMPF to promote downstream competition. The vast majority of non-BT lines are provided using MPF and the role of SMPF in supporting retail competition is now far less important than it was. By the end of this review period we forecast that there will be only around 530,000 SMPF lines in use by third-party telecoms providers. This compares to around 870,000 in April 2017 and to around 10 million broadband enabled access lines on the Openreach network used by non-BT retail providers (and more than 15 million when considering all non-BT broadband enabled access lines).\(^{373}\) We therefore consider that telecoms providers have,

---

\(^{372}\) Openreach reports received by Ofcom.
\(^{373}\) Ofcom forecast.
to a considerable degree, already taken advantage of the ladder of investment opportunity provided by SMPF.

7.25 Sky, Lothian Broadband and [3<] made arguments for continued SMPF regulation based on specific cases where access to SMPF may still be important.374 We consider that these concerns are sufficiently addressed by other remedies. The vast majority of SMPF lines are consumed internally by BT and so, while Openreach continues to provide SMPF to other parts of BT, its general obligation to provide network access on reasonable request and the no undue discrimination obligation (including EOI) mean that it will be obliged to continue to make SMPF available to other telecoms providers.375

7.26 In addition, although we are no longer imposing a charge control, BT’s obligation to provide access on fair and reasonable terms, conditions and charges, combined with the no undue discrimination obligation (including EOI), will provide pricing protection for existing SMPF wholesale customers. The fair and reasonable obligation includes charges (where there is no charge control or basis of charges obligation in place) and, in relation to SMPF, we will interpret this obligation as including a requirement not to impose a margin squeeze (see Section 10 for further detail). This requirement not to impose a margin squeeze is consistent with our approach to WLR in the 2017 Narrowband Market Review Statement.376

7.27 Therefore, we consider that there are sufficient safeguards to allow stakeholders to continue to use SMPF while BT does, including in those specific cases where SMPF may be particularly important for certain providers. These safeguards will allow time for retail providers to find solutions to any specific issues that may arise during the migration of their customer base from SMPF.

7.28 Detailed stakeholder comments relating to specific uses of SMPF are addressed in Annex 7.

Allowing for potential changes to LLU obligations

7.29 In our Strategic Review, we said that new technologies may allow improved availability of broadband services for the hardest to reach consumers and that we would support the deployment of such technologies.377

7.30 In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we identified LR-VDSL as one such technology. LR-VDSL deployment formed part of BT’s voluntary proposal to meet the Government’s commitment to provide all UK residents with broadband download speeds of at least 10Mbps by 2020. In the March 2017 WLA Consultation we proposed a framework through

375 Openreach reports to Ofcom, 299 Ofcom Supplement, September 2017.
which BT could request, and Ofcom could consider, a change to its LLU obligations in order to deploy LR-VDSL. However, the Government has now rejected BT’s proposals.\footnote{Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport, Press Release, 20 December 2017. \textit{High speed broadband to become a legal right}. https://www.gov.uk/government/news/high-speed-broadband-to-become-a-legal-right}

7.31 Nevertheless, we recognise that in the future BT may seek to deploy new technologies which could impact the provision of LLU by BT. We have therefore decided to include our proposed provision in Condition 2 of the Legal Instruments to enable BT to request, and Ofcom to consent to, a change in BT’s LLU obligations.\footnote{In the draft Legal Instruments this provision was located in draft Condition 2.1(a). To enable greater flexibility we have decided to insert this wording in the first sentence of 2.1.}

7.32 Our decision on whether to consent to a change in BT’s LLU obligations will be taken on the facts at the relevant time. In deciding whether to consult on and ultimately approve such a request, we would expect to consider the following:

- whether the change of the LLU obligations results in a net benefit for consumers and citizens;
- the services that are available to telecoms providers as replacement service(s) for their affected LLU service(s); and
- the process for migration to the replacement service(s), including whether the timeframes proposed for migration and removing LLU are reasonable.

7.33 In any request made by BT under this provision, we would expect BT to provide information necessary to allow us to consider the points above. The points above are not intended to be a comprehensive list, but are likely to be important considerations in any decision on whether to accept a proposal to change BT’s LLU obligations.

7.34 Subject to the facts of the specific case and to the provision of satisfactory information, we would then consult on a proposal if we were minded to agree to BT’s request. We would take any decision following a consideration of responses to the public consultation.

**Legal tests**

7.35 We consider that the obligation for BT to provide network access to LLU in the specific form of MPF services, together with such ancillary services as may be reasonably necessary for the use of those services, is appropriate and satisfies the other legal tests set out in the Act.

7.36 Section 87(3) of the Act authorises Ofcom to set SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to provide such network access as Ofcom may from time to time direct. These conditions may, pursuant to section 87(5), include provision for securing fairness and reasonableness in the way in which requests for network access are made and responded to and for securing that the obligations in the conditions are complied with within periods and at times required by or under the conditions.

7.37 We have also taken into account the factors set out in section 87(4) of the Act, in particular, the feasibility of BT providing MPF services (demonstrated by their very
7.38 We have also considered our duties under section 3 and the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. In particular, the condition is aimed at encouraging network access, and thereby promoting and securing efficient and sustainable competition, and the maximum benefit for customers of telecoms providers. It will continue to enable telecoms providers to compete effectively with BT in downstream services, in particular retail tariffs where a bundle of broadband and fixed voice services is important.

7.39 We consider that the performance of our general duties in section 3 of the Act will also be secured or furthered by this MPF remedy; namely to further the interests of consumers by promoting competition in markets downstream of WLA.

7.40 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- Objectively justifiable, in that it relates to the need to ensure that competition is promoted ultimately to the benefit of consumers. MPF services are aimed at promoting competition in the provision of broadband and telephony services. BT does not use MPF to support its downstream customer base, while third-party telecoms providers use MPF as a key service in providing their customers with broadband and voice services. Therefore, removing the condition could result in BT withdrawing the service or otherwise changing it to the detriment of the existing level of downstream competition (limiting the extent to which regulatory intervention addresses BT’s SMP).
- Not unduly discriminatory, in that the condition aims to address BT’s SMP in WLA and only BT has such market power in the UK excluding the Hull Area.
- Proportionate, in that the requirement is necessary, but no greater than necessary, to promote efficient and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit of customers of telecoms providers, also taking account of the fact that BT already supplies this service.
- Transparent, as it is clear in its intention to require BT to provide MPF services to telecoms providers and its intended operation should also be aided by our explanations in this statement.

### Consistency with EC Recommendations and the BEREC Common Position

7.41 We consider that our decision to require MPF is consistent with the BEREC Common Position, in particular BP7a which states “NRAs should impose unbundled access to the copper loops at the MDF”. In terms of BP9-10 concerning the provision of products telecoms providers can use to reach the point at which LLU is made available (i.e. the exchange), this involves the provision of backhaul from the point of interconnection with LLU services to the telecoms provider’s own core network capacity. In that regard, we note that BT is already required to supply leased line products which can be used for such purposes where wholesale competition in leased line provision is otherwise insufficient.

7.42 We consider that the requirement to make available the specified ancillary services is consistent with BP16 which states that “NRAs should impose obligations with regard to the
provision of co-location and other associated facilities on a cost-oriented basis under clear rules and terms approved by the regulator to support viability of the access products mentioned above”.

Requirement for BT to provide SLU

Background

7.43 Sub-loop unbundling (SLU) is a service offered by BT that allows telecoms providers to deploy their own equipment at a network distribution point (usually the location of the cabinet) and to use BT’s lines from the cabinet to the customer. Telecoms providers can either rent the entire sub-loop (the connection between the cabinet and the customer) or share it with BT.

7.44 An obligation to provide SLU was introduced by European regulation in January 2001 and BT issued its Reference Offer at that time. 380 We introduced an SLU SMP obligation in the 2004 WLA Statement and re-imposed it in subsequent reviews of the WLA market. 381 In the 2014 FAMR statement we set out our ‘interim position’ on vectoring and outlined how the use of vectoring technology can disrupt SLU. 382 We discuss vectoring, and how it relates to SLU, in more detail below.

Vectoring

7.45 Vectoring uses noise cancellation technology to mitigate the effect of the electromagnetic interference that occurs on copper access connections, also known as cross-talk. Cross-talk can have a significant detrimental effect on VDSL speeds.

7.46 In order to work optimally, current vectoring technology requires all the copper lines in the cabinet using VDSL to be controlled and vectored by the same system. Otherwise, the presence of non-controlled or ‘alien’ lines can degrade the benefits of the vectoring. To maximise the effectiveness of vectoring, a telecoms provider implementing vectoring would typically seek to control all relevant lines. This may be complicated in an SLU environment where there are two telecoms providers controlling the lines in a single cable.

7.47 In the 2014 FAMR statement we set out our interim position on vectoring, pending the development of a solution that allows standardised coordination of vectoring and SLU. This interim position was: first, that where BT has activated vectoring, it would be reasonable for BT to deny a request for SLU if BT could demonstrate that it had taken all reasonable steps to co-ordinate SLU with the vectoring; and second, where a telecoms provider is already buying SLU at a cabinet where BT wishes to deploy vectoring, it would be unlikely to be reasonable for BT to withdraw SLU. 383

---

Our proposals and stakeholder responses

7.48 In our March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed to retain an obligation on BT to provide network access in the form of SLU.

7.49 No stakeholders objected to our SLU proposals in their responses to our March 2017 WLA Consultation. Openreach requested further clarification regarding whether the SLU vectoring policy applies to G.fast.384

7.50 WarwickNet raised a concern about the pricing of SLU. This point and our decisions concerning the pricing of SLU are discussed in Section 10.

Our reasoning and decisions

7.51 We have decided to retain the obligation on BT to provide network access in the form of SLU.

7.52 Use of SLU remains very low. Between 1 January 2014 and 1 September 2015 BT received a small number of requests [385] (between 50 and 100) for SLU with 70% being accepted and agreed. BT stated that as of 11 September 2015, there were fewer than 200 cabinets where SLU had been implemented.385

7.53 Nevertheless, SLU is being used successfully by a small number of telecoms providers that are providing services in those areas where BT has not upgraded its local access connections to fibre. These telecoms providers are offering customers (particularly businesses) services which may meet some customers’ needs better than those that BT has provided to date in the area.

7.54 Moreover, while the SLU service has been developed using significant BT, industry and Ofcom resources, there is likely to be limited additional resource required to support its continuation. We also noted this point in the 2014 FAMR statement.386

7.55 We have considered whether the general remedies (the obligation to provide network access on fair and reasonable terms, conditions and charges) would be sufficient to ensure telecoms providers are able to continue to use SLU effectively. However, BT does not use SLU and is exempted from using SLU on an EOI basis as an input to its GEA-FTTC services. As noted above, in areas where BT has not upgraded its local access connections to fibre, services provided by other telecoms providers over SLU may be better meeting customer’s needs than BT’s existing services. BT may therefore have an incentive to put its competitors at a disadvantage by not offering SLU services, or by doing so only on unfavourable or discriminatory terms.

7.56 For these reasons, we are retaining the obligation for BT to offer an SLU service to all telecoms providers who reasonably request such services. BT is required to provide such

---

384 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 222.
385 BT response to s.135 notice dated 8 October 2015. We estimate that SLU volumes have not changed significantly since we gathered this information from BT.
386 Ofcom, 2014 FAMR Statement, paragraph 12.299.
ancillary services as may be reasonably necessary for the use of SLU (including backhaul to the cabinet). This provides telecoms providers with a complementary alternative to BT’s wholesale fibre service (VULA) to offer retail packages of SFBB or to deploy to areas where BT has not deployed its own fibre network.

7.57 We are not requiring EOI for SLU. It is likely that doing so would require BT to re-engineer existing services and processes, which would be costly. We consider that this cost would be disproportionate given the current and projected low level of use of SLU. We agreed a variation to the Undertakings in 2009 allowing BT to offer retail services using FTTC without using SLU on an EOI basis given the likely cost of implementing EOI. We do not consider a change from this approach is appropriate or proportionate.

7.58 We are content that vectoring does not make SLU unworkable as a remedy, and no stakeholders raised concerns about the SLU remedy itself with regard to vectoring. While current vectoring technology is generally only available to one telecoms provider per cabinet, this may not be the case as vectoring technology develops. Given the uncertainty over future technological developments, we have chosen to retain our policy on vectoring as set out in the 2014 FAMR statement, which is summarised above.

7.59 Regarding the point raised by Openreach about G.fast, our understanding is that vectoring on G.fast is not going to affect existing LLU or VDSL services because they operate on different frequencies. However, a G.fast service will interfere with another G.fast service within a cable bundle of G.fast lines unless their vectoring is managed by a single telecoms provider. In such cases we would adopt the same approach to vectoring as for VDSL (i.e. as described in the preceding paragraph).

7.60 In addition, as in the case of LLU, if BT deploys new technologies (such as LR-VDSL) which prevent the provision of broadband services using SLU, we would consider requests to change BT’s obligation to provide SLU using the same framework that we set out for LLU above.

Legal tests

7.61 Section 87(3) of the Act authorises Ofcom to set SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to provide such network access as Ofcom may from time to time direct. These conditions may, pursuant to section 87(5) of the Act, include provision for securing fairness and reasonableness in the way in which requests for network access are made and responded to and for securing that the obligations in the conditions are complied with within periods and at times required by or under the conditions.

7.62 In setting this condition, we have also taken account of the factors set out in section 87(4) of the Act, in particular, the barriers that third-party telecoms providers face in building alternative access networks in the absence of regulatory intervention. We consider that while significant levels of network competition may come about in the future, we expect this to take time. SLU has allowed some telecoms providers to provide retail services in

focused scenarios, particularly to serve businesses which could otherwise have been underserved. We are re-imposing this obligation on the basis that these telecoms providers will continue to use SLU services where they have already deployed in order to gain a return on their initial investment, thereby maintaining competition in those areas. We have also taken account of the feasibility of BT providing SLU services, noting that it already does so.

7.63 We have considered our duties under section 3 and the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. In particular, the obligation to provide network access in the form of SLU promotes and secures efficiency and sustainable competition and the maximum benefit for customers because it enables third-party telecoms providers to compete with BT downstream in the provision of faster broadband services. The limitations of our intervention, in terms of not requiring any significant changes to the existing remedy, are consistent with both securing those ends and securing (and appropriately reflecting) efficient investment.

7.64 We consider that the performance of our principal duty in section 3 of the Act (to further the interests of citizens in relation to communications matters and to further the interests of consumers in relevant markets, where appropriate by promoting competition) is also secured and furthered by the SLU obligation through promoting competition in this upstream access market.

7.65 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- Objectively justifiable, in that the obligation relates to the need to ensure that competition develops ultimately to the benefit of consumers. SLU services are aimed at stimulating competition in the provision of broadband and telephony services and enhancing competition in areas of limited local access competition. Removing the obligation could result in BT withdrawing the service or otherwise changing it to the detriment of the existing level of downstream competition.
- Not unduly discriminatory, in that the condition aims to address BT’s SMP in WLA and only BT has such market power in the UK excluding the Hull Area.
- Proportionate, in that the obligation is necessary, but no more than necessary, to promote efficiency and sustainable competition and the maximum benefit for customers of telecoms providers, taking into account the fact that BT already supplies this service.
- Transparent, in that the obligation is clear in its intention to require BT to provide an SLU service and ancillary services to other telecoms providers.

Consistency with the EC recommendations and the BEREC Common Position

7.66 We consider that the application of an SLU remedy along with those ancillary services as may reasonably be necessary for the use of SLU is consistent with Recommendation 29 of the NGA Recommendation which states that NRAs should impose an obligation of unbundled access to the copper sub-loop. The same recommendation states that an SLU remedy should be supplemented by backhaul measures “including fibre and Ethernet
backhaul where appropriate”. In this regard, BT is required to provide the necessary ancillary services and in relation to backhaul specifically, it is already required to supply leased lines (in areas where wholesale competition in leased lines is insufficient) which can be used for SLU backhaul. Telecoms providers can, in certain cases, also build their own backhaul.

7.67 The Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation sets out that NRAs should consider, if they believe that a non-discrimination obligation is appropriate, whether it would also be proportionate to impose EOI (Recommendation 7). We note that the considerations an NRA should take into account include the costs (especially whether the competition benefits outweigh the costs of system redesign) and the potentially positive effects on innovation and competition. As set out above, we do not consider it proportionate to require BT to provide SLU on an EOI basis. We consider that the no undue discrimination obligation is consistent with EOO (as set out in Section 6), which Recommendation 9 says should be applied in the absence of EOI. Further, given the requirement for EOO, which includes requirements around comparability of functionality, we do not consider it necessary to put in place further obligations to ensure technical replicability (Recommendations 11-18).

7.68 In terms of the BEREC Common Position, we consider that the decision to require SLU is consistent with BP7 and that the requirements to make available the specified ancillary services with associated pricing obligations fulfils BP16.

Requirement for BT to provide VULA

Background

7.69 Virtual Unbundled Local Access (VULA) provides a virtual connection over fibre lines (either FTTC or FTTP) that gives telecoms providers use of BT’s fibre local access connections.

7.70 We introduced VULA in the 2010 WLA as the remedy by which BT would provide access to its fibre local access connections (FTTC and FTTP). The underlying objective was to support competition and investment in the supply of SFBB. In the 2014 FAMR we re-imposed the requirement for BT to supply a VULA service. 388

7.71 Since the remedy was first imposed, VULA has had a positive impact for consumers. 389 The number of VULA connections has risen significantly since VULA was introduced, with BT reporting more than 8.6 million VULA connections as of September 2017. 390 In 2017, third-

---

389 We note that BT already had in place a product similar to VULA, called Generic Ethernet Access (‘GEA’), prior to the conclusion of the 2010 WLA Review. For simplicity, we use the term VULA in the statement with some limited exceptions where appropriate.
party telecoms providers accounted for around \( \lesssim \) of all VULA connections.\textsuperscript{391} VULA has facilitated competition in broadband, by ensuring that retail providers are able to compete effectively for customers that value SFBB.

**Our proposals**

7.72 In our March 2017 Consultation, we proposed that BT be required to supply a VULA service providing access to its local access fibre connections.\textsuperscript{392}

7.73 Additionally, we reviewed the characteristics of VULA first specified in 2010 and proposed that they remain appropriate without modification or addition. We noted that telecoms providers can request new VULA features via BT’s SoR process.

7.74 We also stated that we expect VULA to be applicable to services such as G.fast in the future.

**Stakeholder responses**

7.75 All stakeholders agreed with our proposal to have a specific access remedy on VULA and supported our assessment of the characteristics of VULA.

7.76 Openreach raised the point that because of constraints from SBB, Virgin Media and the legal separation of BT and Openreach, BT has less ability for strategic behaviour in favour of its downstream division than has previously been the case with regard to the pricing of VULA services.\textsuperscript{393} Nevertheless, Openreach did not dispute the need for a VULA remedy in principle.

**Our reasoning and decisions**

7.77 We have decided to reimpose the obligation for BT to supply a VULA service providing access to its fibre network. In the absence of such a requirement, BT would have the incentive and ability to favour its own retail operations, thereby hindering sustainable competition in the corresponding downstream services and ultimately harming the interests of customers. VULA prevents this harm to consumers by enabling telecoms providers to provide retail SFBB services.

7.78 We acknowledge that there are certain constraints on the ability of Openreach to undertake strategic behaviour in favour of BT’s retail operations. Nevertheless, we do not consider that, in the absence of regulation, these constraints would be sufficient to guarantee that Openreach would continue to provide access to its fibre network on fair and reasonable terms. In this regard we note that Openreach has joined other stakeholders in stating its agreement with the principle of a VULA remedy. We continue to believe that the VULA remedy remains important for maintaining market competition and bringing benefits to consumers.

\textsuperscript{391} Ofcom estimates.

\textsuperscript{392} Ofcom, March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 6.71-6.74.

\textsuperscript{393} Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 223-225.
7.79 We have reviewed the five high-level characteristics, first set out in 2010, that we considered VULA would need to have to ensure telecoms providers have significant flexibility in the services that they could deliver to customers. We have decided that the existing criteria remain appropriate, so that VULA should, as far as possible, have the following characteristics:

- **Local access**: interconnection by the access seeker should occur locally, i.e. at the first feasible aggregation point. In practice we considered this was likely to be in the local serving exchange where the first Ethernet switch was located (fibre exchange).

- **Service agnostic access**: VULA, like LLU, should be a generic access service. That is, it should provide service agnostic connectivity, replicating one of the key features of LLU. This means the service should not be confined to supporting particular downstream services.

- **Uncontended access**: the connection, or capacity, between the consumers’ premises and the local serving exchange where interconnection takes place should be dedicated to the customer, i.e. the connection should be uncontended.

- **Control of access**: telecoms providers should be given flexibility to allow them to offer differentiated services to consumers. In order to provide different types of services, this freedom of control could potentially involve varying quality of service parameters.

- **Control of customer premises equipment (CPE)**: like the control of access characteristic described above, competing telecoms providers should have the ability to control customer premises equipment, giving them the ability to differentiate how they deliver services to their customers.

7.80 Telecoms providers can request new VULA features via the Statement of Requirements (SoR) process.

**Legal tests**

7.81 We consider that the obligation to provide network access by means of VULA, together with such ancillary services as may be reasonably necessary for its use, is appropriate and satisfies the legal tests set out in the Act.

7.82 Section 87(3) of the Act authorises Ofcom to set SMP services conditions requiring the dominant provider to provide such network access as Ofcom may from time to time direct. These conditions may, pursuant to section 87(5), include provision for securing fairness and reasonableness in the way in which requests for network access are made and responded to, and for securing that the obligations in the conditions are complied with within periods and at times required by or under the conditions.

7.83 In setting this condition, we have also taken into account the factors set out in section 87(4) of the Act. We have taken account of the feasibility of BT providing VULA services,

---

394 Note that the local serving exchanges for fibre access (FTTC and FTTP) are not necessarily the same local serving exchanges as for copper access. This is because fibre does not have the same distance limitations as copper and therefore a higher level of aggregation is possible.

395 An uncontended service is one in which the bandwidth to each user is dedicated. In other words, the bandwidth is not shared by other users.
which it does through its GEA service. We consider that the condition should help secure effective competition in the long term.

7.84 We have considered our duties under section 3 and the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. In particular, the condition is aimed at encouraging network access and thereby promoting and securing efficient and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit of retail customers. VULA will enable other telecoms providers to compete with BT in the provision of retail packages offering faster broadband in those areas where BT has upgraded its local access connections to fibre. We consider that services provided over fibre are likely to be an important element of downstream competition over the forward-looking period of this review.

7.85 In that way, we consider that the performance of our principal duty in section 3 of the Act will also be fulfilled, namely to further the interests of citizens in relation to communications matters and to further the interests of consumers in relevant markets, by promoting competition in downstream markets.

7.86 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- Objectively justifiable, in that it relates to the need to ensure that competition develops ultimately to the benefit of consumers. VULA services are aimed at stimulating competition in the provision of broadband and telephony services. We consider that VULA is currently the primary basis of competition for fibre-based high-speed services and will continue to be an important service for the duration of this review.
- Not unduly discriminatory, in that the condition aims to address BT’s SMP in WLA and only BT has such market power in the UK excluding the Hull Area.
- Proportionate, in that the requirement is necessary, but no greater than necessary, to promote efficient and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit of retail customers with the rollout of fibre access connections.
- Transparent, as it is clear in its intention to require BT to provide VULA services to other telecoms providers and its operation should also be aided by our explanations in this statement.

7.87 For the reasons set out above, we consider that the condition is appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.

Consistency with EC Recommendations and the BEREC Common Position

7.88 We consider that a VULA remedy is consistent with both the NGA Recommendations and the BEREC Common Position of which we are required to take utmost account.

7.89 While not covered by the Articles, Recital 21 of the NGA Recommendation states:

“NRAs should be able to adopt measures for a transitional period mandating alternative access services which offer the nearest equivalent constituting a substitute to physical unbundling, provided that these are accompanied by the most appropriate safeguards to ensure equivalence of access and effective competition.”
In any event, NRAs should in such cases mandate physical unbundling as soon as technically and commercially feasible.”

7.90 The BEREC Common Position similarly provides that in the case of FTTC, “NRAs may consider imposing an active remedy providing access at the MPoP replicating as much as possible physical unbundling” (BP7c), and in the case of FTTP “Until any alternative technologies allowing physical unbundling at the MPoP become available the NRAs should consider imposing an active remedy providing access at the MPoP replicating as much as possible physical unbundling” (BP6).

7.91 We consider that VULA offers the nearest equivalent to physical unbundling over both FTTC and FTTP.

7.92 We consider that VULA is consistent with BP2S which states that “NRAs should consider which information on the SMP-operator’s ‘newly’ rolled-out NGA network is essential to competitors and should be available well in advance on a non-discriminatory basis”. The SMP condition in Annex 33 requires BT to provide VULA to third parties with the same commercial information as BT provides VULA to its own downstream divisions, as a result of its EOI obligations.

### Minimum contract period for VULA

#### Background

7.93 BT’s VULA services are subject to minimum contract periods. Cancelling a service before the end of a minimum contract period causes a telecoms provider to incur a held-to-term charge from BT. We consider that telecoms providers have the ability and incentive to pass the costs which arise from these held-to-term charges on to consumers, which may reduce consumers’ incentives to switch between telecoms providers. Reducing minimum contract periods is therefore likely to minimise the cost of switching and promote retail competition.

7.94 In the 2014 FAMR Statement, we imposed a limit of one month to minimum contract periods for migrations to and from all of BT’s VULA services.  

#### Our proposals and stakeholder responses

7.95 In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed that the existing minimum contract period limit of one month for VULA migrations should be extended to cover FTTC-based VULA connections. We also proposed that there should not be a restriction on minimum contract periods for VULA connections offering higher speeds than FTTC, such as FTTP.

---

396 The “Metropolitan Point of Presence” (MPoP) is the point of inter-connection between the access and core networks of a fibre network operator.

Most stakeholders supported our minimum contract period proposals. Vodafone and TalkTalk agreed with our view that limiting the length of minimum contract periods to one month for FTTC-based VULA services would help to promote competition and encourage switching. While CityFibre also supported limiting minimum contracts for FTTC-based VULA services, it disagreed that BT should have the freedom to set minimum contract periods for higher speed VULA services.

Openreach disagreed with our proposed limit to minimum contracts for FTTC-based VULA connection services to one month, stating that:

- there is no evidence in the consultation that Openreach’s minimum contract lengths are driving retail terms and conditions (thus impeding switching at a retail level);
- there is no evidence to support our assertion that pricing flexibility is no longer required because take-up of superfast broadband is more certain now;
- pricing flexibility offers Openreach a chance to encourage take up of higher bandwidth services by offering attractive deals to downstream telecoms providers; and
- it is suitable for Openreach to retain pricing flexibility given the original wholesale costs and investment for GEA have not yet been recovered.

Openreach also sought clarity over whether a minimum contract period of one month would apply to G.fast services in its response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation.

Other representations from telecoms providers in relation to this aspect of our proposals are set these out, together with our responses to them, in Annex 7.

Our reasoning and decisions

Since providing its response to the March 2017 WLA consultation, Openreach has reduced the minimum contract period for GEA-FTTC service connections to one month (effective from 12 October 2017).

We nevertheless consider that it is appropriate and proportionate to impose a limit of one month on minimum contract periods for GEA-FTTC services.

In setting a cost-based charge control for VULA, we have accounted for BT’s ability to fully recover connection costs for FTTC-based services through the initial connection charge, while ongoing network costs can be fully recovered through the rental charge (see Volume 2). As such, BT will not need to rely on longer minimum terms and higher held-to-term charges in order to recover its costs. In the absence of a limit to minimum contract periods, Openreach would be able to use extended minimum contract lengths to make an excessive recovery of costs via held-to-term charges. Imposing a limit to minimum contract periods for GEA-FTTC services is therefore appropriate and proportionate.
periods for FTTC-based VULA services will therefore help to ensure that BT does not over-
recover the costs of these services.

7.103 Preventing this over-recovery of costs promotes competition by ensuring that excessive
charges are not passed downstream to consumers by telecoms providers which use BT’s
FTTC-based VULA services. We therefore consider that the imperative to prevent over-
recovery justifies our imposition of a limit on minimum contract periods for FTTC-based
VULA services. Moreover, we remain of the view that, since the limit will reduce the
wholesale cost of switching between services, it is also likely to encourage switching at a
retail level.

7.104 With regard to Openreach’s concerns about lacking pricing flexibility, we consider that our
decision to allow BT to set minimum contract periods of longer than one month for higher-
speed VULA connections means that Openreach will retain a sufficient level of pricing
flexibility for its VULA services. We recognise that for higher-speed VULA services, the level
of upfront costs for customer connection, rollout and early take-up are more uncertain,
and so it may be necessary for BT to recover costs over an extended minimum contract
period. This flexibility will also help to encourage take-up of higher-speed services by
allowing BT’s costs to be recovered over an extended period, rather than via a high upfront
connection charge. We clarify that this pricing flexibility extends to BT’s G.fast service.

7.105 In terms of the implementation of this requirement, SMP Condition 1 of the legal
instrument includes a power for Ofcom to direct the terms of network access provided in
accordance with that condition. For the reasons set out above, we are using this power to
issue a Direction (see Annex 33) limiting the length of the minimum contract period
following VULA migrations and VULA FTTC connections to no longer than one month,
which BT would need to implement from the final working day of the month following the
month in which the Statement is published. The Direction is drafted so as to apply
specifically to the following services:

- GEA migrations for all BT provided GEA services;
- GEA connections for services provided using FTTC (it does not apply to FTTP and G.Fast
  services), namely:
  - PCP only install for services provided using BT’s FTTC deployment;
  - Start of a Stopped Line for services provided using BT’s FTTC deployment; and
  - Managed Install for services provided using BT’s FTTC deployment.

**Legal tests**

7.106 We consider that the Direction to require BT to impose a contract length of no more than
one month on the above services meets the tests set out in the Act.

7.107 Section 87(3) of the Act authorises Ofcom to set SMP services conditions requiring the
dominant provider to provide network access as Ofcom may from time to time direct.
These conditions may, pursuant to section 87(5), include provision for securing fairness
and reasonableness in the way in which requests for network access are made and
responded to and for securing that the obligations in the conditions are complied with
within periods and at times required by or under the conditions. As noted above, we are including a power for Ofcom to direct the terms of access as part of the SMP condition requiring BT to provide VULA on fair and reasonable terms, conditions and charges. We are making this Direction pursuant to that power.

7.108 We consider that the Direction is consistent with our duties under section 3 and all the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. In particular, on the basis of the arguments set out above, the Direction is aimed at promoting competition and securing efficiency and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit of consumers by facilitating switching and so promoting retail competition, again while being consistent with the purpose of securing efficient investment and innovation.

7.109 We consider that the Direction meets the criteria set out in section 49(2) of the Act. In particular, it is:

- Objectively justifiable, in that it will promote competition by preventing BT from over-recovering the cost of supplying VULA services. It is also likely to facilitate switching and promote retail competition for VULA services.
- Not unduly discriminatory, in that the condition applies only to BT, which is the only operator to have SMP in the relevant market of the UK excluding the Hull Area.
- Proportionate, in that, while it will promote competition, the overall impact on BT’s incentives to invest, and more generally on take-up of fibre, is likely to be limited and the measure is, therefore, no more intrusive than necessary to achieve its intended goals. In particular, the measure does not extend to FTTP and G.fast connections.
- Transparent, in that it is clear in its requirements and intention, as explained in this statement.
8. Quality of service remedies

8.1 In Section 6, we set out our decisions in relation to general remedies on BT in the WLA market, including a requirement on BT to provide network access to third-party telecoms providers on reasonable request and on fair and reasonable terms, conditions and charges.

8.2 In this section we explain that we are imposing on BT an SMP condition that allows us to set directions specifying quality of service (QoS) standards and reporting requirements in relation to Openreach’s QoS performance for WLA services (the QoS SMP Condition).

8.3 Alongside this statement, we are publishing the 2018 QoS Statement which sets out directions specifying QoS standards and our decisions for the imposition, amendment or withdrawal of Key Performance Indicator (KPI) reporting requirements in relation to WLR, MPF and GEA, as part of a wider review of BT’s quality of service in fixed networks.402

Our proposals and stakeholder responses

8.4 In the March 2017 WLA Consultation403, we proposed to set an SMP condition in the WLA market requiring BT to comply with such conditions in relation to QoS and KPI reporting requirements as Ofcom directs from time to time. In the 2017 NMR Statement, we set a similar SMP condition that allows us to set QoS standards and reporting requirements for Wholesale Line Rental (WLR) services.404

8.5 Vodafone, Bit Commons, [✓], [✓] and Openreach all agreed with our proposal to set a quality of service SMP condition.

8.6 Some of these stakeholders also made comments in relation to our proposed QoS standards and KPI reporting requirements. Stakeholder responses and our final decisions regarding these proposals are included in our 2018 QoS Statement.

Our reasoning and decisions

8.7 In the following sub-sections, we consider the effect of our current regulation on Openreach’s quality of service performance for MPF and GEA and the aim and effect of our decision to impose a QoS SMP condition on BT. We set out our consideration of MPF and GEA in turn below.

---

402 2018 QoS Statement, section 10
403 March 2017 QoS Consultation, Section 7
The introduction of QoS standards has stabilised and improved service performance for MPF

8.8 In the 2014 FAMR, we found that, over several years (from 2009), there had been a gradual decline in Openreach’s quality of service performance in relation to fault repair and provisioning of WLR and MPF services, and that performance showed significant variations over time.

8.9 We consequently decided to set service quality standards for repair and provisions. In particular, we set QoS standards for how quickly Openreach offered an appointment for engineering visits for provisions, and the proportion of installations completed by the agreed date, with a fixed 1% allowance for “matters beyond our (i.e. BT’s) reasonable control” (MBORC). We also set a QoS standard on the proportion of repairs completed within the timeframe specified in the service maintenance level (SML) agreed with the telecoms provider (either one or two days405), with a fixed 3% allowance for MBORC (on time repair standard).

8.10 In our March 2017 WLA Consultation, we set out a detailed overview of BT’s QoS performance before and after the introduction of the QoS standards using evidence provided by Openreach and, since the 2014 FAMR, mandated through KPI reporting requirements.406 In summary, the March 2017 WLA Consultation showed that Openreach’s annual performance has met the standards set in the 2014 FAMR and updated in the October and November 2016 QoS Directions and Consents.407 Although its ‘on time’ repair performance met the standard by a much narrower margin than installations, it shows a steady improvement since 2014. The KPIs also demonstrate that, since the introduction of the QoS standards in 2014, BT’s QoS performance has shown less variation over time, such that the performance for repairs and provisions has stabilised since the introduction of the  

405 The vast majority (\(\geq 95\%)\) of access lines (for WLR, MPF and GEA-FTTC) are currently provided with a ‘one day’ or a ‘two day’ repair target. The SMLs covered by the regulation are SML1 and SML2. SML1 may also be referred as ‘two day’ repair. Openreach aims to repair faults within two working days. SML2 may also be referred as ‘one day’ repair. Openreach aims to fix a fault within one working day, including Saturdays.

406 See Section 7 in the March 2017 WLA Consultation. Regarding the provisions of the 2014 FAMR: in the 2014 FAMR Statement we directed BT to report a set of KPIs for WLR, LLU (MPF and SMPF), GEA (FTTC and FTTP), ISDN30 and ISDN2. The reporting requirements included an obligation for BT to publish a sub-set of those KPIs on a publicly accessible website.

407 In the October and November 2016 QoS Directions and Consents, we removed the expiry dates for the WLR and MPF standard obligations and enabled them to remain in force until the publication of our decisions in the WLA market review. We also implemented new repair standards based on the SML. At the time of the 2014 FAMR, the majority of WLR lines provided by Openreach were associated with SML1, while the majority of MPF lines were provided with SML2. In 2016 a number of telecoms providers decided to change care level, which would have resulted in a significant proportion of total WLR and MPF lines falling outside the repair standards. To ensure that appropriate standards continued to apply in these markets, we introduced a single standard per care level that covers both MPF and WLR. See Ofcom, 2016. Quality of Service for WLR and MPF Directions and Consents relating to the minimum standards and KPIs imposed in the 2014 Fixed Access Market Reviews. https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0032/92678/20161017-QoS-Statement_Non-confidential.pdf and https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/94300/Further-QoS-Statement.pdf
standards.\textsuperscript{408} In our 2018 QoS statement, we set out BT’s recent QoS performance which shows that BT has continued to meet the standards since the publication of the March 2017 WLA Consultation.\textsuperscript{409}

**Aim and effect of regulation for MPF**

8.11 As described above, the introduction of QoS standards in the 2014 FAMR appears to have stabilised and improved quality of service during this review period for MPF services. This highlights the importance of our intervention imposing QoS standards to support an effective MPF access remedy.

8.12 In addition, based on our review of performance from 2009, we remain concerned that Openreach is not sufficiently incentivised (absent regulation) to maintain, or outperform, current performance levels in the absence of regulatory standards. One of the consequences of Openreach’s SMP in the WLA market is that BT might not have the incentives to provide the quality of service that telecoms providers and customers require. Inadequate QoS delivered by BT has the potential to undermine the effective functioning of the network access remedy, to the detriment of both customers and downstream competition. Negative effects on customers include slow resolution to a loss of service and frustration resulting from long delays in service provisioning. QoS issues also have the potential to adversely affect telecoms providers and the intensity of competition in retail services. For example, long or uncertain waiting times may discourage switching between telecoms providers and/or between products.

8.13 Given these competition concerns, we consider it appropriate to continue to impose QoS remedies for MPF services over the review period. The QoS SMP condition provides the means of setting QoS standards. Because the QoS SMP condition allows us to set QoS standards by direction, it also offers flexibility to adapt to changing market circumstances over the market review period. The October and November 2016 QoS Directions and Consents provide an example of when such flexibility has been necessary in the past, as we had to change the QoS standards set out in the 2014 FAMR to take into account changes in the volume of telecoms providers purchase of repair SMLs 1 and 2 for WLR and MPF.\textsuperscript{410}

**Recent performance for GEA is consistent with MPF performance**

8.14 In the 2014 FAMR, we did not introduce QoS standards on BT for GEA services. At the time, the deployment and uptake of GEA services was relatively small; in August 2014 there were \textless X\textgreater.\textsuperscript{411} However, we directed BT to report a set of KPIs for GEA (FTTC and FTTP), along with WLR, LLU (MPF and SMPF), ISDN30 and ISDN2. This decision increased the range

\textsuperscript{408} We set out our evidence and analysis in relation to BT’s QoS performance for the provisioning and repair of MPF at paragraphs 7.18-7.28 and figures 7.2-7.6 in March 2017 WLA Consultation.

\textsuperscript{409} 2018 QoS Statement, Annex 1.

\textsuperscript{410} See Ofcom, 2016. *Quality of Service for WLR and MPF Directions and Consents relating to the minimum standards and KPIs imposed in the 2014 Fixed Access Market Reviews.*


\textsuperscript{411} Data from Openreach mandatory non-discrimination KPIs.
and granularity of the KPIs that BT is required to report to Ofcom allowing us to monitor Openreach’s performance more closely and if necessary respond to any trends.

8.15 In our March 2017 WLA Consultation, we set out a detailed overview of BT’s QoS performance in providing and repairing GEA services over the market review period, using evidence mandated through KPI reporting requirements. In summary, the KPIs provided by Openreach showed that its recent performance for GEA services was consistent with MPF performance. We noted that GEA-FTTP performance since 2014 had typically been more variable than GEA-FTTC although we consider that this is largely due to the low volume of lines compared to other services (e.g. WLR and MPF). We also observed that, had we imposed the same repair standards for GEA-FTTC as we did for MPF, GEA-FTTC performance would have met the 2014/15 and 2015/16 on time repair standards. In our 2018 QoS statement, we provide updates on BT’s QoS performance for GEA since the publication of our March 2017 WLA Consultation which shows that Openreach’s repair performance for GEA-FTTC has remained stable over the period from March 2017 until December 2017, although MPF has improved slightly during that period.

Aim and effect of regulation for GEA

8.16 The KPIs for GEA show that repair times for GEA are generally similar to repair times for MPF services. However, our concern is that, as for MPF, Openreach is not sufficiently incentivised to maintain or substantially exceed current performance levels in the absence of regulation, which has the potential to adversely affect competition and consumers in the same ways that we have described for MPF above. The uptake of GEA services has increased since the last review, such that \[ \geq \] lines now provide GEA services. In addition, our forecast is for SFBB services (provided using Openreach GEA and Virgin Media’s network) to grow substantially over the review period (see Section 3).

8.17 Given our competition concerns, and the increasing importance of GEA based services, we consider that inadequate quality of service of GEA may lead to material risks for competition and consumers. There is also a risk that QoS standards applied to WLR and MPF might result in those services being given a higher priority at the expense of GEA services. We therefore consider it appropriate to impose QoS remedies for GEA services over the review period and to provide for flexibility to adapt to changing market circumstances during this time. As described above, the October and November 2016 QoS Directions and Consents provide an example of when such flexibility has been necessary in the past, as we had to change the QoS standards set out in the 2014 FAMR to take account of changes in the volume of telecoms providers purchase of repair SMLs 1 and 2 for WLR and MPF.

---

412 We set out our evidence and analysis in relation to BT’s QoS performance for the provisioning and repair of GEA at paragraphs 7.29-7.33 and figures 7.7-7.10 in the March 2017 WLA Consultation.

8.18 In our 2018 QoS Statement, we set out our decisions to apply QoS standards to GEA-FTTC and not GEA-FTTP, taking into account that GEA-FTTC represents the majority of GEA lines (about 2% of GEA lines were using GEA-FTTP at the end of 2017). 414

Decision

8.19 For the reasons set out above, we have decided to impose on BT a SMP condition in relation to the WLA market requiring BT to comply with all such quality of service requirements in relation to network access as Ofcom may from time to time direct. 415 This condition includes a power for Ofcom to direct BT to comply with quality of service standards and KPI reporting requirements that will allow us to monitor BT’s performance (subject to satisfaction of the relevant legal requirements in the Act).

Legal tests

8.20 For the reasons set out below, we are satisfied that the SMP conditions for QoS imposed on BT in respect of the WLA market in the UK, excluding the Hull Area, meet the various tests set out in the Act.

8.21 Section 87(3) of the Act authorises the setting of SMP services conditions in relation to the provision of network access. Section 87(5) of the Act provides that such conditions may include provision for securing fairness and reasonableness in the way in which requests for network access are made and responded to and for securing that the obligations contained in the conditions are complied with within the periods and at the times required by or under the conditions. In this regard we note Article 12(1) of the Access Directive, which provides that national regulatory authorities may attach to conditions relating to network access obligations covering fairness, reasonableness and timeliness. Section 87(6)(b) of the Act also specifically authorises the setting of SMP services conditions which require a dominant provider to publish, in such a manner as Ofcom may direct, all such information for the purposes of securing transparency.

8.22 We consider that the regulation that we have set in relation to quality of service will enable Ofcom to secure that network access is provided within a reasonable period of time and on a fair and reasonable basis.

8.23 In reaching our decision, we have taken into account the factors set out in section 87(4) of the Act. In particular, we consider that the imposition of the condition enabling Ofcom to set QoS standards is necessary to ensure an appropriate level of quality of service so as to secure effective competition, including economically efficient infrastructure-based competition, in the long term. Our conditions will also ensure that there can be an

414 2018 QoS Statement.
415 This condition is pursuant to our network access SMP condition. Please see Section 8, where we explain our decision to maintain the requirement on BT to provide network access to third-party telecoms providers on reasonable request and on fair and reasonable terms, conditions and charges in the WLA market; Note also that this is the approach that we adopted in Ofcom, 2016. Business Connectivity Market Review Statement, Annex 35, Condition 7 – Quality of service. http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/bcmr-2015/statement/final-annex-35.pdf; the QoS SMP Condition is set out in Annex 35, page 29.
appropriate level of transparency in relation to quality of service, in conjunction with the condition requiring BT to publish information as to the quality of its services, as Ofcom may from time to time direct.

8.24 We have considered our duties under section 3 of the Act. We consider that, by ensuring that BT adheres to prescribed QoS standards and transparency requirements in relation to both provisioning and the repair of faults, these regulations will further the interests of citizens in relation to communications matters and further the interests of consumers in relevant markets by promoting competition.

8.25 We have considered the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. We consider that these conditions will promote competition in relation to the provision of electronic communications networks and encourage the provision of network access for the purposes of securing efficient and sustainable competition in the markets for electronic communications networks and services.

**SMP condition in relation to QoS standards and KPI reporting requirements**

8.26 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that the purpose of the regulation is to ensure mandatory QoS standards in relation to some key services supporting network access. The evidence available to us indicates that, in the absence of other effective incentive mechanisms, regulation is necessary to secure an appropriate level of service by BT and our regulation addresses this;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that it will only apply to BT, which we have identified as the only telecoms provider having SMP in the relevant market in the UK, excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that we have identified the need for regulation of BT’s quality of service. We consider that our decisions are the least onerous means of achieving the desired objective, in that it only requires BT to comply with QoS standards as directed by Ofcom; and
- transparent, in that, its clear intention is to ensure that BT maintains a level of quality of service in relation to a number of key factors of importance to telecoms providers that buy these wholesale inputs.

8.27 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that the purpose of the regulation is to secure an appropriate level of service by BT and to prevent undue discrimination by allowing Ofcom and the industry to monitor BT’s performance, particularly the quality of the access services it is providing for various services;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that it will only apply to BT, which we have identified as the only telecoms provider having SMP in the relevant market in the UK, excluding the Hull Area;
proportionate, in that it only requires BT to provide and publish information as directed by Ofcom where we consider such information is necessary to monitor BT’s performance, which is the minimum condition to ensure the desired objective; and

transparent, in that, its clear intention is to secure that BT offers an appropriate level of service and to prevent undue discrimination by BT in the provision of services to telecoms providers.

For these reasons, we consider that the regulation is appropriate to address the competition concerns, in line with section 87(1) of the Act. As set out above, we have also published a statement setting out our decisions on the specific QoS standards and transparency requirements that should be imposed on BT. As part of that statement, we set out our reasoning as to why our decisions meet the applicable legal tests.
9. Price regulation of VULA

9.1 In Section 7, we set out our decision to impose a specific access obligation on BT to provide access to its fibre connections in the form of virtual unbundled local access (VULA). In this section we set out the price regulation applicable to BT’s VULA services, from 1 April 2018.

9.2 Our price regulation is intended to address the competition concerns resulting from BT’s SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area. Specifically, on the basis of our market analysis, we have identified a relevant risk of adverse effects arising from a price distortion. The price distortion that we are concerned about is that, absent regulation, BT would have the incentive and ability to set charges for VULA services at an excessive level, with a knock-on impact for retail superfast broadband prices. We are also concerned that BT’s SMP could enable it to use VULA services to distort competition in the provision of fibre access by engaging in a margin squeeze.

Summary of decisions

9.3 In summary, we have decided to:

- introduce charge controls on BT’s VULA 40/10 services, specifically on BT’s GEA-FTTC 40/10 rentals and associated ancillary services;\(^{416}\);
- continue to allow BT pricing flexibility on higher bandwidth VULA services, subject to the requirement that charges are fair and reasonable, which we would interpret as a requirement not to impose a margin squeeze;
- in cases where the copper bearer associated with the provision of the VULA 40/10 service is not provided via MPF (which is subject to a charge control) e.g. it is provided via WLR or a new approach such as ‘single order GEA’ (SOGEA), require BT to set charges related to the copper bearer that are fair and reasonable, by which we mean that they should reflect the costs of providing that bearer; and
- for those premises served with full-fibre where there is no FTTC connection available, require BT to offer GEA-FTTP 40/10 rentals at the same price as the equivalent charge-controlled GEA-FTTC service. This rule will not apply where a premise can access an FTTC connection.

9.4 The charge control on BT’s GEA-FTTC 40/10 rentals is a CPI-X control with X set to align charges to forecast efficient costs by the penultimate year of the charge control period (i.e. a cost-based charge control). The details of how we have set our charge controls on all VULA services are set out in Volume 2 of this statement.

9.5 In light of the above, we have decided that BT will no longer be subject to the detailed VULA Margin Condition that we imposed in 2015.\(^{417}\)

---

\(^{416}\) We are also charge controlling some ancillary services that are provided with all GEA variants.

\(^{417}\) The VULA Margin Condition imposed obligations on BT to provide a sufficient margin between retail and wholesale prices and to provide details to Ofcom of the costs and revenues necessary to demonstrate its compliance, every six months.
Structure of section

9.6 This section proceeds as follows. We first set out the objectives by reference to which we proposed to consider VULA pricing remedies in our March 2017 WLA Consultation, and explain why we consider these still hold in light of stakeholder responses. We also explain how we seek to balance these objectives to most effectively address our competition concerns resulting from BT’s SMP.

9.7 We then set out our more detailed assessment of how VULA price regulation can satisfy each of these objectives, as follows: protecting consumers and retail competition in this review period; preserving BT’s investment incentives, taking account of the fair bet on BT’s past FTTC investment, as well as future investment in full-fibre broadband; and preserving investment incentives faced by BT’s competitors. Based on this assessment, we set out our overall conclusion on VULA pricing remedies.

9.8 We also explain in more detail how our VULA price regulation will apply to full-fibre connections, the position in relation to VULA 40/10 where the copper bearer is not provided via MPF, and the position in respect of ancillary services.

Our objectives for price regulation of VULA

Our proposals

9.9 As explained in Section 5, an important component of our approach to regulating access to BT’s fibre services where necessary, which reflects the strategic context for this review, is to give both BT and its competitors incentives to invest in new networks, while balancing the need to protect competition and ultimately consumers in the short term.

9.10 In our March 2017 WLA Consultation, we set out four key objectives by reference to which we proposed to consider VULA pricing remedies.

- **Preserving the investment incentives faced by competitors to BT**, incentivising BT’s competitors to build their own networks where viable.
- **Preserving the investment incentives faced by BT**, by applying the ‘fair bet’ principle. This recognises that the investing firm needs to benefit from sufficient upside potential from any investment to offset the downside risk of failure.
- **Protecting customers against the risk of high prices**. Interventions to encourage investment in new infrastructure must take account of the risk that they could result in higher prices for consumers. However, the risk of short-term price rises may be outweighed in the medium to long term by the harm caused by a lack of investment altogether.
- **Protecting retail competition where necessary, based on access to BT’s network**. Where we do not expect network competition to emerge, and during the transitional period before it emerges, the prices charged for access to BT’s network must allow rivals to compete.
Reflecting those objectives, we proposed a cost-based charge control on VULA 40/10 services. In cases where the copper bearer is not provided via MPF, we proposed that any charges related to the copper bearer should be fair and reasonable, by which we meant they should reflect the costs of providing that bearer.

We proposed to allow pricing flexibility on the other bandwidth VULA services, subject to the requirement that charges are fair and reasonable. We also proposed to remove the current VULA Margin Condition.

Stakeholder responses

Respondents to our March 2017 WLA Consultation generally agreed with our proposed objectives. BT said that we are right to seek to balance the aims of protecting consumers and retail competition while also encouraging investment. CityFibre said it recognises that we must balance measures that promote longer term goals such as investment in new full-fibre networks with some degree of short-term consumer protection until competition becomes effective. Virgin Media said there is a balance between securing lower prices for consumers in the short term versus maintaining investment incentives to support infrastructure competition and hence service innovation and lower prices in the long term.

However, many respondents disagreed with how we had applied those objectives, and/or did not agree that our proposals for VULA price regulation struck an appropriate balance between them. BT, CityFibre and Virgin Media considered we would strike a better balance between our objectives by more relaxed regulation of BT’s VULA services. In particular, BT argued that a VULA charge control is not required to protect consumers from excessive pricing, and that introducing one would violate the fair bet principle, with negative consequences for future investment and network competition. It said that we should continue to allow pricing flexibility for VULA services, or, at a minimum, increase the level of the VULA 40/10 charge control.

On the other hand, Sky, TalkTalk and others said that we would strike a better balance between our objectives by regulating BT’s VULA services more tightly, in particular by applying some form of price regulation to higher VULA bandwidths.

We have carefully considered the detail of all the representations received on this aspect of our proposals in reaching our decisions. We set out the detail of specific responses and our assessment of them in the course of this section, as we present our analysis and explain our decisions.

---

418 BT response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.2.
419 CityFibre response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 2.1.2.
420 Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 116.
421 BT response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 3.
Conclusion on our objectives

9.17 In light of stakeholder responses, in coming to our decisions about introducing VULA pricing remedies, we have continued to have regard to the same four objectives as in our March 2017 WLA Consultation and in doing so give effect to the policy objectives set out in the regulatory framework.

Balancing our objectives

9.18 As demonstrated by the various views expressed by respondents to our March 2017 Consultation, there can be tension between our different objectives. We describe below how we have considered this and balanced our objectives to achieve an appropriate and proportionate package of remedies for consumers.

9.19 In relation to preserving BT’s investment incentives, we are required when setting charge controls to consider the extent of investment by the dominant provider in the matters to which the pricing remedy relates. We have considered this issue by reference to the ‘fair bet’ principle; that is, whether BT has had a fair opportunity to earn a reasonable return on its original FTTC investments, taking account of the risks at the time the investment was made. As discussed below and in Annex 6, we find that BT has had a fair bet on its FTTC investments and so our decision to impose price regulation on BT’s VULA 40/10 services is consistent with safeguarding BT’s incentives to invest.

9.20 The remaining objectives can suggest alternative approaches to addressing our competition concerns. For example, tighter wholesale price regulation will afford more protection for consumers and the existing model of competition (based on access to BT’s WLA services) in the short term, but may undermine incentives for future network investment which is in consumers’ long-term interests. In contrast, looser wholesale price regulation might generally be preferred by potential investors in full-fibre networks, but will afford less short-term protection for consumers and the existing model of competition. However, if wholesale price regulation was so loose that it seriously compromised existing retail competitors’ market positions, this could also undermine their ability and incentives to invest in new infrastructure.

9.21 We have sought to exercise our judgement on this matter to impose an appropriate and proportionate set of remedies that furthers the interests of consumers in these markets in both the short and long term. Our approach has been informed by the following considerations.

9.22 We seek to support strong incentives for rivals to BT to invest in competing full-fibre networks:

- we place weight on the potential benefits for consumers of rival investment and network competition to BT in the long term, as discussed in Section 5;

---

Section 88(2) of the Communications Act 2003.
• we consider that there is good potential for rival investment and competition to BT in many parts of the UK. Such competition is supported by our PIA remedy;
• we consider that our approach to VULA pricing, now and in the future, will be a significant influence on incentives for competing investment; and
• we consider that our regulation in this review period will be an important signal for investors, notwithstanding the fact that these investors will have a long time horizon.

9.23 We also recognise that such investment will not be forthcoming in all parts of the UK and that even in potentially competitive areas there will be a time lag before there is substantial network deployment. This feeds into our assessment of the relevant risk of adverse effects arising from BT’s incentive and ability to set charges for VULA services at an excessive level. Put another way, it means that consumers and competitors that currently rely on BT’s wholesale access services could potentially face high prices in this review period (compared to the efficiently incurred costs of supply, taking account of necessary compensation for risk) if we do not impose some degree of control on BT’s VULA charges.

9.24 We have considered the balance between consumers’ short-term and long-term interests by evaluating what form of controls are necessary to provide adequate protection in this review period, yet provide incentives for investment in competing networks as well as by BT over time. As discussed in this section, we conclude that for this review period:
• copper alternatives and competition from Virgin Media will not adequately protect consumers against the risk of high prices; and
• regulating VULA 40/10 services by way of a cost-based charge control, while continuing the approach of pricing flexibility for other bandwidths, will adequately protect wholesale and retail consumers from excessive prices, although this protection is less than would be the case if we applied charge controls to all VULA services.

9.25 We have evaluated this package of remedies to confirm that it is supportive of investment in competing networks and by BT in this review period and in the long run. In particular:
• Investment in new networks will take time and investors will have a long-term perspective. Our approach of allowing pricing flexibility for higher bandwidth services will increase in importance over time as consumers’ demand for higher bandwidth services increases. This provides strong incentives for potential competitors to embark on a long-term programme of rollout.
• We have checked that a charge control on VULA 40/10 services is consistent with substantial full-fibre deployment by some efficient rivals to BT, during the current review period.

9.26 Taken together, we consider that our package of remedies provides adequate protection for competition and consumers in this review period, which is an important time period over which rival network investment can take shape. However, we have not gone beyond the minimum necessary to provide this protection, and pricing flexibility on higher bandwidth services will become even more significant in future, for strengthening the investment case for rival networks.
In what follows, we set out our detailed assessment of VULA price regulation against each of our objectives. Where relevant, we explain how we have taken account of the considerations above, so as to strike an appropriate balance between these objectives.

Protecting consumers against the risk of high prices

We have set out our view in Section 4 that BT will continue to have SMP in the supply of WLA services in the UK excluding the Hull Area, for this review period. This gives rise to a risk that, absent regulation, BT would have the incentive and ability to set charges for VULA services at an excessive level.

In our March 2017 WLA Consultation, we said that this is likely to lead to adverse effects in terms of higher retail prices for SFBB customers. We provisionally concluded that it may be necessary to impose a charge control to protect customers from this risk of high prices.\(^{423}\)

VULA pricing and profitability

Virgin Media said we had not clearly defined or described this objective. It said that this morphs from protecting consumers from higher prices to protecting them from excessive pricing throughout the March 2017 WLA Consultation, and that “as far as we can see, at no point does Ofcom claim that the current prices are ‘excessive’...Ofcom is guarding against a future threat of harm rather than the existence of a current detriment”.\(^{424}\)

BT and Virgin Media said we had provided little or no evidence that current VULA prices and returns are excessive. Virgin Media said that, as a period of returns above the cost of capital is essential for any investment to compensate for start-up losses, and for the fact that returns are deferred until the future, we had not made the case that BT’s current Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) on SFBB is a problem that justifies an intervention. It also said that an IRR-based approach\(^{425}\) risks clawing back better than expected returns from a ‘fair bet’ period, fundamentally undermining the very principle of the ‘fair bet’.

Virgin Media also said that a VULA charge control is likely to have a relatively small impact on retail prices, even if price reductions were fully passed through to consumers, and so the absence of such a reduction does not appear to represent “considerably higher prices”. It said a more proportionate approach that guards against future price increases and errs on the side of investment incentives would be to impose a safeguard cap on Openreach’s 40/10 service at today’s prices.\(^{426}\)

Our objective here is to protect consumers against the risk of adverse effects of BT setting VULA charges at an excessive level.\(^{427}\) We consider that a likely adverse effect in these circumstances would be high prices for consumers purchasing retail SFBB packages.

\(^{423}\) See paragraph 8.35, March 2017 WLA Consultation.

\(^{424}\) Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 45 to 46.

\(^{425}\) IRR refers to internal rate of return.

\(^{426}\) BT response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 2.8. Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 125-129.

\(^{427}\) Our objective is not narrowly about affordability, as Virgin Media discusses in paragraphs 47-49 of its response.
We have considered the evidence on BT’s pricing and profitability for VULA services, which can inform our view on this risk. We believe it indicates that, in the absence of a control on the level of VULA charges, BT would have the ability and incentive to set excessively high prices. In this regard, we note that:

• VULA charges have remained constant since they were introduced (in July 2009 for the 40/2 service, and September 2011 for the 40/10 service), while the unit cost of VULA has fallen significantly over time and is projected to fall further during this period.  
• This means that the gap between current VULA 40/10 rental charges and our estimate of the unit cost of providing this service (which is set out in Volume 2) is currently £1.85 per line, and is projected to increase to around £2.41 by 2020/21. We estimate that this is equivalent to consumers paying up to £1.5 billion in higher retail prices compared to cost-based charges, over the course of the review period, if rental charges remained at their current levels. This is a significant impact on overall consumer bills.
• As set out in Section 4, BT’s reported profitability for GEA services, measured by ROCE, has also been increasing. It was 24.8% in 2016/17, up from 21.6% in 2015/16 i.e. significantly above the benchmark cost of capital.

As BT and Virgin Media noted in their responses, we recognise that accounting returns on GEA services are not necessarily a reliable indicator of profitability, given the profile of expenditure and usage on what is a growing service. Furthermore, BT also needs to earn some returns above the cost of capital to compensate for the additional downside risk associated with its investment in FTTC. However, as set out later in this section and in more detail in Annex 6, we consider that Openreach’s returns over the lifetime of its original risky investment have been above the cost of capital, after taking account of the risk incurred.

As a result of its SMP in this market and in light of our market analysis we consider that BT would have the ability and incentive to set and maintain excessively high prices for VULA over the period of this review. We therefore consider there is a risk to consumers of high prices for retail SFBB packages, if BT can maintain its current VULA charges or increase them beyond current levels. Furthermore, our estimates above show that the potential scale of this harm is large.

---

428 For instance, we estimate that the LRIC of GEA-FTTC has fallen by around 45% since the date of the last review in 2014.
429 This is in Net Present Value (NPV) terms. It assumes that wholesale price reductions for 40/10 GEA rentals (including VAT) are fully passed through at the retail level, and downstream SFBB prices for higher GEA bandwidths fall by the same amount as 40/10 GEA prices (due to the constraint imposed by the 40/10 GEA price). It also assumes a reduction in retail prices by Openreach providers is mirrored one-for-one by a fall in retail prices for Virgin Media.
430 BT’s ROCE in 2014/15 was 12.9%, though this figure is before CAR adjustments and so is not on a consistent basis to later figures. Source: BT’s Regulatory financial statements and information derived from the RFS Additional Financial Information, flat file schedule, supplied in confidence by BT: 2016/17 dated 3 November 2017; 2015/16 dated 11 November 2016; 2014/15 dated 14 August 2015.
Constraints on BT’s VULA prices

9.37 As set out in Section 10, we have decided to set a cost-based charge control for MPF services, which support retail packages of SBB as well as retail SFBB packages when used in conjunction with GEA-FTTC services.

9.38 BT and Virgin Media said we have understated the extent to which the risk of excessive VULA prices is mitigated by the constraint from copper-based standard broadband services. BT said we had not demonstrated that market conditions have changed sufficiently to justify a different conclusion to that reached in 2014 on the constraint exerted by SBB. It argued that that SBB remains an important constraint on SFBB, even if the market is moving towards greater fibre take-up.

9.39 BT also said we had underestimated the strength of competition from Virgin Media in certain parts of the country, where it is eroding Openreach’s share of local access lines and competing strongly in the retail market.\(^431\)

9.40 We have therefore considered whether the presence of competitive constraints from copper loop-based services and competition from other access networks (including Virgin Media) are likely to constrain VULA prices to cost-reflective levels during this review period. Given the evidence we have presented above regarding the material and growing gap between VULA 40/10 rental charges and our estimate of the unit cost of providing this service and BT’s profitability, the strength of these constraints would need to increase to address our concern in respect of high prices.

Copper constraint

9.41 We have assessed the constraint from retail packages of SBB to retail prices for SFBB packages in Annex 5, taking account of stakeholder responses to the March 2017 WLA Consultation. In summary, while we have concluded that copper and fibre-based broadband access form part of the same product market, we find that that these constraints appear to be asymmetric in that demand-side substitution from copper-based to fibre-based services would appear greater than from fibre to copper.\(^432\)

9.42 Furthermore, there is increasing demand for fibre services. This is underpinned by increasing bandwidth usage, which we consider is likely to continue to increase throughout this review period. Overall take-up of retail packages of SFBB now exceeds take-up of retail packages of SBB, and we expect it to grow to around 70% of all broadband lines by the end of this review period.\(^433\) BT’s fibre-based share of the WLA market alone is forecast to be around 40% (see Figure 4.1).

\(^431\) BT response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 2.28 and 2.43. Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 56.

\(^432\) We note, as explained in Annex 5, that a quantitative hypothetical monopolist test (HMT) used in market definition is not designed to capture all the factors that are relevant to the actual pricing decisions that telecoms providers such as BT face, particularly as BT – unlike a hypothetical monopolist of SFBB – supplies a range of broadband speeds (including SBB), which will affect its pricing incentives.

\(^433\) There is also increasing take-up of SFBB services delivered using higher VULA bandwidths.
This level of migration from copper-based services to fibre-based services is likely to point towards the importance of the copper constraint diminishing over time as SBB becomes an increasingly small minority of downstream WLA services, particularly if this migration is accompanied by a greater attachment to fibre-based services. This creates a risk of the constraint that it imposes on BT’s incentive to raise VULA prices diminishing further over the review period.

In light of the asymmetric and diminishing constraint exercised by retail packages of SBB to retail prices for SFBB packages, as well as the increasingly large share of WLA connections that are served using GEA, we do not consider that this constraint will be sufficient to bring down VULA prices closer to the level of efficiently incurred cost during the review period. As such, we believe that BT would still have the ability and incentive to set and maintain VULA prices at an excessive level.

Furthermore, as set out above, the large share of fibre access connections means that the potential magnitude of harm to consumers associated with this risk is very large.

**Constraint from Virgin Media and other networks**

We have considered the strength of the constraint from services offered by Virgin Media and other networks in Section 4, taking account of stakeholder responses to the March 2017 WLA Consultation.

Virgin Media’s network footprint is currently growing, but it will remain geographically limited for at least the period of this review. We also expect provision by other networks to become more important in future. However, given the time it takes to deploy these networks, we do not expect them to become established in a significant portion of the country during this review period. This means that BT will remain the only supplier of WLA services in much of the UK. In our volume forecasts, which take account of Virgin Media’s Project Lightning rollout as well as new network rollout by other network providers, BT’s overall share of WLA lines remains high and is at around 80% by 2020/21 (see Figure 4.1).

Overall, we have concluded that BT will continue to have SMP in the supply of WLA services in the UK excluding the Hull Area for the period of this review.

While we agree that Virgin Media’s presence at the retail level imposes some constraint on BT’s VULA prices, we do not consider that this constraint will be sufficient to bring down VULA prices closer to the level of efficiently incurred cost during the review period. As such, we believe that BT would still have the ability and incentive to set and maintain VULA prices at an excessive level.

**Overall view on the competition concern and the need for VULA price regulation to protect consumers from higher prices**

On the basis of the evidence which we have presented and summarised above, we remain of the view that BT’s SMP gives rise to a relevant risk of adverse effects arising from a price distortion. That is, absent price regulation, BT would have the incentive and ability to set
charges for VULA services at an excessive level, and that consumers would be significantly adversely affected by this in the form of high prices for SFBB services.

We disagree with Virgin Media that a safeguard cap would address this concern. While this would limit scope for further price increases, we consider it is likely that BT would price up to this cap (i.e. maintain VULA prices at today’s levels), which, as explained above, is higher than the level of efficiently incurred costs, taking account of compensation for risk.

As regards other pricing remedies, such as a requirement to set fair and reasonable or cost-oriented charges, we consider that these remedies would only be effective in addressing the risk of excessive prices if they brought prices closer to the level of efficiently incurred cost. While we could provide guidance to this effect, this would still leave significant uncertainty unless we also specified what this level is i.e. by modelling BT’s costs, as we do for a cost-based charge control.

However, as VULA services are provided over a range of bandwidths, there is a choice about the scope of a cost-based charge control. The following sections therefore consider which VULA services should be subject to a cost-based control to address the risk of excessive pricing by BT. In doing so, reflecting our objectives for the regulation of VULA, we seek to target our price regulation to the minimum intervention necessary to address our competition concerns, while also preserving investment incentives.

Having done this, we then directly assess whether this approach satisfies our investment objectives for the price regulation of VULA.

**Charge control on VULA 40/10 services and pricing flexibility for higher VULA bandwidths**

**Our proposals**

In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed setting a cost-based charge control for VULA 40/10 services while allowing BT continued pricing flexibility on VULA services for other bandwidths. We explained our view that this would be likely to provide adequate protection to downstream competition, and ultimately consumers, given BT’s SMP. We said that there will be fairly strong substitutability between retail SFBB services of different speeds, in the period of this review. We noted in particular that BT’s internal documents suggest customers seem to be sensitive to pricing, and that volume forecasts suggest limited demand for speeds above 40 Mbit/s.

On this basis, we said that the risk of harm to retail competition and consumers from excessive prices for higher bandwidth VULA services would be mitigated by the strength of the 40/10 charge control as an anchor, coupled with our fair and reasonable charging condition for other VULA services.

---

434 We also do not consider that we could benchmark VULA charges against international fibre access charges, as they may not reflect the efficiently incurred cost of providing this service in the UK.

435 March 2017 Consultation, paragraphs 3.47-3.52 and 8.41-8.43.
Stakeholder responses

9.57 Several stakeholders (Sky, TalkTalk, Vodafone and [\(\text{\textbullet}\)]\]) said a charge control only on VULA 40/10 services would not provide sufficient protection for consumers.

9.58 Sky acknowledged that charges for higher bandwidth GEA services may fall as a result of a 40/10 GEA charge control, but it said that this constraint will weaken over time. Sky said that we presented little evidence of “fairly strong substitutability” between different GEA speed variants or of limited demand for faster GEA variants. It also said that the evidence we did present was based on current conditions (including existing regulation), whereas our assessment should be forward-looking, anticipating market developments. Sky said that we should set individual cost-based charge controls for 55/10 and 80/20 GEA services, or alternatively apply a safeguard cap to these higher bandwidths, based on the current bandwidth gradient.\(^{436}\)

9.59 TalkTalk said BT will be able to earn very substantial supernormal returns on higher bandwidth products if 40/10 GEA does not impose a significant competitive constraint on 80/20 GEA by 2021, and so fails to fully protect consumers from BT’s exercise of its market power on GEA products. It said we should impose a safeguard cap set at 150% of the 40/10 GEA charge control i.e. higher than the existing bandwidth gradient, to preserve some pricing flexibility.\(^{437}\)

9.60 Vodafone said a charge control on one GEA service will act to some extent to constrain pricing on other GEA services, but the constraining impact is likely to be weak at best, as once customers buy a higher bandwidth service, they do not move back to a lower bandwidth service. Vodafone argued for a broader charge control which captures all GEA services up to 80/20, with safeguard caps to prevent extreme relative price changes within the basket control.\(^{438}\)

9.61 [\(\text{\textbullet}\)] referred to Figure 3.11 of the March 2017 WLA Consultation, which showed that the price differential between BT’s standard and superfast broadband services had increased over time, and said that there is nothing to prevent a similar pricing differential emerging between 40/10 services and higher speed variants.\(^{439}\)

9.62 Other stakeholders argued that VULA 40/10 services are close substitutes for higher bandwidth VULA services, and will continue to meet the needs of the majority of users for years to come.

\(^{436}\) Sky response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 19 to 38.
\(^{437}\) TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 1.8-1.10 and 2.3-2.16.
\(^{438}\) Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 3.23 and 3.35.
\(^{439}\) [\(\text{\textbullet}\)]
9.63 BT said a steep reduction in the price of the 40/10 wholesale product will limit prices which can be charged for higher speed products, meaning current prices for speeds higher than 40 Mbit/s could not be sustained.\textsuperscript{440}

9.64 Similarly, Openreach said that the pricing premium for the 55/10 product above the 40/10 product is constrained to the current price difference, while the price that customers are willing to pay for the 80/20 product is set as a premium relative to the price for 40/10.\textsuperscript{441}

9.65 CityFibre submitted evidence from a Broadband Internet Access Costs (BIAC) study for the EC, which shows that price premia for both >30 Mbit/s and >100 Mbit/s services across 28 countries declined between 2012 and 2015.\textsuperscript{442} CityFibre also said it is clear that telecoms providers are not expecting that ultrafast broadband (UFBB) pricing can be launched with a significant price premium to the 40/10 SFBB service, and expect that there will be a considerable downward pressure on UFBB pricing over time as the intention is that the service should be attractive and affordable for a large part of the market.\textsuperscript{443}

9.66 Virgin Media said that a fall in the price of 40/10 services will tend to lead to a fall in the price of premium services by the same (or a similar) amount.\textsuperscript{444} In a supplementary note on consumers’ demand for speeds, Virgin Media said the following:\textsuperscript{445}

- in the 2016/17 financial year, more than \(\{\times\}\) customers downgraded their broadband speed package, and approximately \(\{\times\}\)% of those were customers who moved from 200 Mbit/s to 50 Mbit/s;
- Virgin Media removed its 50 Mbit/s SFBB offering in April 2017, \(\{\times\}\), but reintroduced it in July 2017 \(\{\times\}\); and
- \(\{\times\}\)

9.67 Virgin Media said that an anchor product can be entirely effective even if no provider currently uses it, and that we could apply price controls to the 18/2 product, which is significantly above SBB capabilities and would form a proximate constraint of much of Openreach’s VULA volumes.\textsuperscript{446}

**Our reasoning and decisions**

9.68 We recognised in our March 2017 WLA Consultation that a charge control for just VULA 40/10 services may allow somewhat increased prices for higher bandwidth VULA services than would be likely if a charge control across all VULA services were imposed. Our aim when proposing a 40/10 charge control was not to constrain higher bandwidth VULA prices to cost; rather, we wanted to ensure that SFBB customers are adequately protected

\textsuperscript{440} BT response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 3.20.

\textsuperscript{441} Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation Volume 2, paragraph 99.

\textsuperscript{442} CityFibre response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 8.3.5.

\textsuperscript{443} CityFibre response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 8.3.8.

\textsuperscript{444} Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 7.

\textsuperscript{445} \(\{\times\}\)

\textsuperscript{446} Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 138.
against the risk of high prices for these services, while also promoting competition by preserving investment incentives for competing providers to invest in new networks.

9.69 We disagree with Virgin Media that a price control on 18/2 VULA services would provide adequate protection against the risk of high prices. This product was targeted at low-speed ADSL lines, rather than as an alternative to existing SFBB services, and offers significantly slower download speeds than VULA 40/10 services. Openreach has since withdrawn this product from sale to new customers.447

9.70 We remain of the view that a VULA 40/10 charge control will provide adequate protection against the risk of harm from excessive prices for higher VULA bandwidths over the next review period. This is on the basis that:

- A large proportion of fibre customers will continue to take retail services which are directly served by the charge controlled VULA 40/10 service; and
- The prices of higher bandwidth VULA services will be indirectly constrained at the retail level, because an increase in the price premium for higher bandwidth services would, if passed through to retail prices, likely lead some consumers to substitute away from these bandwidths to services which use VULA 40/10.

9.71 Our updated assessment of these factors, taking account of stakeholder comments and of updated evidence and analysis undertaken since March 2017, is summarised below. We have set out our more detailed analysis in Annex 5.

Take-up forecasts

9.72 We have updated our forecast volumes of GEA rentals during this review period, as set out in Figure 9.1. These forecasts have been developed for our charge control modelling (see Annex 10 of Volume 2), and use updated information from telecoms providers.

Figure 9.1: Ofcom forecasts of Openreach GEA lines by bandwidth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Million lines</th>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18/19</td>
<td>19/20</td>
<td>20/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18/2</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40/2</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40/10</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55/10</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80/20</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>[X]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

447 Openreach also offers a 40/2 GEA service, but, as set out in Annex 10, there has been significant migration away from 40/2 rentals. While we recognise that a charge control on this product could constrain prices for other GEA rentals, we consider that the risk of excessive prices is addressed more effectively through a charge control on a service that is currently used more widely by providers.
Source: Ofcom forecasts

9.73 Our updated forecasts for external lines suggest that most GEA lines purchased from Openreach by telecoms providers other than BT will continue to be for the 40/10 service (approximately [3<] compared with our forecast of 80% in our March 2017 WLA Consultation).

9.74 Since our consultation, BT Consumer has upgraded SFBB subscribers whose line can support faster speeds to a headline download speed of 76 Mbit/s, which uses BT’s GEA 80/20 service. This is reflected in our internal forecasts, and means that more than [3<]% of BT’s fibre subscribers are forecast to be on an 80/20 service by 2020/21. We consider these subscribers are on average likely to have a lower incremental willingness to pay for faster SFBB speeds than those who upgraded themselves, and may therefore be more willing to switch back to slower services if relative prices increased, or for other features of a broadband package.

9.75 We have also considered the implications of a piece of consumer research we undertook into residential customers’ broadband demand (summer 2017 consumer research), as well as internal research that telecoms providers have undertaken themselves, for likely future demand for SFBB services of different speeds. This assessment is set out in Annex 5. We believe that this information shows that while some customers are likely to derive value from faster speeds, and so would be willing to pay a premium for these services, there is a significant group of consumers for whom basic SFBB speeds are a reasonable option. The picture for businesses appears similar.

9.76 Overall, based on our forecasts and other evidence from telecoms providers and consumer research, we consider that higher VULA bandwidths will become more important over the forthcoming review period, and somewhat more so than we thought to be the case at the time of our March 2017 Consultation. However, our GEA rental forecasts show that we can still expect a large proportion of retail subscribers to take a 40/10 service by 2020/21. As we expect competition between retail providers to lead to wholesale charge reductions for VULA 40/10 being passed on to consumers, these customers are therefore directly protected from the risk of excessive pricing by a charge control on VULA 40/10 services.

9.77 We now consider the evidence on whether there is likely to be significant scope for high prices for those consumers taking faster SFBB services. This depends to a large extent on the degree to which consumers see different SFBB speeds as substitutable.

Price differentials

9.78 Patterns in price changes for services potentially provide useful information on the substitutability of those services. For instance, two services showing the same pattern of

---

449 This can be found here: https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-1/wholesale-local-access-market-review.
price changes, for reasons not connected to costs or general price inflation, would be consistent with these services being close substitutes.450

9.79 We have compared retail prices for different SFBB dual-play services between 2014 and 2017, to understand the extent to which they move together.451 As set out in Figure 9.2, we find that, despite variation in the price levels for these packages over the period, average prices for 76 Mbit/s tracked 38 Mbit/s package prices closely, with the two price series producing a correlation coefficient of 0.83.452 The price differential has remained broadly constant at around £8 on average with limited variation around this.453

Figure 9.2: Average retail price differential (including VAT) for SFBB packages by speed, January 2014 to October 2017

We consider that this pattern of prices for retail packages of different SFBB speeds is consistent with these services being substitutable, as argued by BT, CityFibre and Virgin Media above. The differential has remained flat, suggesting little change in the strength of such substitutability since the last review.

Furthermore, while faster speeds clearly attract price premia on average, there are nevertheless significant overlaps between different providers’ retail prices (as shown in Annex 5, Figure A5.10). These overlapping price bands indicate that headline download speed is not the only package characteristic that is valued by customers i.e. that, for a given price, customers are prepared to trade off lower speeds for other broadband

450 See paragraph 3.7 of the OFT’s market definition guidelines.
451 Our approach is set out in detail in Annex 5. We have focused on 38 Mbit/s and 76 Mbit/s, rather than 52 Mbit/s, services as these speeds are offered more widely by telecoms providers. We consider that this comparison is more informative than the BIAC study referenced by CityFibre, as it is UK-specific and covers a more recent time period.
452 This is significant at the 1% level.
453 Regarding \( \square \) argument at paragraph 9.61, our updated analysis of the price differential between retail packages of SBB and SFBB (set out in Annex 5) also does not suggest a widening in that differential.
package features, such as a higher data allowance, call usage, perceived quality of service, etc. It also suggests that some consumers have had the opportunity to upgrade their broadband speed at no extra price by switching packages. These factors make it more likely that an increase in the price of broadband services of a given speed would trigger a demand response at the retail level.

9.82 Overall, we consider that the evidence from telecoms providers’ past and current pricing behaviour is consistent with there being substitutability between retail SFBB services of different speeds, such that providers will take account of prices for 40/10-based services when setting retail prices for packages offering higher speed broadband.

Propensity to upgrade and downgrade

9.83 If consumers consider that a 40/10 service is a substitute for faster fibre services, we would expect to find evidence of willingness to downgrade broadband speed as well as upgrade it. Limited evidence of downgrading speed would be consistent with a view of diminishing substitutability if relative prices had increased over that period.

9.84 Figure 9.3 sets out, for each telecoms provider for whom we have reliable information, the average proportion of residential customers who upgraded and downgraded between different fibre services offered by their telecoms provider, per quarter, during 2016/17. As far as possible, we have excluded “provider-led migrations” (i.e. instances where consumers’ speed was automatically upgraded by their provider), as we are more interested in the extent to which consumers are themselves willing to substitute between different bandwidths.

Figure 9.3: Average quarterly upgrades and downgrades between basic and faster fibre services, residential customers, 2016/17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Upgrades from basic to faster SFBB (% of basic SFBB base)</th>
<th>Downgrades from faster to basic SFBB (% of faster SFBB base)</th>
<th>Ratio of upgrade / downgrade proportions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>[✕&lt;]%</td>
<td>[✓&lt;]%</td>
<td>[✓&lt;]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky</td>
<td>[✗&lt;]%</td>
<td>[✓&lt;]%</td>
<td>[✓&lt;]%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgin Media</td>
<td>[✗&lt;]%</td>
<td>[✓&lt;]%</td>
<td>[✓&lt;]%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EE, Sky, Virgin Media. For Sky and EE, basic fibre is 38 Mbit/s and faster fibre is 76 Mbit/s. For Virgin Media, basic fibre is 50 Mbit/s and faster fibre covers a range of speeds up to 300 Mbit/s.

9.85 We also note that Virgin Media removed its 50 Mbit/s SFBB offering in April 2017, just after the period covered by the data above, but reintroduced it in July 2017. [✗<].

9.86 Taken in the round, this data suggests that while consumers are generally more likely to upgrade than downgrade the speed of their SFBB package, consumers on packages with

\[454\] See Figure A5.15. Proportions have been calculated as the number of customers upgrading or downgrading away from a given speed per quarter, as a proportion of the number of customers taking that service at the end of the previous quarter. \[455\] [✗<].
faster speeds are willing to consider moving back to basic SFBB speeds. However, as set out above, the price differential between SFBB tariffs of different speeds appears broadly flat, meaning that it is difficult to infer much about the extent of substitution from faster to slower SFBB services if, in future, the price of higher speed packages rose in relative terms.

In this context, we note that our summer 2017 consumer research provides some insight into the motivations for changing speed. As part of this research, we asked respondents about previous switching behaviour. Across all residential SFBB consumers, only 4% of respondents had downgraded their speed of service in the last 12 months. Among those on a 50-80 Mbit/s service who had upgraded their speed in the last 12 months, the most common reason for doing so was a need for a faster service (36% of respondents), but the second most common reason was “For a cheaper price / deal” (30%). This is consistent with the finding of overlapping price bands, as described in paragraph 9.81, and suggests that a substantial proportion of customers on faster bandwidths would consider downgrading to a package with a 38 Mbit/s (or similar) speed, if the price of their existing service increased.

Our summer 2017 consumer research also tested consumers’ propensity to substitute away from higher bandwidths, in response to price changes. We asked respondents taking faster SFBB packages (i.e. more than 38 Mbit/s) what they would do if the price of these services increased, while the price of other speeds remained the same. In response to a 10% price increase, around 13% of respondents said that they would switch away from these services (the majority of whom would switch to a slower fixed broadband service).

Overall, we consider our summer 2017 consumer research is consistent with the view that there is some willingness to downgrade speed from higher bandwidths to 40/10 in response to a price increase over faster speeds.

**Overall conclusion**

The analysis presented above suggests that:

- While there will be continued growth in demand for higher bandwidths over this review period, we still expect a large proportion of fibre subscribers to take a 40/10 service by 2020/21 (paragraphs 9.73-9.78);
- While consumers are generally more likely to upgrade than downgrade the speed of their package, this is against a background of a broadly flat differential between retail packages of different SFBB speeds over the last review period (paragraphs 9.79-9.87);
- Our consumer research indicates that some consumers taking retail packages with faster SFBB speeds would switch away from these services to alternatives, including basic SFBB speeds, if the price of these services increased (paragraphs 9.88-9.90).

As such, we remain of the view that imposing a cost-based charge control on VULA 40/10 services will adequately protect consumers against the risk of harm from higher retail

---

456 Summary 2017 consumer research, slide 23. The proportion who had upgraded was much higher.
457 As with other surveys, the responses are based on stated rather than actual behaviour, and require respondents to answer hypothetical questions which are sometimes complex.
458 The response rate to a 5% price increase was 12%.
prices for SFBB services. It affords direct protection for consumers taking services which rely on VULA 40/10, as we expect competition between retail providers to lead to wholesale charge reductions being passed on to consumers. Furthermore, due to substitutability between fibre services of different speeds, it is also likely to provide a constraint on retail price increases for faster speeds. Competition for higher speed services from Virgin Media adds to the constraint provided by the 40/10 price.

In respect of faster fibre services, we recognise that this approach may allow for somewhat higher retail prices than would be the case if a charge control was imposed for all VULA services, particularly over time. However, as these services become more important, the business case for competitive investment in higher speed services is likely to strengthen, and with that the prospect of greater network competition delivering benefits to consumers. Balancing the need to preserve such investment incentives is an integral aspect of our VULA price regulation, which we discuss in detail below.

We also recognise that this assessment of adverse effects focuses on the risk of higher retail prices to consumers. Even if the retail prices for faster fibre services are constrained by a VULA 40/10 charge control, there may still be concerns about Openreach having incentives to increase higher bandwidth VULA prices, in order to distort retail competition for fibre services. We discuss this risk in the next section.

Protecting retail competition where necessary

Our proposals

In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we said there is a risk that, absent regulation, BT would refuse to provide access to VULA services or do so on terms and conditions that did not allow downstream competitors to compete effectively, in particular by way of a margin squeeze. We considered that, given the importance of the VULA 40/10 service and the substitutability between SFBB services of different speeds, a VULA 40/10 charge control would significantly mitigate concerns about a margin squeeze in respect of these services. On this basis, we considered that the detailed compliance arrangements that we introduced in 2015 to guard against a margin squeeze on all VULA services were no longer appropriate. We therefore proposed to discontinue these arrangements.

Stakeholder responses

Sky said that BT is likely to respond to a VULA 40/10 charge control by shifting the focus of competition towards faster services, which BT has a far stronger incentive to sell than its retail competitors because of the additional profits that BT Group would earn from higher Openreach wholesale profits associated with higher speed VULA services. Sky said, “this

---

459 March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 8.44 to 8.48.
illustrates the key flaw in Ofcom’s argument that it only needs to cap prices of 40/10 GEA because this is the focal point of SFBB competition today and will remain so over the course of the review period”.

Sky argued that we should maintain the existing *ex ante* VULA margin squeeze condition alongside a charge control for all VULA services. It said that the factors leading to the introduction of the VULA margin test in 2014 still prevail today, with consumers still transitioning to services delivered using all variants of Openreach’s VULA services. It said there remains a real risk of BT engaging in a price squeeze by influencing the SFBB retail margin available to competitors, either by lowering retail prices or by including other services in its broadband packages, and that the removal of the VULA margin test could seriously disrupt the ability for efficient operators to compete effectively with BT.

TalkTalk said that BT could undertake a margin squeeze over higher bandwidths to establish a public perception that BT’s rivals offer inferior, low speed products.

Both Sky and TalkTalk said that reliance on *ex post* competition law will not be sufficient to address the risk of margin squeeze. Furthermore, TalkTalk said that retaining the margin squeeze protection should not impose an excessive regulatory burden on BT, given that the system is already up and running, and both Ofcom and BT have experience of how to operate it in practice. However, TalkTalk also said that maintaining the existing *ex ante* VULA margin squeeze condition is only necessary if we choose not to impose a safeguard cap on higher bandwidth VULA services.

Vodafone said that setting a charge control only for 40/10 GEA services means other telecoms providers will face a far greater commercial risk in respect of higher bandwidth services, which leaves them far less inclined to heavily promote anything above 40/10 with retail price reductions or marketing discounts. Vodafone argued that this risk is compounded by the General Conditions which in effect prevent telecoms providers from passing on wholesale price increases to retail prices mid-contract. In contrast, Vodafone said that BT can promote retail services at all bandwidths with certainty, enabling BT’s retail businesses to cement their strong positions in the retail market and secure a disproportionate share of higher value retail customers.

In support of this point, Vodafone said that:

- BT already has a high share of superfast customers, with over 60% of all Openreach superfast connections and more than 50% of net additions in the last financial year;
- BT’s retail businesses no longer use the 40/10 VULA service; and

---

460 Sky response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 29-33.
461 Sky response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 39-44.
462 TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Section 2.
463 Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Section 3.
BT’s legal separation will not address this concern, as BT’s retail businesses can pursue pricing strategies in the knowledge that they are insulated from risk at a Group level.\(^{464}\)

9.101 On the other hand, BT said there is no evidence that BT has gained a competitive advantage over other retailers using Openreach’s network, noting that cumulative net adds for GEA are now just over 50% non-BT, and that a range of retailers offer low-priced fibre propositions.\(^{465}\) Likewise, Virgin Media said we presented no evidence that competition is weak under current wholesale pricing flexibility plus the margin squeeze test.\(^{466}\)

9.102 Openreach said it is committed to supplying VULA inputs to all its customers on EOI and fair and reasonable terms to allow them to compete effectively, efficiently and profitably across the supply of all broadband services, and does not believe additional protections are required to support fair downstream competition.\(^{467}\)

Our reasoning and decisions

9.103 We remain of the view that, absent regulation, BT’s SMP in the WLA market could enable it to use VULA services to distort competition in the provision of fibre, by way of a margin squeeze. This gives rise to a risk of additional adverse effects arising from a price distortion.

9.104 In 2015, we addressed this risk by adopting a retail-minus approach to controlling all BT’s VULA prices, because at the time we concluded that BT needed continued pricing flexibility to satisfy the fair bet.\(^{468}\) Since the VULA margin condition was the only pricing constraint that applied at the time, we concluded that it was necessary to specify a condition in detail.

9.105 We have explained in the previous section why we still consider, subject to our investment objectives, that introducing a cost-based charge control for VULA 40/10 services is necessary to address the risk of excessive pricing of VULA services by BT. We said in our March 2017 WLA Consultation that we believe this also significantly lowers the risk that BT could distort retail competition for fibre services.

9.106 Furthermore, as set out in Section 6, our general access remedies include a fair and reasonable charges obligation that applies where no charge control or basis of charges obligation is in force, and will therefore apply to all VULA services other than the charge-controlled VULA 40/10 service. We interpret this condition as a requirement not to impose a margin squeeze, providing further protection against the risk of distorted competition.

9.107 However, in light of stakeholder responses, we have considered whether the risk of a margin squeeze is sufficiently great that we should impose additional measures, over and

\(^{464}\) Sky (paragraph 32 of its March 2017 WLA Consultation response) also said that efforts to make Openreach more independent have little bearing on incentives, as the promotion of faster SFBB by BT Consumer does not require any coordination (undue or otherwise) with Openreach.

\(^{465}\) BT response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 2.10 – 2.11.

\(^{466}\) Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 51.

\(^{467}\) Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 291.

above this regulation, to address this concern, including whether we should continue with the \textit{ex ante} VULA Margin Condition that we imposed in 2015.

**Margin squeeze for VULA 40/10**

9.108 In respect of services which use BT’s VULA 40/10 wholesale input, BT could only margin squeeze by reducing the retail prices of these services (or bundling additional elements in its broadband package). This would be more expensive for BT than increasing the wholesale price, as it would forego associated retail revenue from existing subscribers.

9.109 Indeed, we said in our 2015 VULA Margin statement that the risk of margin squeeze in retail packages offering SFBB is greater than in retail packages offering SBB because we proposed not to set a cost-based charge control for VULA prices in that review period, meaning BT would have control over both the relevant wholesale and retail prices.\footnote{Ofcom, \textit{Fixed Access Market Reviews: Approach to the VULA margin}, paragraph 3.62.}

9.110 We therefore remain of the view that a cost-based charge control for VULA 40/10 services protects BT’s retail competitors from the risk of a margin squeeze over services delivered using VULA 40/10.

**Margin squeeze for higher VULA bandwidths**

9.111 Stakeholders have argued that BT will have stronger incentives than other providers to promote retail services which use higher VULA bandwidths (e.g. 55/10 and 80/20).

9.112 We recognise there may be some risk of a margin squeeze over these bandwidths, as BT could increase wholesale prices for these services while keeping retail prices constant, in order to further increase its share of retail subscribers on packages with higher bandwidths. However, we remain of the view that this risk is significantly mitigated by the introduction of a charge control for VULA 40/10 services, in conjunction with our fair and reasonable charges obligation for higher bandwidths (which, as explained above, we would interpret as a requirement not to impose a margin squeeze). Indeed, we consider that this affords BT less discretion over its VULA pricing than has been the case up to now.

9.113 Furthermore, based on the evidence and analysis explained in the previous section, we believe BT’s downstream competitors will rely extensively on GEA 40/10 services over the next review period. Our volume forecasts in Figure 9.1 suggest most lines purchased from Openreach by telecoms providers other than BT will continue to be for the 40/10 service. We recognise that BT’s core retail SFBB offerings offer faster than 40 Mbit/s download speeds, and it has recently upgraded subscribers (whose line can support faster speeds) onto a 76 Mbit/s service. However, we do not agree with Sky that BT can necessarily use provider-led migrations to “shift the focus of competition” to higher bandwidths, particularly as these subscribers are likely to have a lower incremental willingness to pay for faster SFBB speeds than those who upgraded themselves, and may therefore be more willing to switch back to slower services if relative prices increased or for other features of
a broadband package. As such, retail services based on VULA 40/10 are still likely to be a reasonable option for a large proportion of retail superfast subscribers.

9.114 In order to effectively compete in the provision of fibre services, therefore, BT’s competitors are not dependent on cost-based access to the higher bandwidth GEA services to the same degree that they were dependent on VULA services overall at the time of imposing the 2015 VULA Margin Condition. We do not believe that not having cost-based access to these bandwidths point towards seriously compromising providers’ ability to effectively compete at the retail level. This further mitigates concerns about any margin squeeze over higher bandwidths.

9.115 We note Vodafone’s view that a charge control would give greater certainty about charges for higher bandwidths, suggesting that they are exposed to the risk of sudden price hikes without one. To the extent that Openreach does increase the price of higher bandwidth VULA services, General Condition 9.6 would allow telecoms providers to increase retail prices within one month i.e. within Openreach’s price notification window, somewhat mitigating this commercial risk. Moreover, this would affect all providers on the Openreach network including BT’s retail businesses, which would be subject to the fair and reasonable charges obligation discussed above.

9.116 Finally, to the extent that increasing demand for faster services makes these services more important for retail competition in future, this is likely to strengthen incentives for investment by competing providers, and with that the prospect of greater network competition (as explained below). We expect that this will reduce BT’s ability to distort competition through VULA prices in the long term.

9.117 Overall, given the continued importance of VULA 40/10 services, the protection afforded by our general remedies, and also taking account of our wider objectives, we do not consider that it would be appropriate or proportionate to impose additional price regulation on higher VULA bandwidths (whether a cost-based control or a safeguard cap).

9.118 In this context, we disagree with TalkTalk that continuing the ex ante VULA Margin compliance arrangements would not be unduly burdensome. Elements of the VULA margin condition – such as the use of a LRIC+ cost standard – were evaluated in a context where the condition was the primary remedy for ensuring effective retail competition in fibre services. Those considerations no longer apply in the presence of a cost-based charge control for VULA 40/10 services, so important elements of the VULA margin condition would need to be revisited and altered if it were to be continued. We do not normally impose detailed margin squeeze obligations in circumstances where there is an applicable charge control, and do not think it proportionate or desirable to impose such a condition in this instance.

9.119 We therefore believe that continuing the ex ante VULA Margin Condition for the duration of this review would also not be appropriate. We have decided to remove the VULA Margin Condition that currently applies.

470 See: https://www.ofcom.org.uk/advice-for-businesses/contracts#testax
As explained above, a residual risk of BT imposing a price squeeze for higher bandwidth variants of VULA can be addressed through our general access remedies. While we would assess any dispute on the relevant facts, our starting point for evaluating cost and margins in this context (i.e. given the availability of a cost-based VULA 40/10 service) would be to allow a LRIC retail margin on each service, assessed by reference to an equally efficient operator (EEO) standard.

Preserving the investment incentives faced by BT

Another important consideration reflected in our objectives is to preserve BT’s investment incentives. We are required when setting charge controls to consider the extent of investment by the dominant provider in the matters to which the pricing remedy relates. One aspect of this is whether BT has had a fair bet on its past investment in FTTC. We summarise our conclusion on this below. We also set out below how we will use the same principle for treatment of investment by BT in full-fibre networks.

We also consider that our remedies are consistent with encouraging BT to undertake further efficient investments given the prospect of increased competition driven by investment in new networks. We explain why we consider BT’s rivals have an incentive to invest in the next section.

Fair bet on BT’s past FTTC investment

Our proposals

In our March 2017 WLA Consultation we set out that we sought to preserve the investment incentives faced by BT, by applying the fair bet principle. This recognises that the firm needs to benefit from sufficient upside potential from any investment to offset the downside risk of failure. We explained that the alternative, where BT faces the full cost of failure, but has the rewards of success tightly capped by the regulator, is likely to deter any form of risky investment. To ensure investor confidence and hence future investment, we said that it is important that we honour the fair bet over time.

We set out our provisional judgement that BT has had a fair opportunity to make a return on its original risky investment and that a charge control in this review period would be consistent with the fair bet. In making our judgement as to whether the fair bet has been met, we considered whether, at the time BT took the decision to invest in fibre, it would have gone ahead with the investment if it had understood the approach to regulation we were proposing to take. We set out that we believed BT would have expected payback on the first tranche of its FTTC investment to occur within the period spanned by this market

---

471 A fair bet means that an investor can expect to earn a return that covers its cost of capital. For ‘risky’ investments, this will only happen where the potential for upside (with returns above the cost of capital) balances the potential for failure (with returns below the cost of capital).
review period, and that setting a charge control at expected payback should in general be sufficient to ensure a fair bet.472

Stakeholder responses

9.125 Stakeholders responding to our consultation supported the principle of providing BT with a fair bet, but differed in their views of whether a 40/10 VULA charge control would provide BT with a fair bet. Some, including Sky, TalkTalk, and Vodafone, argued we had provided BT with a fair bet, while others, including BT and Virgin Media, disagreed. BT Group and Openreach made various detailed submissions to the effect that the fair bet has not been satisfied, including on the relevant cost of capital at the time and on the methodology for implementing the fair bet. We consider these detailed submissions in Annex 6.

9.126 Furthermore, Sky and TalkTalk said that tighter regulation of BT’s GEA products will enhance Openreach’s incentives to make further investments, such as in full-fibre, by removing much of the excess profits which it currently makes on FTTC products, and which disincentivise any investments that might undermine those profits.473

Our reasoning and decisions

9.127 We are confident in our judgement that we have provided BT with a fair bet on its FTTC investment. In Annex 6, we show that our estimate of Openreach’s cumulative rate of return on its commercial FTTC investment is well above a suitable benchmark for the cost of capital at the time of investment, at around 15%, even with a cost-based VULA 40/10 charge control. We show that under the framework developed by Oxera, and proposed by Openreach, Openreach’s actual return is sufficiently high to ensure we have provided a fair bet.

9.128 Further, we have also had regard to the period of elapsed time over which Openreach has had pricing flexibility. Our judgement is that regulating after around 10 years from the initial investment also points to Openreach having had a fair bet.

9.129 Overall, in our judgement, a cost-based charge control for VULA 40/10 services is consistent with providing BT with a fair bet on its FTTC investment. We therefore believe imposing it is consistent with providing BT with incentives for risky investment in the future (such as in large scale full-fibre deployments).

9.130 We also agree with Sky and TalkTalk that a charge control on VULA 40/10 services may increase BT’s incentives to invest in higher quality services. It will tend to do this to the extent the incremental revenue BT can earn from those higher quality services (relative to 40/10 services) increases, due to the imposition of a cost-based VULA 40/10 charge control.

472 March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph A8.13.
Approach to very high-speed broadband

Our proposals

9.131    In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed allowing BT flexibility in setting prices for wholesale access services designed to support very high broadband speeds. Regarding future reviews, we said that even if we find it appropriate to charge control higher speed VULA services, we may nevertheless continue to grant pricing flexibility for very high speeds if we thought a charge control would undermine the fair bet on BT’s investments in full-fibre.\(^{474}\)

Stakeholder responses

9.132    Stakeholders that commented on this issue agreed with our proposals. Vodafone said that, “in recognition of the genuine risk associated with FTTP and the need to attract investment in new fibre links to UK homes and businesses, FTTP services should not be subject to charge controls”.\(^{475}\)

Our reasoning and decisions

9.133    Consistent with stakeholders’ general agreement with our consultation position, we are not imposing any charge controls on BT’s VULA services designed to support very high speeds. Our general access remedies in respect of these services are set out in Section 5.

9.134    In considering whether to regulate VULA services supporting very high speeds in future, we will continue to have regard to the fair bet principle which we have applied in the context of our VULA price regulation applicable to BT’s FTTC investment. We have not specified the terms under which we would consider BT to have had a fair bet over its future investments in high-speed services. However, as a starting point, our initial thinking is that we would be likely to consider the same factors that we have considered in this review i.e.:

- how much time has elapsed compared to the expected payback period at the time the investment was committed;
- the perceived riskiness of the initial investment;
- the performance of the investment against initial expectations; and
- the level of returns.

9.135    We recognise the benefit of providing more clarity on regulatory principles, such as the ‘fair bet’, that should apply to new risky investments, and the application of rules that may affect the move from copper networks and the eventual removal of those networks. The principles that should apply fall outside the scope of this market review, but we will consider changes that take account of competition and the interests of consumers.

---

\(^{474}\) March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 8.61-8.62.

\(^{475}\) Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 2.12. Vodafone also said (paragraph 4.6) we should not initially impose price regulation on copper services above 80 Mbit/s.
Impact of VULA prices on investment incentives faced by competitors to BT

9.136 We want to ensure that our approach to price regulation of BT’s VULA services preserves investment incentives for BT’s competitors to build their own networks where viable.

9.137 As in the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we consider that, in general, the tighter we regulate VULA, the more likely it is that we undermine the incentive for telecoms providers to build new networks as opposed to relying predominantly on buying access from BT. We have therefore considered the implications of introducing a cost-based VULA 40/10 charge control for rivals’ incentives.

9.138 We find that introducing this charge control, combined with continued pricing flexibility on higher bandwidth VULA services, is consistent with rivals having incentives to build new full-fibre networks.

Stakeholder responses

9.139 Respondents to this aspect of our consultation differed in their views on the implications of our proposals for the investment incentives of competitors to BT. Some respondents said that higher VULA charges would promote investment in full-fibre by competitors to BT, while others said the opposite, arguing that higher VULA charges lowered their incentives to invest in full-fibre.

9.140 While CityFibre said it was not fundamentally opposed to Ofcom moving to a more standard charge control approach for FTTC, it said the particular VULA 40/10 charge control proposed could harm the prospects of full-fibre network rollout. It said that Ofcom should be setting charges based on the costs of a reasonably efficient operator (REO), or using a modified equally efficient operator (MEEO) approach. It said such approaches could adjust for Openreach’s larger scale, and be based on the costs implied by the longer-term market share of a competitive entrant. It said the proposed charge control would maintain incentives on retailers to use Openreach’s wholesale services, and would reduce the likelihood that retailers will actively commit to the use of competitive full-fibre platforms. As set out in paragraph 9.65, CityFibre also argued that there is little historical or international evidence of a price premium for UFBB services, nor is there sufficient evidence that this will emerge over time.\(^{476}\)

9.141 Virgin Media said that we could have imposed a safeguard cap on VULA 40/10 services at today’s prices rather than impose a charge control that resulted in lower charges. It said imposing a charge control would fail to result in new scale investors in infrastructure. It referred to analysis by HSBC which said that with the central charge control profile in our March 2017 WLA Consultation, Virgin Media would have to shrink its plans for Project Lightning by 550,000 homes to retain the same internal rate of return.\(^{477}\)

\(^{476}\) CityFibre response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, especially paragraphs 2.2.2, 2.4.1, 4.1.25, 8.3.5, 8.6.8, 8.6.9, 3.7 (page 94).

\(^{477}\) Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, especially pages 1, 3 and 5.
Openreach and BT Group said that our proposals would undermine its investment, and that by rival network operators.

In contrast to these responses, TalkTalk said tighter regulation of VULA would increase incentives to invest in full-fibre, because it would enable providers to retain a customer base which they could transfer to a new network when it has been built. TalkTalk said that as well as regulating VULA 40/10 services, we should impose a safeguard cap on the 80/20 service, at a price which would enable Openreach to earn returns above its cost of capital.

TalkTalk also said that while there is considerable potential for competing networks in densely populated areas, it is unlikely that in three years’ time there will have been competitive investment in full-fibre in significant proportions of the country, given the lead times required in order to plan, fund, and build full-fibre networks. It said that it was inconceivable that full-fibre by operators other than Virgin Media and BT would cover even 10% of UK households by the end of the review period.

Sky said it had extensively modelled the business case for investing in a full-fibre network, and it considered that there was a realistic prospect that a rival third network would never be built, even with the proposed DPA remedy. In relation to the impact of VULA price regulation on competitive network investment, it made the following points:

- Sky agreed that there was a “causal relationship between lower GEA charges and the business case for FTTP networks”, but it considered that we had overstated the significance of this factor, and had given insufficient weight to other more important factors in the business case for full-fibre which “if anything, necessitate lower GEA charges including for higher speed services”.
- Specifically, Sky said that being a strong retailer with a large subscriber base was by some distance the single most important factor in the investment case for a new full-fibre network. It said this was best achieved through lower VULA charges as not subjecting certain VULA services to a charge control would weaken retail competition, for the reasons set out in paragraph 9.95.
- Sky also said that the effect of lower GEA prices on Virgin Media’s investment incentives is even smaller, as it only affects the business case for cable network expansion through retail pricing and competition, where it only has the potential to cause a minor reduction in the profits available to Virgin Media from attracting new subscribers to its expanded network. Sky presented its own estimate of Virgin Media’s payback period on Project Lightning and submitted that a cut in the wholesale VULA price of £2.40, if fully passed through to retail prices, would only extend the payback period by around [3×].

---

478 TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.3 and 1.5
479 TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 4.4.
480 Sky response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, especially paragraphs 9, 10 and 11.
Sky also noted that lower wholesale and retail prices on a new full-fibre network do not necessarily lead to lower revenues. This is because lower prices can drive the additional volume and scale that are necessary to make investment in full-fibre networks viable.\textsuperscript{482}

Virgin Media said that we should be sceptical about claims that lower VULA prices could incentivise competitive investment. It said that there is a lack of empirical support for the “ladder of investment” philosophy.\textsuperscript{483} It argued it is not clear why lower VULA prices would help competitors to build scale, as lower prices would apply to all Openreach providers (including BT) equally, while there is limited scope for increasing overall superfast penetration.\textsuperscript{484} Virgin Media also said this should be seen in the context of the strengthening of the separation of Openreach from the rest of BT, which we consider to provide significant benefits to current Openreach-based providers.\textsuperscript{485}

Our reasoning and decisions

The impact of our approach to VULA pricing on investment incentives for BT’s rivals

The approach we take to the regulation of VULA services in this review period, and what we say about our likely approach in future reviews, will affect the incentives for telecoms providers to invest now in their own networks.

In general, our view remains that the tighter we regulate VULA, the more likely it is that we undermine the incentive for telecoms providers to build new networks as opposed to relying predominantly on buying access from BT. As we described in the March 2017 WLA Consultation, there are several reasons for this:\textsuperscript{486}

- the cost of buying VULA affects the build or buy cost comparison: the lower the cost of VULA, the less attractive it is to build an alternative network;
- the price of VULA is likely to affect the retail prices that can be charged for services, and therefore the ability to generate margins from services supplied using the new network;
- a benefit of investing in a network is that telecoms providers take far greater control of the services that can be offered and of a large part of the cost stack. Tighter regulation of VULA can reduce the potential for competitors to gain from this; and
- our approach to regulating VULA will also affect the gains that come from being among the first movers. If rivals to those who choose to invest have to rely on less tightly regulated access to Openreach’s network, there will be a greater incentive to invest first.

\textsuperscript{482} Sky response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph A1.54.
\textsuperscript{483} Virgin Media referred to the following research by Maya Bacache, Mark Bourreau and Germain Gaudin, \textit{Dynamic Entry and Investment in New Infrastructures: Empirical Evidence from the Fixed Broadband Industry}, in \textit{Review of Industrial Organisation} 44 (2014), pp. 179-209. This found that the number of service-based unbundled lines had no effects on the number of new access lines owned by entrants.
\textsuperscript{484} Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 31-33.
\textsuperscript{485} Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 29.
\textsuperscript{486} March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 4.25.
Some respondents, including existing retailers, argued that tighter, rather than looser, regulation of BT’s existing VULA services would strengthen incentives for rivals to build full-fibre networks. For example, Sky argued that BT’s retail divisions will have a strong incentive to push higher speed services because BT Group will factor in the extra profit that Openreach earns at the wholesale level from selling higher speed services. The extra profit at the Openreach level is not relevant to the choices of rival retailers, and hence they will have less incentive to market such services. Sky argued that not regulating the higher speeds will therefore undermine the retail market position of rivals, leading to a lower retail market share which will make the business case for full-fibre investment even more difficult for rivals.

We agree that if our regulation were to be so loose that it seriously compromised existing retail competitors’ market positions, it could undermine their market position while they build (or sponsor) new network infrastructure. As Sky notes, a key factor affecting the business case of a new network is the take-up on that network. If an existing retailer has a large customer base which could be moved across to a new network, this will strengthen the business case for a new rival network. We also agree that higher VULA charges may put more pressure on the profits of these retailers, particularly if there is not full pass-through of the wholesale charges to the retail level, and that BT may have stronger incentives to promote higher bandwidth services than rival retailers because of profits at the wholesale level.

However, for the reasons discussed in paragraphs 9.111 to 9.115, we do not agree with these respondents that our remedies are liable to seriously compromise their ability to effectively compete at the retail level. In particular, our evidence suggests that BT’s downstream competitors will rely extensively on GEA 40/10 services over the next review period. While higher speed services will become more important in the long-run, that prospect is a factor that will incentivise existing retail competitors to invest in self-supply in the interim. Moreover, providers such as Sky and TalkTalk will still have wholesale access to higher speed services, and BT will still be subject to a fair and reasonable charging obligation (which we interpret as a requirement not to impose a margin squeeze).

Overall, while Sky and TalkTalk might prefer to have all VULA services subjected to cost-based regulation, the evidence does not point to a serious loss in their ability to compete arising from our decision not to do so. We therefore believe that our approach of limiting regulation to VULA 40/10 services will tend to stimulate investment rather than hinder it.

Indeed, retaining pricing flexibility for higher speeds will progressively increase the benefits of investment in competing networks in comparison with relying on access to the Openreach network. This may provide an incentive for competitors to BT at the retail level to build their own network or support full-fibre investment by another party. This will be the case even with a strengthening of the independence of Openreach. While we agree with TalkTalk that network building will take time, we consider that greater network competition will bring significant benefits to consumers, such that we should regulate in a way now that enables such competition to emerge (as described in Section 5).
In the event that a VULA 40/10 charge control turns out to constrain higher speeds somewhat less than we currently expect, we think that allowing pricing flexibility on higher bandwidths would still be in consumers’ best long run interests. Our focus is to set in place remedies that provide adequate protection for consumers over the period of this review through the charge control on VULA 40/10 services, but which will constrain higher speeds less as those higher speeds become more popular. This approach may leave scope for BT to set somewhat higher wholesale prices for some services than would be the case if we were to regulate across a broader range of VULA bandwidths, but this is an integral part of the investment incentives we seek to provide. In this context our judgement is that the a VULA 40/10 charge control would provide adequate protection for consumers and competition in this review period, and this view is not affected by the potential for higher bandwidth products to turn out to be somewhat more popular than we currently expect.

Sky also argues that lower wholesale and retail prices on a new full-fibre network may not necessarily lead to lower revenues, because lower prices can stimulate volumes. We would expect a new network to set a profit maximising price, taking account of the elasticity of demand. For the reasons given above, we think a new entrant is more likely to be profitable with a higher Openreach price. The lower Openreach’s charges, the harder it will be for the rival network to attract consumers for any price it sets.

**Charge controlling VULA 40/10 is consistent with efficient investment by BT’s rivals**

While factors such as take-up on a new network and cost per premises passed are very important for the business case for new full-fibre networks, the average price that can be achieved on the new network is also an important factor influencing the business case. This is likely to be affected by BT’s wholesale prices.

One factor that may influence the average price a new network can achieve is that we are allowing continued pricing flexibility on higher speed VULA services, which are likely to become progressively more important in the future than in the short term.

The VULA 40/10 price itself will also be important for rivals’ investment incentives. If we were to permit continued pricing flexibility for the VULA 40/10 service, that could boost rivals’ incentives to invest in networks to a greater degree than the package of remedies that we are introducing. However, the arrival of new network deployment will take time, and, as set out in paragraph 9.34 above, full pricing flexibility would create significant harm to consumers (i.e. up to £1.5 billion in higher prices over the review period) in the meantime. Furthermore, it is important that retail competition is maintained while new networks are being built, as the current retail competitors’ customers will play an important role in delivering the scale that makes a competitor network viable. Accordingly, we do not think it would be in consumers’ best interests to pursue full pricing flexibility.

Having said this, our charge control on VULA 40/10 also needs to be at a level that allows new network investment to be viable. We have therefore considered whether our charge control on the VULA 40/10 service is consistent with substantial full-fibre deployment by some efficient rivals to BT during the current review. Our view is that it is consistent. This is based on the following considerations.
Firstly, our package of remedies significantly improves the business case for rivals rolling out new full-fibre networks by removing some of the barriers to investment caused by BT’s SMP. In particular, the DPA remedy has the potential to significantly reduce the absolute costs and time required to build full-fibre networks at scale, as the costs of deploying physical infrastructure (such as ducts and poles) constitute a large proportion of the overall capital expenditure of an access network. Our own estimates suggest that DPA enables significant cost savings of deploying an end-to-end fibre network, reducing the average cost per home in some cases by up to 50%, from around £500 to £250 (excluding lead-ins).

Secondly, new networks will be full-fibre networks, and are likely to be able to charge a premium compared to the VULA 40/10 service. Consumers increasingly want a service that is reliable and always meets their bandwidth needs. We expect new full-fibre networks to deliver higher reliability as well as support higher speeds. Although that reliability is likely to be an important factor in determining any price premium that consumers are willing to pay, and networks are able to charge, for the purposes of establishing the existence of a significant potential premium we have looked at the speed premium both in the UK and in other countries:

- At the retail level, prices are higher in the UK for higher speeds. Virgin Media charges a £5 premium for each speed tier, including for upgrading from its ‘up to 50 Mbit/s’ service to its ‘up to 100 Mbit/s’ service.\footnote{Virgin Media broadband service packages, \url{http://www.virginmedia.com/shop/broadband/compare.html} [accessed 29 January 2018].} In January 2018, BT Consumer launched its ‘Ultrafast Fibre 1’ and ‘Ultrafast Fibre 2’ for a small number of premises, which offered speeds of up to 152 Mbit/s and 314 Mbit/s together with a speed guarantee, priced at £54.99 and £59.99 respectively.\footnote{https://www.btplc.com/news/index.html#/pressreleases/bt-consumer-launches-ultrafast-fibre-broadband-with-100mbps-speed-guarantee-2377710. See also Figure 9.2 above in relation to SFBB services of different speeds.} Furthermore, as discussed in Annex 5, research evidence on consumers’ willingness to pay for faster speeds suggests consumers consider the speed of their service to be an important factor affecting their choice of broadband package.

- The premium can also be seen at the wholesale level though the higher charges Openreach sets for the 80/20 Mbit/s VULA service, for which charges in February 2018 were £2.55 per line per month more than the VULA 40/10 service (excluding VAT). The average VULA rental charge (taking account of the different volumes bought of each speeds) was around £0.90 per month higher than the VULA 40/10 rental charge in 2016/17.

- A speed premium also exists in many other European countries. A comparison of retail prices across European countries found that the average price premium for 30-100 Mbit/s over 12-30 Mbit/s was generally around €3-4 per month while the average price premium for >100 Mbit/s over 30-100 Mbit/s was of the order of €15 per month, though it varied considerably between countries.\footnote{Fixed Broadband Prices in Europe 2016, European Commission, 21 September 2017, \url{https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/fixed-broadband-prices-europe-2016}. See especially section 2.5 and Figure 15.}
• We expect demand for higher speeds to grow over time, and operators will earn additional revenues from selling higher speeds. This is important in the context of an investment that is likely to be assessed over a long-time horizon. CityFibre points to international evidence that the premia for higher speeds may decline over time and not increase. However, the premia to which it refers are still substantial on a per line basis, for example being over €15 per month for 100+ Mbit/s services in 2015, compared to 12-30 Mbit/s services. While such premia may decline if operators change their strategy to be focussed on obtaining higher take-up with very high speeds at lower price premia, we still expect the overall revenue from higher speed services to increase over time, as the proportion of consumers buying higher speeds increases.

9.162 Thirdly, various rivals to BT have already announced deployment plans and/or obtained financing for deployment, as described in Section 5. Many of these announcements have occurred since our March 2017 WLA Consultation, when our base case proposals for the sum of the charges for the VULA 40/10 and MPF services was lower than we are now setting them. Examples of the announcements include:

• CityFibre raised additional equity funding of £185m underwritten by Citigroup, and in November announced its plan to roll out full-fibre to one million homes in 12 cities over the next four years with Vodafone as an anchor customer – with the possible extension to up to 5m homes by 2025.490 and

• Hyperoptic has announced that its fibre network now covers 350,000 premises and that it has raised a further £100m, to cover two million urban homes by 2022 and then five million by 2025.491

9.163 Fourthly, we have seen confidential information on the potential full-fibre plans by some operators and consider this is consistent with a cost-based VULA 40/10 charge control not inhibiting full-fibre investment by efficient rivals to BT. In particular:

• [⋯]. This wholesale price can be compared to the regulated rental charges for VULA 40/10+MPF services, which will be around £12 per line per month in 2020/21. [⋯].

• [⋯]

9.164 Finally, we note the analysis by HSBC to which Virgin Media refers implies that Virgin Media may need to reduce its plans for Project Lightning to retain the same internal rate of return if prices are lower. In information to investors in February 2018, Virgin Media reported its expected unlevered internal rate of return on existing Project Lightning build to be 25-30%.492 We are not aware of any statements by Liberty Global since the March

492 See slide 8 of Liberty Global, 15 February 2018. Liberty Global plc Investor Call FY 2017. http://www.libertyglobal.com/pdf/presentations/Liberty-Global-Q4-2017-Earnings-Presentation.pdf. On the investor call, Mike Fries (CEO) said that this return was based on future forecast revenue and “assumes we never build another home in the UK and simply market to the 1 million premises already constructed and already released for marketing”. The conference call is available at http://www.libertyglobal.com/ir-presentations-webcasts.html
2017 WLA Consultation specifically indicating that a reduction in VULA 40/10 prices would impact Project Lightning’s footprint. Overall, we consider it unlikely there will be any reduction from Virgin Media’s current plans as a result of the charge control.

Conclusion on the impact of VULA prices on investment incentives faced by competitors to BT

For the reasons set out above, we consider that our charge control on BT’s VULA 40/10 service, and continued pricing flexibility on higher bandwidth VULA services, is consistent with rivals having incentives to build new full-fibre networks, and that this package of remedies therefore protects consumers’ interests.

Overall conclusion on VULA 40/10 charge control

We have decided that it is appropriate to impose a cost-based charge control for BT’s VULA 40/10 services. We believe that this pricing remedy satisfies our four VULA pricing objectives set out in paragraph 9.10:

- Protecting customers against the risk of high prices. We consider that a cost-based charge control for VULA 40/10 services will adequately address the risk of high prices for retail fibre packages provided using both 40/10 services, as well as services provided using higher bandwidth VULA services (paragraphs 9.28 to 9.93);
- Protecting retail competition where necessary, based on access to BT’s network. We consider that the availability of VULA 40/10 services on charge-controlled terms, coupled with access to higher bandwidth VULA services on fair and reasonable terms, will adequately protect ongoing retail competition in retail packages offering SFBB, and in particular mitigates the risk of a margin squeeze such that the more prescriptive VULA Margin Condition is no longer required (paragraphs 9.94 to 9.120);
- Preserving the investment incentives faced by BT, by applying the fair bet principle. We consider that our charge control on VULA 40/10 services is consistent with BT’s fair bet for these services being met, and therefore supports BT’s ongoing investment incentives. In addition, a charge control on VULA 40/10 services may increase BT’s incentives to invest in higher quality services (paragraphs 9.121 to 9.135);
- Preserving the investment incentives faced by competitors to BT. We consider that the charge control that we have set for VULA 40/10 services is at a level which will support competitive network investment for the duration of the current review (paragraphs 9.136 to 9.165);

The detail of our VULA 40/10 charge control is covered in Volume 2 of this Statement. In the remainder of this section, we set out some specific aspects of the remedy, along with our reasoning.

---

493 In Liberty Global’s Q1 2017 investor call, following our March 2017 WLA Consultation, Mike Fries (CEO) said that Project Lightning returns are still incredibly good and still support investment. [\(^\triangleright\)] Virgin Media’s response to 2nd WLA s.135 notice dated 5 September 2017.
Other issues

9.168 We now consider the following issues:

- Charge control on BT’s VULA 40/10 services where provided over full-fibre;
- Provision of GEA on a standalone basis; and
- Ancillary services

Charge control on BT’s VULA 40/10 services where provided over full-fibre

Our proposals

9.169 In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed to require BT to provide its VULA 40/10 service over full-fibre at the same regulated rental charge as when delivered over FTTC. We said that this was necessary to ensure a technology neutral approach.\(^{494}\) For the reasons explained below, we have narrowed the application of these proposals in our decision.

Stakeholder responses

9.170 Openreach did not agree with our proposal to require it to provide its VULA 40/10 service over full-fibre at the charge controlled price. In response to our consultation Openreach said that our proposals would directly impact its plans to supply full-fibre to new sites and other locations currently not served by any fibre services.\(^{495}\)

9.171 Openreach said that our anchor pricing approach would not provide efficient incentives when:

- The efficient costs of supplying an individual connection in a given location via FTTC are higher than the average unit costs of supply modelled by Ofcom; and/or
- Openreach and/or other potential access investors are limited in their ability to extract additional value from the customer for the higher overall functionality provided by the full-fibre line compared to an FTTC line.

9.172 Openreach argued that both these conditions held. It said that our proposed FTTC price did not reflect the efficient forward-looking costs of supplying locations not currently served by fibre. It said our model did not capture any expansion of the network to serve newly constructed housing sites or to drive overall superfast penetration by increasing availability to any other sites outside the scope of assumed network coverage in 2015/16.

9.173 Where full-fibre was deployed in areas already served by FTTC, Openreach said it could see no justification for any regulatory pricing constraints on full-fibre lines.\(^{496}\) It said that prices would be constrained by the availability of VULA 40/10 services on FTTC lines and it should

---

\(^{494}\) See paragraphs 3.36-8 of Volume 2 of the March 2017 WLA Consultation.


\(^{496}\) Openreach, Full-fibre investment submission, paragraphs 29-31.
be free to either offer VULA 40/10 services at a premium on full-fibre lines (to reflect higher value of such services) or to not offer such services at all (e.g. ‘entry level’ full-fibre services might start at higher bandwidths). It said that this would allow it to extract full customer value based on willingness to pay for the higher performance/functionality offered by full-fibre lines relative to the available FTTC services, including in terms of “lower fault rates; greater stability and reliability; better predictability of speeds; and lower latency”.497

**Our reasoning and decisions**

**No charge control for VULA 40/10 services over full-fibre when FTTC available**

9.174 We have adopted an anchor pricing approach to the transition from FTTC to full-fibre. This involves setting a charge control for VULA 40/10 services that can be delivered over FTTC, even if the services are provided over the new technology (which in this case is full-fibre). As described in more detail in Section 4 of Volume 2, we have set the FTTC price based on a bottom-up model, and based on the costs of providing FTTC to areas excluding those areas where FTTC deployment has been subsidised (in part or in whole).

9.175 This approach has two advantages. First, it gives the regulated firm an incentive to invest in new technology, when providing services over that new technology (in this case full-fibre) would lower its overall costs and/or would enable it to provide higher quality services for which consumers are willing to pay a premium. Second, it ensures consumers of existing services (in this case FTTC) are not made worse off by the adoption of new technology.

9.176 We agree with Openreach that if it offers full-fibre to a premise that also has access to FTTC (which are subject to the VULA 40/10 charge control), then it should not be subject to the 40/10 charge control when the premise is serviced with full-fibre.

9.177 This approach ensures the consumer is protected, because the consumer has the option of purchasing VULA 40/10 services over FTTC which will be charge controlled. To the extent consumers are willing to pay for the higher quality services available on the full-fibre network, this approach allows Openreach the flexibility to set higher prices over FTTP, giving it an incentive to invest in full-fibre.

9.178 We are therefore narrowing the application of our policy compared to that set out in our March 2017 Consultation. We do not require BT to offer its GEA 40/10 rentals over full-fibre connections at the same price as the equivalent charge-controlled FTTC service for those premises where there is also a VULA 40/10 service offered using FTTC.

**Charge control for GEA-FTTP 40/10 rentals when FTTC not available**

9.179 We next consider premises that are served by full-fibre but where there is no FTTC service offered. As a starting point, we consider that consumers in these areas should not be worse off than consumers in other areas i.e. they should also be protected from the risk of excessive prices. In Annex 14, we have compared the costs in our model for supplying FTTP to new sites with the cost in Openreach’s NGA business case. When the longer asset lives

---

497 Openreach response to the September 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 21.
associated with FTTP are taken into account, we find the CCA costs predicted by our model are above the CCA costs implied by Openreach’s FTTP investments. We consider that allowing BT to benefit from this over-recovery is consistent with our anchor technology approach designed to provide incentives for BT to invest in more efficient technology.

This also implies that Openreach will not face a cost recovery issue in providing FTTP to new premises even when it is subject to the charge control for the 40/10 VULA service. This is before taking account of any additional revenue it may be able to generate from providing the higher speeds that are possible with FTTP. Openreach should therefore have an incentive to invest in networks to serve these premises, and consumers will be protected from excessive prices by our charge controlling the GEA-FTTP 40/10 service (for premises where there is no FTTC service available).

As also described in Annex 14, we have also included in our 40/10 charge control modelling the costs of deploying FTTC to the copper only premises that are to be provided with FTTP under the “Fibre First” plan that Openreach announced in February 2018. We also set out in Annex 14 why we consider Openreach will have an incentive to deploy to these premises.

**Conclusion on requirement to charge control VULA 40/10 service when provided over full-fibre**

For the reasons set out above, we require BT to align its rental charge for its VULA 40/10 service over full-fibre with its FTTC 40/10 rental charge. This requirement does not apply for premises for which BT also offers a 40/10 service using FTTC.

**Provision of GEA on a standalone basis**

**Our proposals**

In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed that where the copper bearer necessary for the use of a VULA service provided over FTTC is not provided via MPF (i.e. via WLR or a new approach such as single-order GEA (SOGEA)\(^\text{498}\)), charges relating to the copper bearer should be fair and reasonable and reflect the costs of providing that bearer.

**Stakeholder responses**

TalkTalk considered our approach to the charging for a copper bearer in a SOGEA service to be appropriate.\(^\text{499}\) It said charges for SOGEA should be equal to the price of MPF+GEA, and recommended that we monitor demand for SOGEA and impose a charge control (through an interim review or a direction) if demand becomes a significant proportion of total demand for wholesale fibre services during the review period.\(^\text{500}\)

\(^{498}\) SOGEA is currently available for trials ahead of wider rollout.

\(^{499}\) TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 5.35.

\(^{500}\) TalkTalk response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 5.36-5.37.
9.185 Openreach raised a concern that using the charge controlled MPF product as a starting point for considering the cost-based charges of WLR when supplied as a copper bearer would add complexity to the fair and reasonable charging obligation imposed by the 2017 Narrowband Market Review (NMR).\textsuperscript{501}

Our reasoning and decisions

9.186 The WLA market is concerned with the infrastructure of access connections and therefore remedies in this market should be, as far as possible, service agnostic in the sense of allowing downstream telecoms providers to differentiate the package of services offered over that connection. Given this, we consider that telecoms providers should be able to purchase VULA without being required to also purchase other services, such as analogue voice or other features provided by BT. In other words, VULA should be available on a standalone basis when reasonably requested.\textsuperscript{502}

9.187 However, VULA services currently provided by Openreach over its FTTC deployment require a copper bearer from the local exchange to the customer. Openreach has achieved this by supplying VULA as an overlay to the existing copper services it has developed (i.e. WLR and MPF). Openreach is in the process of developing SOGEA, where the copper bearer will be included within the VULA service so that it can be purchased without also purchasing WLR or MPF.\textsuperscript{503} This would be in line with our view that VULA should be available on a standalone basis.

9.188 In the meantime, prior to the widespread deployment of SOGEA, the effectiveness of our decision to charge control VULA 40/10 services could be undermined if Openreach were able to require telecoms providers to purchase VULA with another service (e.g. voice telephony capability) to provide the copper bearer, and to set charges for this copper bearer above the costs of provision.

9.189 In Section 10, we set a cost-based charge control on MPF so that for the case of MPF+GEA 40/10, both the copper bearer and the GEA service would be subject to cost-based charge controls. However, it may not be economic to use MPF in all situations. Existing telecoms providers using MPF have largely invested in their own equipment to provide retail packages including voice and SBB services and are unlikely to undertake further rollout. New entrant telecoms providers are unlikely to invest in exchange-based equipment and rent access connections in the form of MPF as they are likely to focus on providing retail packages offering superfast broadband services. Vodafone, for example, which is expecting to expand its broadband sales significantly from its currently small share, does not use MPF and instead relies on WLR as its copper support to FTTC.\textsuperscript{504}

\textsuperscript{501} Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, Volume 2, paragraphs 110-11.

\textsuperscript{502} This is consistent with our approach first set out in 2010 when the VULA obligation was imposed. Ofcom, 2010. Review of the wholesale local access market, paragraphs 8.90-97. https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/37935/wla_statement.pdf.

\textsuperscript{503} The SOGEA service currently being trialled by Openreach is based on using the test capability in the local exchange. As such, the copper bearer is required from the local exchange to the customer premises.

\textsuperscript{504} Vodafone response to 2nd WLA s.135 notice dated 25 August 2016.
Where the copper bearer is not provided via MPF, but e.g. via WLR or SOGEA, we have decided that any charges related to the copper bearer must be fair and reasonable, which we would interpret as reflecting the costs of providing that bearer. While we will consider Openreach’s approach to pricing on a case-by-case basis, in our view the charge controlled MPF service provides a reasonable starting point for considering the cost-based charges for the copper bearer.

Openreach raised a concern with this approach on the basis that it adds complexity to the fair and reasonable charging obligation imposed on WLR in the 2017 NMR. In the 2017 NMR Statement we removed the charge controls for WLR when used to provide voice services, and imposed a fair and reasonable charging obligation, giving BT more pricing flexibility. In response to Openreach, we emphasise that it does not have to use its existing WLR service as the copper bearer to support its VULA service over FTTC. However, as WLR is currently the only alternative to MPF for providing the copper bearer, we would consider fair and reasonable charges for WLR to be those which reflect the costs of provision, in instances where it is used to provide the copper bearer to support the VULA 40/10 service.

For Openreach to be able to make full use of its pricing flexibility for WLR envisaged in the 2017 NMR, it will therefore need to provide the ability for telecoms providers to use the VULA 40/10 service without needing to also purchase WLR in its present form (or MPF). This may be when SOGEA is launched, but will depend on the effectiveness of SOGEA in allowing telecoms providers to provide retail packages of SFBB without relying on BT’s WLR service (which sits downstream from the WLA market).

In relation to Openreach’s point on complexity in the case of WLR pricing, the position is as follows: WLR is subject to a fair and reasonable charges obligation. Where WLR is used to provide voice services only, or is taken with SMPF or non-charge controlled VULA services (i.e. other than the VULA 40/10 variant), we will interpret the fair and reasonable charges obligation as set out in the 2017 NMR Statement, i.e. that prices which amount to a price squeeze would not be fair and reasonable.

As TalkTalk suggested, we will monitor demand for SOGEA and will act accordingly if competition concerns emerge.

Ancillary services

To make our price regulation work for competing telecoms providers and to promote effective competition, we proposed in our March 2017 WLA Consultation to impose charge controls on certain GEA ancillary services.

Stakeholders did not comment in principle on our proposal to regulate prices for certain ancillary services. As such, we have decided to impose charge controls for relevant ancillaries. We set out the details of our charge control proposals, stakeholder responses and our decisions in Volume 2 of this statement.\(^{505}\)

\(^{505}\) Table 1.3 of Volume 2 sets out a full list of GEA ancillary service charge controls.
Legal tests

9.197 For the reasons set out in Section 5 of Volume 2, we consider that each of the charge controls on GEA rental and ancillary services we have decided to set satisfies the legal tests set out in the Act and is in accordance with our legal duties.

Consistency with the EC Recommendations and the 2012 BEREC Common position

9.198 In the following paragraphs, we set out how we have taken utmost account of the documents described in making our decisions on VULA pricing.

The NGA Recommendation

9.199 The aim of the NGA Recommendation is “to foster the development of the single market by enhancing legal certainty and promoting investment, competition and innovation in the market for broadband services in particular in the transition to next generation access networks (NGAs)” (Recommendation 1). In relation to the regulation of virtual unbundled access services (which it describes as “alternative access products which offer the nearest equivalent constituting a substitute to physical unbundling”) these should be “accompanied by the most appropriate safeguards to ensure equivalence of access and effective competition” (Recital 21).

9.200 We consider that our decisions (which include imposing a specific cost-based charge control on the wholesale price of VULA 40/10 services, while allowing pricing flexibility on higher bandwidths) are consistent with the aims of the NGA Recommendation, including promoting investment, competition and innovation in the market for broadband services, in particular in the transition to NGA. This is because we consider they are met in the UK context particularly with respect to our focus on balancing the promotion of competition in NGA-based services and NGA investment. We have provided further reasoning in relation to our decisions and these objectives in the rest of this section.

The Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation

9.201 The Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation provides further guidance on the regulatory principles established by the NGA Recommendation, in particular the conditions under which regulation of wholesale access prices should, or should not be applied, as set out in paragraph 49.

Paragraph 49 provides that, “the NRA should decide not to impose or maintain regulated wholesale access prices ...”, under the condition that the NRA can show, “… a copper anchor ... or ... alternative infrastructures that are not controlled by the SMP operator can exercise a demonstrable retail price constraint.”

We have considered the extent to which the competitive constraint from retail providers using regulated copper services from BT, as well as from retail services provided over other fixed access networks such as Virgin Media’s cable network, are likely to be strong enough to keep wholesale NGA prices (i.e. VULA) at the competitive level over the course of the review period. As set out above, current VULA charges are above the efficiently-incurred unit costs of provision and margins are expected to increase further as unit costs fall. We do not consider that the retail constraints exerted by packages of SBB or packages of SFBB over cable will be sufficient to bring down VULA prices closer to the level of efficiently incurred cost during the review period, such that these unit cost reductions are passed through to consumers. Absent regulation, there is therefore a risk that VULA charges will be excessive, resulting in adverse effects in the form of high retail SFBB prices and associated consumer harm.

We note recital 56 does not envisage that an, “NGA based anchor will be required in the immediate future or before 2020”. However, for the reasons set out above, we consider that over this review period, there is a risk of adverse effects due to BT’s incentive and ability to set VULA charges at an excessive level. The charge control on VULA 40/10 services is being introduced from 1 April 2018 (i.e. not the immediate future after the September 2013 Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation), and is not designed to align with unit costs until 2019/20.

In light of the above, we have removed obligations relating to the ex ante economic replicability test as outlined in paragraph 56. This is explained in more detail from paragraph 9.103 above.

2012 BEREC Common Position on WLA market remedies

The 2012 BEREC Common Position on best practice in remedies on the market for wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access sets out that “Application of this Common Position will assist NRAs to design effective remedies in line with the objectives of the regulatory framework”. These objectives include, among other things, safeguarding competition and promoting efficient investment and innovation.
9.207 Under the objective “Fair and coherent access pricing” the BEREC Common Position describes a “Competition issue which arises frequently” as “SMP operators offer pricing schemes / prices not allowing alternative operators to compete on a level playing field and/or enabling a viable business case.” It then sets out several best practices under this objective that are relevant to NGA pricing:

- BP42 says “When determining their price regulation NRAs need to consider that it should incentivise both efficient investment and sustainable competition”; and
- BP43 states “Where appropriate and proportionate, NRAs should require SMP operators to provide regulated products based on an explicit pricing obligation...ranging from a requirement for prices to be cost-orientated and subject to rate approval through to specific charge controls...”

9.208 We consider that our decisions (which include imposing a specific cost-based charge control on the wholesale price of VULA 40/10 services, while allowing pricing flexibility on higher bandwidths), are consistent with BP42 and BP43. Our price regulation of BT’s VULA 40/10 services should promote competition, while pricing flexibility on other, and particularly higher bandwidths, should incentivise investment.

9.209 Together, we consider that our decisions are consistent with the aims of the BEREC Common Position including with respect to safeguarding competition and promoting efficient investment and innovation.
10. Price regulation of copper access services, including LLU and SLU

10.1 In this section, we set out our decisions in relation to price regulation of copper access services provided by BT, including rental charges for LLU and SLU. These remedies are intended to address competition concerns resulting from BT’s SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area.

10.2 In summary, we have decided to:

- Continue to set a charge control on MPF rentals and relevant ancillary services. This follows our decision in Section 7 to retain the requirement on BT to provide network access in the form of MPF.
- No longer impose a charge control on SMPF rentals. Instead, these services will be subject to the general remedies discussed in Section 6.
- Impose a basis of charges obligation on SLU services.
- Impose a basis of charges obligation on electricity services.

10.3 The charge control on MPF rentals and ancillary services (including the level of charges) is a CPI-X control with X set to align charges to forecast efficient costs by the penultimate year of the charge control period (cost-based charge control). The details of how we have set the MPF charge control are set out in Volume 2.

Price regulation of MPF

Background

10.4 In Section 4, we identify BT as having SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area. In Section 7, we confirm our decision to impose an obligation on BT to provide network access to LLU in the specific form of MPF and relevant ancillary services. In this section, we consider whether it is appropriate to continue to impose a control on MPF charges for the period of the market review.

Our proposals

10.5 In the March 2017 WLA Consultation we proposed to set a cost-based charge control on MPF rentals and relevant ancillary services. These proposals were broadly consistent with our approach to MPF which has been in place since 2005. Ofcom, 2005. This approach now supports widespread retail competition, with providers such as TalkTalk and Sky using it to provide retail services (such as voice and broadband) over BT’s local access connections.

---

Stakeholder responses

10.6 The majority of stakeholders agreed with our proposal to impose a cost-based charge control on MPF. Openreach stated its agreement that a CPI-X charge control is appropriate for MPF services.

10.7 Virgin Media said that we appeared to accept that SFBB constrains SBB prices (but not vice versa) and argued that, if this is the case, then there is no requirement for cost-based charge controls on both MPF and VULA 40/10 prices. It suggested that there could therefore be a "case for removing the MPF cap"\(^{511}\), although its preference was for a CPI-CPI safeguard cap on the combined MPF+VULA 40/10 price.\(^{512}\)

10.8 There were other stakeholder comments related to our methodology for setting the charge control for MPF. These comments are addressed in Volume 2.

Our reasoning and decision

10.9 As we set out in the March 2017 WLA Consultation, in the absence of a charge control on MPF services, BT would have the ability and incentive to exploit its SMP by pricing at an excessive level. This could cause harm to consumers by inhibiting downstream competition as well as leading to excessive prices for retail services that rely on MPF (including packages offering SBB and SFBB).

10.10 We have decided to address this concern by continuing to impose a charge control on MPF, which is the service most commonly used by telecoms providers other than BT to provide voice and broadband services on the Openreach network. In November 2017, MPF represented 92% of all LLU lines used by BT’s competitors. We consider that a charge control on MPF is both necessary and proportionate to prevent BT pricing excessively and to provide certainty and transparency with regard to charges over the course of the review period. We also note that our proposal to reimpose a cost-based charge control on MPF was supported by the vast majority of respondents to the March 2017 WLA Consultation.

10.11 We consider that imposing a cost-based charge control on MPF is likely to significantly reduce the risk of a margin squeeze on MPF-based retail services. This is because where BT no longer has flexibility over the wholesale price, it is only able to impose a margin squeeze by reducing the retail price, which would lead to a reduction in its profits as a vertically integrated provider.

10.12 Furthermore, the general obligation that charges must be fair and reasonable (see Section 6) does not apply where a charge control (or basis of charges obligation) is in force and is not required to address the risk of a margin squeeze on MPF for as long as the charge control is in place.

---

\(^{511}\) Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 131.

\(^{512}\) We understand that Virgin Media is not arguing for a CPI-CPI safeguard cap on both the VULA and MPF prices. Virgin Media’s case is that “there is no requirement for two separate cost-based remedies in the market” (emphasis added), rather than that there is no requirement for any such remedy: Virgin Media response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 129-131.
Virgin Media argues that, while SBB prices are constrained by SFBB, it is not the case that SFBB prices are constrained by SBB. We discuss the retail substitutability between these products in Annex 5. However, the strength of this substitutability is not relevant to our decision to impose a charge control on MPF, since MPF is the wholesale access service underpinning the provision of retail packages of both SBB and SFBB by at least two major retail competitors to BT.

### Legal tests

Our specific decisions in relation to the charge control for MPF is contained in Volume 2. For the reasons set out in Section 5 of Volume 2, we are satisfied that our decisions satisfy the relevant legal tests.

### Consistency with the EC recommendations and BEREC common position

We consider that our decision to impose charge controls on MPF services is consistent with the BEREC common position, particularly BP16 which states that “NRAs should impose obligations with regard to the provision of co-location and other associated facilities on a cost-oriented basis under clear rules and terms approved by the regulator to support viability of the access services mentioned above”.

In the case of MPF, we consider that a cost-based charge control reduces the risk of margin squeeze so do not consider it necessary to put in place additional *ex ante* obligations to address this form of conduct. As BP49e explains, “where cost-based access is imposed, this should help address concerns about downstream margin squeeze”.

We note that key elements of the Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation presuppose the application of charge controls for LLU (for example, its recommendations on the appropriate costing methodology for LLU). These are addressed in more detail in Volume 2.

### Price regulation of SMPF

#### Background

In Section 7, we set out our decision not to impose a specific access remedy on BT in the form of a requirement to offer SMPF and that instead, SMPF (including any ancillary services not subject to a charge control) will fall within the scope of the general network access remedy and be subject to a fair and reasonable terms and conditions (including charges) obligation, as well as a non-discrimination obligation. In this section, we consider whether in light of this, it is appropriate to continue to impose a control on SMPF rental.

---

513 Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation, page 6, point 45.
charges for the period of the market review or whether instead the general network access remedies are sufficient to address the competition concerns resulting from BT’s SMP.

10.19 SMPF is most commonly used in conjunction with WLR to provide dual-play or triple-play retail services to consumers. In our recent 2017 NMR Statement, we decided to remove cost-based charge controls in the WFAEL market (which includes WLR rental and connection charges) and replace them with a fair and reasonable charging obligation. This allows BT some flexibility to raise WLR charges provided that these charges remain fair and reasonable, i.e. BT does not impose a margin squeeze.

Our proposals

10.20 In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed to remove SMPF from the services that are subject to a charge control. We did so on the basis that any concerns around SMPF pricing in the absence of a charge control would be sufficiently addressed by our proposal for SMPF pricing to be subject to the fair and reasonable charges obligation which is associated with the general network access obligation.

Stakeholder responses

10.21 Stakeholder views differed on our proposal not to impose a charge control on SMPF.

10.22 Openreach argued that there is no longer any justification for regulating Openreach’s charges for SMPF charges and that it has no incentive to impose a margin squeeze for SMPF charges. Openreach said this would be counter-productive to its aim of maximizing profits (subject to regulation), which it argued required it to sell SMPF at prices that would allow telecoms providers to compete effectively and profitably in downstream markets. Openreach further questioned the necessity of maintaining any regulatory remedy as a safeguard, but said that it did not have significant concerns about the effect this would have on its commercial options.

10.23 Openreach also argued a fair and reasonable charging obligation is not supposed to be a rigid form of regulatory intervention and that there should be no assumption that a fair and reasonable charge must be the same as what might be imposed under a charge control.

10.24 TalkTalk supported our proposal to deregulate SMPF given the limited use of SMPF by operators other than BT, but remained concerned that BT could use the flexibility to raise SMPF prices substantially. TalkTalk stated that it would be important for us to monitor the

---

514 We set out our decision relating to SMPF ancillary services in Annex 23.
515 The general access remedy requirement for fair and reasonable terms covers ancillary services. Where these services are not covered by a charge control, this includes the requirement for charges to be fair and reasonable.
516 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 292-297.
517 Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 171.
SMPF price closely and be ready to intervene to prevent further increase should prices rise substantially above inflation; either by conducting an interim review or by intervening under BT’s overarching duty to set charges on a fair and reasonable basis.

10.25 Sky argued that BT has an incentive to raise wholesale prices for those consumers who depend on SMPF, even if that involves increases in retail prices.\(^{518}\)

10.26 Sky also argued that competition in retail markets will remain predicated on WLR+SMPF and MPF to a significant degree over the course of the review period and that not imposing a charge control on SMPF will undermine the level playing field between competitors using different wholesale inputs and distort competition.\(^{519}\)

10.27 Lothian Broadband Networks said that our proposal to remove the specific network access obligation and charge control on SMPF is a concern to it as it would impact its ability to enter the broadband market.

**Our reasoning and decision**

10.28 In the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area, we consider that there are unlikely to be significant dynamic benefits to be gained by promoting competition based on SMPF. Instead, our regulatory objective is the protection of competition.

10.29 In light of the above, and given our decision to no longer impose the specific network access obligation on BT to provide SMPF, we consider it appropriate to permit BT some flexibility in the wholesale pricing of SMPF. On that basis, we have decided to remove SMPF from the services that are subject to a charge control.

10.30 While TalkTalk suggests that we should intervene should prices rise substantially in excess of inflation, we note that there is no *a priori* reason in this case why above-inflation rises would mean charges were no longer fair and reasonable.

10.31 Nevertheless, we have taken note of the risks to competition of removing the charge control on SMPF. As BT is vertically integrated and competes in downstream markets with other telecoms providers who purchase SMPF, our primary *ex ante* concern in relation to removing the charge control on SMPF is the risk of adverse effects arising from BT fixing and maintaining its SMPF charges at a level that creates a margin squeeze. A margin squeeze would mean that telecoms providers who were as efficient as BT in providing downstream broadband services would not be able to compete with BT effectively. This could undermine existing competition based on SMPF in downstream markets. While BT argues that it has no incentive to impose a margin squeeze, we note both that to do so would be costless for BT Group (as it is vertically integrated) and that such a policy could leave BT’s downstream divisions well placed to win broadband customers, including some customers to whom it already provides voice services (i.e. because the customer has taken BT for line rental and a separate provider for broadband).

\(^{518}\) Sky response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 97.

\(^{519}\) Sky response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 100.
10.32 We also note that in the absence of a cost-based charge control on SMPF, BT would have
the ability to raise SMPF charges above their current level (i.e. above LRIC, which was the
level of the cap determined in the 2014 FAMR for the end of that review period). This
would lead to an increase in the combined cost to telecoms providers of purchasing WLR
and SMPF together (WLR+SMPF), which is the form in which SMPF is usually purchased by
telecoms providers. However, given the lack of a cost-based charge control on WLR, an
SMPF charge control would not constrain wholesale prices of WLR+SMPF as BT could
simply raise WLR prices instead. A charge control on SMPF would therefore have little
impact in restricting the price of WLR+SMPF when purchased together.

Contrary to Sky’s assertion, we believe that prices of retail packages supplied using MPF
are likely to act as a constraint on the prices of similar packages based on WLR+SMPF. As
most consumers now take broadband and landline services from the same provider and as
telecoms providers using the Openreach network can (and, except for BT, mostly do) offer
retail services using MPF as the wholesale input, we consider that there are unlikely to be
significant benefits from promoting competition in retail broadband markets based on
SMPF. Where telecoms providers currently use WLR+SMPF, in most cases they could
respond to any significant rise in the combined WLR+SMPF charge by instead using MPF as
their wholesale input. We also expect the trend of migration from SBB to SFBB to further
reduce the demand for SMPF and, as noted earlier, further LLU entry at any scale is
unlikely. Hence, the risk of harm arising from above-cost pricing of SMPF is now much
reduced and we consider that a charge control is not justified in order to promote
competition in retail broadband packages.

However, we are aware that some telecoms providers expect to rely on SMPF to supply at
least some of their retail customers over this review period and could face additional costs
if forced to migrate earlier than planned. We are also aware that at least one telecoms
provider (TalkTalk) provides a competing WBA service using SMPF. In addition, SMPF is
used by some telecoms providers to provide broadband-only services to consumers who
purchase their retail line rental and voice services from another provider (typically BT).
While providers of bundled broadband services could switch to MPF, broadband-only
providers would not have this option.

In light of the risks outlined above, we believe it is appropriate to maintain some ex ante
constraint on the level of SMPF charges. Such protection will be afforded by the main
SMPF charges (i.e. for rentals and most ancillary charges) being subject to the fair and
reasonable charging obligation associated with the general network access obligation.

520 An illustration of the circumstances in which switching to MPF becomes viable (relative to WLR) was provided in Annex
3 to the 2017 NMR statement. We recognise that various assumptions were made in that analysis (e.g. on customer
lifetimes and sufficient capacity in exchanges), but it appeared cost effective to switch from WLR (with wholesale call
origination (WCO) from BT) to MPF in response to relatively modest increases in the price of WLR and WCO. In that
analysis we recognised that if the price of SMPF were also to increase (as well as that for WLR and WCO), this would
provide a further incentive to switch to MPF.
521 https://www.talktalkbusiness.co.uk/partners/products/wholesale-connectivity/
522 SMPF soft ceases and SMPF hard ceases will remain subject to charge controls, as will services in the tie cables basket
and services in the co-mingling new provides and rentals basket, as these services are used in relation to both MPF and
SMPF. See Annex 23.
The fair and reasonable charging obligation, combined with the no undue discrimination obligation (including EOI), should provide protection for existing SMPF wholesale customers in that, if Openreach continues to provide SMPF to other parts of BT, then it will be obliged to make SMPF available on the same terms, conditions and charges to other telecoms providers. We believe that these remedies are a proportionate way of addressing our remaining concerns around SMPF charges.

We are imposing a fair and reasonable charging obligation on BT to address the competition concerns identified above. We are adopting an approach to the evaluation of costs and margins consistent with the margin squeeze test under ex post competition law. We impose this ex ante obligation on BT to enable us to intervene in the event that BT sets prices which amount to a price squeeze. We consider this is an effective remedy for dealing with a price squeeze competition concern and that the imposition of wholesale charge controls would be a disproportionate intervention for dealing with this risk. This also ensures that the price regulation of SMPF is consistent with that for WLR.\(^{523}\)

### Legal tests

In relation to SMPF, we have explained in Section 6 why we consider that the fair and reasonable charging obligation satisfies the relevant legal tests in the Act.

### Price regulation of SLU

**Our proposals**

In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed a basis of charges condition which would require SLU charges to be reasonably derived from the costs of provision by reference to LLU charges. Specifically, SLU charges must be based on equivalent LLU charges, with any differences between the two reflecting differences in incremental cost, including an appropriate return on capital employed.

### Stakeholder responses

Stakeholders who commented on our SLU proposal agreed to imposing a basis of charges obligation on SLU. Openreach noted that our SLU proposal is largely unchanged from the measures imposed under the previous market reviews.\(^{524}\)

WarwickNet said that it did not take issue with our reasoning for a basis of charges obligation in theory, but argued that, while LLU rental, connection and migration charges have all fallen since 2005, the equivalent SLU charges have remained unchanged over the same period. It argued that, while LLU and SLU services are not identical, SLU largely shares the same processes and infrastructure of LLU and they therefore would have expected pricing trends to be much more closely aligned than they have been.

\(^{523}\) As set out in the 2017 NMR statement, paragraphs 8.37-8.50.

\(^{524}\) Openreach response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 197.
10.42 CallFlow similarly argued that, while LLU and SLU are generally regarded as being similar products, SLU prices have generally not moved whereas LLU prices have generally decreased. CallFlow also argued that the current price for providing or ceasing an SLU service means that it is impossible to offer retail packages at prices that are in line with GEA services.

Our reasoning and decision

10.43 As set out in Section 6, we consider that telecoms providers using SLU are doing so to benefit customers by providing services which might not otherwise have been available, such as in areas where BT has not upgraded its local access connections to fibre. In the absence of regulation of SLU charges, BT would have the ability and incentive to exploit its SMP by raising prices to levels which could harm downstream competition and ultimately consumers.

10.44 To limit the price that BT can charge for SLU and address this risk, we have decided to reimpose a basis of charges condition to require SLU charges (including supporting ancillary services) to be reasonably derived from the costs of provision by reference to relevant LLU charges. We consider (as we did in the 2014 FAMR) that where parts of the SLU service or process are the same as services or processes within other services, then we would also expect the costs to be the same. The costs recovered from SLU should only differ from the costs BT recovers from other services that use equivalent components where and to the extent that there is an objective justification for the difference. Specifically, SLU charges must be based on equivalent LLU charges, with any differences between the two reflecting differences in incremental cost, including an appropriate return on capital employed.

10.45 Where there are charges for which there is no LLU equivalent, these are to be set on a forward looking (CCA) FAC basis (consistent with the control on MPF charges explained in Volume 2, Section 2) on an annual basis such that prices should reflect average costs in any year. The basis of charges condition also requires the amount of common costs recovered to be reasonable, which we consider is consistent with basing charges on BT’s FAC.

10.46 We have considered whether to set a cost-based control on SLU charges but have concluded that this would not be proportionate as our objectives can be achieved by a less intrusive form of regulation in this case. A sufficient degree of certainty about prices can still be achieved under a basis of charges condition for SLU and an advantage of this approach is that charges may reflect actual costs during the period covered by this market review more closely than under a charge control. Although incentives to reduce costs would be weaker under this approach than with a charge control, we nevertheless consider that the charge control on MPF will provide sufficient incentive for BT to reduce the costs of the network components used for SLU since many of these are also used for

---

526 Current Cost Accounting Fully Allocated Cost.
527 To the extent that prices reflect actual costs this is likely to be good for allocative efficiency.
MPF. Hence, in our view, a charge control is likely to be disproportionate given the efficiency and competition benefits that a basis of charges obligation would secure in this case and given the low current and expected take-up of SLU.

10.47 We note the points put to us by Warwicknet and Callflow regarding some of BT’s current and historic charges for SLU services. We are currently considering these points and we will take action if appropriate. We expect BT to comply with this condition and, as with all conditions, we and will consider taking enforcement action should we receive evidence that it has not done so. However, we continue to consider that a basis of charges condition is the most appropriate remedy for these services for the reasons set out above.  

10.48 We have therefore decided to impose a basis of charges condition to require SLU charges to be reasonably derived from the costs of provision by reference to relevant LLU charges. Specifically, SLU charges must be based on equivalent LLU charges, with any differences between the two reflecting differences in incremental cost, including an appropriate return on capital employed. Where there are charges for which there is no LLU equivalent, these are to be set on a forward looking (CCA) FAC basis on an annual basis such that prices should reflect average costs in any year. The basis of charges condition also requires the amount of common costs recovered to be reasonable.

Legal tests

10.49 Section 87(9)(a) of the Act authorises the setting of SMP services conditions imposing on the dominant provider such price regulation as Ofcom may direct in relation to matters connected with the provision of network access to the relevant network, or with the availability of relevant facilities. Section 87(9)(b) further authorises SMP services conditions imposing such rules as Ofcom makes for the purposes of matters connected with the provision of network access to the relevant network, or with the availability of relevant facilities about the recovery of costs and cost orientation. In each case, in setting such conditions we must be satisfied that the conditions about network access pricing set out in section 88 of the Act are also satisfied.

10.50 We consider that the condition satisfies the requirements of section 88(1) of the Act as our analysis indicates that there is a risk of adverse effects arising from price distortion. Moreover, the condition promotes efficiency and sustainable competition and provides the greatest possible benefits to customers by enabling competing providers to buy network access and supporting ancillary services at levels that might be expected in a competitive market. The extent of investment of the dominant operator has been taken into account as set out in section 88(2), as the obligation provides for an appropriate return on the capital employed to be included in the charges.

10.51 We have also considered our duties under section 3 and all the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. In particular, the condition is aimed at promoting competition and securing efficiency and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit

---

528 While WarwickNet and Callflow argued that there are pricing disparities between LLU and SLU, we note that they did not argue against the imposition of a basis of charges condition for this review period.
of consumers by ensuring that charges for wholesale services are set at a level that enables telecoms providers to compete downstream.

10.52 Section 47 requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. We are satisfied that the condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that the condition will ensure that competing telecoms providers can buy services at charges that will enable them to develop competing services to those of BT in downstream markets to the benefit of consumers;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that no other operator has SMP in the relevant market of the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that the condition ensures, but does no more than ensure, that BT is unable to exploit its market power, while at the same time allowing BT a fair rate of return that it would expect in competitive markets; and
- transparent, in that it is clear in its intention, in particular to ensure charges that are reasonably derived from the costs of provision by reference to relevant LLU charges.

Consistency with the EC Recommendations

10.53 In accordance with section 4A of the Act, we have has also taken due account of all applicable recommendations issued by the European Commission under Article 19(1) of the Framework Directive. We note the Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation recommends not imposing pricing obligations, including cost orientation, where certain conditions are met (Recommendation 48). These conditions include requirements such as EOI, which could act to constrain prices in a way that makes additional pricing obligations unnecessary. Since, for the reasons set out in Section 6, we do not consider it appropriate to impose an EOI requirement for SLU, our decision to impose a basis of charges obligation is consistent with the Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation.

10.54 For the reasons set out above, the basis of charges condition is also consistent with the provision in the NGA Recommendation, which says:

“When NRAs impose copper sub-loop unbundling, the SMP operator should be required to complement the existing LLU reference offer with all necessary items. The price of access to all items should be cost-oriented in accordance with Annex I”.

10.55 In particular, Annex I of the Costing and Non-discrimination Recommendation says, “NRAs should impose cost-based access to all items necessary to allow sub-loop unbundling, including backhaul measures and ancillary remedies, such as non-discriminatory access to facilities for co-location, or in their absence, equivalent co-location”. It further states that “regulated access prices should not be higher than the cost incurred by an efficient operator.”

529 NGA Recommendation, page 8, point 30.
530 NGA Recommendation, Annex 1, point 5.
Price regulation of electricity services

Background

10.56 Telecoms providers buy electricity from BT to provide power to the equipment used for MPF, SMPF and GEA. The price which BT charges telecoms providers for electricity is made up primarily of the wholesale price that BT itself is charged for electricity, with the remainder consisting of charges related to the provision of this electricity to telecoms providers.

10.57 BT’s charges for electricity have fluctuated, reflecting variations in the prices at which it buys electricity. Table 10.1 illustrates these fluctuations since April 2014.

Table 10.1: Charges for electricity usage per kWh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operative date</th>
<th>Charge £ Excl. VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/04/2014</td>
<td>0.1237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21/08/2014</td>
<td>0.1182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
<td>0.1288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/07/2015</td>
<td>0.1227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/01/2016</td>
<td>0.1145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/04/2016</td>
<td>0.1215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/05/2016</td>
<td>0.1174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/04/2017 (announced)</td>
<td>0.1229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BT price list

Our proposals

10.58 In the March 2017 WLA Consultation, we proposed to continue with our 2014 decision to apply a basis of charges condition for electricity services. This condition requires BT to set electricity charges that are derived from its relevant electricity purchase costs plus a small mark-up to reflect its own internal costs related to electricity purchasing and electricity charge setting.

Stakeholder responses

10.59 Most stakeholders who responded to our consultation did not comment on our proposals in relation to the price regulation of electricity services.

10.60 BT said that it had no issue with our proposals to impose a basis of charges obligation on electricity services.
Vodafone argued that electricity charges need to be tightly regulated to prevent over-recovery and ensure costs are allocated fairly.\footnote{Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 3.10.} Vodafone argued that it is vital these costs are set on an efficient cost reflective basis and do not allow scope for over-recovery or allow costs to be added without detailed scrutiny.

Our reasoning and decision

The access remedies that we impose enable telecoms providers to locate equipment in BT’s exchanges. However, to power this equipment, providers have no option but to buy electricity services from BT and the provision of electricity services in BT’s exchanges is not open to competition. This means that BT has both the incentive and ability to charge excessively high prices for electricity services consumed in BT exchanges. We therefore consider that some form of price regulation is required in order to protect downstream competition whenever electricity is used to support WLA services in BT exchanges. Our objective remains that the prices for these services should reflect an efficient level of cost.

In the 2014 FAMR Statement we decided that a basis of charges obligation would be the most effective way to protect consumers from the risk of excessive pricing.\footnote{Ofcom, 2014 FAMR Statement, Volume 1, paragraphs 13.60-13.65.} This required BT to set electricity charges that are derived from its relevant electricity purchase costs plus a small mark-up to reflect its own internal costs related to electricity purchasing and electricity charge setting using a FAC-based approach.

We considered whether it would be appropriate to impose a cost-based charge control instead, but concluded that a such an approach would not be appropriate. This was on the basis of the volatile nature of the wholesale price that BT pays for electricity and a charge control on the very low proportion of costs other than the raw power that contributes to BT’s electricity charge would be over-prescriptive and disproportionate.

We continue to consider that a charge control on electricity charges would be inappropriate. The principal reason for this view is the nature of the electricity purchase costs which make up over 90% of BT’s electricity charge and which are largely outside BT’s control.\footnote{Openreach, Accounting Methodology Document 2017, page 298. http://www.btplc.com/Thegroup/RegulatoryandPublicaffairs/Financialstatements/2017/AMD2016-17.pdf.}

We agree with Vodafone that electricity charges should be cost-reflective and not allow scope for over-recovery, and we believe a basis of charges obligation is the best way to achieve this. While a charge control would give BT a stronger incentive to reduce electricity costs, in practice it has little ability to do so. To the extent that BT is able to reduce its electricity purchase costs, it already has a commercial incentive to do so, as it pays the same cost for its own power as the cost of power provided to other telecoms providers.\footnote{2014 FAMR Statement, paragraph 13.55}
Only a very small fraction of the FAC-based electricity-related charges levied by BT (0-10%) do not relate directly to the volume (kWh) of electricity being used. These remaining costs relate to the cost of PSTN lines to carry meter data as well as meter operation and maintenance. There is a very low amount of capital employed (and thus required return on these assets) in the provision of electricity services.\(^{535}\)

In these circumstances, the efficiency benefits from setting prices to reflect the actual costs of electricity provision as they arise are likely to outweigh any benefits from stronger cost-reduction incentives under a charge control. Moreover, a charge control on the very small proportion of the charge which does not relate directly to the volume (kWh) of electricity being used would be disproportionate.

We understand that BT buys electricity under fixed price contracts, that it does not make spot market purchases and that it reviews the level of electricity revenues and costs on a quarterly basis. Given this, our approach ensures that over the course of a year BT’s revenues from electricity sales are in line with its costs. No additional margin over FAC to allow for uncertainty is needed.

Therefore, our view continues to be that it is appropriate to apply a basis of charges condition that requires BT to set electricity charges that are derived from its relevant electricity purchase costs plus a small mark-up to reflect its own internal costs related to the supply of electricity to other telecoms providers (including meter operation and maintenance costs).

### Legal tests

We consider that the basis of charges condition for electricity meets the tests set out in the Act.

Section 87(9)(a) of the Act authorises the setting of SMP services conditions imposing on the dominant provider such price controls as Ofcom may direct in relation to matters connected with the provision of network access to the relevant network, or with the availability of relevant facilities. Section 87(9)(b) further authorises SMP services conditions imposing such rules as Ofcom may make for the purposes of matters connected with the provision of network access to the relevant network, or with the availability of relevant facilities about the recovery of costs and cost orientation. In each case, in setting such conditions, we must be satisfied that the conditions about network access pricing set out in section 88 are also satisfied.

We consider that the condition satisfies the requirements of section 88(1) as our market analysis indicates that there is a risk of adverse effects arising from price distortion in the absence of regulation of BT’s electricity charges. Moreover, the condition promotes efficiency and sustainable competition and provides the greatest possible benefits to customers by ensuring that competing providers are able to buy network access and supporting ancillary services with associated electricity charges at levels that might be

\(^{535}\) Almost all of the capital employed relates to net current assets or liabilities arising from timing differences in payment for electricity. A very small percentage relates to the capital employed in meter operation and maintenance.
expected in a competitive market. The extent of BT’s investment, which is minimal in the case of electricity services as noted above, has been taken into account as required under section 88(2).

10.74 We have also considered our duties under section 3 and all the Community requirements set out in section 4 of the Act. In particular, the condition is aimed at promoting competition and securing efficiency and sustainable competition for the maximum benefit of consumers by ensuring that BT’s charges for electricity provided to support network access in the WLA market are set at an appropriate level. For those reasons, we also consider that the condition would be appropriate in order to promote efficiency and sustainable competition and provide the greatest possible benefits to end-users. At the same time, the basis of charges obligation will allow BT the opportunity to recover the efficiently incurred costs of providing the electricity services. As such, we consider that the condition is also consistent with the purpose of securing efficient investment.

10.75 Section 47 requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the proposed condition is:

- objectively justifiable, in that the condition is required to address the risk that electricity charges are likely to be priced above the competitive level in the absence of such a condition;
- not unduly discriminatory, in that we have found that BT is the only operator with SMP in the relevant market of the UK excluding the Hull Area;
- proportionate, in that it will ensure, but do no more than ensure, that BT is unable to exploit its market power, while allowing it the opportunity to recover its efficiently incurred costs in the provision of electricity services; and
- transparent, in that it is clear in its intention, in particular to ensure that BT should set charges for electricity services as set out in this statement.
11. Restriction on BT’s ability to geographically target price reductions

11.1 In this section we set out our decision to include a specific provision in the no undue discrimination obligation that restricts BT’s ability to make geographically targeted price reductions to VULA where it is provided using GEA-FTTC or G.fast. This provision (SMP Condition 4.4) is designed to address our competition concern that, in the absence of regulation, BT would have the incentive and ability to use geographically targeted price reductions for VULA in the early stages of network rollout by rivals to deter investment in new networks. We set out in Section 5 the potential consumer benefits of greater network competition and the advantages of full-fibre deployment.

11.2 In this section, we address stakeholder comments, set out our decisions on our competition concern, and the need for and scope of this remedy. We have also set out in more detail and how we would expect to engage with stakeholders if we proposed to give consent to a particular instance of geographically targeted pricing.

**Competition concern and need for this remedy**

**Our proposals**

11.3 Some respondents to our March 2017 WLA Consultation suggested that, given the emergence of rollout of new networks over the period of the review, BT might seek to prevent or reduce network competition by reducing its wholesale prices in the areas where other providers are starting to roll out new full-fibre networks.

11.4 In our December 2017 WLA Consultation, in response to this concern, we proposed to add a new clause to our proposed no undue discrimination condition. The clause specifies that we will consider BT to have shown undue discrimination if it charges different rental prices in different geographic areas for VULA, other than VULA provided over GEA-FTTP. In effect, this would require BT to maintain its uniform national pricing approach for Openreach’s GEA-FTTC and G.fast rental services.

---

536 The provision applies to rental charges for VULA provided using GEA-FTTC and G.Fast. It also applies to rental charges for other services provided in conjunction with VULA over GEA-FTTC or G.Fast for the purposes of providing electronic communications services to end users. For example, it will apply to BT’s SOGEA service once it is launched. The provision does not apply to ancillary services.

Stakeholder responses

11.5 Several stakeholders agreed with our assessment of the competition concern and our proposal to amend the no undue discrimination condition to address it.\(^{538}\)

11.6 Vodafone agreed with our assessment of the competition concern, stating that BT would suffer few negative effects from making targeted price reductions in those areas where it faces competition from another network, given its overall network size and the relatively limited geographic areas in which it would need to target price reductions.\(^{539}\) Vodafone and Three suggested that while consumers might benefit from lower prices in the short term, targeted price reductions were ultimately against the interests of consumers as they would deter investment in new infrastructure.\(^{540}\)

11.7 Vodafone fully supported our proposal, and said it was a proportionate and specific measure with a clear compliance standard.\(^{541}\)

11.8 TalkTalk strongly supported our proposals, stating that the potential for BT to make targeted price reductions is likely to deter telecoms providers from investing in competing FTTP networks.\(^{542}\) TalkTalk also argued that targeted price reductions could reduce the potential for customers to switch to a new network at both the wholesale and retail levels.\(^{543}\) TalkTalk supported the proposal as a proportionate way to address these risks as BT would retain the commercial freedom to respond to competition by reducing prices at a national level.\(^{544}\)

11.9 Telefonica UK and Gigaclear also strongly supported our proposal, stating that it was appropriate for us to ensure that BT’s targeted pricing strategies do not undermine competitive infrastructure investment.\(^{545}\)

11.10 Other stakeholders supported our proposals, but had reservations about our assessment of the competition concern. While [\(\geq\)] broadly agreed that there was some risk of geographically targeted price reductions, it suggested that BT would face difficulty in pursuing this strategy due to the complexity of maintaining multiple pricing models.\(^{546}\)

11.11 Virgin Media considered that the risk of BT using pricing flexibility to undermine investment is limited because of the risk of reputational damage and regulatory

---

\(^{538}\) Some stakeholders raised issues relating to services outside of the WLA market and therefore we have not considered them further in the context of this decision.

\(^{539}\) Vodafone response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, pages 2-3.

\(^{540}\) Vodafone response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 3; Three response to the December 2017 Consultation, paragraph 7.

\(^{541}\) Vodafone response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 3.

\(^{542}\) TalkTalk response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.2.

\(^{543}\) TalkTalk response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 2.2.

\(^{544}\) TalkTalk response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 3.2 and 3.5-6.

\(^{545}\) Telefonica UK response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation; Gigaclear response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 1.

\(^{546}\) [\(\geq\)]
Virgin Media noted that BT has not altered wholesale prices in response to full-fibre investments announced by Virgin Media, CityFibre or Hyperoptic.

11.12 Nevertheless, both [X] and Virgin Media supported our proposal to amend the no undue discrimination condition. Virgin Media said that it would not be overly burdensome for BT and it may reassure investors, potentially leading to further fibre investment.

11.13 A number of other stakeholders agreed with our proposals, but argued that they did not go far enough to address the competition concern. CityFibre, for example, argued that there are also potential risks to competition from BT’s national pricing of both VULA and FTTP-based services, geographically targeted price reductions in relation to BT’s FTTP services, BT’s charges for connections and other ancillary services as well as rentals, and the use of geographically targeted retail offers. These and other stakeholder comments on the scope of the provision and alternative remedies are addressed below.

11.14 BT and Openreach disagreed with our identification of the competition concern and our proposals, arguing that the condition is disproportionate and unnecessary. Openreach said that we had not clearly defined and quantified a competition concern and that we had failed to substantiate its ability to vary pricing between regions as a distinct competition concern.

11.15 Openreach disputed our competition assessment, claiming that it was in a weaker position than Virgin Media and new entrants. Openreach claimed that Virgin Media could potentially introduce geographically targeted retail reductions, which would force Openreach’s wholesale customers to reduce their retail prices, leaving Openreach with no option but to lower national prices or risk under-recovery of costs. Openreach argued that when faced with such competition, setting varied pricing between regions is a legitimate commercial strategy.

11.16 Openreach claimed that its ability to pursue geographically targeted price reductions is limited by the requirement for pricing transparency.

11.17 Openreach said it was not clear whether we are concerned about geographically targeted price reductions being below the level of efficient costs or the risk that some discounts

---

547 Virgin Media response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, pages 5-6.
548 Virgin Media response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 4.
549 [X]; Virgin Media response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 1.
550 Virgin Media response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 1.
551 Zayo, Independent Networks Co-operative Association (INCA), CityFibre, Three.
552 CityFibre response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 3.1.3-3.14, and 9.1.4.
553 BT response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.2 and 1.5; Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 4-7.
554 Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 37 and 113-114.
555 Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 60-61.
556 Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 54.
557 Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 127.
might result in adverse competitive effects.\textsuperscript{558} Openreach’s view is that the ability to price differentiate is not itself a competition concern.

\textbf{11.18} BT argued that existing regulation is sufficient to address concerns on a case-by-case basis, and by imposing a blanket rule, Openreach suggested we would be fettering our discretion.\textsuperscript{559} BT said the proposal would make it impossible for Openreach to respond effectively if fibre retail prices were reduced in certain areas because of network competition and, as a consequence, competition may become skewed in favour of BT’s vertically integrated rivals.\textsuperscript{560} This would disadvantage telecoms providers which rely on the Openreach network, including BT’s downstream businesses as well as competing retail providers. BT claimed that if its downstream businesses were to try and match the lower retail prices of competitors, there was a risk that it could be found to have imposed a margin squeeze.\textsuperscript{561}

\textbf{11.19} In addition, Openreach contended that applying for consent would place an unjustifiable burden on it to convince Ofcom that a geographically targeted price reduction should be permitted, when the burden should be on Ofcom to show a reduction is anti-competitive.\textsuperscript{562}

\textbf{11.20} BT and Openreach also argued that competition law would be sufficient to address our competition concern.\textsuperscript{563} However, Gigaclear, \textsuperscript{564} and Vodafone argued the opposite and that relying on competition law will not offer sufficient protection to investors.\textsuperscript{564}

\textbf{11.21} Openreach said that the proposal would prevent legitimate pricing practices\textsuperscript{565}, harming its ability to compete effectively and dampening its incentives to roll out full-fibre.\textsuperscript{566} It said the remedy would shelter competitors from normal competitive pressures which could allow inefficient operators to successfully enter the market, resulting in inferior services being provided to consumers in the long term.\textsuperscript{567} Openreach also commented on the risk it faces if local entry in areas with a low costs leads to significant drop in volumes and an increase in national average unit costs, resulting in a “downward spiral” of falling volumes and rising costs.\textsuperscript{568}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{558} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 39.
\item \textsuperscript{559} BT response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.2; Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 103(d).
\item \textsuperscript{560} BT response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.5.
\item \textsuperscript{561} BT response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 2.5-6.
\item \textsuperscript{562} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 108(a).
\item \textsuperscript{563} BT response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.2; Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 122-128.
\item \textsuperscript{564} Gigaclear response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation page 5; TrueSpeed response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation; Vodafone response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 3.
\item \textsuperscript{565} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 148.
\item \textsuperscript{566} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 62-65.
\item \textsuperscript{567} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 36.
\item \textsuperscript{568} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 64.
\end{itemize}
Openreach argued that it would be unfair to require its G.fast service to be subject to the proposed provision, as different phases of rollout will have different costs and it is therefore commercially preferable to set different prices in different areas.\textsuperscript{569} Openreach also stated that it expects geographically differentiated pricing to become increasingly necessary in the future as network competition increases, meaning that “Ofcom could find itself in a position of effectively micro-managing Openreach pricing decisions”.\textsuperscript{570}

Drawing an analogy with competition concerns and BT’s voluntary commitment in 2006 when telecoms providers started to roll out networks using LLU infrastructure, Openreach argued this shows there is a more proportionate way to address the concern.\textsuperscript{571} Virgin Media, suggesting that our competition concern is overstated, also questioned whether a voluntary commitment would be more appropriate.\textsuperscript{572}

Openreach also noted that we decided against a national pricing obligation in the BCMR on the basis that different costs and competitive conditions mean its ability to compete should not be limited, and a case-by-case investigation would provide sufficient protection.\textsuperscript{573}

\section*{Our reasoning and decisions}

\textbf{BT has the incentive and ability to undermine emerging network competition using targeted wholesale price cuts}

One of the key elements of our strategy is to promote network competition, including fibre direct to homes and businesses. We believe that the emergence of competition from rival full-fibre networks should drive innovation and further investment including by BT, leading to higher quality and better value services for consumers. In our view, full-fibre networks have the potential to provide significant benefits to consumers of communications services and citizens in the future. This is despite new networks leading to greater replication of fixed costs, which will be reduced to the extent that new networks use the DPA remedy.

The evidence we have seen suggests that the investment case has improved in recent years to the point where we now see scale deployment plans and it now appears to be commercially viable in more geographic areas. We have set out the announcements regarding investment that have occurred since the March 2017 WLA Consultation in Section 5. However, given that investment in new competing networks is at a relatively early stage, leading to rollout during the period of this review, we consider that it is potentially vulnerable to conduct on the part of BT which is capable of undermining and deterring competing investment.

In that context, and given our finding that BT will continue to have significant market power over the period of our review, we have identified a risk that BT would have the

\textsuperscript{569} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 62.
\textsuperscript{570} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 109.
\textsuperscript{571} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 86-91.
\textsuperscript{572} Virgin Media response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, pages 4 and 7.
\textsuperscript{573} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 80.
incentive and ability to target wholesale price reductions on a geographic basis in a way that is capable of impairing or undermining emerging network competition. In other words, our competition concern is that BT may use geographically targeted price reductions in areas where others are starting to roll out new fibre networks and that this could reduce competition to the detriment of consumers.

11.28 This could happen both where BT reduces prices ahead of build occurring (e.g. in response to an announcement of rollout) and where BT reduces prices after rollout has occurred, even if the reduction is intended to be temporary. The impact of such conduct on the potential for the development of network competition may be considerable if responses to new network competition in one geographic area dissuade rivals from investing in competing networks in other areas.

11.29 As TalkTalk notes, even the anticipation of targeted price reductions may deter new build entrants from investing. Preventing BT from setting geographically targeted wholesale prices will therefore provide investors with reassurances that BT will not engage in targeted price reductions to stifle competition.

11.30 BT would have an incentive to engage in targeted price reductions if its lost profits from lower prices in the short term were outweighed by the gains from preventing wider rollout and stronger competition in the longer term. The potential to discourage wider network competition over a significantly wider area may give BT a greater incentive to engage in targeted price reductions in the areas where rollout initially happens. If wider network rollout is stifled, the payoff for BT from such behaviour could be very large. For the purposes of this *ex ante* regulatory assessment it is not necessary to show that BT has engaged or is engaging in this conduct (and the examples provided by Openreach in its response of encouraging take-up do not indicate any targeting of new entrants\(^{574}\)). Indeed, many of the announcements of competing investment are recent and will only result in rollout starting during the period of this review. We are concerned to ensure that BT does not respond to these competitive developments in a targeted way given its SMP in the period of this review given the potential for competition to be weakened.

11.31 Targeted wholesale price reductions could undermine investment incentives for rivals by reducing the returns available to investors in new fibre networks. This could happen in two ways. First, if targeted price reductions were passed through in retail prices (by BT’s downstream businesses and/or Openreach’s wholesale customers) this would put new build entrants under pressure to reduce their own retail prices (and their margins) in order to remain competitive in the area of new build. Second, targeted price reductions could make it less likely that broadband retailers would switch their business from Openreach to a new build entrant. Such targeted price reductions by BT could deter rivals from investing in competing networks.

---

\(^{574}\) Openreach provided examples of four geographic discounts: GEA-FTTC Discounted Sim Provide Rental offer; GEA-FTTC Discounted SIM Provide Rental and Connection offer; GEA-FTTC 18/2 offer; and Chelsea exchange closure. See Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 31.
11.32 If BT were able to reduce network competition, its SMP in the WLA market would be sustained and could lead to other adverse effects for consumers. This could include a lack of choice of services and weaker incentives for BT (and other providers) to invest and innovate in new technologies including full-fibre, which would make it less likely that consumers would realise the benefits of network competition.

11.33 While Openreach states that it expects geographic pricing to become increasingly necessary in the future as network competition increases, the ability of Openreach to reduce its prices in response to a new build entrant is precisely what we are concerned about. In the longer term, we agree with Openreach that geographic pricing may become more common. We do not envisage that a provision in this form is likely to be necessary in the longer term.575

Rationale for ex ante regulation

11.34 Openreach explained that it was mindful of its obligations under competition law not to unfairly distort or seek to foreclose competition. In this regard, Openreach referred to pricing on a predatory below-cost basis and the concept of pricing not excluding equally efficient operators. It said that our proposal would shelter competitors from normal competitive pressures and allow inefficient entry.

11.35 Given our duties and objectives in this review to promote network competition, our concern goes beyond Openreach setting potentially anti-competitive prices within the meaning of competition law and extends to the broader impact that targeted geographic price reductions made in response to full-fibre rollout by competitors may have on investment incentives.

11.36 Even if BT responds to competition for new networks through lower prices – and this is not directly motivated by BT’s incentives to choke off additional investment in other areas – this commercial reaction could be sufficient to undermine potential entrants’ incentives to invest in the first place.

11.37 We do not agree that the provision will lead to inefficient investment as suggested by Openreach. This is for the following reasons:

- We consider restricting BT from making targeted price reductions for VULA during this review period to be necessary, while we are in the early stages of network rollout. In the longer term, consumers’ interests are likely to be best served by removing such restrictions and allowing BT to respond to competition. New investors will know that they will have to compete with BT without this provision in the longer term. We consider that this significantly mitigates the risk of that they will enter when they are inefficient, especially as the assets have very long lives.
- We see significant benefits to consumers from greater network competition as discussed in Section 5.

---

575 SMP Condition 4.4 applies the restriction to such charges during the Relevant Years of the review as defined (i.e. 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2021).
- Rivals building new networks will initially face considerable challenges in becoming established. For example, it will take time to build a network and to establish a customer base on that network. While rival networks to BT are becoming established, we consider it appropriate to limit BT’s ability to react to this competition in a targeted way, including reactions that might normally be regarded as commercial reactions to entry for operators without SMP.

11.38 Given the benefits to consumers from network competition and the challenges new entrants face in becoming established, we consider it unlikely there will be inefficient entry that is against consumers’ interests and expect competing networks will result in further service differentiation and innovations, and higher quality of service. Rather, we consider the bigger risk is that there will be insufficient entry to further consumers’ interests.

11.39 In reaching our decision as to whether it is necessary to impose a specific SMP condition addressing this concern, we have considered whether the other remedies we are imposing in the WLA market and/or competition law would be sufficient to address these concerns. Openreach argued that further regulation was not necessary.

11.40 Our charge controls on 40/10 VULA services and MPF set a cap for charges, but not a floor. The charge controls do not apply restrictions on geographic variation. Where the charge controls do not apply, charges must be fair and reasonable. This provides pricing flexibility for BT’s higher speed fibre services, which includes its G.fast service. It does not, in itself, stop geographic differences. Therefore, these rules would not prevent reductions in wholesale prices targeted in certain areas. In addition, we do not consider that transparency obligations are sufficient to prevent competing investment from being undermined; Openreach suggests that these obligations will enable competing networks to change their plans before it implements a price reduction. However, we would still have concerns that Openreach could deter competing investment in an area by simply reducing prices (or announcing that it will do so), and consider that such a reduction would undermine any investment in that competing network. This kind of price signalling by Openreach could deter investment elsewhere in the UK.

11.41 With regard to the application of competition law, as we have explained above, our regulatory objectives in this review extend to promoting competition, including network-based competition through the rollout of new full-fibre networks, and our remedies are designed to address specific concerns arising from BT’s SMP. We do not consider that competition law, which would focus on considering whether BT has abused a dominant position, would be sufficient protection to address our concerns. Ex ante regulation can more effectively address the risk of specific types of conduct occurring in the market review period.

11.42 The no undue discrimination obligation makes it clear to BT and others what conduct is not permitted. This ensures transparency and promotes regulatory certainty. In contrast, ex post enforcement, which may take longer to conclude in the event of enforcement activity, would not provide the same degree of regulatory certainty, which is itself an important factor in any investment decision. This is particularly the case when it may be difficult to determine whether targeted geographic price reductions were designed to pre-empt or
punish entry in one area to dissuade a larger scale entry programme gaining traction. In the context of emerging network investment, *ex post* enforcement action may be too late if competition is deterred in the interim.

**Parallels with past concerns over risks for LLU investment**

11.43 We said in the December 2017 WLA Consultation that there are some parallels to when BT’s rivals began investing in copper-based local loop unbundling (LLU) around 2005. Then, as now, a new technology enabled rivals to compete more effectively with BT in the provision of retail telephony and broadband services. Following competitors’ initial investments in LLU-based services, BT reduced prices for its wholesale broadband access service in dense exchanges where competition was most likely to emerge.576 BT’s retail broadband competitors faced the choice of either buying a wholesale broadband service from BT to resell to subscribers, or investing in LLU to have more control over the line and potentially sell wholesale services. At the time, LLU operators were concerned about the threat of unpredictable margin erosion by BT which would foreclose competition based on LLU.577 In order to address this concern, BT made a voluntary price floor commitment which did not prevent geographical price reductions but allowed for a lower price floor in areas where costs were lower.

11.44 In the present circumstances, we do not consider that such an approach as was adopted in the case of LLU would be appropriate.

11.45 First, we do not consider that a voluntary commitment would provide the same level of reassurance to investors which is necessary for network investment. Building a new network requires significant expenditure and time, and it is easier for investors to understand when BT has failed to comply with an SMP condition than with a voluntary commitment.

11.46 Second, while the competition concern may have been similar in the case of telecoms providers using LLU to roll out their own networks, BT’s incentives are different here. The key point is that when providers were using LLU, while BT may have lost retail customers, it was selling services at the wholesale level. However, with the rollout of new full-fibre networks, BT may lose wholesale as well as retail customers and has an incentive to try and retain customers at both levels of the value chain.

11.47 Third, we emphasise that the obligation allows us to grant consent to BT to make geographic price reductions where appropriate in areas without emerging network competition and it does not apply to discounts that Openreach already has in place. By

---


577 BT subsequently committed voluntarily not to introduce geographically targeted price reductions. Around the time of the 2006/07 review of the wholesale broadband access markets BT made pricing commitments to the industry and to Ofcom. One of these commitments relates to floors for future broadband pricing, and BT commits to providing a period of stability to LLU by not introducing geographically targeted reductions, below a certain level, to its wholesale broadband prices. These commitments were set out in two letters, dated 10 November 2006, which were sent to Ofcom. These letters, along with Ofcom’s response, are available on Ofcom’s website. [https://web.archive.org/web/20100329095228/www.ofcom.org.uk/telecoms/ioi/bbpricing](https://web.archive.org/web/20100329095228/www.ofcom.org.uk/telecoms/ioi/bbpricing).
allowing for such exemptions, we do not consider that the obligation is disproportionate to address our concern.

11.48 Finally, Openreach states that it used discounts at the time to reflect costs and that the commitment enabled it to continue to compete in the way it had been. However, Openreach does not currently have discounts in place to reflect the costs of providing fibre services and thus, the obligation does not prevent it from continuing to compete in the way it currently does. In addition, given Openreach has not previously varied its pricing of fibre services, we consider that the main reason for it to do so now would be on a targeted basis, to undermine and deter competing investment.

Quantified assessment unnecessary

11.49 Openreach and CityFibre complained that we had not quantified our competition concern. We consider a qualitative assessment of the costs and benefits is sufficient to justify imposing this condition.

11.50 We recognise that there could be some costs associated with our proposals. In particular, there may be circumstances where BT might wish to cut wholesale charges locally simply because that is BT’s best commercial option given that entry has occurred. So long as this competition did not itself dissuade entry from occurring in the first place, it would likely have benefits for consumers and therefore we would not normally want to prevent it.

11.51 Given that we only envisage restricting BT from having targeted price reductions for VULA in the early stages of network rollout, and that network rollout is likely to be fairly limited over the next three years, we consider any potential for consumer harm from this obligation is temporary and limited.

11.52 In contrast, if targeted price reductions did stifle rollout by rivals and hence network competition, the harm to consumers could be very considerable and enduring (as described in Section 5). We consider there is a risk of targeted price reductions having this effect, given Openreach could have the incentive and ability to do this.

11.53 BT argued that another potential cost with this obligation is that it could result in inefficient new entry. However, as discussed above, given the challenges facing new rival networks in becoming established, we consider that it is unlikely that this provision would itself contribute to any inefficient entry. Rather, it is designed to prevent targeted action on the part of BT that has the potential to reduce the scope of efficient competitive entry.

11.54 Moreover, as discussed below, SMP Condition 4.1 enables Ofcom to consent to conduct that would otherwise fall within the scope of the restriction, mitigating the scope for adverse unintended consequences from this obligation.

11.55 We do not consider that quantifying these costs and benefits (which would necessarily be speculative) would add to the assessment that we have set out above.
Charges for other services

11.56 CityFibre said that BT has strong incentives to pursue anti-competitive pricing options for FTTP and ancillary services, and the proposal should be extended to cover them.\(^578\) It mentioned that connection or migration charges are often a significant one-off barrier to consumer switching and we have not explained why the obligation only covers rental charges.\(^579\) Vodafone also said that ancillary services (e.g. connections, modifications and migrations) should be covered by this remedy.

11.57 TrueSpeed also said that \(^580\) and Virgin Media\(^582\) agreed that we should not extend the condition to GEA-FTTP services. Virgin Media said that if BT invested significantly in full-fibre, it would be a long-term decision with risk. For that reason, the likelihood that BT will aggressively price wholesale GEA-FTTP to deter competing networks is low.

11.59 Three, Zayo and CityFibre disagreed with our proposal not to extend this condition to GEA-FTTP. Three said BT has a strong incentive to acquire GEA-FTTP wholesale customers by reducing the price differential between GEA-FTTC and GEA-FTTP.\(^583\) This is exacerbated by the ability to subsidise targeted GEA-FTTP price reductions with savings from switching off the copper network. Zayo said BT could damage competing providers’ case for investment by simply signalling low price levels.\(^584\)

11.60 CityFibre suggested that exclusion of GEA-FTTP could result in BT using the pricing of FTTP to foreclose the wholesale market and distort competition.\(^585\)

11.61 Consistent with our consultation proposals, we have decided that this measure will not extend to BT’s GEA or G.Fast ancillary services (e.g. connections).

11.62 We consider that extending the policy to GEA-FTTP services would do little to help investment in new networks by rivals. BT could not target price reductions for GEA-FTTP services where it has not yet deployed full-fibre. In contrast, it could rapidly change prices for existing services on its FTTC network, which it has already deployed in most areas, and for new services such as G.fast, which are quicker to deploy than full-fibre. This obligation will therefore not provide protection to a rival which overbuilds BT’s full-fibre network in a certain area with its own fibre.

11.63 With regard to ancillary services, we consider that the rental charge is the most important in terms of the potential effect on competition and in terms of competitors’ business cases (it is where they will recover the majority of their costs). Consequently, we consider that it is sufficient to apply the remedy to the rental charge alone. While we acknowledge that

\(^{578}\) CityFibre response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 3.1.3-4.
\(^{579}\) CityFibre response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 7.4.1.
\(^{580}\) CityFibre response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 7.2.4-5.
\(^{581}\) Virgin Media response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, pages 6-7.
\(^{582}\) Three response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 17.
\(^{583}\) Zayo response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, 4.3.2.
\(^{584}\) CityFibre response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 7.2.4-S.
discounted connection charges may have some impact on competition, given the charge is a one-off and is small compared to the ongoing cost of the rental, we do not consider that any impact on competition or the prospect of it would be significant enough to justify being subject to the remedy.

11.64 With regard to GEA-FTTP, we do not consider that BT’s FTTP deployment is significant enough for it to be able to foreclose national wholesale FTTP competition (without infringing competition law) as CityFibre suggested.

Our decision to impose an additional provision in the no undue discrimination obligation to address this concern

11.65 In order to address the competition concern identified above, we have therefore decided to impose a provision in the SMP conditions to specify that such conduct would amount to undue discrimination in this review period. This makes clear that BT is prohibited from targeting areas of competitive entry by geographically targeting of price reductions for the relevant years of the review (as defined in the legal instruments). In effect, this requires BT to maintain its uniform national pricing approach for Openreach’s GEA-FTTC rental charges and G.fast. The benefits of this provision could be undermined if BT were able to target price reductions to services currently used alongside GEA-FTTC and G.fast, i.e. MPF and WLR. The restriction will also therefore apply to MPF and WLR when used in combination with GEA-FTTC and G.fast. It would also apply to SOGEA when launched.\textsuperscript{586}

11.66 We do not extend the application of this measure to BT’s GEA-FTTP services. We consider that extending the policy to GEA-FTTP services would do little to help new network investment by competitors. This is because BT could not quickly change prices for FTTP services as it would itself need to deploy an FTTP network and, in any case, given BT’s current limited plans for FTTP it is likely that any overlap with competitor FTTP would be relatively small. In contrast, it could rapidly change prices for existing services and for new services such as G.fast, which are quicker to deploy than FTTP.

11.67 We also do not extend the application of this measure to the current discounts which Openreach has in place (as published on Openreach’s website). We do not consider that the current discounts give rise to our competition concern and therefore, do not think it appropriate to make BT request consent for them.

11.68 Unlike a charge control or price floor (see below), an additional feature of the no undue discrimination measure is simple to implement and monitor in the broader context of pricing flexibility for fibre and full-fibre ultrafast services. It promotes transparency and regulatory certainty in that it will give a clear signal to potential entrants and investors that they will be able to rely on. We consider that it will directly address the potential harm we have identified and reduce the risks faced by potential entrants and therefore improve the prospects for competing network investments.

\textsuperscript{586} We are also aware the Openreach is developing a Single Order variant of G.fast which will also be covered by this obligation.
11.69 As part of its argument that the obligation is unlawful, Openreach said it is disproportionate as it prohibits all forms of geographically targeted price reductions (e.g. in areas where there is competition with an established rival network) and excludes the benefits that such differentiation may have on competition. As our discussion below of the process for granting consent sets out, our intention is not to prohibit all instances of geographic price differentiation. In order to address our competition concern, we want to impose a clear rule which gives reassurance and certainty to competing investors, and we are unable to specify now where and when BT’s behaviour would target new network entrants. Consequently, we are imposing a broad measure with the ability to exempt instances of differential pricing which do not give rise to our competition concern. In recognition of Openreach’s comments, we have however changed “will” to “may” in the text of the legal instrument. This also ensures consistency between SMP Conditions 4.1 and 4.4.

11.70 We do not consider that this consents process will place an unjustifiable burden on Openreach as the process should be straightforward for BT where its proposed price reduction does not target areas with new network entry.

11.71 We agree with BT that it will be more constrained than Virgin Media in how it can compete with new rivals, but we do not agree that our decisions impose disproportionate risk on it. While Openreach claimed that it is in a weaker position than Virgin Media and new entrants, BT is the only telecoms provider which we find to hold SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area. Furthermore, as explained above, the obligation is not designed to stop BT from pricing differentially to reflect functioning competition from an established competitor network, i.e. Virgin Media. BT should request consent in such circumstances.

11.72 We do not believe that the obligation will lead to Openreach under-recovering its costs, but will help to foster competing investment incentives, and in any case our aim is not to safeguard Openreach’s position in the wholesale market, but to ensure that it does not act in a targeted way that potentially reduces competition.

11.73 Openreach also argued that the obligation would prevent legitimate pricing practices, affecting its ability to compete effectively and interfering with its right to conduct its business. We consider that the process for granting consent to exemptions as outlined below means that BT will not be constrained in conducting its commercial business; in effect, the only restriction will be on its ability to conduct anti-competitive behaviour to undermine new network entrants by reducing prices in those localised areas. We emphasise that we do not consider conduct by the SMP operator to target areas of new entry as legitimate competition.

11.74 With regard to Openreach’s suggestion of a “downward spiral” in terms of falling volumes and rising national costs, we consider that the risk of this is low given the limited areas of competitive rollout in this review period.

11.75 In response to Openreach’s argument that the obligation would dampen its incentives to roll out full-fibre, we do not expect the impact of this obligation to be sufficiently material
to have such an effect. CityFibre suggested that BT may actually accelerate its FTTP deployment during the review period.

11.76 Openreach is right that we have taken a different approach to the 2016 BCMR to geographic price differentiation. However, while recognising that a national price would not be appropriate in that market because of the different costs and competitive conditions, we highlighted that geographically targeted price reductions may pose a risk to competition if BT used them to respond to local entry by a new entrant. For that market review, we considered that a case-by-case approach would be appropriate, but in the present case, where the network competition is in its much earlier stages, we consider that a specific obligation is more suitable.

Process for granting consent to price reductions

Our proposals

11.77 We said in the December 2017 WLA Consultation that we would generally be concerned about BT responding to emerging infrastructure competition on a geographically targeted basis, even where to do so would be in BT’s commercial interest and not directly motivated by BT’s incentives to undermine and deter competing investment in other areas.587

11.78 However, we noted that, where there are appropriate circumstances, SMP Condition 4.1 enables Ofcom to consent to conduct that would otherwise fall within the scope of the restriction.588

Stakeholder responses

11.79 Virgin Media agreed that the flexibility offered by SMP Condition 4.1 helps to ensure Ofcom’s proposals are proportionate.589

11.80 Openreach said that it was not clear under what circumstances Ofcom would grant written consent as provided for by SMP Condition 4.1, or what the timeframe or processes would be for obtaining such consent.590

11.81 Openreach said that it uses targeted geographic discounts to support wholesale customers, for example “in driving take-up in areas with low utilisation of superfast cabinets”.591 Openreach argued that the provision for Ofcom to give consent would not provide sufficient speed or flexibility.592

587 December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 4.10-4.11.
588 December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 4.11.
589 Virgin Media response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 8.
590 Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.
591 Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 2.
592 Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 12.
Openreach explained that it has worked with its wholesale customers to find ways to incentivise end customer migration from MPF to GEA-FTTC, which has resulted in a number of special offers.\textsuperscript{593} It provided details of four discount schemes from 2016 and 2017.\textsuperscript{594}

Openreach argued that these offers were not designed to target network competition but, as they involved geographic differentiation of rental charges, the obligation means they would constitute undue discrimination.\textsuperscript{595}

CityFibre argued that our proposals left scope for confusion and misinterpretation. CityFibre understood the proposed condition to prohibit “any and all geographically differentiated rental pricing by BT of the VULA-based broadband services, whether temporary, permanent, a discount or any other form of pricing vehicle”, unless Ofcom “issues a separate derogation under Condition 4.1”.\textsuperscript{596}

Our reasoning and decisions

As a starting point, Condition 4.4 is phrased so as to capture any form of geographic price differentiation involving GEA-FTTC and G.fast, and services provided in conjunction with them to deliver VULA. However, Condition 4.1 enables Ofcom to consent in writing to geographic price differentiation. In the interests of transparency and greater certainty, the following paragraphs provide some indication of how Ofcom would approach consent to a particular instance of geographically targeted price reductions by Openreach.

As discussed above, the purpose of this provision is to prevent price reductions targeted at areas where others are starting to roll out new networks and our focus in considering proposals presented by Openreach would be limited to that alone. We do not think that a test of whether a reduced wholesale price allows competitors to make a sufficient margin would be appropriate as this could still enable Openreach to reduce prices in a way which would deter investment in new networks, both in those areas where price reductions apply and more widely. Moreover, such an effects-based test would be difficult to administer in a timely manner which would slow down the process and potentially lead to the need for a longer consultation period.

As such, we would envisage granting BT consent for geographic price differentiation that represented commercial behaviour not targeted at such new investment, for example where BT was responding to customer demand, making more efficient use of assets in the network, or engaging in competition with Virgin Media. For example, two of the instances of price reductions Openreach provided in its response were of offers available at around 30,000 cabinets with low take-up of GEA-FTTC and we would expect them to cover a significant portion of the country. As such, it would seem unlikely that they were being used to target new network build. This is likely to be the case for any future examples of discounts that are widely available. Another example was a product trial in a particular area, and the final example related to a single exchange which was being closed. In

\textsuperscript{593} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 30.
\textsuperscript{594} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 31 and page 32 (Annex1).
\textsuperscript{595} Openreach response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 32.
\textsuperscript{596} CityFibre response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 3.1.5 and pages 18-19 (Annex B).
substance, therefore, these Openreach discount schemes would have been suitable for consent, had this rule applied at the relevant time, as they do not target new network rollout.

11.88 In terms of process, the Act requires that we consult for one month where proposing to give a consent for the purposes of an SMP condition if the proposed consent would have a “significant impact” on the market (section 49A).\(^{597}\) We would assess the need to consult on a case-by-case basis reflecting this statutory requirement and our ability to observe whether a pricing measure by BT targeted areas of competitive rollout. Input from relevant stakeholders may be necessary to understand this in some instances, but not others. Early engagement by Openreach will assist with the efficiency of this process. We would not generally expect to consult for any longer than a month and our decision would follow shortly after the consultation period closed (clearly this would depend on the nature and/or extent of responses from telecoms providers).

11.89 The process for consenting, where appropriate, would therefore be relatively short. We would also not expect it to place an onerous requirement on Openreach, on the basis that it would need to prepare materials that explain any proposed geographic based discount scheme for its own internal purposes and for telecoms providers. In addition, we note that Openreach is required to give 28 days’ notice of the introduction of any price reduction (including the introduction of a special offer) under Condition 9.4 and so there is already transparency regarding its price changes. Again, timely engagement from Openreach will contribute to the efficiency of this process.

11.90 The obligation will be prospective, which means that Openreach will not require consent for the geographic price discounts currently available.

**Legal tests**

11.91 We are satisfied that the condition for BT in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area meets the various tests in the Act. Section 87(6)(a) of the Act gives Ofcom a power to impose:

> “a condition requiring the dominant provider not to discriminate unduly against particular persons, or against a particular description of persons, in relation to matters connected with network access to the relevant network or with the availability of the relevant facilities”.

11.92 This provision implements in domestic law and has the same meaning as Article 10 of the Access Directive, which at Article 10(1) provides that Ofcom may:

> “impose obligations of non-discrimination, in relation to interconnection and/or access”.

\(^{597}\) And in certain circumstances it may be necessary to notify the European Commission where proposals are of “EU significance” as defined by section 150A of the Act.
11.93 Article 10(2) of the Access Directive, which Openreach cited in its response to the consultation, confirms that in particular, this includes a power to set obligations on the dominant provider which ensure that it applies:

“equivalent conditions in equivalent circumstances to other undertakings providing equivalent services, and provides services and information to others under the same conditions and of the same quality as it provides for its own services, or those of its subsidiaries or partners”.

11.94 This is a non-exhaustive list of the type of non-discrimination obligations that may be applied.

11.95 In terms of the scope of Article 10, recital 17 of the Access Directive confirms that:

“The principle of non-discrimination ensures that undertakings with market power do not distort competition, in particular where they are vertically integrated undertakings that supply services to undertakings with whom they compete on downstream markets” (emphasis added).

11.96 Targeted discounting is a form of price discrimination. Non-discrimination obligations can have different forms and methods of implementation (as illustrated by Article 10(2) of the Access Directive). We typically impose a non-discrimination obligation as a complementary remedy to the network access obligation, principally to prevent the dominant provider from discriminating in favour of its own downstream divisions and to ensure that competing providers are placed in an equivalent position. Without such an obligation, the dominant provider has the ability and incentive to provide wholesale network access on terms and conditions that discriminate in favour of its own downstream divisions.

11.97 Our measure in this statement addresses a different but complementary objective: preventing BT from discriminating in its provision of network access between different geographic areas by way of its prices for rental charges in the WLA market in a way that is capable of impairing or undermining emerging network competition. We consider that such conduct, undertaken by an operator with SMP, can amount to a form of discrimination that reduces (or distorts) competition within the meaning of the Access Directive. Moreover, we consider that selectively targeting price reductions on the basis of new or prospective competitive entry would amount to undue discrimination in the provision of network access.

11.98 We have considered our duties under sections 3 and 4 of the Act. Our principal duty when carrying out our functions is to further the interests of citizens in relation to communications matters and consumers in relevant markets, where appropriate by promoting competition. We are required to secure, in carrying out our functions, among other things, the availability throughout the UK of a wide range of electronic communications services (section 3(2)(b) of the Act). Section 3(4) of the Act also sets out list of matters to which we must have regard where they are relevant to the circumstances. In this context, we consider the following matters to be relevant: the desirability of promoting competition in relevant markets (section 3(4)(a)), the desirability of encouraging investment and innovation in relevant markets (section 3(4)(d)), and the desirability of
encouraging the availability and use of high speed data transfer services throughout the UK (section 3(4)(e)).

11.99 The Community requirements in section 4 of the Act reflect the regulatory objectives set out in Article 8 of the Framework Directive. The first and fifth Community requirements in section 4 are also particularly relevant in this context. Section 4(3) of the Act provides that the first Community requirement is a requirement to promote competition. Section 4(7) of the Act provides that the fifth Community requirement is the requirement to encourage the provision of network access for the purpose of securing efficiency and sustainable competition, efficient investment and innovation, and maximum benefits for the ultimate consumers of these services.

11.100 In our view, the condition we have decided to impose is consistent with and will further the fulfilment of those duties.

11.101 Section 47(2) requires conditions to be objectively justifiable, non-discriminatory, proportionate and transparent. In our view, the condition is:

- Objectively justifiable: We have identified as a competition concern BT’s ability and incentive in the provision of network access to target wholesale price reductions in areas that are subject to emerging competing investment in high speed fibre networks. We have explained that such actions would have the potential to impair or undermine or otherwise reduce competition in BT’s favour. Our imposed remedy prevents such behaviour during the period of this review and thereby seeks to ensure that potential competition develops to the ultimate benefit of consumers. We have explained that reliance on competition law and the other remedies we are imposing in this review, including the general no undue discrimination obligation and the transparency requirements, would not be sufficient to address the concern we have identified. We have considered whether a range of other measures might be appropriate to address our competition concern, but have concluded that the condition we have imposed is the appropriate means of addressing this risk.

- Not unduly discriminatory: The remedy is to apply to BT which is the only telecoms provider which we have identified as having SMP in the WLA market in the UK excluding the Hull Area. As a result of its SMP, and in light of the conditions of competition revealed by our market analysis undertaken in this review – notably the emergence of competing investment in new networks – the condition is designed to address the potential for harm arising from targeted pricing behaviour during the period of this review. We have explained the process by which Ofcom can consent to pricing which differs on a geographic basis where such conduct is not targeted at new entry. BT will not, therefore, be disadvantaged in its ability to engage in competition on the merits with Virgin Media, as it claims.

- Proportionate: The condition has been designed to prevent discrimination by BT that has the potential to adversely affect competition and ultimately cause detriment to consumers. We have explained in this section the nature and scale of the risks we are seeking to address by this condition and our reasons for deciding to impose a condition in this form. We have also explained in more detail the process by which we would
consent to pricing that does not target areas of competitive rollout. As such, the remedy specifically targets conduct we have identified as a concern during the period of this review and goes no further than is necessary to fulfil this objective.

- Transparent in relation to what it is intended to achieve: We have explained above that the objective of the measure is to address the specific competition concern of targeted discounting.

For the reasons set out above, we consider that the condition is appropriate to address the competition concerns identified, in line with section 87(1) of the Act.

**The BEREC Common Position**

11.103 We have also taken utmost account of the BEREC Common Position. In relation to achieving the objective of a level playing field, the BEREC Common Position identifies the following competition issues which arise frequently:

“Alternative operators may not be able to compete on a level playing field which may result in SMP players:

- having an unfair advantage;
- having unmatchable advantage, by virtue of their economies of scale and scope, especially if derived from a position of incumbency;
- discriminating in favour of their own group business (or between its own wholesale customers), either on price or non-price issues; and/or
- exhibiting obstructive and foot-dragging behaviour.”

11.104 We consider this issue to be sufficiently analogous to the competition concern that we have identified and have taken into account the best practices suggested in the Common Position. In this respect, the BEREC Common Position identifies, amongst other things, as best practice that:

“BP17 NRAs should impose a general obligation of non-discrimination.

BP18 NRAs should further clarify how the non-discrimination obligation is to be interpreted on a case-by-case basis.

BP18a In cases where a general non-discrimination obligation (imposed under BP17) proves not to be sufficient to the particular issues faced by the specific market and/or product, NRAs could attempt to clarify, as far as possible, how a non-discrimination remedy will be interpreted in practice, via identification of forms of behaviour which will be considered to be discriminatory (e.g. providing lines at minor technical quality to alternative operators). NRAs could implement such clarifications in various ways, for example either through explicit wording of the SMP obligation or via explanatory guidance which provides clarity as to the NRAs interpretation of the obligation.”

---

598 BEREC Common position on best practice in remedies on the market for wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access at a fixed location imposed as a consequence of a position of significant market power in the relevant market, pages 9-10.
We have explained above why we do not consider that reliance alone on the general non-discrimination obligation would be sufficient in light of the concern we are seeking to address. We have decided to include explicit wording in the SMP obligation to clarify that targeted discounts may amount to undue discrimination in the absent of consent.

Other issues raised by stakeholders

Stakeholder responses

Some stakeholders argued that our proposed restriction on geographic discounting should cover a wider scope, capturing:

- overbuild and BT’s deployment of full-fibre;
- retail pricing; and/or
- a price floor for GEA-FTTC and G.fast rental services.

We consider their comments in turn in the following sub-sections.

Overbuild

Stakeholder responses

A number of stakeholders were concerned about the possibility of ‘overbuild’, i.e. BT targeting full-fibre deployment or making network upgrades in areas where rivals are also deploying or planning to deploy full-fibre.

CityFibre considered that we had not acknowledged the harm to network competition which would come from full-fibre overbuild. It said that the prospect of overbuild was a substantial risk to full-fibre investment. It said that, as a minimum, BT should not be allowed to overbuild competing full-fibre networks until there was a fit for purpose DPA remedy. CityFibre also suggested that G.fast could be used tactically to frustrate competitors’ plans to roll out FTTP. CityFibre said BT could use G.fast to undermine competition in the short-term and it would then be able to roll out FTTP at a higher price or continue to sweat its existing assets.

Gigaclear said that full-fibre overbuild by BT undermined the business case for rivals. It was concerned in particular about the risk in relation to BDUK tenders. It said that when BT fails to secure a BDUK tender, it faces incentives to seek to undermine the plans of the tender-winner. It suggested that where an alternative network won such a tender, BT should be prohibited from upgrading networks in that area for up to three years.

599 CityFibre response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 8.1.2.
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604 Gigaclear response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, pages 6-7.
this would not create a burden on BT because the only purpose of BT rolling out following a failed bid for state aid would be to strategically undermine a competitor. Gigaclear said that there were cases of where BT appeared to be doing this already and it described specific examples in its submission.\(^{605}\)

11.111 TalkTalk expressed concern about overbuild and said we should monitor BT’s behaviour to ensure no pattern of overbuilding competing full-fibre networks.\(^ {606}\) It said such behaviour by BT in one area would chill the prospects of full-fibre rollout in other areas and that BT will only have to do this a few times to achieve a larger deterrent effect.\(^ {607}\) Vodafone said that we should require BT to provide us, on a confidential basis, the details of its rollout plans, enabling us to act appropriately if BT is believed to be targeting competitors.\(^ {608}\)

11.112 INCA was concerned that we had not done anything to prevent full-fibre overbuild despite industry concerns.\(^ {609}\) It said BT has previously overbuilt to deter competing investment and that there was no reason to believe its incentives have diminished.

**Our reasoning and decisions**

11.113 We recognise the risk of BT strategically targeting areas where rivals have built or plan to build networks. Such behaviour could be anti-competitive and against consumers’ interests if it deterred rivals from further rollout. The potential harm to consumers could be very considerable if such behaviour resulted in materially less rollout by rivals; absent competition, there is less choice of services, weaker incentives to invest and innovate and a greater risk of high retail prices and lower levels of quality, as discussed in Section 5.

11.114 However, given that we want to promote network competition, we do not consider it is proportionate to impose *ex ante* restrictions on BT rolling out full-fibre or G.fast. On balance, we consider such a condition would not be in consumers’ interests as it could deny consumers the choice of differentiated and higher quality services. Instead, we consider our *ex post* competition powers are the best vehicle for addressing these risks of any anti-competitive behaviour.

11.115 In response to CityFibre’s particular concerns about BT being allowed to deploy full-fibre before there is a fit-for-purpose PIA remedy, as set out in Volume 3 our new PIA remedy will come into force shortly after this statement. We set out in Section 7 of Volume 3 the timeline for implementation; while the impact of PIA will not be immediate, we do not believe that BT will be able to change its plans for full-fibre rollout in order to target new build within a significantly shorter timeframe.

---

\(^{605}\) Gigaclear response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 5.

\(^{606}\) TalkTalk response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.5.

\(^{607}\) TalkTalk response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 4.2.

\(^{608}\) Vodafone response to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 2.16 and 4.8-4.11.

\(^{609}\) INCA response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 1.
In relation to the Gigaclear proposals regarding the bidding for state aid contracts (e.g. BDUK) and the possibility of imposing terms on bidders in the event they fail to win bids, the bidding rules and terms of the BDUK contracts are a matter for Government.

**Retail prices**

**Stakeholder responses**

11.117 [3X] and Virgin Media agreed with our proposal not to impose any regulation in relation to retail prices.

11.118 BT said if its retail divisions lowered retail prices to match those charged by rivals, it might be accused of margin squeezing, which would be perverse if it was caused by the no undue discrimination condition at the wholesale level. BT noted that Virgin Media could compete unimpeded by regulation, and might reduce its retail prices in areas of competing full-fibre deployment.

11.119 TalkTalk was concerned that there would be nothing to prevent BT’s retail businesses margin squeezing in specific geographic areas. TalkTalk said that when it rolled out its full-fibre network in York, BT’s reaction was not to reduce its wholesale prices, but to offer retail discounts to customers specifically in the area it was rolling out, and that these offers locked consumers into long-term contracts.

11.120 TalkTalk said that we should prevent BT from reducing retail prices in a way which deters entry, either by mandating national retail prices for superfast broadband or, if that is not possible, by providing clear regulatory guidance. In particular, it said guidance was required to show that action against any potential margin squeeze would be quick and effective. It considered that we should say that the margin squeeze calculations would be conducted using local geographic markets defined in relation to the potential full-fibre competitor networks.

11.121 CityFibre was concerned that our proposals would not prevent BT introducing targeted geographic retail offers. CityFibre said that we should have conducted a more detailed analysis of BT’s potential for retail pricing initiatives and the likely effect on competition. However, CityFibre stated its preference for wholesale regulation and that it would not advocate the introduction of any retail regulation if we introduced remedies to address the options for exclusionary pricing at the wholesale level.

---
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Our reasoning and decisions

11.122 Where we have not found SMP at the retail level, we cannot introduce additional measures to restrict BT’s retail pricing directly. Introducing restrictions on BT’s retail pricing would entail a major intervention in retail markets that we do not regulate.

11.123 The extent to which BT can reduce retail prices is constrained by the fair and reasonable charges obligation on services that are not charge controlled (so including VULA services with speeds over 40/10), which we have said we will generally interpret to mean BT should not set prices that result in margin squeeze (see Section 6). We would be concerned if the margin on BT’s fibre services was such that retail telecoms providers would be unable to offer these services profitably. As a result, our remedies do provide some protection based on \textit{ex ante} regulation in respect of BT’s ability to reduce retail prices whenever retail price reductions are not paired with wholesale price reductions.

11.124 BT suggested that the obligation might result in situations where it is accused of margin squeezing. However, we consider that if rival networks were to price lower than BT, the geographic extent of this will be relatively small given network rollout in the review period will be limited. In addition, BT is still able to respond to competition and avoid a margin squeeze by reducing its national wholesale price. We also reiterate that BT should request consent to be exempt from the obligation when it believes that its pricing would not give rise to our competition concern.

11.125 In general, in assessing whether wholesale VULA charges led to a margin squeeze under the fair and reasonable charges obligation, we would expect to adopt an approach to the evaluation of costs and margins consistent with the margin squeeze test under \textit{ex post} competition law. While we would undertake any assessment on a case-by-case basis, if there were to be retail price reductions in a particular location, we would normally expect to consider whether there was a margin squeeze based on comparing the localised lower prices with the relevant wholesale charges.

11.126 We also have powers under \textit{ex post} competition law to investigate a potential margin squeeze in relation to the use of wholesale services that are charge controlled, such as the VULA 40/10 services (where the fair and reasonable obligation does not apply and for as long as the charge control is in force).

Price floor

Stakeholder responses

11.127 TalkTalk\textsuperscript{617} and Virgin Media\textsuperscript{618} agreed with our proposal not to set price floors for BT’s wholesale services. Virgin Media said that would increase the risk of regulatory error.

\textsuperscript{617} TalkTalk response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraphs 3.5-6.
\textsuperscript{618} Virgin Media response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, page 8.
Virgin Media also mentioned that the need for a price floor is reduced since G.fast service is a new venture and offers incremental improvement to current broadband services, and BT will want to ensure a return on that investment. Also said that it appreciates the argument not to set a price floor.619

CityFibre620, Zayo621 and TrueSpeed622 called for us to introduce a price floor. They said that this is needed to stop BT from setting low national prices in order to undermine and deter competing investment in FTTP. CityFibre also [>.623

Our reasoning and decisions

We do not wish to unduly restrict BT’s pricing flexibility for a new product, for example, by preventing it from being able to experiment with different pricing strategies. We consider that the remedy we are imposing is the least onerous means of addressing our competition concern. For instance, it avoids complex analysis and compliance which would be required by CityFibre’s suggestion of ex ante price floors based on costs in areas in which BT has rolled out G.fast segmented into cost-based zones.624

Moreover, as long as the rollout of G.fast is not closely aligned with the rollout of rival networks, BT’s pricing strategy will be influenced by incentives that apply to serving a broad range of customers. This will raise the costs of setting artificially lower prices for G.fast merely to target entry during this review period. Our requirement that wholesale G.fast prices should be set without geographic variations will reinforce this.

We recognise that the potential concerns would be stronger if BT’s rollout of G.fast itself appeared to be targeted at areas where rival investment was being developed. At this stage we do not have evidence or expectation that this will be the case.625

---

619 [>]
620 CityFibre additional submission to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 1.1.2.
621 Zayo response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph 5.1.4.
622 TrueSpeed response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation.
623 CityFibre response to the December 2017 WLA Consultation, paragraph page 16 (Annex A).
624 Vodafone additional submission to the March 2017 WLA Consultation, page 3.
625 BT has announced it is making G.fast available to 10m customers over this review period, while in the longer term we hope for competing investment to reach a similar number of premises, we envisage a much smaller rollout over this review period.